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1 EXPOSITION OF THE RESEARCH PROJECT

1.1 Introduction
After people experience a traumatic event, e.g., an airline disaster, they often ask
themselves   'what  if ...?' questions. Prompted  by a negative event, they search  for
alternative outcomes to make sense of their experience. When people have accomplished
an excellent collaborative achievement, e.g., a product innovation or a community
development program, during the process and afterwards they ask themselves, 'how did
we succeed...?'. Positively motivated,  they  try to reconstruct extraordinary actions.  Both
examples show that certain stimuli cause people to think through their thoughts, feelings
and actions. People address uncertainties by reflecting on their experiences. In other
words, distancing themselves from the experience provides room to reconsider and get an
overview. The assumption is that time provides distance and hence transforms subjective
thoughts, feelings and actions into more objective ones. It is commonly argued that this is
how we are able to make better sense ofour experiences.

From a conceptual point of view, sense-making involves the construction of
meaning by categorizing and framing observations (Weick   1995). The importance  of
sense-making is not confined to private experiences, but also concerns professional life. In
pursuit of mutual understanding and pattern identification, people do not make sense in
isolation, rather observe and consult one another (Weick 1995). Weick elaborates  on  the
role of sense-making to combat uncertainties by studying teams of firemen and flight
attendants (e.g., Weick and Roberts 1993). Drawing on the concept of sense-making,  it is
often claimed that self-managing teams are successful because of reflection practices (e.g.,
Smith and Comer 1994; Boisot 1995; Stacey 1995; Endenburg 1998). Scholars  and
practitioners often assume that reflection demonstrates the ability to take responsibility
and by this provides groups legitimacy for higher echelons to act (semi-)autonomously.
These merits attributed to reflection raises the question what reflection involves as regards
its content.

1.2 Reflection
Scholars have frequently been intrigued by reflection's complex character. Despite
somewhat different definitions, it was a subject discussed by classical and medieval
philosophers (Russell 1961; Wiley   1994).   Due   in  part  to the diversity of disciplines
involved in studying reflection, the topic has recently regained scientific attention. Terms
such as 'reflexivity' and 'reflection' stem from the Latin verb 'reflectere', meaning 'to
bend' or 'to turn back on the self' : This etymological root has given us a variety of
meanings, including whether and how persons can know or relate to themselves (Wiley
1994). One example is 'reflex', which denotes an uncontrolled response. Another example

2 Oxford English Dictionary 1989
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is   'refiexion'   or 'reflection', which indicates a mirror image (Wiley   1994).   For  our
purposes, 'reflection' should be understood as a turning back on the self.

Focusing on the questions 'what is reflected upon and by whom?' reveals
paradoxes inherent to reflection. The first of these involves the object that is represented

by reflection. Objects can include personal as well as social experiences. Despite the
variation in object level, both experiences are mirrored by the perspective of 'self'. Hence
group reflection is made up of individual reflections with regard to the group.

Determining the subject of reflection is less straightforward. An individual is not capable
of fully reflecting on him or herself. Subjectivity or blind spots are always present. Blind
spots indicate the individual's starting point. Since a person is incapable of completely
separating body and mind (Russell on Aristotle's ethics, 1961: 191), otherwise alienation
results, some parts of the person will not be reflected upon. This is where the second
paradox arises. In chapter two we shall further elaborate on paradoxes of reflection and
their implications.

1.3 Perspective of learning
Since reflection involves reconsideration of experiences to make sense of them, it is
considered a learning strategy (Daudelin 1996; Argyris 1999; Seibert and Daudelin
1999)). This is illustrated by definitions, such as: -Learning is the process of modifying
one's cognitive maps or understandings, thereby changing the range of one's potential
behavior" (Fiol 1994: 404). Much literature in cognitive psychology, education and
philosophy centers on phases in thought or cycles of thinking that describe the way in
which individual people learn (Dewey 1933; Boydston 1985; Lawson  1985;  Boud  et  al.
1988; Weick 2002). Learning is described as "the process of using a prior interpretation to
construe a new revised interpretation of the meaning of one's experience in order to guide
future action" (Mezirow 1998: 190). Dewey cites Clifford (1901) when explaining
learning: "Skill enables a man to deal with the same circumstances that he has met before,
scientific thought enables him to deal with different circumstances that he has never met
before" (Boydston 1985: 295). Apart from focusing on individual learning, reflection has
also been attributed to groups of people. In the context of groups or organizations,
learning is defined as "the process of improving actions through better knowledge and

understanding"  (Fiol and Lyles   1985:   803). Here, emphasis shifts from reflection   as
personal cognitive attribute to reflection as part of social interaction. Notwithstanding the
vast amount of studies on learning conditions (e.g., Cangelosi and Dill 1965; Edmondson

1999; Bogenrieder and Nooteboom 2004), learning strategies (e.g., Fiol and Lyles 1985;
Levitt and March 1988; Brown and Duguid 1991; Huber 1991; Miner and Mezias 1996;
Snell 1998; Brown and Starkey 2000; Prencipe and Tell 2001; Edmondson 2002), and
learning outcomes in terms of organizational change and innovation (e.g., Lant and
Mezias 1992; Dorroh et al. 1994; Pisano 1994; Miner and Mezias 1996; Snell 1998; Levin
2000; Argote and Ophir 2002; Holmqvist 2004), the transformation of learning processes
into learning outcomes remains largely untouched in organization literature (cf Easterby-
Smith et al. 1999; Meeus and Oerlemans 2005). Furthermore, Mezirow (1998) notes a
lack of attention to these assumptions in literature on the nature of cognition in cognitive
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learning. An exception is Argyris and Schon's work on double-loop learning (Argyris et
al. 1985; Argyris and Schon 1996; Argyris 1999) as well as Schon's (1983; 1987) notion
of reflection-in-action. Their work involves learning aimed at the exploration of
boundaries by means of questioning taken-for-granted assumptions. Denoted as 'reflection
on action' and 'reflection in action' they explicitly focus on practitioners' sense-making of
action patterns. Drawing upon these observations, this research starts from a cognitive
learning perspective.

1.4 Research question
Before presenting the questions guiding this research, three implicit understandings of
reflection are explicated. First, reflection is considered a tendency to question. The term
'tendency' indicates that reflection does not take place all the time or in every situation.
Being a cognitive attribute means this tendency varies among individuals and their
situations. Since cognitive learning refers to sense-making in cognitive systems, reflection
is not confined to the individual level. In considering groups or organizations as cognitive
systems (e.g., Weick and Roberts 1993), reflection takes place in social interaction  also.
Reflection  at the level  of the individual is denoted as private reflection, whereas reflection
in social interaction is called public reflection. Argyris et al. (1985) point to the difference
between private reflection (e.g., tacit argumentation) and public reflection (e.g.,
discussion). Public reflection occurs in social interaction, in contrast to private reflection
which is not assumed to take place in public. Figure 1.1 presents the perspective taken in
this research project. It shows cognitive learning can be divided into cognitive
antecedents, attributes and outcomes. This research project specifically focuses on
personality and social interaction as antecedents for reflection as well as on reflection
itself as a cognitive attribute.

Figure  1.1  Cognitive learning as perspective in research

Personality
\J

Private Reflection Cognitive Outcomes
)

Public Reflection
Social Interaction              3,I.

Source: Learning literature  in the field of Organization Studies

Second, by referring to a cognitive attribute, reflection starts from an internal perspective.
However, this does not exclude external factors such as peers putting reflection into effect
with their opinions. Drawing on Giddens' (1984) structuration processes, the dualism
between social agents and patterns of social interaction becomes the focus of interest.
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Giddens (1984) argues that structural patterns of social interaction both facilitate as well
as limit social agents in their achievements. Thus social interaction not only effects
reflection, it is effected by it as well. In a similar vein, reflection derives its introspective
meaning from the frames of reference in use, these being the individual (or self) and the
social group. This means private reflection influences public reflection, e.g., individual
questioning (introspection and retrospection) is introduced into the group. Nevertheless, a
reverse influence from public onto private reflection is also possible, e.g., questioning
from within the group can inspire individual group members to reflection. Thus, the
tendency to reflect individually is demonstrated both in private as well as in group
settings, whereas the tendency to reflect as a group by means of sharing thoughts only
holds for groups. Studies on cognitive processing in groups illustrate the reciprocal
influence between social agents and patterns of social interaction (e.g., Argyris et al.
1985; Brown and Duguid 1991; Weick and Roberts 1993; Boland and Tenkasi 1995;
Hinsz et al. 1997).

Third, literature often assumes reflection to be the same as retrospection.
Retrospection in this case means casting doubt on observations at a later moment in time.
Making this retrospect judgment explicit to the outside world can produce legitimacy.
Disciplines such as sociology use reflection to legitimize theory development,
methodology and research programs (Fuller 2000; Bonner 2001; Cunliffe 2002; McLain
2002). Despite its positive connotation in the literature, however, the mere act of reflective
cognitive processing does not by definition provide legitimacy (Jackson and Willmott
1987; Harley et al. 2004). From a pragmatic point of view, blind spots inherent to
reflection, such as subjectivity, hamper attempts to achieve this legitimacy.
Notwithstanding some prejudice regarding the merits of reflection, the literature does not
provide much insight into thinking efforts central to reflection. To scrutinize the
assumption whether reflection demonstrates the ability to take responsibility and provides
legitimacy, we need a deeper understanding of the meaning and manifestations of
reflection.

1.5 Research overview
In order to examine the meaning and manifestations of reflection, this research centers on
the questions: what cognitive effort does reflection involve and how does it manifest itself
in (group) learning settings? The research project is subdivided in four studies as shown
in table 1.1.

12



Table   1.1  Research partition

Study I Literature review 2 Emomethodological 3 individual level 4 GA·oup level sun,er

study survel

Study Exploring the Making sense of Private reflection: A Public reflection: A

title reflexive/reflective questioning: multifaceted tool for shared cognitive
nature Reflection as dealing with process stimulating

cognitive processing cognitive challenges fruitful conflict

Study What manifestations What type of What individual traits What group processes
question of reflexivity and questioning influence private and emergent states

reflection are constitutes reflection? reflection. and to influence or are
described in what extent does influenced by public
organization private reflection reflection, and to
literature? have cognitive and what extent does

affective outcomes? public reflection have
cognitive and
affective outcomes?

Method Open coding and Open, axial and Regression analysis Regression analysis
assessment selective coding and structural and structural

equation modeling equation modeling

Data Literature: books and Structured Structured interviews: Structured interviews:
articles observations and questionnaire questionnaire

unstructured
interviews

Results Juxtaposition of Grounded theory on Trait model of Cognitive process
approaches and reflection. operational reflection: model of reflection:
sensitizing concept definition and demonstrates reveals group ability

indicators individual ability to to identify

explore boundaries of responsibilities and
knowledge consensually develop

new frame(s) of
reference

Source: Chapters 2,3,4,5 and 6

The first study begins with a literature review of different theoretical approaches towards
reflexivity and reflection. The review results in a sensitizing concept that demarcates
indications for reflection. Based on this sensitizing concept, study 2 explores reflection in
a (group) learning setting. Study 2 found indicators for reflection by observing actual
thinking behavior in student groups and interviewing students about how they perceived
their thinking behavior. The reflection theory derived from this holds that reflection
involves six cognitive aspects inherent to questioning. These behavioral data serve as
input for studies 3 and 4. Study 3 focuses on the individual and examines possible
antecedents for private reflection, e.g., personality traits and outcomes. e.g., cognitive
complexity. In conclusion, study 4 addresses the group level. In this study the influence of
possible antecedents for public reflection, e.g., group processes as well as outcomes, e.g.,
emergent states and group cognitive complexity is tested.
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1.6 Bookmark
The following chapters describe these four studies. Chapter 2 reviews the literature on
reflexivity and reflection in the field of organization studies. The chapter produces a
sensitizing concept which is then used to collect data in the subsequent exploratory study.

Chapter 3 describes how reflection occurs in an organizational setting. The operational
definition derived from the exploratory study provides indicators for the development of a
measurement instrument on private and public reflection. In chapter 4 the construction
and development of this bipartite instrument, as well as its quality in terms of reliability
and validity, is discussed. Chapter 5 presents the findings based on data collected with the
measurement instrument on private reflection. This study focuses on reflection at the level
of the individual and elaborates  on the antecedents and outcomes of reflection. Chapter 6
discusses the findings derived from the data collected with the measurement instrument on
public reflection. This study focuses on reflection at the level of the group. The last
chapter of this book, Chapter 7, recapitulates the results of the separate studies and revisits
the literature. Furthermore, the research project itself is assessed. Reflection outcomes are
discussed in terms of limitations and implications, as well as this project's scientific
contribution.
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2 EXPLORING THE REFLEXIVE/REFLECTIVE NATURE

2.1 Introduction
Reflexivity involves critical thinking. When discussing reflection. many people can tell
whether they have been reflective. Crucial. however, is whether definitions in use
resemble one another. After listening to descriptions of reflection and searching the
literature, one quickly realizes that the term has many different meanings, varying from
mere self-evaluation to expansive exploration. Reflection has many synonyms as well.
e.g., metacognition (Flavell 1967), self-reference (Bartlett and Suber 1987), critical
thinking (Brookfield 1988) and 'third way' learning (Elkjaer 2004). The mixing of
different meanings and synonyms has resulted in ambiguity. This ambiguity feeds
assumptions that are indiscriminately taken for granted. Ironically, an often proclaimed
aim of rellexivity and reflection is to explore and reveal those assumptions taken for
granted. Scientific disciplines, for instance, intend to legitimize theory development,
methodology and research programs by publicly questioning their assumptions (Cant and
Sharma 1998; Fuller 2000; Bonner 2001; Cunliffe 2002; McLain 2002). Nevertheless,
reflexivity  does not legitimize by definition  due  to  the  role of paradox (Jackson  and
Willmott 1987; Harley et al. 2004).

The aim of this study is to arrive at a sensitizing concept for reflexivity and
reflection. The latter demarcates the empirical field to find indicators for measurement.
Since social science literature is not consistent in its use of reflexivity and reflection, we
seek to unravel identical and contrasting concepts in the literature. However, resolving
conceptual ambiguity would require a multidisciplinary literature review across time,
which is not the aim of this exploration. Neither do we intend to provide new definitions
for reflexivity and reflection' at this stage. For this reason, we explore different meanings
of these concepts in order to juxtapose contrasting approaches. Intrigued by empirical
relevance, the juxtaposition of approaches is narrowed to organizational contexts. By
exploring different conceptualizations of reflexivity and reflection, we aim to pinpoint the
meaning and use of these concepts in organization literature. Therefore, this chapter
centers on the question: what manifestations  of reflexivity and reflection  are described  in
organization literature?

This chapter unfolds step by step how a sensitizing concept is derived from the
literature. Section two briefly recapitulates the variety of disciplines which have
historically been involved in studying reflexivity and reflection. Section three
deconstructs the concepts of reflexivity and reflection to address its origins and
peculiarities. By highlighting similarities and differences between reflexivity and

3 In a successive, exploratory study (see chapter 3), the sensitizing concept of reflection, which is fed by 'open'
observations, develops into an operational definition of reflection. The operational definition specifies thought
inducements and reasoning that are typical for reflection.
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reflection we take a stance on their equivalence. Section four discusses the nature of the
ambiguity surrounding reflexivity and reflection. Subsequently, six approaches to
reflexivity and reflection are discussed. In section six we unfold the method by which
these approaches have been reviewed. More specifically, we describe approaches' topic
specificity and theoretical contribution to assess and compare the six approaches towards
reflexivity and reflection. The review results, presented in section seven, juxtapose the six
approaches with regard to these review criteria. This is followed by section eight, which
recapitulates manifestations of reflexivity and reflection in organization literature and
addresses conceptual relevance in the field of organization studies. The chapter ends by
discussing implications of this study.

2.2 Revival in modern times
Reflexivity' has periodically been the object of scientific attention over many centuries.
Intrigued by the complexities of thinking, classical and medieval philosophers elaborated
on reflexivity (Russell  1961: 425; Wiley  1994: 75). Early philosophers  such as Socrates
(399-312 BC) and Aristotle (384-322 BC) explained the process of thinking by means of
self-awareness and self-contemplation, whereas Aquinas (1225-1274) used it in his multi-
stage knowledge theory. Considering it a form of self-awareness, Descartes (1596-1650)
reintroduced reflexivity into Western philosophy with his 'cogito ergo sum'. A search in
Web of Science (titles and abstracts included in May 2004), using the key word
'reflexivity: counts 1164 articles dating  back  to   1988. The largest proportion of these,
20.4 percent (237 out of 1164 articles), are in Mathematics'. Sociology is the next highest
contributor  with 11.3 percent (131 articles). Third is Applied Mathematics  with  5.8
percent (68 articles), closely followed by Management with 5.5 percent (64 articles). The
fi fth most prominent discipline within this literature is shared by Psychology
(Multidisciplinary) and the Social Sciences (Interdisciplinary), both of which make up 5.2
percent (61 articles). In addition to indicating the high percentage of mathematical
contributions to this field, these numbers illustrate a relative large interest in reflexivity
among the social sciences«. Publication statistics also show an increased popularity in the
topic after  the  year 2000. Since  2001   more  than 10 percent,  or 120 articles,  have  been
published on average   per   year.   The   rise    in the number of publications on reflexivity
indicates a revival of its popularity in recent years. These publication statistics do not
explain, however, why interest in reflexivity has risen. Moreover, it is not clear which

4 The term reflexivity is most prevalent in sociologically oriented literature. The term reflection is more common
in psychological and education literature. Since collecting literature started from a sociological perspective, we
consistently use the term reflexivity. In the next section we feed back on both reflexivity and reflection to take a
stance on whether these terms should be considered synonyms.
5 In (Applied) Mathematics rellexivity refers to a function characteristic. thus de-personalizing the concept.
6 A similar search on the term 'reflection' (70,666 record counts) reveals that social scientific disciplines are
absent from the top ten contributors (334 articles).
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definition of reflexivity contributions employed. The next review departs from these
observations.

2.3 Conceptual background
Reflexivity and reflection stem from the Latin verb 'reflectere', meaning 'to bend' or 'to
turn back on the self". From this etymological origin a variety of meanings are derived,
including whether and how a person can know or relate to him or herself (Wiley  1994).  In
identifying a recursive loop, the terms 're' and 'flex' together denote a dialectical or
contrasting movement, that is from an insider (subject) to an outsider (object) viewpoint.
Moving backwards. from turning to starting point, requires a previous move forwards.
Horwood observes that, "There is something importantly backwards about reflection
[reflexivity]. The thinking involved must scan memory of the past, seeking connections,
discrepancies, meanings. The notion of bending or folding is also useful because events in
memory acquire new meanings over time, especially as they may be molded and reframed
by the reflective processes" (1989: 5). The distance between viewpoints, covered in
moving forth and back, determines the difficulty in reflecting. The influence of distance is
illustrated by the observation that the closer one is to the starting point when lost, the
easier it is to find one's way back: Furthermore, the more insider (subject) and outsider
(object) viewpoints are identical and thus the smaller the distance, the more difficult to
turn back. For this reason assessing others is less difficult than assessing oneself As such,
reflexivity and reflection represent human limitations to simultaneously experiencing and
objectifying. Objectification of experience requires the passage of time. In this case time
provides distance. To further explore the meaning of reflexivity and reflection, definitions
are compared on key aspects. Box 2.1 presents definitions of reflexivity.

Box  2.1  Definitions  of reflexivity
· ·-=-            ·  -  -, -'.   ·                  -r  -   --     ·  -T --3 --- - .-I ------=          -  -      I ---•I·  '-         ---      --·  -                 -        ·

4
»  **the. inclusion of a theory ofintellectual practice as an integral component and necessary condition of a critical

theory of society" (Bourdieu and Wacquant  1992: 36).

"the ability of the inquirer to take responsjbility for what one says while simultaneously being able to say
something about the phenomenon or object of inquiry" (Bonner 2001: 267).

"turning a text back'011 itself, emphasizing.the telativity and undecidability of meaning  - no final accounts of
the world - Oogocentrism) and that 'presence' both'in time aild place is inaccessible or not fixed
(phonocentrism)" (Derrida in Lawson  1985:  96-99).                ,

-..... -     -...

7 http://www.etymonline.com/index.php?search=reflect&searchmode=none (May 2004)
8 Closeness not only refers to physical distance, but also involves cognitive distance. This is illustrated by the
bizarre example of a Hungarian detachment which found their way out of the Alps with the help of, as it was
learned afterwards, a map of the Pyrenees (Weick  1995:  54).
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"deliberately seeking the ground orbasis for a belief, and examining its adequacy to support the belief...
judgment suspended during further inquiry; and suspense is likely to be some what painful" (Dewey 1909: 182,
191).

"opening nonnative bounds" (Fuller 2000: 250).

"the bracketing of the life-world to arrive at individualized. subject-object forms ofsocial knowledge (Giddens
and Beck 1994: 156).

"in deepening our understanding of our own sociological selves and of our position in the worli...
simultaneously... to produce a new breed of sociologists who can also better understand other men and their
social worlds." (Gouidner 1970: 512, 498-490 in Lemert and Piccone 1982: 733).

-addressing the paradox ofprejudice; understanding is based on prejudice, which is a prejudice, questioning
what is to question; shifts from incorporation into method and structure of theory to the essential character of
language" (Heideggerin Lawson.1985:. 85).  '

"Von Re#exivimt (prozessuater selbstreferenz) wollen wir sprechen, wenn die Unterscheidung Forherund
Nachher elementarer Ereignisse zu Grunde liegt. ... Von Renexivimt soil immer dann die Rede sein, wenn ein
Proze  als das Selbst fungiert, aufdas die ihm zugehorige Operation der Referenz sich bezieht." (Luhmann
1985: 601, original emphasis).

"a process of re-cognition in which the knowledge generated enables the agent to understand the conditions
under and through which such practices are both enabled and constrained" fray 2000:'157).

"mutual transf6rniati€11'1 (McLain 2002: 269).

"criticizing previous philosop ers«and orthodoxiesofChristianity and science. Everything is subjective...but
even this is interpretation. The "subject" is not something given, it is som6thing added and invented and

„projected behind what tl/re is... (Nietzsche in Lawson 1985: 51-52,56).- · ·

"a tool for improving observational accuracy,  and an impetus for explorinlilifferentways of asking questions
about knowledge practices" (Woolgar 1988'. 2),-

Source: book collection Dutch universities (2003-2004), key word 'reflexivity'

These definitions of reflexivity refer to social entities and constructions such as societies
and eras, and the human tendency to make sense of them by means of historical
comparison. These definitions specifically draw attention to the interaction between
subject and object of sense-making (e.g., McLain 2002, Beck et al. 1994, Luhmann  1985,
Derrida in Lawson 1985, Nietzsche in Lawson 1985). Furthermore, some definitions
stress the importance of acknowledging human limitations, such as dichotomization or
historically misplaced frames of reference (post-evaluation bias), when we make sense of
(the history of) the world in which we live (e.g., Gouldner in Lemert and Piccone 1982;
Derrida and Heidegger in Lawson 1985; Luhmann   1985). In general, reflexivity   is
considered a characterization of society or what is called a zeitgeist. Sweetman (2003)
nicely illustrates this in his article, "Twenty-first century dis-ease?". Following Sandywell
(1996), reflexivity involves a process of thinking, taking place in both individuals as well
as in society as a whole. Referring to the reciprocal nature of the so-called 'double
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hermeneutic', Giddens defines reflexivity as "the fact that social practices are constantly
examined and reformed in the light of incoming information about those very practices.
Thus constitutively altering their character" (Bourdieu and Wacquant 1992: 38). In a
similar vein, Beck et al. (1994) denominate societal transformation. "Let us call the
autonomous, undesired and unseen, transition from industrial to risk society reflexivity (to
differentiate it from and contrast it with reflection). Then refiexive modernization means
self-confrontation with the effects of risk society that cannot be dealt with and assimilated
in the system of industrial society" (Beck et al.  1994: 6; original emphasis). Lash (1994)
holds a similar opinion exemplifying the breaking away from dominant ideologies: "It is

that further individualization in the second, reflexive phase of modernity has set free
individuals also from these collective and abstract structures such as class, notion, the
nuclear family and unconditional belief in the validity of science." (Lash  1994  in  Beck et
al. 1994: 115). Moreover, reflexivity is seen to build legitimacy (Cunliffe 2003; Cunliffe
and Jun 2002). When studying reflexivity as a societal development historical analysis
seems unavoidable. This type of analysis implies to take account of (the passage of) time
and social embeddedness at different levels (e.g., local and global) to make sense of
societal development.

It is striking that most theoretical sociologists and philosophers only speak of
refiexivity or do not differentiate between refiexivity and reflection (e.g., Bonner 2001,
Bourdieu and Wacquant 1992, Lawson 1985, Lynch 2000, May  1999,2000, and Woolgar
1988). Empiricist and pragmatist sociologists (e.g., Beck et al. 1994, Cunliffe and Jun
2002, Davis and Klaes 2003, Dewey 1909/1933, Luhmann  1985, and Sandywell  1996), on
the other hand, prefer reflection or use both concepts to distinguish between socio-
historical developments and the act of re-thought. Box 2.2 presents definitions of
reflection.

Box  2.2  Definitions  of reflection
1 =   »3„-,-p„»9  1„  . --Ir  , w, 2.-- -'.'.-       :,-.-=„.. -» -*- .-:f„„r=»-    "'
3  2.

2'aiactive process of exploration and discovery which often leads to unexpected outcomes.... an important
'human activity in which people recapture their experience, think about it, mull it over and evaluate it.... a
=genenc term for_those intellectual and affective activities in which individuals engage to explore their
, experiences iii order to lead to new understandlngs and appreciations" (Boud et al. 1988: 7,19),
, ..,
  ':the process of internally examining and expl(iring an issue of concern, triggered by an experience. which
' creates orclarifies meaning in terms of theselfarid which changes one's conceptual persppctive" (Boyd and
< Fales 1983:  13).

"a social process in which assumptiond are uhcovered deliberately, consistently and systematically (Brookfield
4 1985: 37).

"a highly personal, cognitive process. When a person engages in reflection, he or she takes an experience from
the outside world, brings it inside the mind,Ilturns it over, makes connections to other experiences, and filters its
through personal biases" (Daudelin 1996: 39).

"the active, persistent, and careful consideration of any beliefor supposed form ofknowledge in the light ofthe
grounds that support it and the further conclusions to which it tends" (Dewey 1909: 186, 1933: 9).
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"the abilityto step back and ponder one's own experience, to abstract from it some meaning orknowledge
relevant to their experiences" (Hutchings and Wutzdorff 1988: 15 in Seibert and Daudelin 1999: 20).

"Von R€Rexion wollen wir sprechen, wenn die Unterscheiding von System und Umwek zu Grunde liegt"
(Luhmann 1985: 601, original emphasis).

"the critique of assumptions about the content or process ofproblem solving... The critique ofpremises or
presuppositions pertains to problemposing as distinct from problem solving. Problem posing involves making
a taken-for-granted situation problematic, raising questions regarding its validity (Mezirow 1991:  10 in
Kember and Leung 2000).... "turning back on experience" (Mezirow  1998:  105).

"the cognitive examination ofexperience ...the'process ofmaking sense ofwhat one is experiencing during a

learning challenge...the process of steppingback from and experience carefully and persistently ponder its
meaning to the self through the development of inferences...the cognitive activity of(1) taking an experience
from the outside world, (2) bringing it inside the mind, 0) filtering it through past experiences, (4) examining
it, and (5) trying to make sense of it" (Seibert and Daudelin 1999: 3, 10, 20, 175).

"standing back from what is happening, thinking back abgut what has been done, aild eraininingpersonal
thinking" (Vince 2002: 65;original emphasis);

Source: book collection Dutch universities (2003-2004), using key word 'reflection'

The definitions above make clear that reflection involves the cognitive activity of
questioning (,e.g., Vince 2002, Seibert and Daudelin  1999, Mezirow  1998, Daudelin  1996,
Boud et al.  1988). In addition, the role of the self is stressed by making sense of one's
own experiences  (e.g.,  Boud et al.  1988,  Boyd and Fales  1983,  Daudelin 1996, Hutching
and Wutzdorff 1988 in Seibert and Daudelin  1999). In contrast to the historical nature of
reflexivity, the concept of reflection sets boundaries to time and space. Reflection includes
critical thinking, both private as well as public (Argyris et al. 1985). Since reflection is
based on doubts and tracing back beliefs, according to Dewey (1909, 1933) reflection
involves dialectic reasoning. 1n addition, other authors describe reflection as an act of
reframing (e.g., Mezirow 1998: Hutchings and Wutzdorff  1988 in Seibert and Daudelin
1999). Reflective thinking occurs in social interaction (Elkjaer 2003; Elkjaer 2004). It is
seen to require input from the collective mind to stimulate critical thinking (Vince 2002).
Also the prevalent role of experience for instantaneous experimentation is emphasized
(SchOn  1983; Schan 1987; Rodgers 2002; Cope 2003; Ramsey 2005). By considering it as
an act of thinking, reflection helps achieve understanding (Rodgers 2002). Hence,
indications for reflection are to be found in meaning structures or cognitive maps (Siebers
et al. 2002).

The comparison of definitions identifies both similar as well as different key
aspects of reflection and reflexivity. Similar key aspects involve origin (e.g., societal
transformation versus collective mind), nature Ce.g., reciprocal nature versus dialectic
reasoning), .function (e.g., breaking away from dominant ideologies versus critical
thinking), and outcome (e.g., legitimacy versus understanding). Indicated by differences in
key aspects, reflexivity does not address the act Of learning, whereas reflection does in,
for example, instantaneous experimentation. Furthermore, Cunliffe & Jun (2002) argue
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reflection is a representation, whereas reflexivity, in contrast, reveals the social origins of
reality constructions. Sandywell (1996) poses that reflection is an interpretation system.
Reflexivity, on the other hand, traces back the social influences from which this particular
interpretation system is derived and relates it to other systems.

Despite their similarities, therefore, reflexivity and reflection are not considered
synonynnous. Reflection involves real-time critical thinking induced by epistemological

questions, whereas re#exivity refers to retrospective marks   or ' footprints' that remained
after changes in collective consciousness took place.

2.4 Origins of conceptual ambiguity
The literature on reflexivity and reflection is remarkably ambiguous. The comparison of
definitions above has revealed disagreement about their meaning. Before elaborating on
specific approaches towards reflexivity and reflection. we shall retrace the origins of this
ambiguity. According to Lynch (2000) definitions center either on an essential human
capacity, a group dynamic, or a (self-)critical act. Reflexivity and reflection refer to
feeding back on the self. The literature becomes ambiguous when definitions do not
explicitly address the role of the self. Identifying the self - society in case of reflexivity
and individual actors in case of reflection - is important for the detection of basic

assumptions and blind spots (preventing identity crises) in sense making. Emphasis often
shifts between crucial issues, such as who reflects, what is reflected upon, or what does
the reflection represent. Simultaneously addressing who reflects on what and what is
represented, however, can reveal paradoxes in sense-making. A paradox involves formal
logic in reasoning based on self-contradicting premises (Bartlett and Suber    1987;
Ashmore   1989).  Formal  logic  based on deduction (reasoning from general to particular
premises) results in true conclusions. Formal logic based on inditction (reasoning from
particular to general premises), explanatory abduction (reasoning from general to general
premises), and innovative abduction (reasoning from particular to particular premises)
results in conclusions that are true under certain conditions or are not true at all
(Swanenburg 1951; Peirce in Buehler 1966; Habermas 1968). Paradoxes are logical
conclusions from inductive and abductive reasoning that are both true and untrue. This
uncertainty is typical for paradoxes and points to different frames of reference in
identifying and solving the problem at hand (Churchman  1971; King and Kitchener  1994).
The uncertainty of conclusions is illustrated by two examples. Combining the following
premises: 'Lying means not telling the truth', and 'Pinocchio does not tell the truth'
results in the conclusion 'Pinocchio lies'. It becomes more complicated when the subject
of lying is difficult to separate from the object of lying. Combining the premises: 'Lying
means not telling the truth',   and   ' I   do  not  tell the truth', results   in the paradox   '1   am
lying'. Since the act of combining both premises and the act of 'lying' refer to the same
person (the self), the truthfulness of the conclusion is uncertain. In other words, the
subject and the object of lying become identical. When looking at the structure of this
logic, the conclusion 'I am lying' is true. When looking at the logic's content, the
conclusion  'I am lying' is untrue since the combination of premises is verifiable by the act
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of reasoning itself. In other words, addressing the role of self in premises and conclusions
reveals whether paradoxes are present.

Semantic paradoxes arise because verbs expressing action have both transitive
and intransitive variants (Ramsey in Champlin 1988: 120), for example to change one's
own opinion versus to change another's opinion. Logical paradoxes originate from the
human ability to play different roles at the same time. This is not possible for a dog, for
example, since dogs do not understand their mirror image to be a representation of
themselves (De Waal et al. 2005)'. Because of both paradoxes reflexivity could create a
self-defeating (contradiction), or self-deceiving (imposture) logic. Champlin (1988)
distinguishes between ethical and unethical variants of self-deception, by pointing to the
deceptive (seemingly) and deceitful (misleading) origins of paradoxes. Three well-known
paradoxes are discussed: (1) Russell's paradox, (2) Liar's paradox, and (3) the so-called
Reflexive paradox. Russell's paradox focuses on (systemic) self-membership. It is
explained by the logic that a reflexive relation can merely refer to itself (Bartlett and
Suber 1987; Champlin 1988; Davis and Klaes  2003).  Or, as Champlin (1988) states:  "A
reflexive relation, that is to say, is such that anything capable of having that relation
cannot but have it to itself' (1988: 4). Nevertheless, he immediately questions the
truthfullness of this paradox by pointing to its circular logic. He argues that it is like
answering the question of how tall you are by saying  'I  am as big as that'. The Liar's
paradox focuses on self-reference. It refers to the statement by Epimedines the Cretan that
all  Cretans lie (Bartlett and Suber 1987, Champlin 1988). Trying to figure  out what  to
believe forces us to reach the conclusion that some false reference is made. Such reference
results in endless relativity. In other words, the Liar's paradox resembles the chicken-egg
problem, by using similar self-referential sentences (Champlin  1988:  130). The paradox
results from exchanging the roles of subject and object. The Reflexive paradox, finally,
implies that turning ourselves into objects overlooks the fact that this act of objectification
is subjective in itself (Cunliffe and Jun 2002). Or, in Hegelian terms, the subject has a
permanent blind spot. Hegel illustrates this by a reflecting pole that can only see the other
pole (the reflectee) and not itself (Wiley  1994:  79,101).  Or, as Kant's picture metaphor
illustrates "whenever the knower tries to know the knower it thereby turns the knower into
the  known. The knower knows the known,  but not the knower" (Organ 1987 discussing
Kant in Wiley  1994: 101). Apparently,  we  can only discriminate these two elements  in an
analytical sense and not in a physical sense. Confronted with locus issues, it is difficult to
separate them in a representation; for instance, who has self-consciousness (subject) and
to what or whom (object) does self-consciousness refer?

Since the question who reflects on what does not require a mutually exclusive
answer, paradoxes are inevitable. Consequently, what reflexivity and reflection represent

9 Animal self-recognition is measured using mirror-tests. So far, only humans, apes, dolphins and elephants are
found to connect their reflections with themselves (De Waal et al. 2005).
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in definitions is not as clear-cut as it may seem. The ambiguity of both concepts stems

from the extent to which these paradoxes are recognized. As logical conclusions from
inductive and abductive reasoning can both be true and untrue, paradoxes cannot be
solved. By unraveling sequences in logic Poole and Van de Ven (1989) specified four
strategies for coping with paradoxes. They suggested: ( 1) opposition, keeping two
opposing premises separate, (2) spatial separation, situating the premises on different
levels, (3) temporal separation, separating the premises temporally in the same location,
and (4) synthesis, finding a new frame of reference which eliminates the opposition of the
premises (Poole  and  Ven  1989:  565). Thus, becoming aware  of the conditions for being
true prevents from falling into their traps, and avoids obtaining false legitimacy, which is
based on circular logic, confusing the roles of subject and object, or the permanent blind
spot.

2.5 Manifestations of reflexivity and reflection in organization literature
To integrate insights from individual and societal perspectives on thinking we selected six
most prevalent though contrasting approaches from the extant organization literature on

reflexivity and reflection. These approaches, originally from empiricist sociology,
psychology, public administration, economy, philosophy and theoretical sociology are
discussed more thoroughly below: Lynch (2000), Holland (1999), Cunliffe & Jun (2002),
Swift & West (1998), Davis & Klaes (2003) and Sandywell (1996).

According to Lynch (2000), reflexivity is a feature inherent to performing,
understanding and embedding actions in social settings. Reflexivity is considered part of
ordinary practice and becomes interestingly only when uncommon practices of sense-

making are uncovered. Lynch distinguishes six forms which display some overlap: (1)
mechanical reflexivity, (2) substantive reflexivity, (3) methodological reflexivity, (4)
meta-theoretical reflexivity, (5) interpretive reflexivity and (6) ethno-methodological
reflexivity. The first form, mechanical reflexivity, refers to a recursive. technical device or

procedure including feedback. Substantive reflexivity involves the interactive feature of
systems, irrespective of the system's level, i.e. micro, meso or macro. Methodological
reflexivity means an introspective criticism in knowledge development that acknowledges
the subject-object distinction. Meta-theoretical reflexivity includes an attitude of
disengagement, which uses an outsider position to question or reconsider taken-for-

granted assumptions and dominant discourses. Lynch calls identifying non-obvious
alternatives to habitual ways of thinking and acting, and questioning and reframing the

process of objectification interpretative reflexivity. Ethnomethodological reflexivity,
lastly, encompasses  many  of the aforementioned characteristics, though explicitly focuses
on the process of sense-making.

Holland (1999) argues that rellexivity is an inalienable human capacity.
prevalent among all theorists and their subjects of study. According to Mead, reflexivity
represents "the interactive and symbolic process which gives rise to the self" (Mead  1934
in Holland  1999: 465) Holland focuses his attention on the different paradigmatic origins

of scholars (1999: 472). He distinguishes four different levels of reflexivity. Reflexivity
One refers to the interactive and symbolic process which gives rise to the social self This
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rather superficial level of reflexivity refers to the idea that one man's fault is another
man's lesson. Reflexivity Two includes questioning and criticizing one's own sociological
beliefs as well as those of others. In his view this radically challenges the discipline.
Drawing on Burrell and Morgan's (1979) paradigm classification, Holland demarcates
different types of Reflexivity Two. In terms of Functionalism, reflexivity  is  limited to the
operation of the (natural) scientific methodology. Interpretivism puts forward that
meanings people create can be read via body and symbolic languages, since they define
their situations. Radical Humanism puts forward that reflexivity creates awareness of
social forces that alienate and dehumanize the person. The last paradigm mentioned by
Burrell and Morgan, Radical Structuralism, assumes that reflexivity arouses collective
consciousness or solidarity among the suppressed that will result in revolution (Holland
1999: 473). Reflexivity Three incorporates paradigm positions and focuses on
contextualizing individual processes in society. Reflexivity Four, finally, is a way of
coping with the never-ending debates which have laid down disciplinary and paradigm
boundaries. Touching upon ontological issues, this level of reflexivity implies evaluating
systems of knowledge (Holland  1999).

Cunliffe (2003) and Cunlil» & Jun (2002) picture reflexivity as a crisis of truth.
Drawing on Pollner, they believe reflexivity involves "an 'unsettling', i.e. an insecurity
regarding the basis assumptions, discourse and practices used in describing reality" ( 1991:
370). Cunliffe & Jun (2002) explicitly distinguish two levels of reflexivity: First-order and
Second-order. The First-order branch considers reflexivity a method used to see how other
people constitute reality in a local context. The Second-order branch is called reflection.
Reflection refers to an ontological issue. BY turning back on the self, reflection reveals the
origins of inferences in truth claims and deceptions in language. According to Dewey,
reflection is considered a way of learning that generates knowledge. He defines reflection
as "the active, persistent, and careful consideration of any belief or supposed form of
knowledge in the light of the grounds that support it and the further conclusions to which
it tends" (Dewey in Boydston 1985: 186-191). Based on Heidegger (1966), Cunliffe  &
Jun argue that reflexivity goes deeper than reflection, by considering the former as a
continuous dialogue in which the basis of our thinking is questioned or in which the
taken-for-granted assumptions governing our curiosity are revealed.

Inspired by Schon (1983), Swift & West (1 998) define reflection as the ability of
an entity to turn back on itself. Applied to social contexts, in their view reflection means
collectively evaluating objectives, strategies, processes and the wider systems in which
one participates. Swift & West demarcate three levels of reflection: shallow, moderate and
deep (1998: 12-16). Shallow reflection involves scanning events and situations. According
to Schippers (2003) this level includes thinking about and discussing aspects of goals,
strategies et cetera and is similar to Argyris' notion of single-loop learning (1985;  1999).
Single-loop learning occurs when deviations between present and desired outcomes
results in re-examining the means in use and searching for more effective means (Argyris
et al. 1985). In comparison to shallow reflection, moderate reflection involves a more
critical approach. Moderate reflection means being open to diverse ideas and learning
through exploration. Moderate reflection is similar to double-loop learning (Schippers
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2003). It means questioning an original problem setting or frame and, in case of
deviations, introducing an alternative frame (Argyris et al. 1985). Deep reflection, the
final level, refers to assessing and questioning norms and values. Here, understanding is
not assumed, but discussed instead.

Davis & Klaes (2003) consider reflection as a problem of logical inconsistency.
They see it as a lack of self-awareness. Davis & Klaes discriminate between a physical
and a human dimension of reflection, referred to as self-reference and (self-)reflection.
Reflection is represented by a formula: a relation R is reflexive  in a set S i f and only if it
relates every element a of the set to itself (aRa) (2003: 329). Davis & Klaes introduce

three levels of reflection: (1) Immanent or inherent reflection, (2) Epistemic reflection and
(3) Transcendent reflection. Immanent reflection refers to the relationship between an
object and the content it represents, e.g., a painting about the act of painting. Epistemic
reflection means the subject makes him/herself the object, e.g., a painter paints himself (as
perceived by using other information, such as a mirror). Transcendent reflection brings in
the spectator's space, which is external to both the painting and the painter-work
relationship. It draws attention to the socio-historical context of (the act of) painting. In
sum, reflection involves questioning current practice, the subject's own role, and
alternative viewpoints,  such  as the spectator' s.

Finally, Sandywell (1996) contemplates reflexivity as a heuristic device
employed by contemporary Western philosophy. Reflection and reflexivity are different.
The former is considered an interpretation system. The latter traces back the social
influences a particular interpretation system is derived from and relates the interpretation
system to other systems. Reflection and reflexivity are positioned on a continuum that
diverges in realist and nominalist (or conventionalist) terms. Sandywell defines reflexivity
as "the act of interrogating [dominant] interpretation systems" (1996: xiv). He describes
seven different forms of reflexivity that vary in focus: (1) Reflexive self, (2) Incarnate
reflexivity, (3) Praxical reftexivity, (4) Phronetic reflexivity, (5) Genealogical reflexivity,
(6) Transactional reflexivity, and (7) Dialogical reflexivity. Underlying the first category,
the reflexive self, is Mead's notion (1934) that developing consciousness is a social
activity consisting of acquiring and examining discourse. Sandywell states, "The
emergence of the 'I am' springs from the social 'We can "'

(1996: 255). Incarnate

reflexivity, secondly, is based on embodiment (here and now) and provides physical
location in historical place and time. Power relations determine location. The adjective in
praxical reflexivity, the third form, emphasizes historicity or lived reality. According to
Sandywell, cooperative activities and social action is the adage, in contrast to being and
knowing. Watts (1992) illustrates this: "To know reality you cannot stand outside it and
define it; you must enter into it, be it and feel it" (in Sandywell 1996: 291). Fourthly,
phronetic reflexivity enters the field of morality. This type of reflexivity focuses on
practical judgment or the act of deliberation when we are puzzled. Although judgment is
not 'rule-following' machinery, it is a ubiquitous feature of every-day life, being the
collective outcome of cooperative agents (Sandywell 1996: 329). Genealogical reflexivity,
the fifth category, contests intersubjectivity and elaborates on what Derrida calls
diffdrance. Diffdrance refers to language as a system of differences. Examining
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differences generates meaning. Being an enduring game, however, meaning is never
produced finally, but continuously deferred. According to Sandywell, reflexivity is averse
to stability. Thus, it is considered "a collective struggle against occlusion and reification
in social life" (in Sandywell 1996: 349). The sixth form, transactional rellexivity, is based
on reciprocity. Sandywell sees transaction as dialectical processes in which social orders
define otherness and negotiate (semiotic) power (1996: 380). Dialogical reflexivity,
finally, centers on the notion of logology. Logology stems from the Greek terms 'logos'
and 'eidos'. It assumes that words, and words about words at different textual levels,
influence and construct the process of questioning and analyzing events and perceptions
(1996: 124). Here, refiexivity is defined as "a collective project in which individuals and
groups transgress their inherited epistemologies in order to gain knowledge of the
conditions and historical possibilities of their being-in-the-world" (Sandywell  1996: 424).
By distinguishing these different types of reflexivity Sandywell illustrates the
omnipresence of reflexive praxis and its ongoing nature.

The six approaches presented above provide different levels of reflexivity and
reflection. In addressing reflexivity's field of application, Lynch's (2000) classification
distinguishes between tool and attitude. Holland (1999) describes reflexivity's area of
influence and differentiates between micro and macro. Cunliffe & Jun (2002) focus on
reflexivity's rigor and discriminate between reflection (second-order approach) and
reflexivity (first-order approach). Swift & West (1998) address ways of learning inherent
to reflection. Their classification makes a distinction between single-loop and double-loop
learning. Davis & Klaes (2003) takes a system view of reflection by describing
relationships. In acknowledging the number of objects involved, they differentiate
between closed and open systems for reflexivity. Finally, Sandywell (1996) elaborates on
the ontological nature of reflexivity. Based on this he differentiates between realist and
nominalist types of reflexivity. These different classifications demonstrate the different
aspects inherent to reflexivity and reflection, such as field of application, area of
influence, level of abstraction, way of learning, type of system and ontological
assumptions. This variety of aspects illustrates that reflexivity and reflection is no uni-
dimensional concept, that scales aspects high to low. It rather is multi-dimensional,
because it includes indications of time (e.g., past, present, future), locus (e.g., intra, inter,
extra systemic) and interaction (e.g., period, type).

2.6 Review method
We discussed the contours of six approaches towards refiexivity and reflection above.
Subsequently, we assess approaches on topic specificity and theoretical contribution.
Topic specificity refers to whether an approach addresses semantical or logical paradoxes,
such as Russell's paradox, the Liar's paradox or the Refiexive paradox. To examine topic
specificity we consider the subject-object discussion. Here, the questions 'what is turned
back upon?' and 'what is represented?' are central. The 'subject-object dichotomy' means
that an approach addresses the role of Russell's paradox. Considering the 'subject' to be
similar to the 'object' implies that an approach addresses the role of the Liar's paradox
and the Reflexive paradox. Additionally, approaches are assessed based on their
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orientation towards reflexivity and reflection - that is, means or goal - by addressing the
question 'how and why do we need to turn back on the self?'. Approaches characterized
by a 'means' orientation consider reflexivity and reflection as a tool. A 'goal' orientation,
in contrast, considers the concepts as a state to be achieved.

Theoretical contribution concerns the quality of different contributions. To assess
the theoretical contribution of approaches the source of legitimacy - that is,
epistemological or logical - is considered. Legitimacy expresses the premises used to
demonstrate approaches' importance in science. Approaches   that use 'epistemological'
sources to realize legitimacy explicitly refer to the boundaries of knowledge. When
approaches  draw on 'logic' to stimulate legitimacy, they refer to time, sequence and
common sense.

2.7 Results
To assess the six approaches on topic specificity and theoretical contribution, they have
been positioned on the continua: subject-object discussion, means-goal orientation, and
epistemological-logical based legitimacy. Next, we discuss these continua one by one.

Subject-object discussion
Although all forms of reflexivity involve feeding back, they differ in their ideas about
what does the turning and how it turns (Lynch 2000: 34). If people retlect on their own
behavior, they still rely on subjective considerations which means reflection is hampered

by selection mechanisms such as selective perception. The underlying assumption of
reflexivity is that the passage of time provides subjects with the opportunity to evaluate
their past actions. This is similar to what Wiley, inspired by Mead, refers to as the
distinction between 'I' and 'me' (1994: 58). It is questionable, however, whether a subject
is able to objectively evaluate itself In essence this addresses the question 'what is turned
back upon?' This brings us to the so-called subject-object discussion, which centers on the
nature of the system being closed or open. A closed system means the subject can distance
itself from its object, whereas an open system assumes the opposite. The former implies a
discussion of (de)constructing the subject-object dichotomy, whereas the latter, in line
with Pollner's view, suggests reflexivity merges both elements (Pollner  1991: 370.373)

When critically examining the six aforementioned approaches, the theoretically
oriented contributions by Lynch (2000), Holland (1999) and Sandywell (1996) find the
subject-object dichotomy irrelevant. In other words, subject and object are tightly
coupled; concomitantly the reflector colors every act of reflecting upon itself. This is the
Reflexive paradox. This paradox has evoked many different descriptions of reflexivity and
reflection that stress systemic or collective characteristics. In contrast, more pragmatic
approaches like those by Cunliffe & Jun (2002), Swift & West (1998) and Davis & Klaes

(2003) use the subject-object dichotomy to distinguish reflexive from non-reflexive
behavior in daily practice. Whenever a subject is not able to question its own taken-for-
granted assumptions - positioning its own viewpoints -behavior is considered non-
reflexive. Taking this into account, it is not surprising that Lynch and like-minded
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scholars consider reflexivity to be ubiquitous, whereas their opponents emphasize the
practical value of distinguishing between reflexive and non-reflexive behavior.

Lynch (2000) stresses epistemological issues by locating knowledge
development through    and    in    the    'self. Methodological reflexivity, he argues,    pays
attention to the subject-object dichotomy by means of participant-observation and the
biases it causes (2000: 29). Holland (1999) claims that discriminating between reflexive
and non-reflexive behaviors is misleading, because it means falling into the same trap as
the demarcationist philosophies of science.  This has to do with setting artifical boundaries
or using lenses indispensable for processing information. In his view, dominant discourse
is at stake: "the problem is to appreciate that reflexivity is shaped by metaphors, thought
styles, and other limiting influences within existing professional and disciplinary
domains" (1999: 473). Cunliffe & Jun (2002) reconcile both opinions on the subject-
object relationship by explaining the Reflexive paradox. Following Cooper (1987), this
paradox mystifies objectification: "in unmasking the subjectivity of our accounts, we
forget we are turning ourselves into objects to be studied and in doing so lose sight ofour
active subjectivity" (in Cunliffe & Jun 2003: 995). For this reason they distinguish
between reflection and refiexivity. In their view reflection is based on a separation of
object and image. Reflection is considered a mirror image: "an objectivist ontology based
on the idea that there is an original we can think about, categorize and explain" (Cunliffe
& Jun 2002: 4). Reflexivity, in contrast, traces back reality constructions and illuminates
the intersubjective and indexical nature of meaning. In a similar vein, Swift & West
(1998) distinguish different levels of reflection. Reflection involves attention, awareness,
monitoring and evaluation of the object of reflection. Together with planning and action it
is one of the components of reflexivity. In addition to shallow and moderate reflection, a
deeper level of reflection is introduced. Deep reflection means explicitly discussing
assumptions, which is similar to reflexivity. To avoid a self-defeating logic, or
Epimedines paradox, Davis & Klaes (2003) suggest combining different levels of
reflexivity: "Reflexivity...can indeed be destructive or self-defeating  at one level,  but
moving to a different level introduces new forms of reflexivity that encompass the earlier
one that may or may not preserve the earlier forms' characteristics." (2003: 347). In his
plea for pragmatic holism Edmonds (1996) addresses both the risk of endless relativity
and a self-defeating logic. He distinguishes two different forms of self-reference: total and
grounded. Total self-reference implies feeding back: "if you follow the causal (or formal)
chain backwards, you do not come to a fixed atomic starting place, but find an infinite
recursion of definition in terms of itself". Grounded self-reference assumes feeding
forward: "it starts at a specific place (i.e. state or set of axioms), and then the next state is
defined in terms of the last state et cetera. So after a while the current state is almost

"completely defined in terms of itself and the origin is lost for all practical purposes
(Edmonds  1996:  62).  For this reason, Davis & Klaes argue, immanent reftexivity should
be complemented with both epistemic and transcendent reflexivity at the  same time (2003:
329). Building on the diversity in paradigms, Sandywell (1996) locates the subject-object
dichotomy in the realist area of reflection: "no object without a subject, no knowledge
without consciousness" (1996: 215). Reflexivity transcends this dichotomy by assuming
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nominalism or conventionalism (1996: 7). Sandywell exemplifies the dichotomy's
irrelevance by indicating subject and object interweaving: "all discourse selects and
frames its objects...reflexivity attempts to provide a reasoned account  of the social
practicalities by which reference to worlds are textually constructed by powerful groups
and interests" (1996: 8).

This makes clear that what is turned back upon is addressed in two ways. Davis
& Klaes (2003) address this question by introducing a simplified model of systems. Figure
2.1  presents the five elements of this model: subject (person), object (specific behavior),
representation (mirror image), spectator (external observant) and information (norms,
culture). The arrows indicate the directions of (inter)action.

Figure  2.1  System of representation

Subject • Object

7
*

Representation

:
-*                           -- -

Spectator . Information

Source: Based on Davis & Klaes 2003

By addressing what is turned back upon, either an open or closed systems approach is
delineated. An open system means the object is part of the subject. In the open system
scenario the subject turns back upon itself, since there can be no object without the
subject. This is illustrated by the fact that there can be no knowledge without a knower, or
to cite Descartes, 'cogito ergo sum'. The subject (e.g., 'I') is considered carrier or medium
for the object (e.g., 'lying'). This inseparability is illustrated by linguistic examples as '1
recall Thanksgiving 2004'. Here 'I' refers to the subject, 'recall' points to the object,
because it comes to someone's or a subject's mind, and 'Thanksgiving 2004' is a
representation that specifies a certain point in time. The Reflexive paradox is not present
in this scenario, because it acknowledges the blind spot or subjective elements in
objectification. A closed system means the subject can isolate itself from the object. This
closed system scenario implies that the subject (e.g., 'I') turns back on the object (e.g.,
glying') by referring to other objects (e.g., a deceptive feeling by the self or a deceitful
feeling by another person). The spectator is an external observant (e.g., coach or
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psychologist) and information concerns contextual input (e.g., habits, norms). In this
scenario the Liar's paradox does not exist, because subject and object are separated.

Means-goal orientation
Weick's motivation to concentrate on reflexivity stems from his observation that scholars
are increasingly requested to identify their tacit practices when developing theory (1999:
802). Classifying approaches towards reflexivity and reflection separates goal from means
orientations (Weick 2002). A means orientation implies reflexivity to provide an
instrument or looking glass to contribute to theory development. A goal orientation, in
contrast, elevates reflexivity by considering it a meta-explanation itself. In accordance
with McKinley et al. (1989) Weick attempts to decrease the influence of paradigm wars
saying: "it would be unsettling if people developed a higher paradigm to explain our acts
of schooling than they have been able to develop to explain the events around which those
various schools form" (Weick   1999: 798). Using reflexivity to arrive at meta-level
explanations assumes a means orientation. Hernes and Bakken (2003) come to the same
conclusion. In their view Weick champions a recursive or self-reference based view on
organization theory (2003: 1525). In his effort to improve organization theory, Weick
notices some theorists fall into the trap of self-deception. He explicates this saying: "There
is a false tendency to shift rellexivity from a means to improve theory to an end in itself"
(Weick 2002: 893).

As for the six approaches towards reflexivity and reflection, however, this trap
seems to be set by the very intention to provide meta-level explanations: the higher the
level of abstraction, the more reflexivity becomes a weltanschauung or meta-level
explanation itself. This is due to what we earlier referred to as the Reflexive paradox, in
which the distinction between subject and object becomes blurred. Moreover, the question
still remains whether it is possible from a pragmatic point of view to separate both
elements in the process of representation. This is a central issue for scientific disciplines
striving to maintain or increase their legitimacy. Among the six approaches only
Sandywell (1996) presents a classification inspired  by  a goal orientation. He explicitly
refers to this orientation: -Reflexivity attempts to provide a reasoned account ofthe social
practicalities by which reference to worlds are textually constructed by powerful groups
and interests" (1996: 8). The approaches by Lynch (2000), Holland (1999), Cunliffe &
Jun (2002), Swift & West (1998), and Davis & Klaes (2003) adhere to Weick's view and
demonstrate a means orientation.

Epistemological-logical legitimacy
To determine whether approaches  are not restricted to the ivory tower of their conception,
the former's legitimacy is of interest. Legitimacy fosters credibility (Suchman 1995).
Following Borgatti and Foster, many theories derive legitimacy from demonstrating
predicted effects (2003: 1000). To demonstrate effects three types of evidence are
possible: (1) logical evidence, (2) empirical evidence and (3) epistemological evidence
(Whetten  1989:  493).  In this case, types of evidence are related to the effects of reflexive
praxis. Logical evidence concerns the internal consistency of the theory. Empirical
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evidence is given when predictions of the theory are consistent with findings in other
studies. Epistemological evidence refers to the validity of theory's assumptions.

A majority of the six approaches emphasize the deep understanding that results
from reflexive praxis. Some authors postulate that reflexivity reveals hidden knowledge.

questions epistemology and fights dominant discourse. Lynch (2000), nevertheless,
contests this idea pointing to the presence of circular logic. Because of the Liar's paradox,
the act of referencing - what to turn back upon - should be scrutinized in all reflexive
praxis. Holland  ( 1999) holds that reflexivity improves social science by broadening  our
vision. Nevertheless, he warns against anchorages whether in disciplines, paradigms or
elsewhere. These anchorages form obstacles to reflexivity, because they are loaded with
ideological traps (1999: 477). Cunliffe (2003) praises the oppositional logic of reflexive
analysis: "it reveals the contradictions inherent in truth claims and the instability of
language by turning meaning back on itself" (2003: 987). Swift & West (1998) point to
the importance of rellexivity for group performance. By creating uncertainty and
providing incentives, West (1996) states, groups are urged to anticipate their performance.
Davis & Klaes (2003) value the logic of argumentation inherent to reflexivity. They
claim that reflexivity can both undermine as well as selt-reinforce social science
implications. Sandywell (1996), to conclude. emphasizes the epistemological effect of de-
alienating our social worlds. By this he means deconstructing present forms of knowledge
and knowledge development (1996: 426). To this he adds reflexivity's function of feeding
forward: "reflexive thought turns back upon its own presuppositions and anonymous

9,

values as a springboard to a critique and transformation of these [knowledge] structures
(1996: 423).

Table 2.1 depicts approaches' positions with respect to their topic specificity
(legitimacy) and theoretical contribution (subject-object discussion, means-goal
orientation).

Table  2.1  Juxtaposition of six approaches on topic specificity and theoretical contribution

Subject-object discussion Aieans-goal orientation

Subject-object Subject = Object Means Goal
dichotomy

  Epistemological Swift and West Lynch 2000 Holland 1999 Sandywell 1996
1998 Holland 1999 Lynch 2000

E
Sandywell 1996 Swift and West

1998

i
Sogkal Cunliffe and Jun - Cunliffe and Jun       -

2002 2002

                                 Davis and Claes Davis and Claes
2003 2003

Source: Description of manifestations of refiexivity and reflection in the six approaches
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It follows that the approaches differ in the interaction ascribed to subjects and objects of
sense-making. Furthermore, the function of rellexivity and reflection varies and is either
seen as a means or as a goal in organizational contexts. The cells 'logical legitimacy-
subject=object' and 'logical legitimacy-goal' remain empty. This indicates that no
approach assumes reflexivity and reflection to explore notions of time, sequence and
common sense together with self-reference and objectification. Similarly, no approach
proposes to explore notions of time, sequence and common sense together with
considering rellexivity or reflection as a meta-explanation.

Taken together, the six approaches classify reflexivity and reflection by
demarcating the range of paradoxes and the traps to be aware of (e.g., circular logic, the
roles of subject and object, and the permanent blind spot). Of these six approaches only
Sandywell (1996) explicitly addresses one source ofevidence. Emphasizing both forms of
knowledge and knowledge development, he presents epistemological evidence to
demonstrate implications of reflexivity. In her 2003 article Cunliffe touches upon logical
evidence by warning against the Reflexive paradox. The other four approaches towards
reflexivity, however, do not explicitly test the internal consistency or validity of their
theory or data. Additionally, none of the approaches presents empirical evidence for
reflexivity or reflection, or their effects. This leaves the question as to what reflexivity and
reflection contribute to organizational practice unanswered.

2.8 Conclusion
Before revisiting mani festations of reflexivity and  reflection in organization literature,  we
shall first recapitulate topic specificity and the theoretical contribution of the approaches
reviewed. As far as topic specificity is concerned, paradoxes have been acknowledged
most of the time. Their consequences for the respective theories, however, remain
unaddressed. Related to the Reflexive paradox, the subject-object discussion centers on
the problem of the blind spot, or the difficulty in separating subject and object. Most
approaches implicitly accept that blind spots are present. They neglect to indicate,
however, in which cases a distinction between subject and object is helpful. As far as the
means-goal orientation is concerned, most studies have described reflexivity as a means.
Without paying attention to the consequences of using this means, however, they treat it
as a goal in itself. Feeding back on our distinction of the differences between reflexivity
and reflection, we opt to use reflexivity as a goal and reflection as a means to achieve this
goal over time.

This brings us to the theoretical contribution of the literature on reflexivity and
reflection. Most approaches to reflexivity do not distinguish between theoretical and
pragmatic concepts of reflexivity. Hence, the concept ofreflexivity is simultaneously used
for epistemological and logical legitimacy without explicating which purpose is at stake.
Most approaches are actually framing efforts as opposed to explanatory efforts. As such,
these approaches run the risk of presenting reflexivity as the cure for a disease that has not
been diagnosed yet. Consequently, the empirical basis is rather meager. Only two
approaches indicate effects of reflexivity. One can ask whether it is fair to demand
prediction from an approach towards rellexivity or reflection. Based on the legitimacy
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derived from demonstrating effects, however, we do think it is fair. From an empirical
point of view it is useful to determine sequence in terms of causes and effects, because it
reveals the presence ofparadoxes.

This review has made it clear that although describing manifestations of
reflexivity and reflection, most approaches have not demonstrated what reflexivity and
reflection involve in organizational practice. The approaches do not emphasize
organizational relevance. Nevertheless, they all envision contexts in which social
interaction takes place. This means reflexivity and reflection do not occur in isolation.
Furthermore, approaches to reflexivity, e.g., Lynch (2000), Holland (1999), Cunliffe &
Jun (2002), and Sandywell (1996) consider reflexivity a means for change. Strikingly,
however, the approaches hardly elaborate on the use of reflexivity. In other words, crucial
issues such as why social transformation is necessary, how this transformation could be
accomplished, and what social actions are required is deliberately left to the user. In a
similar vein. approaches to reflection, e.g., Cunliffe & Jun (2002), Swift & West (1998),
and Davis & Klaes (2003) do not elaborate on the what and how of reflection, such as
who is involved, for what reasons, and at what point in time. Furthermore, the change of
individual awareness induced by critical thinking, which could be forerunners of social
transformation, is ignored by all of these approaches. What both concepts could mean for
future organizational change, work design, daily organizational practice and is largely
unknown.

In conclusion, studying the literature has produced images of reflexivity as
'footprints', that is, an historical label for changed collective consciousness, and reflection
as real-time critical thinking, that is, an act of learning by posing epistemological
questions. In contrast to reflexivity, the more pragmatic concept of reflection can be
studied in organizational contexts. To stop paying lip service to the aforementioned
conceptual ambiguity, from this point onwards we shall use reflexivity exclusively to
designate social or organizational transformation and reflection to refer to instant critical
thinking. After comparing the approaches we conclude the sensitizing concept of

     reflection involves questioning the coherence of argumentation. This means
epistemological questions trace back the type of logic in use, thus explicitly taking the
role of self into account.

2.9 Implications
In the effort to understand the concept's ambiguity the role of paradox became prevalent.
Since reflection touches upon the role of self in reasoning, logic needs to be examined for
paradoxes, such as circular logic. Because paradox involves formal logic based on self-
contradicting premises, the combination of premises should be examined both generally
and particularly. Although paradoxes are difficult to solve (if solvable at all) they can be
coped with by examining the premise conditions. By focusing on these conditions, true
conclusions are differentiated from untrue ones. Serving as a frame of reference, these
conditions explain contradictions between premises. This elaboration on the content of
logic is a first step in the operationalization of reflection as cognitive behavior. It has
resulted in demarcating the concept of reflection as questioning the coherence of
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argumentation. In chapter 3 we will use this sensitizing concept to provide a focus for
exploring how reflection is perceived by persons who did reflect as part of task
performance.

A last implication involves the merits attributed to reflection. As a means to
disclose paradox, reflection does not solve the latter. Reflection is assumed to demonstrate
understanding and legitimacy instead. To examine whether reflection actually results in
understanding and legitimacy, additional studies (described in chapters 5 and 6) take into
account reflection outcomes. Thus, we can assess whether the overall positive connotation
of reflection in the literature is tenable, and if so under what conditions.
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3 MAKING SENSE OF QUESTIONING: REFLECTION AS TYPE OF COGNITIVE PROCESSING

3.1 Introduction
This study explores the thinking central to reflection. Previous studies (e.g., Van
Woerkom 2003; Freese  1999) have addressed the inducements and meaning of reflection.
Little is known, however, about reflection in terms of thought content. In the previous
chapter we saw that reflection facilitates sense-making by solving uncertainties. In
acknowledging this function of reflection, we focus our exploration on questioning
behavior. We consider questioning both in silent contemplation as well as during social
interaction. The purpose of this endeavor is to come up with indicators for reflection that
operationalize thought content. By knowing what type of thoughts constitute reflection  its
stimuli and usefulness can be determined.

Despite their ambiguity, reflexivity and reflection are still popular topics in social
science literature. This was made evident by the literature review in chapter 2. This
literature review furthermore identified several differences between the meanings of
reflection and reflexivity. It revealed that reflexivity refers to 'footprints' that mark
changes in collective consciousness in retrospect, whereas reflection involves critical
thinking observed in real-time. As from this chapter onwards our focus is on reflection,
since this learning strategy is observable in real-time in organizational contexts. Social
science literature has used the term reflection to indicate human behavior as varied as
exploration, self-evaluation and thinking about thinking. Notwithstanding differences in
meaning, descriptions of reflection all focus   on   the   'self'. In other words, reflection
involves someone's thinking about self-related matters, such as feelings, observations and
experiences. Most definitions and descriptions of reflection are built around purposes of
reflection, such as realizing understanding or legitimacy (Bonner 2001; Davis and Klaes
2003). The literature review revealed that given its purpose to realize understanding or
legitimacy, reflection starts with questioning the coherence of argumentation. What is
going on in people's minds when reflecting is left unaddressed in previous studies'°: what
do people actually think about when reflecting? What provokes these considerations? Do
people display different degrees of reflection given certain circumstances? Do people  vary
in their inclination to reflect? Inspired by these kind of questions, this study explores
thought processes. Thus, we aim to identify thinking characterized as reflection. If we
understand reflection, we can decide in what circumstances it is (not) useful, and how we
can influence it.

By focusing on questioning content, this exploratory study has found that
reflection involves raising questions that address cognition content. Through the inductive
method of grounded theory (Glaser and Strauss 1967, Glaser   1978) six aspects   of

10 A noteworthy exception, although confined to personality matters. are psychological studies on self-
awareness and sel f-consciousness (e.g., Cheek and Briggs  1982; Trapnell and Campbell  1999).
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cognition have been identified. The explanation of reflection as a type of cognitive
processing locates our reflection theory on a higher level of abstraction, that is,
metacognition. The number of cognitive aspects involved in cognitive processing varies
between two and six. This variance accounts for differences between, for instance,
conditioning, memorizing and reflecting. Furthermore, since questioning varies by person
and across circumstances and time. reflection refers to a tendency in cognitive processing.

The following sections describe the design and execution of this study on
reflection. Section two positions this study among previous studies, and insights obtained
sofar. Section three unfolds this study's design. Furthermore, the examined organizational
setting is described. Section four elaborates on data collection and protocols. The
subsequent methods section describes strategies used for data analysis. Section six
discusses quality indicators for study design and methods, such as validity and reliability.
Section seven presents the results from analyzing observation and interview data. This
section is followed by a section on literature matches, which seeks for connections
between the results and existing concepts in organization, sociology, psychology and
education literature. Subsequently, section nine discusses the relationships found between
various cognitive aspects of reflection. Section ten describes our reflection theory based
on these results. This chapter ends with section eleven, that addresses study limitations
and implications for further research.

3.2 Study positioning
Qualitative studies on reflection often focus on inducements (e.g., Daudelin    1996;
Haroutunian-Gordon 1998; Valkenburg 2000; Baxter-Magolda  2001;  Cope 2003; Davis
2003; Van Woerkom 2003). Some studies explore the meaning of reflection and suggest
positive effects on teaching and educational performance (e.g., Freese 1999; Liou 2001;
Makitalo and Saljo 2002). Quantitative studies often assess whether education programs
induce reflection in terms of evaluation or hindsight (e.g., Sobral 2000; Van Velzen 2002;
Boenink et al. 2004; Van Velzen 2004) leaving aside the exploration of personal
knowledge constraints. Outcomes such as attitudinal and behavioral changes are used as
indicators for the presence or absence of reflection (Kember and Leung 2000; Leung and
Kember 2003; Van Woerkom 2003; Peltier et al. 2005). Measuring evaluation routines
and reflection purposes, however, does not explain what thinking involves reflection.
Some studies test the relationship between reflection and educational performance or
decision making at the individual level (e.g., Mol et al. 2005), whereas other studies
examine the impact of reflection on group performance in terms of decision making or
problem solving (e.g., Pyron and Sharp Jr 1963; Carter and West 1998; Schippers 2003;
Schippers et al. 2003). These studies often assume the meaning of reflection to be clear.
They use the term reflection in self-report measures without further explication. An
exception is the experimental study by Gurtner et al. (2007) which tests the influence of
individual and group level reflection on team performance.

None of the empirical studies found explicitly addresses thinking efforts central
to reflection. This means the possibility of reflection as an attribute of cognitive systems
has not been considered. This 'missing link' between reflection and cognition fits with the
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observation that studies on learning have not explained how reflection facilitates learning
(Ertmer and Newby 1996). Taken into account the methods, levels of analysis  and
theoretical approaches used in previous studies, this study aims to explore thinking
content in individual as well as group level learning using a cognitive system perspective.

3.3 Study design
Current knowledge about reflection in organizational settings is confined to project and
learning evaluations (e.g., Carter  and  West 1998; Leung and Kember 2003). Though
referred to as reflection, these studies measure the extent to which project members or
students assess fixed objects (e.g., projects) on institutionalized criteria (e.g., team
targets). Other thinking that touches upon logic and the origins ofjudgment (e.g., taken-
for-granted assumptions) have not been taken into account. Given this lack of empirical
findings, the current study inductively explores reflection by starting from empirical
observation.

Making use of a sensitizing concept demarcates observation. The term
'sensitizing' means that events and actions observed within the demarcated domain puts
'flesh to the bones' of the concept (Strauss and Corbin 1998). This means events and
actions observed specify the origins, nature and proceedings of reflection.  The literature to
date has stressed the dialectic nature of reflection by mentioning the tension between
beliefs or subjective realities and grounds or objective realities: "an active, persistent, and
careful consideration of any belief or supposed form of knowledge in the light of the
ground that support it, and the further conclusions to which it tend." (Dewey 1933: 9).
Furthermore, the self-referential nature of reflection is emphasized: "stepping back from
an experience to carefully and persistently ponder its meaning to the self through the
development of inferences" (Seibert and Daudelin  1999: 20). Based  on its dialectic  and
self-referential nature and given its function of uncertainty reduction (see chapter 2), we
have defined the sensitizing concept of reflection as questioning the coherence of
argumentation. 'Questioning' points at the effort to reduce uncertainties. 'Argumentation'
refers to the chain of premises that constitute (assumed) certainties. A synonym for
'coherence' is consistency. This term indicates the interest in the origins and logical
construction of an argument. Consequently, this study explores questioning behavior
aimed at the disclosure of paradoxes" in argumentation. Therefore, in trying to reconstruct
reflection from field observations and explicitly focus on considerations, this study
explores what  type  of questioning  constitutes  reflection.

Learning context
To identify thinking that indicates reflection this study focuses on a learning context. In
this study the learning context is made up of students working on their final projects or

11  A paradox refers to the combination of self-contradicting premises.  (See also Chapter 2)
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theses. Furthermore, we are interested in those social interactions that could influence the
initiation and content of reflection, such as peer review. This approach is denoted as
etnomethodology  (see also Appendix   1). The motivation behind observing reflection
during thesis supervision is threefold: First, academic education programs in Europe
endeavor to deliver students that demonstrate critical judgment and reflection (Dublin
Descriptors,  QANU 2004). Program goals do not ensure the delivery of excellent students,
since individual abilities have considerable influence also. Nevertheless, motivating
students to try to live up to such educational standards can help to some extent. Second,
writing a thesis represents a final examination as a student. Since students feel this 'master
proof' requires the most concentrated efforts of their academic program, it encourages
many students to do their utmost. In this respect, previous studies examined academic
learning by testing task accomplishment (e.g., Schraw and Moshman 1995). Third,  in
addition to supervisor contact, thesis supervision in this education program involves
students working together in groups for the purpose of producing and receiving peer
review. Review practices may encourage thinking by providing both positive as well as
negative feedback. This touches the field of group dynamics, which is interested among
others in the delicate balance or 'punctuated equilibrium' between synergy and group
think (cf Gersick 1991; Janis 1997; Rompa and Romme 2001).

In September 2004 the department of Organization Studies (OS, Tilburg
University) initiated thesis circles for the purpose of thesis supervision. Supervising
students doing internships and writing their thesis in higher education is typically a matter
of personal interaction between supervisor and student (Romme 2003). A thesis circle
consists of one or more supervisors and a number of students who share responsibility for
the supervision process. The Bachelor, Master and 'old'12 Master students (enrolled before
school year 2004-2005) are guided in their thesis writing process, although writing the
thesis itself is done outside the thesis circle. Students work on their own thesis and can
provide informational, procedural and emotional support to other students in the same
thesis group. Thesis circles include about six to twelve students and at least one academic
supervisor. The latter monitor processes and progress in the background. Circle meetings
take place once every three or four weeks. An appointed or volunteering student chairs the
meeting and readjusts individual contributions by monitoring the relevance of remarks,
time and the group's emotional dynamics. Another volunteering student acts as secretary
and provides minutes. Decision-making occurs by consent or 'no-argued objection'
(Romme 2003; Romme and Endenburg 2006).

12 Master students enrolled before school year 2004-2005 graduate under the regulations of the university
system which ends September 2006. This system preceded the Bachelor-Master system. The latter is an outcome
of the Bologna agreement sjgned by European Education ministers  in  1999 to construct a 'European Higher
Education Area'. (http://www.chea.org/ International/multi-lateral.html). This agreement enables undergraduate
students to follow their Master's at other universities (http://news.ft.com/cms/s/412e3 f52-6b86- 11 d9-94dc-
00000e2511 c8,dwp_uuid=faea3cb6-6893-1 Id9-9183-00000e2511 c8.html)
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Sampling strategy
To study reflection in a learning context, we have focused on the thesis circles as part of
the educational program of Organization Studies at Tilburg University. Given the
inductive and explorative character of this study, thesis circles and their participants have
been selected on the basis of theoretical sampling.

Theoretical sampling involves the iterative process of selecting research units
and analyzing data from these research units for the purpose of theorizing (Glaser and
Strauss 1967). Sampling has occurred in three steps. First, the sample is selected based on

comprehension (Goetz and Lecompte  1984 in Miles and Huberman  1994). This means  the
sample includes all twelve thesis circles, consisting of 94 students, that ran during the
academic year 2004-2005'i . Second, a sub-sample has been drawn from the first sample
on the basis of dimensional sampling (Johnson   1990 in Miles and Huberman   1994).
Dimensional sampling is a variant of maximum variation sampling, which focuses on

selecting outliers or contrasts. Dimensional sampling involves selecting representative
units of observation to increase conceptual diversity (Strauss and Corbin 1988, Miles and
Huberman 1994). Sampling along contrasts increases the likelihood of conceptual
saturation. Controlling for similarities and ensuring certain differences maximizes
maturation of the sensitizing concept (Glaser and Strauss 1967; Strauss and Corbin  1998).
Thus, contrasting sample elements are used to predict both similarity as well as to explain
differences along conceptual dimensions. Preliminary analysis of the observation data on
thought processes reveals a major social interaction contrast in the thesis circles. Thesis
circles are characterized by interactions scaled somewhere between frequent instructive
and long-term coaching interaction. In the case of instruction, knowledge exchange
dominates interactions. Coaching emphasizes student empowerment. After finishing all
observations, four thesis circles have been selected in the sub-sample based on this
contrast. Table 3.1 presents the composition characteristics of the thesis circles that
constitute the contrast.

13 The author is grateful to the supervisors and students in the thesis circles who allowed her to observe them
and who kindly consented to interviews.
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Table 3.1 Sub-sample drawn with dimensional sampling
Thesis circles                     1                         2                            3                            4
Student participants             7                         6                            9                            11
Language English English (& Dutch) Dutch (& English) Dutch

Meeting frequency (avg.) Twice a month Twice a month Once a month Once a month
Meeting duration (avg.) 2 hrs 2 hrs 3 hrs 3 hrs

Supervision Instruction Instruction Coaching Coaching
Contrast Frequent, instructive interaction Long-term, coaching interaction

Source: Learning context

The third step in theoretical sampling has produced another sub-sample. This sub-sample
is derived from quota selection by identifying major differences between students in the
thesis circles and selecting an arbitrary number of students to include in the sample. We
later interviewed those students in each selected thesis circle who posed profound
questions with regard to their own work and that of others. Due to the fact that all students
came from the same learning context (thesis circles in Organization Studies) and had a
similar task (writing a thesis), no new information was revealed after nine interviews. The
interviewed students were (nearly) equivalent as regards previous education, nationality
and age (within four years). Similarities between interviewees enabled us to control study
results for personal characteristics. Students varied in gender, how much they elaborated
in conversation, and thesis completion time. Differences on elaboration (short versus
long) and thesis completion time (first examination deadline versus re-examination
deadline or later) could possibly explain public reflection and the tendency to reflect on
reflection. Interviewee characteristics are displayed in table 3.2.

Table 3.2 Sub-sample drawn with quota sampling
Interviewees 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0
TC nr.           3           1           2          2          2          4           1           1           3          4
Prev. educ. Ba     Ba     Ba Ba Ba Ba Ba Ba     Ba     Ba
Nationality NL NL NL NL NL NL NL NL NL NL
Age               24         25         25         25         22         26         26         25         25         25
Gender          F          F          M         F          F          F          F          M         M         M
Elaboration SH SH LO LO SH SH LO LO LO LO
TCT (mth)       8            8           8           8           8            8            8            8           99          11

TC = Thesis Circle, TCT = Thesis Completion Time, Ba = Bachelor, NL = Dutch nationality,
M = Male, F = Female, SH = Short, LO = Long

Source: Learning context

3.4 Data sources
Exploration took place by means of observation and interview. Data collection includes
36 observations and 10 interviews. Managerial documents such as a thesis circle manual,
a fact sheet and email correspondence are used to provide context information.
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Observations focus on interactions in thesis circles in which thinking is shared
and stimulated by supervisors and other students. In studying interactions, Argyris (1976:
1985) distinguished between theory-in-use and espoused theory. Theory-in-use refers to
the actual behavior people display, whereas espoused theory indicates behavior people say
they displayed (cf. distinction between organizational values and practices, Van Den Berg
and Wilderom 2004). The observations provide information about thinking communicated
during meetings. This means individuals were observed while participating in a group.
Based on the reciprocity inherent to social interaction, the level of observation is the
group. To obtain access to thesis circle meetings, supervisors were contacted in advance.
Observing all thesis circle meetings, lasting between one and three hours, was not possible
due to scheduling conflicts (some groups met at the same time). For this reason thesis
circles were observed at least three times, which resulted in 36 observations lasting 2.5
hours on average.

Interviews contain information about perceived thinking, which interviewees
recall afterwards. Interviewees are asked about their individual thought processes. Since
students participated in thesis circles, thoughts are not only kept private. but also shared
with and induced by supervisors and peer students. Sharing thinking refers to cognitive
behavior displayed while participating in a group meeting. In contrast to observations,
which focus on real-time behavior, interviews addressed thinking behavior in retrospect.
Furthermore. investigating interviewee perceptions means that the individual group
member, not the group, was observed. For this reason, the level of observation in
interviews involves the individual.

Observations
Like other data collections observations are considered representations of reality
(Fassnacht 1982). They provide measures of behavior in naturally occurring situations or
theory-in-use (Argyris et al. 1985). Observations can be conducted in a systemized way to
identify, count and categorize behavior (Hoyle et al.  2002).  In  his  1968 work Weick says
about systemized observation: "An observational method is defined as the selection,
provocation, recording and encoding of that set of behaviours and settings concerning
organisms 'in situ' which is consistent with empirical aims" (in Fassnacht  1982:  27).

To avoid sensory overload and provide some focus in observations, we used a
checklist. To focus on interaction content and systemize note taking this checklist
included Bales' category system of social interaction (Bales  1950,2002). A thesis circle
initiated at the VU University Amsterdam served as a pilot-test for us to become
acquainted with the learning context and become sensitive to social interaction content.
As regards observations at Tilburg University, per thesis circle three meetings were
attended and audio taped in order to provide information about actual thinking in public.
When observing the interactions, speakers, topic and interaction format were recorded.
We classified meeting events into who (student names), says what (in terms of topic) and

how (formulation). Bales' (1950) category system of interaction reveals patterns in the
dynamics of social interaction. Interaction Process Analysis is based on extensive
observations in small groups (Bales   1950, 2002). Validity and reliability  have  been
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optimized by identifying small thought units or 'unit acts' (Gray 2004; Forsyth 2006) and
taking verbal signals such as interrogative word order, negative adverbs, e.g., 'not',
imperative tone of voice, e.g., 'consider this', and verbs of perception, e.g., 'I believe'
(Bakeman in Reis and Judd 2000) into account. The categories of interaction, positive,
neutral and negative individual interaction, distinguish between references to task
activities and relationship activities (Forsyth 2006). By categorizing interaction content,
observation data have been coded along the dimensions of tasks and relationships. Table
3.3 presents the interaction categories distinguished by Bales.

Table  3.3  Interaction  categories

Area Categories
Social-emotional: +H = Shows solidarity: raises others' status, gives help, reward
Positive reactions +R = Shows tension release; jokes. laughs, shows satisfaction

+A = Agrees; shows passive acceptance, understands, occurs, complies

Neutral: Attempted answers S = Gives suggestion; direction, implying autonomy for others
0 = Gives opinion; evaluation, analysis, expressing feelings, wish
I = Gives orientation; information, repeats, clarifies, confirms

Neutral: Questio„s ?I = Asks for orientation; information. repetition, confirmation
?0 = Asks for opinion; evaluation, analysis, expression of feeling
?S = Asks for suggestion: direction, possible ways of action

Social-emotional: -A = Disagrees; shows passive rejection, formality, withholds help
Negative reactions -R = Shows tension; asks for help, withdraws out of field

-H = Shows antagonism: deflates others' status, defends or asserts self

Source: Interaction Process Analysis, category system (Bales  1950,2002)

Previous critiques of Bales' Interaction Process Analysis have established that classifying
statements ignore underlying group processes and do not synthesize all verbal interaction
(Bakeman in Reis and Judd 2000: Bakeman in Forsyth 2006). The researcher's previous
experience with thesis writing and running thesis circles (both as student and as
supervisor) help in understanding group processes and verbal interaction that are specific
for thesis circles.

Interviews
In addition to observations, interviews were held with thesis circle students. Interviewing
students about their perceived thinking helps identify how participants perceive reflection.
These perceptions represent their espoused theory (Argyris 1976; Argyris  et  al.   1985).
Interviews allow flexible questioning and provide the opportunity to let interviewees
reflect instantaneously (cf. Lyles and Mitroff 1980). Since individuals  may vary in their
disposition to share their thinking in public, we asked them about this in retrospect.
Structured questioning in interviews often runs the risk of becoming an interrogation
characterized by suggestive questions and socially desirable answers (Kahn and Cannell
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1965). To avoid such biases interview questions were limited in number and formulated in
an open way to stimulate a conversation in which the interviewee spoke most (Rubin and
Rubin 1995). Guided  by the sensitizing concept of reflection and observation results,
interview questions focused on thinking induced by questioning behavior. The interview
questions referred to a specific object of thinking, that is the thesis or end project.

Questions focused on the process of writing the thesis, including the discussion of work  in
progress with supervisors and peers. We addressed three topics regarding thinking: (1)
private thinking, which comes to mind when writing on the thesis, (2) thinking in public,
provoked both by listening to discussions as well as by participating in discussions, and
(3) thinking about the process of thinking, or instant reconsideration of the meaning and
practice of thinking. Table 3.4 presents the initial questions from the interview
conversations. Probing (Gordon   1992),  such as 'could you explain  this  a bit further?',
ensured data saturation.

Table 3.4 Interview questions

Interview topics Interview questions
1. Private thinking 1. How would you describe the thought process behind the development of your thesis?

2. Thinking in 2. Which remarks by supervisors or peer students made during thesis circle meetings

public caused you to think after the meetings?

3. Thinking about 3.  Looking back at the process of writing your thesis, how would you characterize your
the process of thought process?
thinking

Source: Interview protocol

The term 'reflection' is not mentioned before interviewees have described both their
individual process of writing and their participation in thesis circle meeting discussions.
This was done not to prejudice the interviewee regarding the word and concept of
'reflection' when explaining their own thinking behavior.

3.5 Methods
Since reflection occurs both inside as well as outside social interaction, this study does not
confine data analysis to the individual or group level exclusively. The individual level
refers to individual students, whereas the group level refers to the thesis circles in which
they participate. For this reason, data analysis involves comparison within as well as
between data sets, such as interviews.

Observation and interview data were transcribed for processing. These transcripts

(more than 900 pages) were then reduced to codes to facilitate analysis. Transcripts were
coded  line by  line to optimize the development and density of concepts  in the data (Glaser
1987). By identifying a set of categories and properties that characterize the social process
under exploration, a so-called grounded theoretical model emerged from the data (Glaser

6.

and   Strauss 1967: Glaser 1978). Grounded theory ...  conceptualizes  the  data,  thus
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raising the level of thought about it to a higher level with a few concepts that indicate
many heretofore seemingly separate incidences" (Glaser  1978:  7).

The coding process included various steps. The data were first coded in an open
way. Open coding means observations and interviews have been coded without pre-
existing coding schemes. By means of constant comparison of emerging codes (Glaser
and  Strauss 1967, Glaser   1978) open coding reveals important dimensions  in  the  data
(Dougherty 2002). The dimensions in this study are: 1. private reflection, or questioning
the coherence of argumentation in silence, 2. public reflection, or questioning the
coherence of argumentation in discussion with others, and 3. reflection on reflection, or
questioning the act of questioning the coherence of argumentation in retrospect. These
dimensions guided the reorganization of transcribed data into manageable text parts. They
were derived from observation and interview foci. Observations focused on thinking
expressed in thesis circle meetings. Interviews concentrated on the student's own thinking
as perceived when working on the thesis, their own thinking and thinking by others as
perceived in thesis circle discussions, as well as their current thinking about their own
earlier thoughts about their thesis and thesis circle discussions.

The second step in coding involves code clustering. Known as axial coding, the
codes were extended with code categories or variety codes (Dougherty 2002, Wester and
Peeters 2004). Codes were sorted by dimensional relevance (thematic codes), and
(hierarchical) relation to one another (variety codes). The thematic codes for the
observations represent the tone of voice in interactions and include '+' positive reactions,
w' attempted answers, '?' questions and '-' negative reactions (see table 3.3). Since the
sensitizing concept of reflection involves questioning the coherence of argumentation,
from this point on attempted answers and questions deserve specific attention. Thematic
codes include: 1.1 thought steps, 1.2 critical incidents, 1.3 interacting thought steps, 1.4
thought outcomes, 2.1 internally induced thoughts, 2.2 externally induced thoughts, 2.3
type of inferences, 2.4 sharing value, 3.1 critical thinking, 3.2 meaning of reflection, and
3.3 reflection practice. Variety codes specify the more general thematic codes.
Observation data are categorized using Bales' (1950) categories of interaction. Examples
of variety codes in the observations involve 'AS' giving suggestion, 'AO' giving opinion,
'AI' giving information, '?1' asking for information, '?0' asking for opinion, and '?S'
asking whether a suggestion is valid. Since the three subcategories within questions and
answers encompass all supervision-related interactions in thesis circles, the coding of
observation  data  ends here. Examples of variety codes  in the interviews include  1.1.1
research phases, 1.1.2 period of thinking et cetera (see Appendix 2). Furthermore,
thematic and variety codes have been compared across interviews. Thus, all possible
variations of a particular variety code are demonstrated or falsified for the purpose of
theoretical saturation (Strauss and Corbin  1998).

Coding step three involves selective coding. Selective coding aims to distill the
most relevant and related codes given the study's question (Dougherty 2002). Selective
coding produces one set ofcodes, consisting of dimensions, thematic codes, variety codes,
and variety subcodes. This final code set was derived from comparing previous code sets
(Miles and Huberman 1994: Strauss and Corbin 1998; Wester and Peters 2004). Using
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this polished code set, interviews were coded once again to find reconfirmation (Morse et
al. 2002). By establishing common coding ground, this final code set facilitates
comparison across the interviews when searching for code patterns. Previous comparisons
were based on vertical relationships, that is within a single dimension (e.g., 1.1,1.1.1,
1.1.1*). This comparison involves a horizontal search for code patterns across interviews.
Code patterns consist of a variety of (sub)codes selected on the base of maximum
frequencies and maximum variances (see Appendix 2). Frequencies indicate the
prevalence of a variety of (sub)codes. Since our aim is to explore reflection, variance of
variety (sub)codes is interesting also. Variance represents the diversity of aspects. By
revealing interconnectedness across dimensions this comparison, along with the previous
substantive codes, produces theoretical codes or aspects.

Table 3.5 presents an overview of the coding procedure with some examples.
The last column presents some examples of variety codes and variety subcodes derived
from dimension 2.

Table 3.5 Coding steps

Coding activities Coding Examples observation and interview codes
results

Step  l:  What  is  actually happening in the  data?  (Glaser  1978)
Open coding: Code set Code sets are constructed per transcript. The code
Phrase by phrase coding of observation sets vary in number. their closeness to the text.
and interview transcripts their foci and the elaboration of issues.

Comparing code sets across observations Dimension 1. Private 2. Public 3. Reflection
and interviews. and assessing code reflection: reflection: on reflection:
relevance in light of understanding what questioning questioning questioning
questioning the coherence of the coherence the coherence the act of
argumentation is about (cf. incident to                                 of of questioning
incident comparison, Glaser 1978). argumentation argumentation the coherence
Similarities across code sets reveal in silence in discussion      of
dimensions. with

311Cs argumentation
/    \      in retrospect

k<        34
Step  2:  What clusters of events mark reflection?  (based on Glase,·  1 978)
Axial coding: Thematic + Positive reactions 2.1 Internally induced
Sorting codes by dimension relevance code ? Questions thoughts

" Attempted answers 2.2 Externally induced
- Reactions thoughts

2.3 Type of inferences
2.4 Discussion value
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Table 3.5 Coding steps, Contintiation

Sorting codes by their (hierarchical) Variety code ?1 Asking for 2.1.1 Subject of
relation to one another information emerged thoughts

?0 Asking opinion 2.1.2 Context of
?S Asking if suggestion emerged thoughts
is valid 2.1.3 Type of emerged

thoughts
2.1.4 Level of
abstraction

Comparing variety codes within interviews Variety 2.1.1*thesis (concept)
to come up with variety subcodes that subcode peers
enrich or falsify the variety code (cf. 2.1.1*own thesis
concept to incident comparison, Glaser (concept)
1978)

Step 3: What conditions and consequences rdate to reflection? (based on Glaser 1978)
Selective coding: One set of - 1. Private reflection
Delimiting coding to one set of codes 1.1-1.4

dimensions. their thematic codes. variety 1.1.1 - 1.4.3

codes and variety subcodes. that 1.1.1*-1.4.3*
specifically refer to the study question 2. Public reflection

2.1 - 2.4

2.1.1-2.4.2

2.1.1* -2.4.2*
3. Refl. on reflection
3.1 - 3.3

3.1.1 -3.3.3

3.1.1*-3.3.3*

Comparing interviews on patterns of codes Aspect e.g., Level ofcogn.:
(cf concept to concept comparison. Glaser 1.4.3*subject-related
1978) to conceptualize relationships. 1.4.3*discourse-rel.
Verifying the concepts with similar 2.1.4*similar object
concepts in current literatures. 2.2.4*similar object

2.3.1*opinion
2.3.1*assumption
3.2.1*reframing/
invention/discovery

Table format inspired by Dougherty and Heller (1994) and Vermeulen et al. (2006)

Source: Observation and interview analysis

We previously described methods of analysist: Appendix 2 presents all codes and code
frequencies per and across interviews, as well as the variance per and across interviews.

14 An analysis memo on data comparison is available from the author upon request.
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3.6 Quality of study design
To assess the quality of the study design, data collection and analysis, criteria such as
validity (e.g., representative conceptual indicators, informative measures, transferable and
confirmable findings) and reliability (e.g., systemized measurement, credible and
dependable findings) are often referenced. Although discussed in quantitative studies due
to relevance of statistical generalization. these quality criteria are not confined to
quantitative data only. In addressing the representativeness of findings, qualitative studies
can also use validity and reliability as quality indicators (e.g., Labianca et al. 2000; Morse
et al. 2002)

Content-related validity
In order to meet content-related validity criterion, thus ensuring that we observed
reflection, we studied a learning context. A learning context stimulates effortful thinking
by assigning tasks to students and providing a platform for discussion with peers and
tutors. To avoid overlooking the concept of reflection this study has been designed as a
funnel. We started broadly by observing processes of thinking and perceptions on thinking
related to the task of writing a thesis. While observing the process of thinking we
narrowed this down to a specific type of thinking described as questioning the coherence
of argumentation. In a similar vein, our level of analysis started out at the group level by
examining shared thinking in thesis circle meetings. After selecting four contrasting thesis
circles, the study continued at the individual level. Three members of each selected thesis
circle were further examined regarding their perceived process of thinking. Students were
asked in interviews to recall and explain in detail their process of thinking. The interviews
ended with a request to think about their experience again and give their opinion about
their own thinking process (i.e., the process they had just described in the previous hour).

Earlier we mentioned that observations focused on demonstrated thinking,
whereas interviews collected data on perceived thinking. Additionally, documents provide
contextual information on thesis circle set-up. This combination of complementary data
(Meijer et al. 2001) in practice means observations and documents together provide data
on the dimension of public reflection. Interviews, apart from the dimension of public
reflection, also address private reflection and reflection on reflection.

Internal validity
Thesis circles contrast on private reflection and public reflection: private reflection is most
prevalent in thesis circles 2 and 3, whereas reflection on reflection characterizes thesis
circles  1  and 4. Interviewees differ in: gender (e.g., interviewees 3,8,9 and  10 are males):
elaboration in conversations (e.g., interviewees  3,4,6,8,9  and 10 speak frequently  and
long); and thesis completion  time (e.g., interviewees  3,8,9  and 10 needed  or  felt  they
needed more time).

Earlier we mentioned that observations focus on demonstrated thinking, whereas
interviews collect data on perceived thinking. In addition to these data, documents such as
a thesis circle manual composed by the Department of Organization Studies provide
information on 'textual reality' (Smith   1974   and   1990 in Perakyla 1998) within   the
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organizational setting,    that is, thesis circles' internal working. The manual includes
information on writing research proposals and thesis requirements, thesis circle principles
and objectives, feedback guidelines and deadlines. The manual did not include guidelines
for reflection, which could diminish the difference between espoused theory and theory-
in-use.

Observations occurred in real-time, whereas interviews were held after the thesis
was completed. Moreover, the observer and interviewer were familiar with the social
setting of thesis circles based on previous experience and preparatory involvement.  Such
previous experience included working as a student and supervisor in thesis circles within
and outside of the Organization Studies educational program. Since previous experiences
with circles in learning contexts were situated in educational as well as business settings,
information was available on the applicability of findings to different organizational
settings. Furthermore, the observant was involved in developing the thesis circle setting
within Organization Studies. From this point of view the observant had the role of
participating observant. This changed into an observant role, since she was not involved in
running any of the thesis circles under observation. Thus, conflicting interests or increased
sensitivity for reflection in the thesis circles were avoided as much as possible.

In emphasizing the exploratory character of the interview questions, the
interviewer explained she could learn from the interviewee, and that wrong or right
answers were not possible (Gillham 2000). To ensure data saturation, the interviewer
probed for answers and checked answers on subtopics (e.g., explanation of bottlenecks,
recurrence of questions, effect of providing feedback to peers, categorization of feedback,
opinion on personal considerations, description of reflection, occurrence of reflection).

External validity
This study includes four thesis circles and ten interviewees. In addition to the limited
number of observation units, statistical generalization is not possible due to theoretical
sampling. Theoretical sampling provides for purposive contrasts and aims at analytic
generalization (Glaser  1978). The latter refers  to the possibility of transferring results
within the study to other thesis circles in a learning context. Code relevance and code
diversity is optimized through sampling for contrasting thesis circles. Continuous
comparison ofcodes facilitates developing a polished and saturated code set. Comparison,
furthermore, identifies code patterns. Guided by this study's central question, these code
patterns point to indications of reflection. The relevance of these indications for reflection
is supported by findings that match cognitive processing as described in cognitive
psychological literature.

Internal reliability
The criterion of reliability addresses "the degree to which the finding is independent of
accidental circumstances    of the research"    (Kirk and Miller    1986:    20).    To    plan
observations and become acquainted with thesis circle routines, supervisors were asked to
enroll the observant in thesis circle webpages (Blackboard Courseinfo) to disclose
information on meeting dates, exchanged documents, and web forum sessions. Since the
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observant supervises an external thesis circle, uploaded thesis documents were not read to
avoid taking on the role of supervisor or observing participant. Furthermore, these
documents were not transcribed or coded. The observant was already informed about its
content and content motives by being involved in developing the thesis circle manual.
Interviewees were selected from thesis circles in which public reflection was observed.
Both students as well as their supervisors were asked for permission.

An observation protocol including preparation and focus of the observations was
utilized. To prepare for the observations and refine data collection strategy (Morse et al.
2002) a pilot-observation was performed. Since consent or 'no argued objection' is part of
thesis circle philosophy, supervisors were asked for permission to observe thesis circle
meetings and students were asked for permission to record meeting conversations. To
avoid social desirable behavior and increased sensitivity towards reflection, the observant
introduced her presence by explaining her interest in meeting structures. To explicate
observation focus, a well-tested category system of social interaction (Bales  1950)  was
used to provide a clear point of departure and to facilitate replication. During the
observations, notes were taken on an observation sheet. This sheet included formal
information such as thesis circle number, name(s) of the supervisors, students (and other
participants such as methodology experts), meeting number, meeting frequency, meeting
duration, meeting roles (chairmen and secretaries), meeting atmosphere and extraordinary
events. In addition to formal meeting information, content information was collected
systematically. To focus on the tone of voice and interaction content during the meetings,
notes included speaker names, speaker content, and classification of speaker content into
Bales' (1950) categories of social interaction.

To ensure transparency and increase reliability an interview protocol was
developed. This protocol included name, thesis circle number, and date, place and time of
the interview. A topic-list and checking for sub-topics served to ensure comparison across
interviews. Furthermore, the protocol included contextual information on thesis
completion dates, whether interviewees were familiar to the interviewer by having
participated in a specific course, small talk regarding job preferences and an atmosphere
description by the interviewer.

To account for the possibility of interviewer biased representations, recorded
data were transcribed completely (Perakyla 1998). To support data interpretation pauses,
utterances, hesitations and slips    of the tongue are included   also. In addition, profile
memos were produced to describe the interviewees, their satisfaction with the thesis and
thesis circle and some notes on interview atmosphere. These memos provide a context for
codes within a particular interview. To reduce the profile data, some characteristics have
been integrated in the code set, indicated by variety code 4.2 context (see Appendix 2).
This facilitates making sense of code differences when comparing code sets across
interviews.

External reliability
During the interview a mind map was made, which interviewees were allowed to look at
during construction. Interviews ended with a member-check. Written notes were
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summarized orally to give the interviewees an instant opportunity to make corrections or
add remarks. Although most interviewees confirmed the notes without addition, some
interviewees provided specified information, or even recalled information they had not
mentioned earlier. To ensure intracoder reliability, text fragments were coded and
recoded. Comparing the codes throughout the coding steps polished the codes into one
final code set relevant to this study's prime research question. To test this relevance, the
final code set has been applied to all interviews once again. The absence of modifications
in the final code set is an indication of intracoder reliability. Furthermore, intracoder
reliability depends on the level of abstraction in coding. The more superficial the codes,
that is, the closer they are linked to the text, the higher the chance this will result in
extensive intracoder reliability. Because the interviews were initiated from only three
initial questions (open interview), the texts should be coded in a more abstract way. By
means of abstract coding data are less context-specific, that is similarities and differences
do not refer to the particular research and interviewees in particular, but to students
writing their thesis in a thesis circle in general.

The open character of the interview provided relevant though unanticipated
information. By keeping the interview structure to a minimum - only three initial
questions guide the interview - interviewees were urged to come up with as much new
information as possible. Hence, although intracoder reliability could be, but is not
necessarily, reduced, the open interview strategy enabled the emergence of new
information which feeds the sensitizing concept.

To realize intercoder reliability, multiple researchers recoded the transcripts
using a code glossary. Although excluding all subjectivity in coding is impossible,
systematically explaining the origins of codes diminishes random influence of
subjectivity. Furthermore, subjectivity is minimized since the transcripts have also been
coded for related studies. This means the latter coding has not resulted in identical codes,
which is impossible given different study questions and individual frames of reference.
Nevertheless, this recoding resulted in similar codes. Similarity occurs at the first level of
coding that is closely linked to text fragments, since codes refer to categorization of
observed social interaction and interview (sub)questions.

3.7 Results
After explaining how the data was collected, this section presents the results for the
contrasting thesis circles. These results represent the thought process students described
when recalling the process of writing their thesis. This process consists of both individual
thesis development and thesis-related discussions with peers and supervisors in thesis
circle meetings. The observation data help us to understand the learning context of the
thesis circles in which students worked. The interview data show interviewee perceptions
about questioning. Concept to concept comparison during selective coding (Glaser  1978)
has produced eight patterns of variety codes prevalent across the data: what provokes
questioning, who questions, what questions are raised, why are these questions raised,
who or what provides answers (if provided), how does questioning work, to what extent do
these questions disclose paradox, and what are  the results of questioning in this learning
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context. Table 3.6 presents the variety codes and the related variety subcodes. In showing
up together, the variety codes represent patterns. These patterns are termed 'aspects of
reflection'

Table  3.6 Aspects  of reflection

Patterns Variety codes Variety subcodes
Provocation: What provokes 1.1.1 Research phases topic, IOV. theory, design,
questioning? method, data collection, data

processing, analysis strategy/
technique, analysis findings/
results, conclusions, discussion

1.1.7 Quest confirmation. knowledge
acquisitjon. recognition

1.2.1  Type of incidents theoretical, methodological,
practical

Personality: Who questions? 3.2.2 Object of consideration personal feelings/experiences,
process ofthinking. process of
production, product

Logic:  What questions are raised? 1.3.3 Process of logic suggesting, intellectualizing.

hypothesizing, reasoning, testing
1.4.1 Type ofoutcomes doubts, judgments, relationships.

definitions and concepts,
experiments

2.1.3 Type of emerged questions what?, how?, why?, which?
2.2.3 Type of suggested questions what?, how?, why?

Function: Why are these questions 3.1.1  Source of critique institutionalized criteria. personal
raised? beliefs, previous experiences,

group convention
3.1.2 Expression of critical consistency, inferences,
attitude wording/style, readability/fluency,

conformism, accountab.ility,
overview

Locus:  Who or whatprovides 1.2.2 Problem solving strategy distance, peer advice, supervisor
answers, ifprovided, advice, expert advice, avoidance,

trial-and-error

Heuristics: How does questioning 1.2.3 Problem identification context, nature, interaction effects.
work? social cognition

1.2.4 Problem decomposition goal setting, diagnosis, design,
description, research, alternative
generation, prediction, evaluation.
persuasion

1.2.5 Subproblem analysis optimum solutions, inductive
analysis, integrative analysis.
falsification, progress

1.2.6 Problem (re)modeling knowledge/experience, laws,
literature/theories
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Table 3.6 Aspects of reflection. Continuation

Level:  To what  extent  do these 1.4.3 Nature of abstraction subject related. research related.
questions disclose paradox? society/discourse related.

epistemology related.
laws/universal law related

2.1.4 Level ofabstraction emerged object, sign, interpretant/mental
thoughts concept. relationship 0-s-i. similar

object, similar sign, similar
interpretant/mental concept,
similar relationship 0-s-i

2.2.4 Level ofabstraction object. sign. interpretant/mental
Suggested thoughts concept, relationship 0-s-i. similar

object, similar sign, similar
interpretant/mental concept,
similar relationship 0-s-i

2.3.1  Level of inferences fact. opinion. assumption. theory
3.2.1 Level of reflection evaluation. critical thinking,

reframing/discovery/invention

Owcome: What are the i·estilts of 3.2.3 Purpose ofreflection legitimacy/ethics,
questioning? persuasion/cognition, sense-

making
3.3.3 Reflection outcomes none. diary/logbook, enhanced

logic through. thesis, discussion/
reflection passage

Source: Observation and interview analysis

Table 3.6 illustrates which variety codes constitute what aspect of reflection. In the
following. each of the eight aspects is discussed and illustrated with citations from the
observation and interview data.

Provocation
Since students are assigned the task of writing a thesis, questioning is provoked by
problems or bottlenecks in the process. Problems are often explained in terms of research
phases, type of incidents and objects to be considered. Students describe problematic
research components or phases, such as research proposal, design and analysis. These
phases are referred to since all interviewees have been taken research seminars and read
literature on how to conduct research and write a thesis. When asked for particular
bottlenecks in the process of writing their thesis, students mention methodological,
practical and theoretical incidents. Regarding theoretical incidents, one student reported:
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[...] Theoretical issues about theoretical concepts  and um...13, substantive decisions  that  bear real importance  to
the direction your thesis is heading to. Like 'if 1 do this, than the thesis will differ significantly from when 1 do
that'. these decisions I have taken with my supervisor(s). This is because I believe. well, it is crucial. or 1 just
don't have sufficient knowledge. (Interviewee 5. Tilburg, 7-8-2005)

A wide variety of objects are considered, such as the process of thinking behind the thesis,
the process of writing the thesis, the thesis itsel f and personal experiences. An example of
having considered the process of thinking is the following:

[ . . . ]  If you had asked yourself another question, than another solution would be the result. than  i f. . . you would
have had different solutions... [paradigmatic approach]  . . .  This  is a logical outcome.  I  mean,  you are dealing
with questions on data analysis. or with how to include or exclude a theoretical perspective within your
theoretical framework. And this depends on your understanding of this theoretical perspective, which is
intluenced by your paradigmatic approach. (Interviewee 9, Tilburg, 22-8-2005)

Personality
The questioning person is characterized by the quest underlying his or her research. Due
to experiential uncertainty, students are puzzled about thesis-related issues and try to
make sense'« of them. The role of uncertainty becomes prevalent when interviewees recall
their feelings during the process of writing. One student claimed:

[...]  The literature didn't provide  me  with much information about the other topic either.  And  1  couldn't get
Clear, 'what would I like to know?'. (Interviewee 3, Tilburg, 7-7-2005)

Students most often specify their puzzlement as a quest for confirmation, and to a lesser
extent as knowledge acquisition and recognition. One student gave voice to the quest for
confirmation in this way:

[ . . . ]  Then, I decided to change.... to introduce a new variable.  I  took my proposal  to the third meeting or so:
'This is my proposal. First, I intended to go into this direction, but now 1 have another idea which I have more
confidence in. This is the idea. Do you think it is appropriate?' My peers and supervisors thought both options
were possible. 'If you would like to do this, it is fine with us' (Interviewee 3, Tilburg, 7-7-2005)

Logic
When elaborating on questions students often referred to argumentation content, such as
type of emerged questions, type of suggested questions, process of logic, and type of
outcomes. Argumentation is expressed in questions and answers students have themselves
or that are posed by peers. When discussing each other's work questions often involve
specification and selection of meaning, providing direction or options, and stating

15 All examples include verbatim transcripts. Utterances such as 'um' are included to indicate instantaneous
thinking.
16 Weick describes sense-making as the "placement of items into frameworks, comprehending, redressing
surprise, constructing meaning, interacting in pursuit of mutual understanding. and patterning" (1995:  6).
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preferences in the research process. Suggestions frequently refer to their own work,
although work by others is often addressed also. Interviewees claim sharing thoughts to be
relevant, since it serves to warn or confirm. Questions are formulated in a rather simple
way, starting with for instance, 'what', 'which',  'how', and 'why'. The recollections of a
student and a conversation from a thesis circle meeting below illustrate this diversity of
questions:

[...]  What [epistemological] approach  do you choose?  What  is the motivation behind  it?  And,  how  do  you
integrate this approach  in your thesis? Of course, there were many things that needed some further consideration.
that made me thinking. Maybe also about the act of interviewing: About how you approach people best and how
you make sure people confide in you. And that interviewing has an impact on people. This is for sure when the
interview addresses delicate issues concerning the organization they work in. Um..., and about practical things:
'What do you put in a conclusion, and in a discussion section?'. (Interviewee 6, Tilburg, 7-11-2005)

[SU = supervisor, ST = student discussing his/her own thesis]:
ST: It's also the same with my research question. I hope 1 did reformulate it again. And I now want to reframe it
in um 'how can the distribution of triads in a network be used as an indicator for effectiveness of a network?'. I
hope, I don't know whether that is good. So really explicitly mention that I see um.. the triads and um.
effective ties and all that as an indicator? Yeah, Yeah?
SU: As far as 1 am concerned, yeah. It is much clearer now, compared with the rest of them. The research

goal  is that the empirical  um...  case is just a demonstration case, an application.
ST: Yeah. But that is also a question. because um.... before I talk about the data collection and all that, it was all
about the empirical network. And now, because I just use it as an example, what do 1 do with it then? Data
collection, 1, I talked about um... the network and the triads, they use it as a data analysis network, do I leave that
in    . or not? (Observation TC 1, series 3, Tilburg, 1-25-2005)

In talking about origins of questions, steps in thinking including suggesting, inferring,
hypothesizing, grounding, and testing are described by the students. These steps are
illustrated by the following claims:

[Suggesting] Many things have been written, and one author claims 'this works well' [points at dense
network] because it creates trust. And another author argues 'this is good' [points at dispersed network], because
it stimulates innovation and creativity'. So these are real opposites. The thing is there is much theory about this.
But how does a network look like in terms of nodes?'

[Intellectualizing]  . . .  I made this subdivision myself,  although 1 derived  it from theory on the creation of social
capital. Both theoretical forms have never been translated into networks before, 'What does a network look
like?'.

[Hypothesizing] These nodes and ties indicate cohesion [hypothesis  I ]. whereas these refer to structural holes
[hypothesis  2]....  Both  need  to  be each other's opposites.... These  were my hypotheses. This [Interviewee
points at the cohesion network] serves management. This [lnterviewee points at the structural holes network]
stimulates innovation.

[Reasoning]  . . .  If one person  gets  ill, is fired, or drops  out,  than  this  part  of the network  is lost. which
presumably is not intended.

[Testing] In practice it appears that, and in explaining its workings. the ideal situation appears to be
somewhere in between, because neither of them is perfect, neither thjs one [hypothesis  1 ].  nor the other  one
[hypothesis 2]. (Interviewee 7, Tilburg, 7-11-2005)
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Students define argumentation as consisting of doubts, judgments, relationships,
definitions or concepts, and experiments. An example of addressing doubts in
argumentation is:

[On institutional theory]  . . .  And  as  far as the role of sector organizations is concerned.  Some.  or most of these
organizations have a large influence on changes. since they defend their members' interests. In this way. they
want to establish changes. In my case, however. there were many; six sector organizations and a relatively small
amount of sector organization members.  [...]  In  my case there were few members. few firms participated in the
sector organization. Moreover. those sector organizations did not have substantive influence on the change
process, because: (a) they had too few members: they had no grassroots to defend. and. (b) those different sector
organizations worked counter-productively. When attending plenary meetings one chairman says A, another says
B.  This  is  how  you can explain the subordinate  role of sector organizations. (Interviewee 10, Tilburg.  10-12-
2005)

Function
To demonstrate why questions arc raised, students refer to sources of critique and
expressions of a critical attitude. Students stress that writing a thesis is significantly
different from previous tasks in the graduate program to date. The program and the thesis
circles, however, provide a framework for dealing with problems. In educational programs
the standards used for critique and to learn how to identify problems represent the
development of analytical (academic) and critical skills. Interviewees recall different
sources of critique, such as personal beliefs, institutionalized criteria (e.g., thesis

requirements), and previous experiences. An example such as personal beliefs illustrates
that the validity of claims is not only derived from objective realities, but from subjective
realities as well. One student explained about personal beliefs:

[...] 1 believe every question 1 asked myself was necessary to come up with subsequent questions. I  may have
concentrated longer on some parts of the thesis,... though these issues certainly contributed to other parts of the
thesis as well, which is why the process went on like it did, and produced this result [thesis]. And for me. each
particular question  ...,  if one question would have been dropped, other results would have been produced.  Um

. whether these results would have been better or worse,  I don't know. (Interviewee 9, Tilburg, 8-22-2005)

Casting doubt or taking a critical attitude is mainly demonstrated by conformance to
scientific practice, explication of inferences, and providing overview throughout the
thesis. One student exemplified all three by saying:

[...] We were stimulated to explain the choices we made. For example, when defining variables you notice  'this
author says this, this one says that, this one that...'.  Eventually, you pick a definition,...  'Why did you choose
that particular one?. Why is it appropriate in your thesis?'. It actually is justification of choices. That is what is
meant by critical attitude.  ..    Also, the design of your theoretical framework,  for example, whether you use more
theoretical perspectives, not relying solely on one author... that kind of stuff. (Interviewee 3, Tilburg, 7-7-2005)

Locus

Peers and supervisors were consulted if and when students were faced with a problem
they could not solve, or if they did not feel sure about the problem at hand. One strategy
of solving problems frequently used is asking for supervisor advice. The use of this
strategy is illustrated by a student and a conversation in one of the thesis circle meetings:
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[...]  The main bottleneck  was to visualize  the theoretical distinction  I  made;  to  say  this  is  how  I  draw  the
network, this is how it is like. . . . Then my supervisor suggested making a drawing, and see whether theoretical
elements  can be recognized.  'Draw some cells, centralize,  and  work to the periphery.  Try to include 10 network
participants. or 30. Just try, and you will see you make stepwise progress, until you think this is how it should
be'. (Interviewee 7, Tilburg, 7-11-2005)

[SU = supervisor. ST = student discussing his/her own thesis, SC = student commenting on this thesis]:
ST:  But...  but 1 would really like to know, well in using those mechanisms, but why and um.... (silence) and
all, and indeed, which is success, what is the strength ofthose mechanisms.
SU: So write that down, in your main question: What defines successful. knowledge... transfer.
SC: Well, across the parent firm.
SU: And than you still have a descriptive research, and you can use the literature to find out which criteria you
can use, and they are in the Prencipe and Tell paper actually, um.. and they are all filling the table you present..
But you  . . . you just put it in there, but you didn't really use it um...  u m. . .  So you can find out whether or not
these mechanisms are successfully applied. Because that is what you want to know. if the application of this of
these mechanisms is a success. (Observation TC2, series 1, Tilburg 12-23-2004)

Heuristics
The way questioning works is illustrated by descriptions of identification, decomposition,
partial analysis, and (re)modeling of problems. When writing a thesis, students argue
problems often appear complex. They require an integrated approach to identify them in
the first place. Students mention contextual problems, complexity problems, conceptual
problems and information problems. Apart from the nature and context of these problems,
the amount of social cognition available plays a part in problem definition. A student
provided an example of a problem definition effected by social cognition:

[...] The concepts 'norms' and 'values'.... um. involvement may result from employees sharing values with the
board of directors, which is considered as social control. When interviewing employees about 'norms' and
'values' they came up with issues I didn't intend to address. People referred to norms and values in society, and
these norms and values also hold for the organization. It was difficult to explain what I exactly meant with the
concept, since it was rather vague. Moreover, it still is an accountancy and law firm. And I noticed that these
people are number crunchers, who do not think about these kind of things, or about the firm's image. They are
not into this, which made it difficult for them to answer certain questions. (Interviewee 6, Tilburg, 7-11-2005)

In dealing with problems, students explain that they try to disentangle complex problems
into less complex sub-problems. Based on questions emerging in as well as before or after
thesis circle meetings, different types of sub-problems are manifest. One student gave the
following example of diagnosis:

[On network theory] So,  1 just  had  all,  sort  of,  not really sub-questions posed  for my research question.  But
just, I had taken everything from 'what do 1 need to know to answer my research question?'. Not so much
questions. but underlying...  no, well, content matter so to say. So 1 wondered 'what is a network?', 'what is a
knowledge network?', and 'what does it mean for this case in particular?' Um.... 'what does effectiveness
mean?' Well, l split up these issues. (Interviewee 2. Tilburg, 7-6-2005)

Parts of the problem were analyzed by means of problem decomposition to efficiently
address the complete problem after recombination. The latter refers to sub-problem
analysis. Students explained that they tackle problems by subdividing them into smaller
problems. Sub-problem analysis aims to discover specialized conditions for solving
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problems. Problems are often layered in nature, which means they contain other problems
that are less difficult to address. compared to the overarching problem. Data indicates that
students use different routines for problem analysis, such as searching for
counterarguments. The next claim by a student and a conversation in a thesis circle
meeting illustrates the use of counterarguments:

[...]  And things  also  fell in place, at moments  so  to  say,  that  you just,  that  you are eager to search  for them  and
by searching um.-  I mean you are permanently thinking, but 1 am also continuously exploring for new
information to see whether my thought process is valid, or whether there might be others things that provide for
a new direction. (Interviewee 9, Tilburg, 8-22-2005)

[SU = supervisor. SC = student commenting on a thesis]:
SC:  But isn't it so that you um... first um..   have to know how. how a mechanism works before you can ask a
question about the .
SU: Ofcourse, of course.
SC: But if you want to do both? Do you  ...?
SU: Well. you have to do the first step in order to do, you come up with successfulness.
(Observation TC2. series 1. Tilburg. 12-23-2004)

When (re)modeling their problems students use their prior knowledge and experience to
come  up with a satisfactory solution. Furthermore, students frequently mention a
combination of falling back on the literature and their own experience. One student
demonstrated this as follows:

[...] I noticed my inclination to quickly start reading a great deal about a topic. Once you know everything then
you can use this knowledge. Whereas if I was not able to find anything in literature, then it would never just
spring to mind spontaneously. In any case, if I were able to find some minor starting points in the literature, it
would carry me a step further. Yet 1 do need this clue. If I hadn't found anything in the literature or no one had
written or had had anything to say about this topic, then I'd never have come to this [the possibility of multi-triad
networks]. (Interviewee 7, Tilburg, 7-11-2005)

Level
Students claim logic used in argumentation needs to be scrutinized. Arguments are
examined for circular logic, for instance, to assess the role of self in logic. Students
describe the nature and level of abstraction in emerged and suggested thoughts, the level
of inferences, and the level of questioning. The nature of abstraction means students
differentiate between, for instance, thinking related to the subject they are working on
(e.g., network analysis) and thinking related to the discourse in which they take part (e.g.,
scientific writing). One student illustrated this saying:

[...] Concerning theory,  but also concerning operationalization,  um....   'how  to  cope with group processes?'.  I
also learned from that. And English. And. it may sound silly, but academic level of thinking. That is exactly,
well we, we come from professional education, which certainly requires a completely different level of thinking.
(Interviewee 4, Tilburg, 7-7-2005)

By discussing the level of abstraction in questioning, students specify different bases for
comparison in thinking. Noticing signs (e.g., spelling), objects (e.g., quality of
representation), mental concepts (e.g., meaning) and conceptual relatedness in written
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work, for instance, indicates different levels of abstraction. The levels denote different
efforts in comparing and assessing work. Sometimes students compare these elements
with their own work and stress similarities and differences between work of other students
and their own work. A student recalled the following:

[...]  Sometimes  you  need  to be cautious  of not deviating too  much  from your research object,  from  what you
intended to ask.      . My supervisor at the firm did not have much influence on my way of conducting research.
He has influenced. however. my knowledge about the firm. and in this way has influenced my interpretation of
the results...   I mean, I know which things were happening in the firm, and my supervisor also explained a great
deal. So, if people tell me things 1 know why they tell me these things, which tensions are present. Yes, I'm
familiar with personal relationships within the firm and how they influence giving feedback. (Inten'iewee 9.
Tilburg, 8-22-2005)

Furthermore, students claim that not all types of feedback trigger their thinking. To
influence their considerations they prefer well-reasoned as opposed to shallow inferences.
When asked whether these inferences could be classified as facts, opinions or
assumptions, most students acknowledged the presence of facts and opinions. The
distinction between opinions and assumptions, however, is less clear. Students explained
that factual inferences are most convincing and often accepted right away. They notice
differences between supervisor and peer feedback based on factual premises and
assumptions. A claim by one student illustrates this as follows:

[...] It happened that a peer student said 'well, this or that isn't the case'. And afterwards when you were casting
doubt  on this statement, you already....  most  of the  time  it was based on assumptions which  1  learned  from
literature to be false. So, I could immediately reply saying 'well thanks for notifying me, but I have thought
about it myself, but this and this. 1 am sorry, but this isn't the case'. (lnterviewee 5. Tilburg, 7-8-2005)

Students say opinion- or assumption-like inferences need to be scrutinized for their use of
logic first, and for this reason are subject to further consideration. One student gave the
following example:

[...]  But  if you  have this [interviewee draws two triads; networks consisting of three nodes connected  by  two

ties], that is two of these taken together. Taken apart 1 would not have counted them as being beneficial for
creating trust. But if you combine them, and you put them together like this [diamond-shaped], than this could
also be appropriate for creating trust. So, they gave me this example of 'suppose you have this [two combined
triads]. This situation is likely to happen in a network. Following your logic this wouldn't be beneficial for
creating trust?, would  it?'.  Then,  I  thought 'this could  be true indeed'.  So.  this  was  a very welcome  tip:  That
taken apart, a triad would be less effective for creating trust, whereas when being combined.... this means one
has thought about involving the complete network, and in this case a combination of triads can provide an
explanation also. (Interviewee, 6, Tilburg, 7-11-2005)

The level of questioning points to the thinking efforts made. When reflecting upon their
research students most often consider consistency in their writings and check what went
right and wrong throughout the writing process. Students recall an increase in cognition
based on iterative loops in thinking, such as monitoring and redirection. Since most
students refer to the use of institutionalized criteria, such as thesis assessment criteria
provided by the educational program, they describe evaluation. In addition, some students
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mention self-analysis initiated from different perspectives, as is illustrated in the following
example:

[...]   Introspection   is a demonstration of knowing   what   you are doing, and knowing   what   you   have   done.
(Interviewee 8, Tilburg, 7-13-2005)

Although all students address comparison, only some of them also emphasize the
importance of identifying their own assumptions. Taken for granted assumptions are
rarely discussed in meetings. If and when epistemological questions are raised,
interviewees say they are the product of silent contemplation.

Outcome
Students describe results from questioning in terms of purpose and outcomes. They
indicate that the purpose of questioning the coherence of argumentation is to establish
legitimacy (ethical argumentation), persuasion (cognitive argumentation) or sense-

making. One student said about sense-making:

[...] Um..., 1 have made many considerations, and I think. well, one won't, one probably didn't take everything
into account,... but um..., no 1 did, I spent considerable time on puzzling. And um.... for this reason it was
difficult for me in the beginning, and it didn't work. But um.... this found, when time went by it more and more
fell into place. Look, um..., than  I could make sense of my thoughts and. and, that's why it worked out. But yes,
well yes ... I have made manh I mean um..., um..., yes, I believe I reconsidered quite a lot in that sense.

(Interviewee 10. Tilburg, 10-12-2005)

In a learning context legitimacy is derived from sharing thoughts about argumentation.
Sharing doubts with or questioning logic in argumentation by others increases a person's
vulnerability as regards expertise. One student gave the following example:

[...]  And all these thought processes, these  are  part of conducting research,  yes.  All,  at the start    ...  all
bottlenecks and puzzlement, all the headache-causing thoughts you get. help subsequent thoughts to. um..., that,
that they are juggled with,  the  idea  ...,  that you have an 'aha-erlebnis'  so to  say, and think  'oh,  this  is how  it
works'. Well, that is, these thoughts have only been beneficial, um..., as far as  l am concerned. (Intel·viewee  10,
Tilburg, 10-12-2005)

Those students who claim to have reflected did  so both when writing the main part of their
thesis as well as after finishing their conclusions. Nevertheless, thinking aloud about their
own reflection during the interview made some students conclude that reflection also took
place while discussing work during meetings and when writing before and after meetings.
Students claimed that the outcome of questioning their own observations is demonstrated
in discussion or reflection passages in their theses. Most students refer to a passage in
their thesis in which they discuss whether their expectations were met, what things could
be improved for what reason, and how study findings could be extended by future
research.
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Thesis circle contrasts
Although all interviewees referred to the variety codes that constituted the patterns, they
differed in elaboration, e.g., frequency and variance of variety subcodes. Figure 3.1
depicts the patterns of variety codes that emerged from the data. The grey boxes point at a
pattern of variety codes consisting of provocation, locus and logic. The black boxes
represent a pattern of variety codes including provocation, heuristics, level and function.
Given that a pattern means that at least two aspects show up together, the white box
indicates that personality is no part of a pattern of variety codes.

Figure 3.1 Patterns of variety codes
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FUNCTIC )N LEVEL

Legend: white box = no pattern, grey boxes = pattern for frequently instructive TCs,
black boxes = pattern for long-term coaching TCs

Source: Observation and interview analysis

The prevalence of variety code patterns varies between thesis circles. As indicated by
table  3.7, the patterns proactive provocation (variety codes. 1.1.7 quest and  1.2.1  type of
incidents), locus (variety code: 1.2.2 problem solving strategy) and logic (variety codes:
1.3.3 process of logic,  1.4.1  type of outcomes, 2.1.3 type of emerged questions and 2.2.3
type of suggested questions) are slightly more prevalent among the frequently instructive
thesis circles. More characteristic for the long-term coaching thesis circles are the aspects
reactive provocation (variety codes: 1.1.1 research phases, 1.1.2 period/research time and
1.1.6 feeling), heuristics (variety codes:  1.2.4  problem decomposition and  1.2.6 problem
(re)modeling), level (variety codes:  1.4.3 nature of abstraction, 2.1.4 level of abstraction
emerged thoughts, 2.2.4 level of abstraction suggested thoughts and 2.3.1 level of
inferences), ./imction (variety codes: 3.1.1 source of critique and 3.1.2 expression of
critical attitude) and outcome (variety code: 3.2.1  level of reflection) Personality or the
appearance of a questioning person (variety code: 3.2.2 object of consideration), the
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eighth pattern, does not differ significantly between the contrasting thesis circles. Table
3.7 displays which variety codes are most prevalent in terms of frequency and variance in
interviews that represent the contrasting thesis circles.

Table  3.7  Appearance  of most prevalent variety codes  (highest.frequency  and variance)

Pattern Variety codes Freq., instructive TC Long-term, coaching TC
23457816910

Provocation \.1.1 Research phases                                                    x          x    x    x
1.1.2  Period/research time                                                                                                                                   X
1.1.6 Feeling                                                                     x                x
1.1.7 Quest                                                   X                  X
1.2.1 Type ofincidents                             x           x     x     x                  x

Locus 1.2.2 Problem solving strategy XX X

Heuristics 1.2.3 Problem identification                       x
1.2.4 Problem decomposition                                                                    x
1.2.6 Problem (re)modeling                                           x           x           x    x

Logic 1.3.3 Process oflogic                         x                         x x X   X

1.4.1  Type of outcomes                                     x                                          x                                          x

2.1.3  Type of emerged questions X   X   X           X       X
2.2.3 Type of suggested questions         x             x

Level 1.4.3  Nature of abstraction                                                                                                                       k

2.1.4 Level ofabstraction em.                                                             x
thoughts             x   x x
2.2.4 Level of abstraction sugg.                                                                                                             X
thoughts
2.3.1  Level of inferences

Function 3.1.1 Source of critique                                   x                  x x X   X
3.1.2 Expression ofcritical attitude                                             x                    X     X

Outcome 3.2.1 Level of reflection                                                                    12

Source: Observation and interview analysis

In conclusion, proactive provocation, locus and logic refer to taking time to let ideas settle
down (see grey boxes figure 3.1). On the other hand, reactive provocation, heuristics,
level and function indicate that a light dawned upon a student during interaction (see black
boxes figure 3.1). This difference between thesis circles makes sense given the
observation that instruction inspires students and lets them digest ideas, whereas coaching
creates instant awareness by means of intervention.

3.8 Literature matches
Comparing the eight aspects of reflection with one another reveals that the underlying
patterns of variety codes all refer to cognition. For instance, heuristics means quest for
cognition; logic refers to the structure of cognition; and epistemology involves the nature
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of cognition. To relate these particular empirical aspects of reflection, to what is known
already we verified them in the literature on cognition.                                                              1

The process of developing cognition, or cognitive processing, includes
information acquisition, organization and integration (Forsyth 2006). Cognitive processes
involve "memory systems that store data and the psychological mechanisms that process
this information" (Forsyth 2006: 58). Drawing on this cognitive approach in psychology,
we learned that the data on thought processes in thesis circles describe students' cognition
about cognition and the way they developed this cognition. Cognition about cognition, or
meta-level understanding about cognitive processes, is referred to as metacognition
(Flavell 1967; Gavelek and Raphael 1985; Hinsz 2004). Metacognition is described as
knowledge on how we perceive, remember, think and act (Metcalfe and Shimamura
1994). Depending on the role attributed to reflection, that is, whether it is a means or a
goal,  metacognition is considered  to be similar to (Von Wright 1992; Georghiades  2004)
or precede reflection (Ertmer and Newby 1996).

Furthermore, the relevance of the eight aspects of reflection is supported by the
connections found between the results and cognition and interaction concepts common in
organization, sociology, psychology and education literature. Consulting the literature on
similarities between the eight aspects (derived from the patterns of variety codes) and
existing cognition and interaction concepts resulted in eight slightly polished aspects of
reflection: 1. Need for cognition, 2. Provocation ojcognition, 3. Epistemology, 4. Locus of
cognition, 5. Logic, 6. Heuristics, 7. Level of cognition, and 8. Cognitive complexity.

Need for cognition
The personality description of a questioning person resembles the psychological concept
'need for cognition.' In cognitive psychology need for cognition is defined as a "stable
individual difference in people's tendency to engage in and enjoy effortful cognitive
activity" (Cacioppo and Petty 1982, Cacioppo  et  al.  1986 in Cacioppo  et  al.   1996:   198)
The term 'cognition' presumes an intellectual ability, whereas the term 'need' indicates
intrinsic motivation: "Individuals high in need for cognition were proposed to naturally
tend to seek, acquire, think about, and reflect back on information to make sense of
stimuli, relationships and events in their world. Individuals low in need for cognition, in
contrast, were characterized as more likely to rely on others (e.g., celebrities and experts),
cognitive heuristics, or social comparison processes to provide this structure." (Cacioppo
et al. 1996: 198-199). Differences in need for cognition indicate variance in nature of
cognition, logic and problem solving strategies (Cacioppo et al. 1996; Coutinho et al.
2005). In representing a motivation for high or low cognitive processing, a high need for
cognition is considered an antecedent of severe cognitive processing (Leone and Dalton
1988). In other words, as indicated by their innate guests, people display different efforts
in cognitive processing.

Provocation ofcognition
Identifying what provokes questioning points to triggers for developing cognition. The
term cognition stems from the Latin word cognoscere. meaning to know. Developing
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cognition or knowledge involves information or cognitive processing (Simon   1981;
Halford 2002). Cognitive processing starts from perceiving knowledge gaps or problems.
Solving discrepancies by transforming knowledge deficits into knowledge points is
problem solving (Klahr and Simon 1999). Problem solving often provokes cognitive
change (VanLehn   1996).   Led by uncertainties, striving for sense-making or solution
finding is considered a quest (Churchman 1971: Chronicle  et  al.  2004).  For this reason,
events or experiences in which an individual becomes aware of a knowledge deficit
provoke questioning behavior.

Epistemology
When people ask themselves why certain questions were raised, they touch upon their
knowledge boundaries. Investigating the nature of knowledge and the act of knowing is
referred to as epistemology. Previous studies have found that addressing the validity of
claims about knowledge and knowing is a skill we begin developing in childhood (Watson
et al. 1998; Flavell 1999; Kuhn et al. 2000). Nevertheless, the ability to test validity
claims in later life differs based on educational background and professional experience
(Hogan and Maglienti 2001). Kitchener and King claim that questioning the act of
knowing by raising doubts  is what turns critical into reflective thinking (Kitchener  1983;
King and Kitchener 1994). Others hold critical thinking and reflection  to be similar
(Brookfield 1988, Elkjaer 2004). No matter its name, however, the role of doubt and the
questions it brings forth appear to be crucial. This is based on the argument that the more
individuals develop, the better they are able to assess the validity of their own knowledge
claims  (King and Kitchener  1994). This means that recursively posing questions helps  to
explore one's own knowledge boundaries and search for new information to shift
boundaries and enlarge knowledge domains.

Locus of cognition
Since cognition involves cognitive processing, new information is required after some
time. In this sense, individual cognition of persons is related to one another. Cognition is
seen to exists  in and through social interaction  (Brown and Duguid 1991; Rulke  and
Galaskiewicz 2000; Bonito 2001. CurBeu 2003). In general, literature, observations and
discussions provide new input for cognitive development. Vygotsky's (1978) perspective
on cognitive development assumes that higher cognitive functions are influenced by social
interaction (Gavelek and Raphael 1985; Blank 2000). Furthermore, social interaction is
likely to increase a person's engagement in cognitive processing (Kuhn et al. 1997; Kuhn
and  Lao 1998). Following this  line of thinking, cognitive development takes place via the
search for new information. This new information can be found by observing, reading, or
by asking others for, or enabling them to provide new information.

Logic
When people classify questions they aim to distinguish between relevant and irrelevant
uncertainties. Similar to the validity of claims, the validity of questions is based on
internal composition or logic. Drawing on Dewey (1909), logic points to inferences that
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"follow necessarily from premises that are definite in meaning and that are either self-
evidently  true,  or  that  have been previously proved  to  be true." (Boydston   1985:  224).
Logic represents a chain of argumentation in which premises are categorized according to
their level of abstraction  (King and Kitchener 1994). Dewey identifies a process  of logic
including suggesting, intellectualizing, hypothesizing. reasoning and testing. 'Suggesting'
here means introducing new ideas or options based on previous observations.
Intellectualizing resembles making inferences by combining inductive premises.
Hypothesizing refers to proposing possible relationships. Reasoning involves deducing
premises from theory. Testing involves controlling theoretical insights by practical
observations. Figure 3.2 presents Dewey's process of logic. The boxes in the circle
represent these processes. In essence the process of logic describes the way cognition
about a certain object develops,  that  is by means of deduction and induction.

Figure  3.2 Process and products of logic
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Source: Based on Dewey 1933

Dewey (1933) argues that the process of logic results in products of logic. In figure 3.2 the
boxes outside the circle refer to the products of logic. Since they are used as the building
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blocks of argumentation, the products of logic represent a person's cognition. The
reciprocal character of the process and products of logic (see italics in figure 3.2), Dewey
argues, indicates a circular movement from induction to deduction: "a movement from the
given partial and confused data to a suggested comprehensive (or inclusive) entire
situation: and back from this suggested whole - which as suggested is a meaning, an idea
- to particular facts, so as to connect these with one another and with additional facts to
which the suggestion has directed attention" (Dewey  1933:   242). The products of logic
are doubts (questionable observations). judgments (weighted options), inferred
relationships (interdependent observations), definitions and concepts (topical insights).
and experiments (application and testing of theoretical observations). These products of
logic provide explanations or disclose paradox. No matter the product of logic, they all
originate from questioning observations.

Heuristics
The mechanism of questioning involves the paths or routines of solving knowledge
deficits. These routines are referred  to as heuristics (Tversky and Kahneman   1982).
Heuristics are influenced by problem identification (Lyles and Mitroff 1980).  According
to Lyles and Mitroff a problem definition results from "sensing the existence of a
problem, then identifying contributing factors and, finally, reaching a definition of the
problem" (1980: 104). Furthermore, to arrive at satisfactory solutions problems have to be
identified, experimented with (that is to say, conducted thought experiments), and
modeled (Churchman    1971: 5). Problem identification implies   that a problem    is
positioned by relying on certain standards, e.g., representativeness and anchoring
(Tversky and Kahneman  1982: 1986). Problem solving refers to detecting and leveling
deviations. When elaborating on inquiries Churchman (1971) illustrates the difference
between well-structured and ill-structured problems. Well-structured problems are often
solved by adaptation to standards, which in the literature is known as single-loop learning
(Argyris   1976,   1982;   1999).   In  the  case  of ill-structured problems, modes of detecting
deviations are scrutinized. Ill-structured problems cannot be solved using general
heuristics (VanLehn 1989). Using simple heuristics  to   solve ill-structured problems
produces unintended effects, that distract from scrutinizing the way in which deviations
have been detected in the first place (Kenis 2003,2006). Characterized by difficulties in
problem identification, ill-structured problems require testing for assumptions. In
explaining the notion of double-loop learning Argyris (1976,  1982;  1999) pays special
attention to the role of assumptions. Argyris describes double-loop learning as questioning
and challenging standards before redirection takes place (1999: 68). Drawing on
Churchman's (1971) description of the problem solving process, Kitchener and King
(1994) argue that well-structured problems have one problem solution, whereas ill-
structured problems have multiple. Uncertainty is the complicating factor in the cognitive
process (Churchman 1971; Hastie 2001).

The impact of the problem definition is illustrated by Mitroff and Betz'  (1972)
'error of the third kind'.  This type of error refers to solving the 'wrong' problem. Defining
a  problem is influenced  by the complexity  of  the  problem  at hand (Volkema   1983).
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Volkema recalls different problem classifications to indicate various opinions as to what
constitutes a problem. In his view contextual factors, such as time pressure and authority
matters, also determine the circumstances in which the problem has to be defined. As
implied by the importance of interaction, social cognition influences problem definition
(Larson Jr and Christensen  1993). In addition, mediating effects between problem nature
and context are seen to effect the problem definition (Volkema  1983).

Problem decomposition refers to simplifying the problem  at hand (Smith  1988).
To understand complex reality and because of limitations in cognitive processing,
problems are subdivided. Drawing on Smith (1988), these sub-problems include: goal-
setting, diagnosis, design, description, research, alternative generation, prediction,
evaluation and persuasion (1988: 1502). Analyzing a problem by addressing smaller
problems involves heuristics (Lyles and Mitroff 1980). Inspired by Russell's   (1961)
philosophical thinking, Churchman (1971) distinguished five heuristic modes. The first
heuristic mode is based on work by Leibniz (1646-1716). The Leibnizian analysis seeks

optimum solutions. The philosophical approach by Locke (1632-1704) represents
inductive analysis. This means analysis is directed to information that is consensually
considered as relevant. Kant (1724-1804) introduced integrative analysis, which combines
different information representations. According to Hegel (1770-1831). falsification or
confronting arguments with counterarguments produces the best result. More recently,
Singer (1946-) refers to an endless process of continuous improvement for realizing
progress.

Problem (re)modeling, the final step in problem solving, refers to a pathway for
goal-attainment. At this stage in problem solving, a scale model or prototype of the
solution is presented. It reveals features of the problem solution by connecting the results
from the sub-problem analysis to each other. Furthermore, the model can be put to the test
in order to predict whether the proposed solution suffices when realized. Nadler further
described this stage of problem solving as "the way useful results are obtained using the
knowledge, laws, and theories developed from research" (1967: 643).

In sum, systematically signaling and solving knowledge deficits describes the
mechanism of questioning. The routines for questioning are determined by stimuli such as
research tasks.

Level ofcognition
To determine the relevance of questioning in terms of disclosing paradox, the content of
cognitive processing is of interest. Differences in cognitive processing are based on sense-

making efforts (Marton and Saljo 1976: VanLehn 1996). Developing cognition about

cognition (metacognition) indicates a higher level of abstraction in cognitive processing
(Coutinho et al. 2005). According to Dewey (1909) abstraction points to "the separation,
for intellectual purposes only, of a quality from the thing to which it belongs, or a relation
from the pair of things between which it subsists." (Dewey  1909 in Boydston  1985: 359).
In other words, abstraction includes separating particular from general qualities (Markman
and Gentner 2001) and exploring other contexts for the latter, herewith inferring new
relationships.
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Argyris et al. have introduced a 'ladder of inference' as a tool to disentangle
different levels of abstraction used in argumentation (1985:  237,246). They distinguished
both expressed and unexpressed (indirectly observed) inferences in argumentation
(Argyris et al.  1985: 341). This sequence of inferences includes several steps: (1) directly
observable data, (2) the cultural meaning(s) of data, (3) interpretations drawn from
cultural meanings and interpretations of interpretations (1985: 57,342). The number of
steps depends on number of subsequent unraveled inferences. According to Schan, the
ladder of inference helps bring to the "surface and criticize the tacit understandings that
have grown up around the repetitive experiences of a specialized practice, and can make
new sense of the situations of uncertainty or uniqueness which he may allow to himself"
(1983: 61)".

In sum, the level of abstraction applied in questioning determines whether
paradoxes have been traced and solved. Since metacognition implies the disclosure of
paradoxes, ideally questioning should address higher levels of abstraction.

Cognitive complexity
Questioning promotes understanding by providing focus or specification (Gavelek and
Raphael 1985). Questioning starts  from a personal perspective or frame of reference.  The
latter is also described as cognitive representation (Tindale et al. 1993), a lens used to
make sense" of something (Gray 2004), or a related set of meanings to define a situation
or problem (Walsh 1995). According to Ulrich (1977) frames of reference in  use need to
be made explicit by its users to uncover implicit standards. Being aware of the frame of
reference in use and determining its validity directs the process of problem identification
(Lyles and Mitroff 1980). Millar and Tesser (1986) have found that questioning can
produce change in frames of reference. When a frame of reference is changed, the object
or problem that is made sense of is defined differently (Boland et al. 2001), which is
considered 'out of the box thinking' (Weick 2004). Several studies show the influence of
using multiple frames of reference, e.g., Bartunek (1984), Boland and Tenkasi (1995),
Boland et al. (2001), Hargadon and Fanelli (2002). A study by Walsh and Charalambides
(1990) reveals that sharing frames of reference in problem solving can result in complex
solutions. To arrive at cognitive complex outcomes, problem solving is often divided into

17 In his later work Schon (1987) presents a ladder of reflection. In contrast to Argyris' et al. ( 1985) ladder,
which emphasizes sequence and abstraction, Schon's (1987) ladder stresses reciprocity and authority. Schon
describes a dialogue of demonstration and criticizing between student and coach. Distinguishing different roles
in interaction, he emphasizes corrective interventions. Stressing the need for correction (1983:  61  and  1987:  114)
the  ladder of reflection requires some kind of authority that can be relied  upon.  The latter's emphasis on
corrective intel·ventions implies that reflection is a social act, which results in an 'optimum solution'.
18  Weick's ( 1995) definition of sense-making emphasizes the use of frameworks  in the constructing of meaning.
As implied by the building stones of frames of reference they vary across individuals. A certain degree of
overlap between these frames enables individuals to share ideas (Wuyts et at. 2005).
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subproblems (Halford 2002). Demonstrating the use of multiple frames of reference has
been termed cognitive complexity (Curfeu 2003. CurBeu and Rus 2005). Cognitive
complexity represents the outcomes of effortful cognitive processing (Andrews and
Halford 2002: Halford 2002).

In sum, cognitive complexity is the result of serious cognitive processing. This
cognitive processing involves the exploration of knowledge boundaries, to understand
one's own frame of reference, to signal others and, possibly, to develop a new frame of
reference.

3.9 Discussion
We discussed the theoretical embeddedness of the eight aspects of reflection earlier.
Given that they do not appear in combination with other aspects, the first aspect of
reflection, the need for cognition, is considered an antecedent, whereas the last aspect,
cognitive complexity, is considered a consequence of reflection. The other six cognitive
aspects together represent cognitive processing inherent to reflection. Although being
discussed one by one, these aspects have not been addressed in isolation. Concept to
concept comparison (Glaser 1978). reveals that aspects (or patterns of variety codes) show
up together in the observation and interview data. This aspect co-existence demonstrates
some interesting relationships. Figure 3.3 presents the model of reflection, which is based
on the eight aspects and their interrelatedness. The aspects in the white boxes are not
linked to other aspects, given the patterns in the data, whereas the aspects in the grey
boxes are.

Given that the aspects (patterns of variety codes) show up together in all
observations and interviews, the linked aspects together represent reflection. The linkages
between these aspects differentiate reflection from other cognitive processing such as
memorizing and conditioning. The linkages by no means refer to causal relationships.
They merely point to co-existence or perceived association. Relatedness between aspects
of reflection is based on similarity in maximum variance of variety subcodes across the
interviews. Not all variety codes display this similarity of maximum variance.
Furthermore, the selection of particular variety codes is based on the maximum variance
of variety subcodes in two or more interviews. This parallelism or iterative appearance of
maximum variance within and across the interviews indicates a relationship between
variety codes.
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Figure 3.3   Model of reflection

Locus OF PROVOCATION LOGIC CI)GNITIVE
C(WINITIA)N OF COGNITION C()MPLEXIl Y

NEED FOR -- HEURISTICS
COGNIT1ON

EPISTEMOLOGY LEVEL OF
COGNITION

Legend: white box = sole appearance of aspect, grey box = combined appearance ofaspect
thin line = aspect co-existence or perceived association, bold line = aspect relatedness based on
maximum variance

Source: Observation and interview analysis

Aspect relatedness is illustrated for instance, by the linkages between provocation of
cognition, logic and epistemology (see figure 3.3). The linkages involve the variety
(sub)codes:  1.2.1  type of incidents, 1.3.3 process of logic, 3.1.1 source of critique, and
3.2.1  level of reflection. Variety code 1.2.1 refers to the aspect provocation of cognition.
Variety code 1.3.3 indicates the aspect called logic. Variety codes 3.1.1  and  3.2.1  both
represent the aspect epistemology. Since the variety codes repeatedly show up together
across the interviews, the aspects provocation of cognition, logic and epistemology are
related. Table 3.8 presents the variety codes with maximum variance across two or more
interviews.
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Table  3.8 Aspect  relatedness

Variety codes and variety subcodes Aspect Relation with

other variety
code

1.1.7 Quest:   confirmation. knowledge acquisition, recognition Provocation of 3.1.1.1.2.2

1.2.1  Type of incidents:   theoretical, methodological, practical Cognition 1.3.3,2.3.1

3.1.1.3.2.1

1.2.2 Problem solving strategy:  taking distance. asking peer advice, Heuristics 1.2.1

asking supervisor advice. asking expert advice. avoidance, trial-and-
erTor

1.3.3 Process of logic: suggesting. intellectualizing (infer), Logic 1.2.1,1.2.2

hypothesizing, reasoning (ground), testing 3.1.1.3.2.1

1.4.1  Type of outcomes: doubts, judgments. in ferred relationships, 3.2.2

definitions and concepts, experiments

2.3.1  Level of inferences:    fact. opinion. assumption. theory Level of 1.2.1

Cognition

3.2.2 Object of consideration:  personal  feelings/experiences. process Needfor 1.4.1

of thinking, process of production, product Cognition

3.1.1  Source of critique:    institutionalized criteria,  personal beliefs, Epistemology 1.7.1,1.2.1
previous experiences, group convention 1.2.2,3.2.1

3.2.1 Level ofreflection: evaluation. critical thinking, 1.2.1, 1.2.2

reframing/invention/discovery 3.1.1

Source: Observation and interview analysis

These linkages show up not only when examining code frequency and variance (see
Appendix 2). They are also validated since students explicitly described these linkages.
One student illustrated the linkage between provocation of cognition, logic and
epistemology by describing how he coped with discrepancies between theory and
empirical findings:

[...] Well, I applied logical thinking. like 'what's going on. and what does have an effect on the whole?'. I often
just walked around a little bit, and wrote things down. and I just looked, well 'what does have an influence?',
and 'how. um.... how can you explain this?' And. yes, sometimes literature describes these matters, and
sometimes it doesn't. This occasioned much brain-racking once in a while; that you think 'ah, I have found it!'.
and then 'no, this is not the case', well. fine. You just want it to sound logically, for your own sake. Like, 'how
can I explain this?', 'how can I explain that. um..., that it is the case, here. and not in the other case, in my case?'
Um..., well, this is where you end up, it's just solving puzzles.  Do puzzling, investigating. well, 'what are issues.
what  can have effect  on,  on this particular   ...?'.  Yes, it certainly is about solving puzzles. (Interviewee   10,
Tilburg, 10-12-8-2005)

In other words, the six core aspects work like mirrors. This combination of aspects
constituting reflection fits with the observation that cognition is compartmentalized
(Wellman and Gelman 1992). Wellman and Gelman  (1992) give voice  to the common
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belief that cognition arises in many varieties, e.g., language acquisition versus spatial
insight. Since the cognitive aspects represent different viewpoints on the same subject,
each 'mirror' reflects a particular aspect of cognition and simultaneously reflects one or
more other aspects. Simultaneous reflection is analogous to a painter making a picture of
him/herself in front of a mirror while another mirror is behind him or her. By acting as
multiple mirrors, the cognitive aspects together represent an overall image of one's own

cognition. Simultaneous reflection of multiple cognitive aspects involves the risks of
circular logic and confusing the roles of subject and object. This characteristic explains
the ambiguity ofthe concept of reflection (see also chapter 2).

3.10 Conclusion
Reflection means developing cognition about the object of cognition itself. By questioning
the coherence of argumentation, cognition content is addressed. The current literature on
reflection does not explain the content of cognitive processing. By exploring reflective
thinking we have found cognitive aspects to measure the degree of retlection. The results
reveal that reflection involves six cognitive aspects inherent to questioning. In short,
questioning the coherence of argumentation: (1) is based on the willingness to do effortful
thinking (Need for cognition), (2) is provoked by a challenging event or task (Provocation
of cognition), (3) touches upon the nature of knowledge and the act of knowing
(Epistemology), (4) examines the combination of premises that constitute argumentation

(Logic), (5) addresses strategies for exploration and problem solving (Heuristics), and (6)
differentiates between types of cognitive processing on the basis of the effort needed

(Level of cognition). Furthermore, questioning is induced both internally as well as
externally (Locus) and produces cognitively complex outcomes (Cognitive complexity).

The number of cognitive aspects addressed in questioning demonstrates the type
of cognitive processing. Reflection differs from other cognitive processing, such as
memorizing and conditioning, in being more pervasive. Reflection addresses ambiguous
problems and discloses paradox. In this sense, in establishing a link between perception
and behavior, conditioning is a combination of provocation of cognition and heuristics.

Memorizing, which involves accessing midterm memory, includes provocation of
cognition, heuristics, and locus of cognition. In contrast to routine-like cognitive
processing, reflection is about questioning the origins of these routines. Therefore, in
addition to provocation of cognition, heuristics and locus of cognition, reflection involves

epistemology, logic and level of cognition. Furthermore, conditioning results in automated
responses or reflexes (not to be confused with reflection outcomes), and memorizing

produces cognitive schemata or routine-based mental combinations which often fade away
when routines have not been repeated over time. Reflection. on the other hand, is
perceived to provide overview and mark the boundaries of one's own and identify or
construct other frames of reference. Consequently. one main finding is: the more cognitive
aspects are addressed in questioning, the more (cognitively) complex the outcomes of
cognitive processing. This proposition is illustrated by a child who keeps asking 'why',
which is considered a demonstration of its curiosity, puzzlement, disbelief, profoundness,
logic and learning style.
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Since reflection involves addressing multiple cognitive aspects, it resembles what
the psychological literature calls metacognition. To get to know one's own cognition
implies turning oneself into the object of cognition. To achieve this metacognition, self-
reference is needed. In referring to the self, the cognoscente becomes cognizant of his or
her cognition. This recursive loop between the cognizing self and its cognition produces
cognition about cognition: 'how is my cognition provoked?'; 'what does my quest for
cognition look like?'. 'what is the nature, structure, level and locus of my cognition?'. and
'how should I value my self-referential cognition?'. In other words, another main finding
is: the more self-referential questioning is, the more cognitively complex the outcomes of
cognitive processing. An example of this is the use of psychological, personality,
intelligence and social skills tests in career counseling to provide a representative picture
of a person's qualities.

Based on the six aspects of reflection, and an antecedent and a consequence, the
sensitizing concept has grown into an operational definition for reflection. Drawing on
these aspects, reflection is defined as a tendency to distinguish between subjective and
objective realities  and  exceed one's  own frame  of reference  by  questioning  the  coherence
of argumentation. Thus, aspects of reflection provide indicators for reflection.
Furthermore, the number of aspects and their interrelatedness determines the degree of
reflection.

3.11 Limitations and implications
To determine this study's scientific contribution we will discuss what is within and
beyond our observations, and we propose some areas for further research.

Limitations
One limitation of this study is its specific context. This study concentrated on one
particular learning context: student supervision within thesis circles. Thus, the present
study explains what happened when students reflected inside the thesis circles. This set-up
controlled for most differences in supervision, but did not take influences such as student
satisfaction with this learning context into account. Furthermore, a selection of thesis
circles was further analyzed to include contrasts in the data. These limitations invite future
research to include additional thesis circles, different learning contexts, as well as other
learning settings.

Another limitation involves the difficulty of measuring private thinking. Since
this study's design did not include experiments in which students were followed in
performing tasks, instantaneous private thinking during the process of writing has not
been measured. Instead, retrospective accounts have been used, representing student's
perceptions about their own thinking (e.g., last interview question). For this reason we
complemented these data with the observations demonstrating instant public reflection. As
we acknowledge that extraversion may influence the tendency to share thinking in public,
a subsequent study includes personality aspects. By testing antecedents and outcomes, as
well as measuring cognitive aspects of reflection, this explanatory study addresses
whether our theory on reflection works (see chapter 5).
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Implications
In the remainder of this section we discuss some implications for tracing reflection. The
first implication concerns reflection's resemblance to critical thinking (see also chapter 2).
Despite obvious similarities, we also found that reflection differs from critical thinking.
Differences stem from authority assumptions (personal beliefs versus institutionalized
criteria) and objects under consideration (own work versus work of others). Critical
thinking often refers to external sources of authority. Furthermore, it does not address
self-related issues. This makes it easier to compare the subject in question. since one can
stick to the frame of reference in use. in contrast to reflection, critical thinking does not
require stepping outside one's own frame of reference to identify assumptions. Exceeding
one's own frames of reference by means of self-reference explains why reflection could
make the difference between the success or failure of self-concepts in managing practices
such as self-management. Self-managing practices that do not touch upon the boundaries
of individual frames of reference are likely  to fail because they do not disclose paradox  in
their self-assessments.

Second, this study's findings point to different degrees  of rejlection. Espoused
reflection practices refer to both intended and unintended contemplation. Examples of
reflection  such as reconsiderations made throughout the process of writing or the inclusion
of a discussion section in a thesis were not always recalled immediately. Interviewees also
stressed that depending on the object, e.g., personal feelings and process of thinking,
reflection takes place continuously, as well as at certain moments in time. These findings
indicate a variation  in the degree of reflection. In other words, reflection can be measured
by specifying the degree in which it occurs.

A third implication is that this study has revealed some specific manifestations of
reflection. Since reflection varies among people and situations, it is called a tendency. A
tendency indicates a certain proneness towards, in this case, the demonstration of a
particular type of cognitive processing. This type of cognitive processing is displayed
when people are exposed to internal or external inducements. Further research should test
the extent to which people show this tendency in work-related contexts and find out
whether it is related to individual attributes and group processes. The studies described in
chapters 5 and 6 take up this challenge.

The last implication of this study involves the approach towards reflection. The
literature often emphasizes the self-referential nature of reflection. Its self-referential and
dialectic nature implies that reflection is a trait, a cognitive process, or a cognitive
representation. Therefore, all three options should be considered. The first approach
involves reflection as a trait. As a trait, reflection is innate. This means it is always
present, though not continuously expressed. Since people may vary in their inclination to
share their questions, reflection can be kept private or shared. In chapter 1 we referred to
both extremes as private and public reflection. Second, as a cognitive process, this

approach to reflection involves the act of intro- and retrospection stimulated by certain
input and completed and characterized by the production of certain output. In discussing
implicit understandings about reflection in chapter 1, we argued that reflection takes place
in silence as well as in social interaction. Not identical, though related to this distinction.
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reflection can be induced both internally or by oneself, as well as externally or by others.
The output is represented by for instance obtained legitimacy. The third approach is based

on considering reflection as cognitive representation. As a cognitive representation,
reflection provides a mirror image. This means a subject compares an object by using a
standard or reference point e.g., a mirror.  In the case of reflection, the standard is applied
to objects as diverse as self, personal actions, personal action outcomes, other people,
their actions and action outcomes. Taken to the extreme, this results in self objects and
other objects. Considering the self as an object indicates that the subject or reflecting

person and the objects of reflection can interweave. Being a human demonstration of
consciousness, the subject can reflect on itself and on others. As a social entity, however,
a group cannot reflect on itself or on others, since this cognitive activity is reserved for
individuals only. This implies that reflection starts from the internal perspective, or the
'self. Objects of reflection  are seen through  the  eyes  of the  self by definition.   In  sum,
these three approaches distinguish between conditions, dimensions and consequences of
reflection. To avoid wishful thinking by only discussing reflection's purpose, future
research should focus on one approach or identify the different level(s) of analysis for
each approach so as not to confuse conceptualizations. Chapter 4 elaborates on the
development of a measurement instrument which takes into account both the trait and the
cognitive process approach.
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4 DEVELOPING AN INSTRUMENT TO MEASURE REFLECTION

4.1 Introduction
This research project's exploratory study (see chapter 3) served to identify the meaning of
reflection in terms of cognition content. Six cognitive aspects on reflection have been
derived from this study to construct a data collection instrument for reflection. In this
chapter we present the instruments developed to measure private and public reflection.
Drawing on the findings from the exploratory study, we formulated items on the six
cognitive aspects of reflection.

We start this chapter by describing what private and public reflection share and
in what respects they differ. Subsequently, we explain what existing instruments do and
do not measure. We discuss some methodological issues and present the results from a
pilot study about the scales on private and public reflection. in addition, the revised scales

on private and public reflection and their validity and reliability are elaborated upon
separately. To conclude, the last part of this chapter recapitulates scale assessment and
use, and pays attention to scale limitations and implications for future measurement.

4.2 Private and public reflection
The exploratory study found indications for reflection in a (group) learning context. As a
result of this, reflection is defined as a tendency to distinguish between subjective and
objective realities and exceed one's own frame of reference by questioning the coherence
of argumentation. To avoid wishful thinking based on attributed purposes of reflection,
and thereby confusing conceptualizations, in chapter 3 we raised two suggestions: either
focusing on one approach, or identifying the appropriate level of analysis for each
approach. Therefore, this study examines two approaches: reflection as a trait, and
reflection as a cognitive process. As a trait, reflection is a personal characteristic which is
always present, though not expressed continuously. Since people may vary in their
inclination to share their thoughts, reflection can be kept private or shared. in the previous
study we referred to both extremes as private and public reflection. As a cognitive
process, reflection involves the act of contemplation which requires input to result in the
production of output. Input can be provided both internally (by oneself) as well as
externally (by others). The latter means reflection can be part of social interaction.

In the exploratory study we found that private reflection means questioning the
coherence of argumentation silently. Public reflection refers to questioning the coherence
of argumentation in discussion with others. Since reflection is perceived to occur across

time, reflection in silence does not exclude subsequent shared reflection in a discussion. In
a similar vein, public reflection can produce private reflection after a meeting, although
private reflection can also take place while participating in a meeting. In this case, the
person who is reflecting in private does not express his or her questions. Furthermore,
private reflection can be induced externally, that is by listening to others participating in a
discussion. When questions are induced by the reflecting person him- or herself, this is
called internal inducement. Table 4.1 illustrates four types of reflection based   on
reflection conceptualized as a trait and reflection conceptualized as a cognitive process.
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Table  4.1  Types  of reflection

Cognitive process
Internally Externally

Private 1. Self-induced, unexpressed 2. Group member induced. unexpressed
questioning ofthe coherence of questioning of the coherence of

Trait argumentation argumentation

Public 3. Self-induced. expressed 4. Group member induced, expressed    .
questioning of the coherence of questioning of the coherence of.                     -

argumentation argumentation

Source: Conceptualizations of reflection (see chapter 3)

Both ways of conceptualizing reflection have been explored simultaneously in two
empirical studies. To take into account unexpressed trait elements, we constructed a scale
for private reflection (see also chapter 5). A scale on public reflection was developed to
specifically address externally induced cognitive processing (see also chapter 6).

4.3 Current measurement instruments compared
In the previous chapter we stated that quantitative empirical studies often measure
reflection in terms of evaluation routines and reflection purposes (e.g., Pyron and Sharp Jr
1963;   Carter  and   West 1998; Haroutunian-Gordon 1998; Freese 1999; Sobral   2000;
Valkenburg 2000; Liou 2001; Van Velzen 2002; Davis 2003; Leung and Kember 2003;
Schippers 2003; Schippers et al. 2003; Boenink et al. 2004; Peltier et al. 2005). Because
of their focus on routines and performance goals, these studies did not consider reflection
an attribute of a cognitive system. Scales on reflection in spite of reasonable construct-
related validity often do not achieve sufficient content-related validity. In other words,
these studies do not provide an in-depth exploration of the process of reflection itself,
hereby explicating thinking steps that indicate reflection. To construct concrete
questionnaire items and determine the object of reflection, most scales have been adapted
to an organization specific working situation such as task or project accomplishments
(e.g.,   Swift   and   West 1998; Valkenburg 2000; Gurtner   et   al.   2007) or educational
performance (e.g., Kember and Leung 2000; Baxter-Magolda 2001). A majority of scale
items serve to check whether task-related goals and requirements imposed by superiors,
such as output targets have been accomplished. Although task specificity makes questions
easier to answer, it hampers construct-related validity. Furthermore, these goals and
requirements often represent managerial expectations, which are not necessarily identical
to individual perceptions and expectations. Given this strong emphasis on expectations,
assumptions have not been ser'utinized. Therefore these types of scales resemble policy
evaluations. As such, from an analytic perspective, hypothesized relationships between
what is referred to as reflection and other variables in empirical reality could be overruled
or distorted by task routines or organizational values.
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Incomparability also stems from the fact that many scales differ as regards level
of analysis. Some scales focus on reflection by groups (e.g., Pyron and Sharp  Jr  1963;
Swift  and  West 1998), whereas others consider  it an individual  act of thinking  (e.g.,
Sobral 2000; Van Velzen 2004). Apart from this, scales often use the term 'reflection' in
their questions (e.g., Swift   and   West 1998; Kember and Leung  2000.   Sobral  2000;
Schippers 2003; Van Woerkom 2003). This could effect content-related validity, since
respondents may differ in their meaning of reflection. Often the items on reflection are not
based on cognition content. They stem rather from organizational routines (e.g., project
evaluation) or the object of reflection (e.g., a project or departmental task). For this
reason, such items do not represent reflection, but the organization or industry under
examination.

Moreover, because of reflection's positive connotation the risk of getting social
desirable answers is high. By asking for contemplation based on merely comparing
before-and-after or today's-and-yesterday's observations, thinking can be rather
superficial. Scales that do not address effortful cognitive processing, such as identifying
taken-for-granted assumptions seem to measure evaluation or other cognitive processing
(e.g.,  Kember and Leung 2000, Swift  and  West  1998, Van Velzen 2002) which requires
less cognitive aspects to be involved.

4.4 Methodological issues regarding measuring reflection
When comparing previous scales on reflection we are confronted with the ontological
issue whether we consider reflection as behavior or an attitude. Some choose to include
both and distinguish between reflection and rumination (Trapnell and Campbell 1999).
Similarly, different philosophical stances are taken regarding the body-mind relation,
which determines whether behavior and thought can be separated. When scales measure
the presence of certain behavior they cannot account for individual variances in moment
or pace of change (e.g., incremental versus radical change) in cognitive processing.
Although measuring the presence or absence of behavior is more concrete than in case of
attitudes, measurement unequivocality may be reduced because of incomparability of
reflection events. The scales by Gurtner et al. (2007) and Van Velzen (2002) for instance
focus on momentum results after experiments and teaching, whereas the one by Swift and
West (1998) considers reflection during a project. Other scales focus on a specific object
of  reflection, e.g., epistemological reflection (Baxter-Magolda and Porterfield    1985.
Baxter-Magolda 2001) and task and social reflection (Carter and West 1998). Scales also
cannot be compared when different methodologies, e.g., qualitative and quantitative, are
used. Baxter-Magolda (2001) and King and Kitchener (1994) for instance, use semi-
structured questions in interviews. Valkenburg (2000) has observed project team behavior.

A final observation concerns mixing up concepts such as critical thinking with
reflection (e.g., Easterby-Smith and Araujo 1999). Drawing on Ennis. critical thinking has
been defined as "reflective and reasonable thinking that is focused on deciding what to
believe or do" (Leaver-Dunn et al. 2002). Considering it a disposition, Facione et al.
(1995) define it as the consistent internal motivation to employ one's own critical thinking
abilities in judging what to believe or do in any situation. Following their definition of
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critical thinking. it involves all systematic thinking: "purposeful, self-regulatory judgment
which results in interpretation, analysis, evaluation, and inference, as well as explanation
of the evidential, conceptual, methodological, criteriological, on contextual considerations
upon which that judgment is based ..." (Facione  1990: 2).

Critical thinking is seen to demonstrate intellectual skepticism (Zechmeister and
Johnson  1992). It refers to a person's inclination to doubt (DeNitto and Strickland  1987).
Reflection is related to critical thinking. Nevertheless, reflection does not resemble critical
thinking because the former is characterized by a self orientation, whereas the latter is not
(see also chapters 2 and 3). In other words, the subject which thinks critically need not be
thinking about him/herself or self-related matters. In terms of cognitive change, critical
thinking involves applying one's frame of reference to the work, actions or experiences of
others. Here the role of self as apparent in reflection is minimal. Critical thinking and
reflection also differ in the number of frames of reference in use (Paul  1990 in Kitchener
and  King 1994). Critical thinking refers to skills for identifying and solving problems
within one frame of reference. It does not require stepping outside one's own frame of
reference. In using one frame of reference, deductive reasoning produces valid
conclusions or reveals paradox. Acting like a mirror for another's critical thinking, such as
questioning the coherence of argumentation on topics not related to the self, could
confront a person with his/her own boundaries of knowledge. In this way critical thinking
precedes reflection. In contrast to critical thinking, reflection aims to uncover the
assumptions underlying one's own frame of reference. In dealing with complex problems
reflection explores multiple frames of reference (Churchman 1971; King and Kitchener
1994). Consequently, conclusions or solutions that result from reflection indicate
paradoxes. Disclosing paradoxes provides nuance, meaning that under certain conditions
some conclusions are true, whereas under other conditions they are untrue (and others are
true).  Identifying the traps that make up these paradoxes reveals the influence of different
frames ofreference.

Questionnaires and tests, such as the California Critical Thinking Dispositions
Inventory (CCTDI, first version Facione and Facione  1992), the Cornell Critical Thinking
Test (CCTT, first version Ennis and Millman   1985),  and the Watson-Glaser Critical
Thinking Appraisal (WGCTA, first version Watson and Glaser 1980) measure more than
critical thinking alone. These tests cover all forms of systematic thinking. Critical thinking
involves a particular type of cognitive processing. Kitchener and King (1994), for
instance, state that the CCTT examines thinking on well-structured problems, or cognitive
skills, whereas the WGCTA centers on a combination of ill- and well-structured problems
(1994: 12). Developed from cognitive psychological and educational perspectives, these
tests assume that critical thinking is inherent to human beings. Criticality is considered a
characteristic of adults, one that can be improved by education (Kuhn et al. 2004).
Therefore, most tests aim to test cognitive skills after having attended an educational
program.

The perspective of cognitive learning holds that people demonstrate various
types of cognitive processing, such as memorizing or conditioning, given the cognitive
task at hand. Drawing on this perspective, we assume people do not reflect by definition,
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that is. they do not automatically reflect whenever confronted with a cognitive task. We
concluded from the observations in the exploratory study that the inclination to reflect
varies across people, situations and over time. To take account of both reflection as trait
and cognitive process we developed a scale on private and public reflection. With these
scales we aim to measure cognition content and to capture the role o f social interaction.

4.5 Pilot study
A pilot study among Master's students in the Organization Studies program (Tilburg
University) during the school year 2004-2005 served to examine the validity of our scales
on private and public reflection. Students were asked to answer 59 questions about
reflection during the writing of their thesis. The questionnaire items focus on the process
of writing a final project or thesis. The questionnaire is structured in phases of the
research cycle (Wallace  1969) as described  in the research proposal format provided  by
the Department of Organization Studies. Item content is inspired by Dewey's (1909,
1933) process and products of logic (see chapter 3).

Sample
Out of a total population of 86 students 56 students replied. This resulted in a high
response rate of 65.12 percent, which we believe is due to supervisor stimulus to return
the questionnaires. Table 4.2 presents some descriptive statistics such as range, means and
standard deviations for the pilot study.

Table 4.2 Descriptive statistics pilot study

Questionnaire items Min. Max. Mean SD
Age                                                             20    28 24.36 1.42

Gender (1 = male. 2 = female) 12 1.55 .50

Years after high school 2 13 6.13 1.83

Highest education completed 1 4 2.16 .50

(1 = grammar school, 2 = profess. educ., 3 = academic educ., 4 = other)
Preferred job (1= practice, 2= research) 13 1.11  41
Private reflection. (1 = never, 2 = rarely, 3 = seldom. 4 = often, 5 = usually. 6 = always)
1.1 Compare research question 15 3.41    .93

1.2 Writing down logic research model 2       6 4.09 .96

1.3 Subjective consideration research model 16 2.80 1.13

1.4 Assumptions research model 16 3.34 1.21

1.5 Question logic research model 2       6 3.75 1.12

1.6 Examining theoretical perspectives 36 5.00 .92

1.7 Doubting assumptions theoretical perspectives 26 3.23         .81

1.8 Checking counterarguments theoretical framework 2 6 4.30 1.04

1.9 Changing research question after operationalization 16 2.93 1.32

1.10 Think through quality of instruments 16 4.23 1.16

1.11 Considering data from data collection instrument 16 4.59 1.06

1.12 Considering biased findings from data collection 26 4.77         .91

1.13 Comparing analysis method 16 4.38 1.04
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Table 4.2 Descriptive statistics pilot study, Continuation

Questionnaire items Min. Alax. Mun SD
1.14 Questioning effect analysis method on conclusions 2 6 4.41 1.01

1.15 Questioning analysis method on contradictory findings 16 3.68 1.10

1.16 Checking contrasts with previous studies 2           6 4.30 1.01

1.17 Combining findings to test relatedness with previous findings 16 3.96 1.28

1.18 Unique insight 16 3.05 1.33

1.19 Unique insight to explain unexplained phenomena                                             1             6 2.66 1.24
1.20 Proof reading and checking for inconsistencies 2 6 4.89 .94

1.21 Consulting thesis requirements 26 3.98 1.24

1.22 Looking back at development thesis 2 6 4.42 .96

1.23 Considering thesis limitations 36 5.04 .77

1.24  Contributing to state-o f-the-art research 1 6 4.13 1.03

1.25 Rethinking other aspects ( 1- no, 2 = yes) 1 2 1.19 .40

Public re.flection. 11 = never. 2 = rarely, 3 = seldom, 4 = often. 5 = usually, 6 = always)
2.26 Changing mind after explaining in TC                                                          1           6 3.39 1.11
2.27 Questioning consistency research proposal 1 6 3.57 1.26

2.28 Questioning the coherence of argumentation research model 16 3.27 1.23

2.29 Doubting construction theoretical framew·ork 1 5 2.87 1.11

2.30 Doubting quality measurement instrument                                               1          5 2.50 .95

2.31 Suggesting alternative data analysis 16 2.50 1.19

2.32 Pointing out contradiction with other studies 15 2.24 1.25

2.33 Considering suggestions by peers 46 5.25 .75

2.34 Reading texts by peers 2 6 5.00 1.01

2.35 Finding flaws in texts by peers 2       6 4.14 .88

2.36 Considering claims due to new info 16 3.75 1.23

2.37 Reconsidering logic research model b.0. questioning by others 16 3.46 1.18

2.38 Changing theoretical framework b.0. others raising undermining 1 6 3.27 1.30

counterarguments
2.39 Changing indicators b.0. others questioning representativeness                    1          5 2.52 1.16

2.40 Changing data collection b.0. others pointing out possibility biased 15 1.86 1.00

research findings
2.41 Questioning comments others 16 3.43 .97

2.42 Considering counterarguments for comments others                                          2            6 4.04 1.11

2.43 Discussing improves understanding 2 6 4.63 .95

2.44 Discussing stimulates thinking through 1 6 4.58 1.05

2.45 Rethinking b.0. discussions with others (1= no. 2 - yes)                                1           2 1.04 .192

Reflection Swift & West 1998. (1 = no. did not occur,  3 = to a moderate extent.  5 = to a great extent)
2.46 Questioning objectives, strategies or processes 1 5 3.07 .87

2.47 Reviewing requirements 2 5 3.34 .92

2.48 Discussing influence or response to environment                                          1           5 2.67 1.07

2.49 Sustaining reflection during conversational turns                                      1          5 3.42 .74

2.50 Generating alternatives                                                                  1         5 3.04 .86

2.51 Exploring relevance oftechniques. tools and processes 15 2.89 .89

2.52 Discussing member's assumptions                                                          1          5 3.13 .99

2.53 Adopting new viewpoint or representation 1 4 2.55 .99

2.54 Trying to discover new learning from reflection                                            1           5 3.09 .98

Reflection Schippers 2003 (excl.  items  Swift &  West  1998).(1= strongly disagree   5=  strongly agree)
2.55 Reflection on way of communication                                                      1          5 3.00 1.13

2.56 Discussing norms and values 15 2.86 1.10

2.57 Asking ourselves how norms and values influence 1 5 2.41 1.08

2.58 Working out whether changing principles needed 1 5 2.32 .99

2.59 Asking ourselves effectiveness of reactions 1 5 2.66 1.12

Source: Pilot study
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Response analysis indicates that the average respondent age was 24.33.55.40 percent
were female, and 78.60 percent had finished HBO (professional education) before
attending university. The 2004 student monitor" shows that in 2004 Dutch students in
Social and Behavioral Sciences were aged 24 on average, more than 60 percent were
female, and 79 percent had completed VWO (grammar school) before attending
university. Although sample and student population differ with regard to highest

education achieved (78.60 percent versus 17 percent had completed HBO) the sample is
considered representative. Given that the average age is similar, students who attended
university after VWO needed more than four years on average to finish their education
compared to students with an HBO background who needed only an additional three years
to complete their education. Descriptive statistics such as range indicate that several items
were not answered with 'never'. Given question content, excluding the answer category
never' is probably due to thesis evaluation criteria students received and because of

social desirability in answering this question. Social desirability seems to be less
influential  in the case of the answer category 'always'. The absence of this category is not
likely to be influenced by feelings of immodesty, since questionnaires were filled out
anonymously. This answer is more likely to indicate the upper boundary of thinking
habits. Furthermore, the six-point answer categories refer to an ordinal scale as distances
between answer categories may not be considered equal. Nevertheless. the scale is treated
as interval based on the fact that Pearson correlations resemble Spearman correlations.

Content-related validity
To assess whether our 45 items on private and public reflection in the pilot study
completely covered the concept of reflection, we compared them with the results  from the
exploratory study (see chapter 3). Thus, we found 18 out of 45 items explicitly referred to
the six cognitive aspects on reflection. These 18 items provided input for the revised scale
on private and public reflection discussed in sections 4.6 and 4.7.

In addition, we pre-tested the scales on private and public reflection by
interviewing a selection of students who had recently completed their thesis, after they
had answered the questionnaire. This illustrates whether all respondents when answering
the questionnaire had in mind the same object of reflectionio, that is, writing a thesis.
Small comments referred to answering personal characteristics, such as when to start
counting when asked for 'years after high school'. Another comment concerned the

19 Student monitor 2004 ITS. Ministry of Education Culture and Science,
www.minocw.nl/documenten/studentenmonitor_2004.pdf-
20 Due to our interest in cognition content it is important that respondents refer to a similar object of reflection.
If the object had not been specified and fixed. variation in the degree of reflection could be more related to
differences in personal life, than to differences in cognitive processing. For instance, after experiencing a
traumatic event people are more inclined to reflect on themselves. thus taking self as object (self-reflection) to
deal with their emotions rather than with cognition.
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number of possible answer categories. Since they could not distinguish clearly between
answer categories 'rarely' and 'seldom' we decided to change the six-point answer       
categories into five-point answer categories in the revised version of the questionnaire.
This also fits with five-point answer categories for other scales included in the
questionnaire. Furthermore, we asked students whether the order of the questions made
sense to them. They confirmed this by saying the order parallels the stages in conducting
research. We also wondered whether they noticed the difference between part one and part
two of the questionnaire. They explained that part one concerned the personal process of
writing the thesis and part two the thesis circles. Questionnaire items were discussed

extensively with native speakers of English. To make sure the questionnaire was
comprehensible for the research population, mostly non-native speakers of English, we
asked some students to point out which word(s) in the questions stuck in their mind.
Students appeared to notice question emphasis as intended. Nevertheless, some
misunderstandings occurred regarding the tasks, projects and business environments
referred to  in the last items of the questionnaire. These items were obtained from existing
reflection scales by Swift and West (1998) and Schippers (2003) and were included to
determine concurrent validity. Although we adapted the items to learning contexts, they
still produced too much confusion. Students did not understand how the questions were
related to their working context. For this reason, in the revised version of the
questionnaire the scales by Swift and West (1998) and Schippers (2003) have been
exchanged by Peltier's (2005) scales on (self-)reflection and intensive reflection (see also
heading criterion-related validity).

Construct-related validity
The sample size of the pilot study (n = 53) does not allow for factor analysis. Since inter-
item correlations in the reliability analysis are also influenced by sample size, they do not
provide a completely sound alternative for assessing which items contribute to the
measurement of reflection. For this reason both factor analysis and inter-item correlations
were consulted, although the results were interpreted with caution.

To test convergent validity we performed principal axis factoring (PAF) with
direct oblimin rotation through  SPSS   14.0  on the private and public reflection scales,  as
well as on the scales developed by Swift and West (1998) and Schippers (2003). After
listwise deletion of outliers, the KMO for test adequacy is .701 and Bartlett's test of
sphericity is significant. Communalities indicate that 76.90 percent of the scale by
Schippers (2003) is explained by the other scales. Consistent with our assumption, the
scree plot demonstrates that the four scales are represented by one factor, which explains
52.42 percent of the variance. The one-factor structure is supported by the pattern matrix
in table 4.3.
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Table 4.3 Pattern matrix

Scales Reflection items Factor

Private reflection 25 items .877

Public reflection 20 items .735

Swift and West (1998) 9 items .668

Schippers (2003) 5 items .585

Extraction Method: Principal Axis Factoring.
l factor extracted. 10 iterations required.

Source: Pilot study

To ensure that a smaller number of items on private and public reflection represents the
six different aspects of reflection in the revised version of the questionnaire. we choose
the items with the highest inter-item correlations. For the private reflection scale we
selected nine items and added three new items, which also included the aspect of
heuristics. For the public reflection scale we used eight previous items that distinguish
between contributions from peers, supervisors and students themselves and we also
included one new item on public reflection. Thus, the 2004-2005 questionnaire used in the
pilot study was developed into a revised 2005-2006 version. The revised scales on private
and public reflection are presented in sections 4.6 and 4.7 (see Appendix 3, questions 1 to
12, and questions 92 to 100).

Criterion-related validity
To determine criterion-related validity we included the scales on reflection by Swift and
West (1998) and Schippers (2003). Correlations between scales' sumscores are positive
and high, and vary between .379 and .584. In addition, we calculated inter-item
correlations. Correlation values between .411 and.512 reveal strong relationships between
Schippers' (2003) items 2.58 (change of principles) and 2.59 (effectiveness of reactions)
on one hand and questions 2.28 (research model) and 2.30 (measurement instrument)
about public reflection on the other (see table 4.2).

Since inter-item correlations of the scales by Swift and West (1998) and
Schippers (2003) were rather low and since the pre-test among doctoral students revealed
item misunderstandings, the scales were excluded in the revised version of the
questionnaire. We decided to replace the two scales by Swift and West (1998) and
Schippers (2003) with the three scales on (self-)reflection, intensive reflection and student
interaction by Peltier et al. (2005). In addition, we added five items on reflection
outcomes to distinguish between reflection and outcomes of reflection. This scale is
referred  to  as the scale on cognitive complexity (see Appendix 3, questions  101  to  105)
and is partly based on an existing scale developed by Cuqeu (2003).The other part
consists of four (re)formulated items that in the pilot test referred to public reflection
outcomes. The latter scale is further elaborated in chapter 5.
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Internal consistency reliability
The scales on private and public reflection were tested for internal consistency. To check
whether the originally developed scale on private and public reflection sufficiently
represented the construct it was measuring, we used both Cronbach's alpha and the split-
halves test. We calculated reliability estimates for the initial 452' items on private and
public reflection (see table 4.2). Cronbach's alpha is .693 for private reflection items and
.851 for public reflection items. Furthermore, the split halves test reveals that the
correlation between both forms is .379. Correcting for the alpha of private reflection
above .693 means leaving out items  1.1.,  1.3,1.7  and  1.9.  In  the case of public reflection
alpha above .851 means the exclusion of all items except 2.33,2.34,2.42 and 2.45. After
checking for inter-item correlations above .3, we found that public reflection items are
mostly related. This can be explained since most items on the public reflection scale
represent the aspect of locus. Private reflection items are less correlated to one another.
This is due to the fact that most of these items refer to the other five aspects on reflection.
To reduce the 45 items on reflection we excluded the items that do not address the six
aspects of reflection derived from the exploratory study (see chapter 3). After testing the
remaining 18 items on private and public reflection that specifically refer to the aspects
provocation of cognition, epistemology, logic, level of cognition, and locus, we found the
alphas lower: .443 for private reflection and .674 for public reflection. One reason for this
lack of consistency could be the large number of items compared to the small sample
sizeiz.

Scale usability
Measurement accuracy is taken into account in the pilot study by collecting self-report
measures about reflecting on the process ofwriting a thesis after its completion and before
its assessment. Thus, influences from stress (just before completion) or grades on
students' perceptions have been minimized, although not entirely excluded. Scale
relevance is limited to learning contexts in which thesis circles are used, such as the
Organization Studies program at Tilburg University. Most of the items refer to research
phases as communicated by the department when briefing the students about their thesis
project. An example is a reference made to the research proposal in question 2.27. In this

21 The other items were obtained from scales used in studies by Swift and West ( 1998) and Schippers (2003).
Cronbach's alpha's found in these studies were respectively .84 and .87. Our reliability analysis confirmed that
the alpha's for both scales were sufficient: .729 and .805. Nevertheless, inter-item correlation was rather low on
average. This lack of internal consistency despite high alpha's has also been demonstrated by Cortina (1993).
For this reason, and because pre-testing these items among students revealed some misunderstanding, the scales
were not further included in the reliability analysis and in the revised questionnaire.
22 Number of items / sample size = 9 items on private reflection + 9 items on public reflection divided by 53
valid responses.
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educational program the research proposal is an exam students need to pass before the
thesis project as a whole can be assessed.

4.6 Measurement instrument on private reflection
The revised questionnaire consists of two parts; part one is concerned with private
thoughts occurring when working on the thesis; part two addresses shared thoughts when
discussing one's own work and the work of peer students in thesis group (circle)

meetings. The scale on private reflection (see Appendix 3, questions  1   to 12), together
with the scales on (self-)reflection (see Appendix 3, questions 23 to 30) and intensive
reflection (see Appendix 3, questions 31 to 38), need for cognition, openness to
experience, conscientiousness, extraversion, and (private) self-consciousness make up the
first part of the questionnaire.

We stated earlier that reflection refers to a tendency to question coherence of
argumentation. Our theory holds that reflection involves six cognitive aspects inherent to
questioning. In short, this type of questioning is stimulated by a challenging event or task
(Provocation of cognition), touches upon the nature of knowledge and the act of knowing
(Epistemology), examines the combination of premises that constitute argumentation
(Logic), addresses strategies for exploration and problem solving (Heuristics), and
differentiates between types of cognitive processing on the basis of the effort needed
(Level of cognition). Questioning can be induced either internally or externally (Locus)
and produces cognitively complex outcomes (Cognitive complexity). Table 4.4 presents
the six cognitive aspects of reflection, their definitions, and the corresponding questions or
items in the scale on private reflection. The last two columns will be explained later.

Table 4.4 Scale on private reflection

Private Description Items/questions Student Expert
reflection (%)    (%)
aspects
Needfor tendency to engage 18-item scale by Cacioppo and Petty 1996            -
cognition in and enjoy
(NC)13 effortful cognitive

activity
provocation of events or occasions 2 Did you cast doubt on your research question 40.00 100.00
cognition (PC) that provoke after your first efforts to operationalize key

thinking concepts? 23.33 50.00
10 Did you revisit your thought process, your
writing process or the resulting thesis, while
working on it?

23 Need for cognition is not rated by experts, since scale content-related validity has already been demonstrated
in previous studies, e.g., Cacioppo and Petty 1996.
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Table 4.4 Scale on private reflection, Continuation

Epistemology thinking about the 5 Did you question the basic ideas that make up 30.00 100.00
fE)                        nature of your own argumentation for a hypothesis?

knowledge and the 8 Did you come up with counterintuitive 13.33 100.00
act ofknowing explanations that cast doubt on your results?

Logic (LG) thinking about and 4 Did you disentangle argumentation of theories 23.33 75.00

unraveling the into the basic ideas they consist of?
combination of 6 Did you question the effect your method of 30.00 50.00
premises used in analysis could have on your conclusions?
argumentation

Heuristics (H) thinking about 1 Did you draw on examples to formulate your 26.67 100.00

strategies to research question?
address questions 9 Did you consider the limitations of your thesis 10.00 75.00
or find solutions by revisiting the basic ideas you took for

granted? 26.67 100.00
11  Did you reason backwards (from end to
start) to solve thesis inconsistencies? 23.33 100.00
12  Did you simplify complicated thesis issues
into less complicated ones?

Level of thinking efforts 3 Did you consider different theoretical 23.33 25.00

cognition (LE) needed to increase perspectives in the literature when constructing
knowledge your theoretical framework?

7 Did you question your method of analysis by 43.33 75.00
searching for contradictory findings in the
literature?

Source: Individual level study using the revised scale on private reflection (see also chapter 5)

Sample
Out  of a population  of 585" Dutch university students graduating in thesis groups   178
students from two universities and six departments responded, resulting in a response rate
of 30.43 percent. Sample representativeness is considered appropriate for personal
characteristics based on the resemblance with the Dutch student population described by
the 2004 Student Monitor (Dutch Ministry of Education, Culture and Science). Since
learning contexts characterized by thesis circles were developed recently, population
standards are not yet available for these characteristics. Table 4.5 presents an overview of
the respondents based on their diversity with regard to personal characteristics and
learning context.

24 This figure of 585 Dutch university students working in thesis groups is based on facilitator and website
information. Facilitator information provided names of university departments which hosted workshops  in
circular organizing or which implemented thesis groups on the basis of the manual by Romme and Nijhuis
(2000). University websites were searched on key terms, such as 'thesis groups', 'thesis circles' and equivalent
Dutch terms, such as 'afstudeerkringen', 'afstudeergroepen', 'themaveldgroepen' and 'scriptiekringen'. The
university departments found in this way were contacted to check and obtain additional information.
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Table 4.5 Respondent analysis

Personal characteristics
Age °/0 Gender % University % Nationality 8/0           High. Educ.        94,         Group work           '>/0

20-22    43 42.7 Male 60 33.7 OS 79 44.9 DU 174 97.8 Gram. 106 59.6 Yes 144 81.4

23-25    80 44.9 Fem. 118 66.3 HRS     13 7.4 GE         3            1.7          Prof.         55 30.9 No               33           18.6

26-28     17    9.6                                   LS        13 7.4 HU 1 0.5 Univ.         11         6.2

29-62 5 2.8 O&S 44 25.0 Other 6 3.3

TH 2 1.1
GOV 1 0.6

PED 24 13.6
HEM  0   0

Learning context
Thesis type       %        Thesis duration % Years at %          # Thesis Circle % # TC  meetings % TC meeting length   °i,

(months) university members (minutes)
Doct. 28 15.7 3-5 77 44.0 1 8 4.5 0-4         67 38.5 1-6       59 35.8 10-30 8 4.7

BA 87 48.9 6-8 52 29.7 2  33 18.6 5-8 101 58.1 7-12     57 34.5 40-60          24           14.0

MA 63 35.4 9-11 27 15.4 3  47 26.4 9-18 6 3.4 13-18 29 17.6 70-90         39         22.8

12-14 14 8.0 4  49 27.6 19-40    20 12.1 100-120 67 39.2
15-18 5 2.9     5        19 10.6 130-180 30 17.5

6        12 6.8 240-255   3        1.8

7               8         4.5
8             1        0.5
9               1         0.5

OS = Organization Studies, HRS = Human Resource Studies, LS = Leisure Studies, 0&S = Organization Studies, TH = Theology,
GOV = Business school of Governance, PED = Pedagogy, HEM = Health, Economy and Management
DU = Dutch, GE = German. HU = Hungarian, Gram. = Grammar school, Prof. = Professional education, Univ. = Academic education,
Doct. = Doctoral student, BA = Bachelor student, MA = Master student

Source: Individual level study using the revised scale on private reflection



Table 4.6 Descriptive statistics and correlations

Mean SDI        2        3      4     5       6       7       8        9       10      11      12      13     14      15
1 University 3.02 2.40       1

2 Age 23.57 3.87 -.057          1

3 Gender 1.66 .47 .121 -.043           1

4 Nationality 1.03 .20 .011 .298** .041     1

5 Thesis type 2.20 .69 -.177* -.211** .187* .001   1

6 # Members 5.35 2.33 -.365** -.069 -.037 -.072 .028      1

7 # Meetings 10.33 7.41 -.150 .106 .108 -.067 .049 .138     1

8 Mt. length 106.99 43.31 -.197** .194* .086 .125 -.035 .290** .422**   1

9 Group exp. 1.19 .39 .037 .012 -.025 .079 -.185* -.072 -.087 .002      1

10 Duration 7.02 3.10 -.377** .213** .000 -.019 - 255** .156* .345** .278** -.012          1

11 High educ. 1.53 .76 .020 .246** .079 .088 .262** -.044 .129 .126 -.205** .064     1

12 Yrs univ. 3.65 1.53 -.320** .311 ** -.040 .127 -331** ,151* .064 .100 .104 .488** -.159*   1

13 Prefer. job 1.05 .22 -.059 .110 -.162* -.031 .009 -.099 -.037 .003 .151* .109 -.059 .109    1

14 Pr. Ren. 3.36 .45 .017 .034 .112 .015 .066 -.021 .190* .049 -.044 .121 .117 -.028 .180*   1

15 Pu. Refl. 2.98 .53 -.017 .133 -.030 .006 .089 -.131 .232** .217** .034 -.045 .026 -.182* .043 .433**   1

Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). ** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
University department:1= OS. 2 -HRS, 3 =LS, 4= 0&S, 5 - TH, 6= GOV, 7= PED, 8 - HEM, Nationality: 1= Dutch, 2= German. 3= Hungarian; Thesis type: 1= Doct., 2= Bachelor,
3 = Master: Group work experience: 1 = yes, 2 = no: Highest education: 1 = Grammar school, 2 = Professional education. 3 = Academic education, Preferred job:  1  = practice, 2 = research

Source: Individual level study using the revised scale on private reflection



To further examine variables that characterize sample composition on assumptions such
as normality, we calculated descriptive statistics and correlations. Table 4.6 presents these
statistics under pairwise deletion (n = 134).

The main observations which can be drawn from the table above are that
university departments in the sample differ with regard to number of meetings, number of
TC members, average meeting length, thesis duration, and the number of years TC
members attended university. In line with common sense, most significant correlations
include time, such as thesis duration and years at university. Another observation is that
age is negatively related to the type of thesis. This makes sense given that most students
were working on a Bachelor (type 2) or Master thesis (type 3). Additionally, we observed
that the shorter thesis duration and the fewer the number of years students attended
university, the more difficult they find the task of writing a thesis, e.g., Bachelor versus
Master thesis. Although these observations seem strange, they make sense given the
recently implemented Bachelor-Master curricula which have build-in time constraints for
completing the thesis. and the fact that students from non-academic Bachelor programs
(e.g., professional education that prepares for a Bachelor of Arts) can also enroll in
academic Master's programs. Nevertheless, we should be aware that 'old' Master students
(enrolled in academic programs that started before 2005) are underrepresented.
Furthermore, we found that the larger the group size, the more meetings planned and the
longer meeting length. Interestingly, meeting length and thesis duration correlate
positively. Group work experience and highest level of education also correlate, though
negatively. A final observation is the high positive correlation between private and public
reflection, which is an indication that these items represent different dimensions of the
same construct.

Content-related validity
To optimize validity, several precautions have been taken while constructing the private
reflection scale. One of these involves demonstrating content-related validity or item
sample representativeness (Murphy and Davidshofer 1998; John and Benet-Martinez
2000). Based on observations and interviews in the exploratory study, we found six
cognitive aspects of reflection. The sample of items directly derived from these six aspects
is representative given that observations and interviews were based on dimensional
samplingf: By starting with the complete spectrum of thinking associated with writing a
thesis, observations and interviews were narrowed down to those cognitive aspects
characteristic of reflection. Thus, in line with face validity or item relevance for
theoretical considerations (Baker   1999;   Reis  and  Judd 2000), reflection is positioned
amidst other types of cognitive processing,  such as conditioning and memorizing.

25 Dimensional sampling is a variant of maximum variation sampling, which focuses on selecting outliers or
contrasts (see also chapter 3).
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In other words, the six cognitive aspects are considered to be relevant and sensible as
indicators for reflection, because these aspects together represent a tendency of     
questioning the coherence of argumentation.

Furthermore, we invited 30 students and 4 experts to group the questions on
private reflection. They were asked to decide which questions referred to which aspects,
given the aspect descriptions. We found that students did not completely confirm our
predictions, whereas experts did. The explanation for this might be that students, who are
not familiar with cognitive psychological concepts, have difficulty distinguishing between
various cognitive terms. Experts, on the other hand, are used to working with these terms.
The last two columns in table 4.4 show the percentage of students and experts which
confirmed the predicted linkages.

Construct-related validity
Construct-related validity involves the identification of behavior related and unrelated to
other constructs (Kaplan and Saccuzzo 1993; Baker    1999). We performed principal
component analysis to test the item representativeness of the private reflection scale. We
applied factor analysis to reduce the number of scale items on private reflection. More
specifically, we used principal component analysis to estimate the number of factors that
summarize our data (Tabachnick and Fidell 2001). Principal component analysis (PCA)
with direct oblimin rotation was performed  on 12 items of private reflection   from  a
sample  of 178 Dutch university students. Outliers were listwise deleted from principal
component analysis. Based on its lack of significance and because anti-image correlations
did not exceed .5, question 1 'Did you draw on examples to formulate your research

question?' was removed from the extraction. KMO for test adequacy is .774 and Bartlett's
test of sphericity is significant.   With   only   11   variables,   and an average   of  the
communalities that did not exceed .7 (.491), Kaiser's criterion is less accurate.
Communalities indicate  that 73.30 percent of the variance associated with question  P 1_2
is shared. Supported by the scree plot three components were extracted, which together
explain 49.13 percent of the variance.

From the pattern matrix presented in table 4.7 three components emerge: one
component about logic (Pl_7, Pl_3, Pl_6, Pl_4, Pl_5, Pl_8), one about provocation of
cognition (Pl_2, Pl_10), and one about heuristics (Pl_11, Pl_12, Pl_9). We defined
logic earlier as the combination of premises that constitute argumentation. The
questionnaire items involved comparison when questioning one's own results, e.g., before
and after, pros and cons, causes and effects underlying different stages of the research
process. Provocation of cognition refers to events that induce cognitive processing. The
questions that identify this aspect of reflection refer to reasons for testing or falsification.
Heuristics point to the quest for solutions, that is addressing stages and strategies in
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problem solving. These questions address thought strategies that connect problem
definition and solution. Here, thinking input and output are represented by thought 'rules'.
With a cut-off point of.4 for inclusion of a variable (read: question) in the interpretation
of a component, all'« questions  load on one of the components.

Table 4.7 Pattern matrix

Aspects of Private reflection items Rescaled component
reflection                                                                                                        1             2            3
P 1    7 Logic 7 Did you question your method of analysis by searching for .736 -.415

contradictory findings in the literature?
P l _3 Logic 3 Did you consider different theoretical perspectives in the .678

literature when constructing your theoretical framework?
P 1 _6 Logic 6 Did you question the effect your method of analysis could .610

have on your conclusions?
P 1 _4 Logic 4 Did you question the basic ideas that make up your own .565

argumentation for a hypothesis?
Pl_5 Logic 5 Did you disentangle argumentation of theories into the .504

basic ideas they consist of?
P 1 _8 Logic 8 Did you come up with counterintuitive explanations that .479

cast doubt on your results?
P 1 _2  Prov. of 2 Did you cast doubt on your research question after your .856

cognition first efforts to operationalize key concepts?
Pl  10 Prov. of 10 Did you revisit your thought process, your writing process .454

cognition or the resulting thesis. while working on it?
Pl_11 Heuristics 11 Did you reason backwards (from end to start) to solve .832

thesis inconsistencies?
P 1   12 Heuristics 12 Did you simplify complicated thesis issues into less .626

complicated ones?
Pl_9 Heuristics 9 Did you consider the limitations of your thesis by revisiting .414

the basic ideas you took for granted?
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. Rotation Method: Oblimin with Kaiser Normalization.
Pattern matrix rotation converged in  11  iterations.

Source: Individual level study using the revised scale on private reflection

Although the double loading seems to originate from an epistemology aspect addressed in

question  P 1_7,  this  is not confirmed. A significant positive correlation between question
Pl_7 and Pl_2 is absent. Table 4.8 shows the component correlation matrix, which
indicates that correlations between the three components are rather low.

26 Pl_1  had been removed  from the analysis beforehand.
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Table 4.8 Component correlation matrix

Component 1 2 3
1 1.000 .193 .215

2 .193 1.000 .119                                  '
3 .215 .119 1.000

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. Rotation Method: Obtimin with Kaiser Normalization.

Source: Individual level study using the revised scale on private reflection

In addition to principal component analysis, we performed principal axis factoring (PAF)
to test our theory about cognitive aspects of reflection. Principal axis factoring with direct
oblimin rotation was performed  on the  11 remaining items of private reflection. Sample
size is  178 and outliers were deleted listwise. Given that the determinant for correlations
(.182) exceeds .0001, no multicollinearity exists. KMO for test adequacy is .774, and
Bartlett's test for sphericity is significant. Communality values did not exceed .45, which
indicates heterogeneity of items. Based on the scree plot and factor loadings above .400z
three factors were extracted. Table 4.9 presents the pattern matrix. Based on the factor
loadings, which represent measures of the unique relationship between the factor and the
items, three factors emerge: one factor including items on heuristics, logic, level of
cognition and epistemology  (Pl_11,  Pl_9,  Pl_6,  Pl_7,  Pl_8), one factor composed  of
logic, level of cognition and epistemology items also (Pl_4, Pl_3, Pl_5),  and one factor
about provocation of cognition (Pl_2,  Pl_10). PCA results had already indicated that the
items on logic, level and epistemology are not distinctive, but can be generalized under
the heading of logic. PAF results, however, do not confirm the factor on heuristics (Pl_9,
P 1_11, Pl_12). Together these three factors explain 31.95 percent  of the variance. Based
on the fact that some reproduced correlations exceed the value of.3 and because 21.00
percent of nonredundant residuals are above .05, rotation was recommended. Table 4.9
presents the rotated factor matrix with varimax rotation.

27 Tabachnik and Fidell (2001) argue minimum values of factor loading for sample size of 200 should exceed
.364.
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Table 4.9 Rotatedfactor matrix

Aspects of Private reflection items Factor

reflection 1 2 3
P I _7 Logic 7 Did you question your method ofanalysis by searching fur .431 .422

contradictory findings in the literature?
P 1   3 Logic 3 Did you consider different theoretical perspectives in the literature .463

when constructing your theoretical framework?
P I _6 Logic 6 Did you question the effect your method of analysis could have on .464

your conclusions'?
P 1 _4 Logic 4 Did you question the basic ideas that make up your own .658

argumentation for a hypothesis?
Pl_5 Logic 5 Did you disentangle argumentation of theories into the basic ideas .460

they consist of?
Pl_8 Logic 8 Did you come up with counterintuitive explanations that cast doubt

on your results?
Pl 2 Prov. 2 Did you cast doubt on your research question after your first efforts .449

of cognition to operationalize key concepts'.'
P 1    10 Prov. 10 Did you revisit your thought process. your writing process or the .556

of cognition resulting thesis. while working on it?
Pl 11 11 Did you reason backwards (from end to start) to solve thesis .576

Heuristics inconsistencies?
Pl 12 12 Did you simplify complicated thesis issues into less complicated

Heuristics ones?

PI 9 9 Did you consider the limitations of your thesis by revisiting the .515

Heuristics basic ideas you took for granted?
Extraction Method: Principal Axis Factoring. Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization. Rotation
converged in 4 iterations.

Source: Individual level study using the revised scale on private reflection

The rotated factor matrix demonstrates that after varimax rotation the three factors logic,
provocation of cognition, and heuristics show up again. The rotated model explains the
data better without loss of explanatory variance. For this reason we concluded that the  11
items on private reflection can be reduced to a three-factor structure of logic, provocation
of cognition, and heuristics.

Apart from examining the structure of our scale on private reflection, we
performed confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) on the other scales used in the
questionnaire. Since private reflection involves questioning the coherence of
argumentation in silence, we assumed unexpressed thinking behavior may be inherent to
certain personality characteristics. For this reason, we also included personality scales and
a scale measuring cognitive behavior preference. Scales on three personality factors -
openness to experience, conscientiousness, and extraversion - measure (un)expressed
feelings and ways of behaving that repeatedly occur. The scale on need for cognition is
included to illuminate cognitive needs. Together with cognitive complexity, (private) self-
consciousness provides a measurement for thinking outcomes. To test the factor structures
of the scales need for cognition (Cacioppo et al. 1984; Cacioppo et al. 1996), the
personality subscales openness to experience, conscientiousness, and extraversion (Costa
Jr and McCrae 1995; McCrae and Costa Jr 2004; McCrae et al. 2005), (self-)reflection
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(Peltier et al. 2005), intensive reflection (Peltier et al. 2005), and (private) self-
consciousness (Fenigstein  et al. 1975: Fenigstein 1979; Ben-Artzi  2003), we performed
confirmatory factor analysis (CFA).

Table 4.10 presents the CFA coefficients, including the standardized regression
coefficients and the squared multiple correlations for need for cognition, (private) self-
consciousness (two-factor solution: internal state awareness and self-reflectiveness),
personality (three-factor solution: openness to experience, conscientiousness and
extraversion), and reflection by Peltier et al. (2005) (two-factor solution: self-reflection
and intensive reflection).

Table  4. 1 0 CFA  coefficients

Need for 13  lultiple Internal B Alultiple Self- B hiultiple
cognition Rl State                  Rl                 Reflec-               R2

Awareness tiveness
NCI_39 .567 .321 SC 1 13 .392 .154 SC 1_19 .741 .549

NC 1 40 .569 .324 SC 1 14 .266 .071 SC 1 20 .170 .029

NCi 41 .625 .391 SCI 15 .232 .054 SC 1 21 .096 .004

NCI 42 .697 .486 SCI 16 .564 .318 SC 1 22 .380 .144

NCI_43 .457 .209 SCI 17 .532 .283

NCI_44 .377 .142 SCI 18 .680 .463

NCI 45 .376 .141

NC 1 46 .459 .210

NC 1 47 .561 .314

NCI_48 .539 .290

NC 1 49 .535 .287

NC 1 50 .569 .324

NCI 51 .547 .300

NC 1 52 .522 .273

NC 1 53 .391 .153

NCI_54 .437 .191

NCI 55 .490 .240

NCI_56 .345 .119
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Table 4.10 CFA coefficients. Continuation

Openness B Multiple Conscien- 0 Multiple Extra- B         Multiple
to exp. RZ tiousness Rl version                W
OEI 66 .154 .024 CSI 57 .448 .201 EX 1 63 .338 .114

OEI 70 .707 .500 CS 1 58 .746 .556 EX 1 65 -.354 .126

OE 1 72 .682 .465 Csl_59 .653 .427 EXI 73 .300 .090

OE 1 74 .782 .612 CSI 61 .669 .448 EX 1 76 -.042 .002

OEI 78 .365 .134 CS 1 62 .549 .302 EX 1 83 .501 .251

OE 1 79 .076 .006 CS 1 64 .385 .148 EX! 87 .500 .250

OE 1 82 .006 .000 CSI 67 .605 .366 EXI 88 .454 .206

OE 1 80 .135 .018 CS 1 69 .317 .101 EXI 89 .712 .534

OE 1 85 .258 .067 CSI 84 -.270 .073

OEl 86 .481 .231 (St 71 .325 .106

OE 1 90 .349 .122 CS 1 77 .574 .329

Self B Multiple Intensive
IJ  lultiple

Reflection RZ Reflection                 W
SRI 23 .402 .161 IRI 31 .382 , 146

SRI 24 .683 .467 IRl 32 .573 .329

SRI 25 .543 .285 IRI 33 .638 .408

SRI 26 .507 .257 1Rl 34 .648 .420

SR1 27 .201 .040 1Rl 35 .722 .521

SR1 28 .225 .051 1Rl 36 .723 .523

SRi 29 .460 .211 1Rl 37 .647 .418

SRI 30 .306 .094 1Rl 38 .483 .233

Source: Individual level study using the revised scale on private reflection

Drawing on the variables' variance-covariance matrices, we also examined the parameters
for model  fit. For reasons of consistency we looked up the number of factors derived  from
previous studies as well as the parameters used in previous (confirmatory) factor analyses.
The variable need for cognition is characterized by one underlying factor (Cacioppo et al.
1984;  Cacioppo  et  al. 1996; Forsterlee  and  Ho   1999;  Bors  et  al. 2006). Openness  to
experience, conscientiousness and extraversion each represent one factor of the five-factor
structure underlying the personality construct (Costa Jr and McCrae 1995). Private  self-
consciousness, and Peltier's (2005) reflection in previous studies both had two underlying
factors (Fenigstein 1979: Trapnell and Campbell 1999. Ben-Artzi 2003; Peltier  et  al.
2005). Table 4.11 presents the parameters for model fit. Bold values indicate good model
fit.
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Table 4.11 CFA model fit results

liodel                                     12 df De 1 df CFI Dl TLI RMSEA
Need for Cognition 230.861 135 1.710 .858 .865 .820 .063

Personality (OE, CS, EXA 982.251 461 2.131 .580 .601 .519 .080

Personality (OE. CS), 488.989 229 2.135 .690 .707 .627 .080

Reflection (Peltier et al. 2005) (SR. IR) 172.544 103 1.675 .867 .875 .824 .062

(Private) Self-consciousness CISA. SRj 81.268 34 2.390 .758 .781 .608 .089

Ae = Chi-square, df= degrees of freedom, X-/df= relative Chi-square or minimum discrepancy,
CFI = comparative fit index. D2 - incremental fit index. TLI = Tucker-Lewis index, RMSEA = root mean square
error of proximation (residual)

Source: Individual level study using the revised scale on private reflection

Model fit is assessed using both absolute and incremental fit indices. Drawing on
Blanchard et al. (2000), rejection occurs when chi-square indices are significant, the Xz/df

ratio  is not above .2 (Carmines and McIver  1981), the comparative and incremental  fit
indices are not at least .90 (Bollen  1989), the Tucker-Lewis index is not .95 or more, or
the root mean square residuals  are not between  .05  and .10 (Hayduk 1996). Other indices
such as p values and adjusted goodness of fit are considered less appropriate because they
behave erratically   or  are not robust in smaller samples   (Hu and Bentler   1995).   We
concluded from the estimates that the scales on need for cognition and reflection by
Peltier et al. (2005) (with two underlying factors) confirm factor structures found in
previous studies. The scales on personality (with three and two underlying factors;
openness to experience, conscientiousness and extraversion), and (private) self-
consciousness (with two underlying factors) do not perfectly confirm factor structures
found in previous studies. This is remarkable given that previous studies (e.g., McCrae
and  Costa  Jr  1997, 2004; Thoresen  et  al. 2004) largely confirmed multiple factors.  One
explanation could be that personality is represented by the three factors neuroticism,
openness to experience and extraversion, and the two facets agreeableness and
conscientiousness. Since the questionnaire included scales fur openness to experience,
conscientiousness and extraversion only, the expected three-factor structure may be
limited to two factors and one sub-factor or facet. Furthermore, unsatisfactory CFI values
could be due to translation issues, since the English items have been answered by Dutch
natives (with the exception of two students who have German and one who has Hungarian
as native tongue). Model fit on one structure for (private) self-consciousness is not
sufficient. This is in line with previous studies that provide explanations for a two-factor
structure (e.g., Ben-Artzi 2003, Trapnell and Campbell 1999).

28 CFA on the personality scale was performed using two and three underlying factors. In the latter case
extraversion was included in the analysis. Previous studies regularly confirmed the existence of several factors
(e.g., McCrae et al. 2005).
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When using more progressive constraints, absolute fit indices like chi-square and
the root means square residuals (RMSEA), which represent the model based on the data,
are satisfactory. Chi-square significance indicates other theoretical models fit the data
equally well. This could be explained by the fact that many scales are used in the same
questionnaire. In general, incremental fit indices such as the comparative fit index (CFI),
the incremental fit index (D2), and the Tucker-Lewis index (TLI), that indicate the extent
to which the theoretical model can be improved, are also satisfactory. Given the construct-
related validity demonstrated in previous studies and drawing on less conservative
constraints for CFI, D2 and TLI (>.8), we therefore conclude that personality (openness to
experience, conscientiousness, and extraversion) is sufficiently represented by the three

underlying factors, whereas (private) self-consciousness is characterized by two
underlying factors.

Furthermore, construct-related validity is addressed in theory formulation and
subsequent hypotheses testing. The hypotheses, which will be presented in chapter 5,
consider both antecedents as well as the effects of private reflection. By including
reflection as a predictor and outcome variable in the hypotheses, the role of reflection as a
trait has been explored. In this way reflection is linked to previous studies on traits and
compared with constructs such as need for cognition and (private) self-consciousness.

Criterion-related validity
Criterion-related validity, or correlation with related outcomes, is also taken into account
to strengthen scale validation. Concurrent validity, based on simultaneous measures, is
assessed by including an additional, pre-existing scale on reflection in the questionnaire of
which our reflection scale is part. We assessed correlations with Peltier's et al. (2005)
scales on (self-)reflection and intensive reflection. We test here the expectation that both
scales should correlate, given that both Peltier's scales as well as our scale are designed to
measure a specific dimension of the same construct, which is characterized by doubt and
assumption testing. Peltier's scales focus on purposes attributed to reflection, whereas our
scale addresses cognition content.

Testing whether private reflection relates to (self-)reflection (Peltier et al. 2005)
and intensive reflection (Peltier et al. 2005) reveals significant positive relationships (r =
.386, p < .01 and r = .249, p < .01). Table 4.12 shows the extent to which the separate

components of private reflection correlate with Peltier's et al. (2005) scale on (self-)
reflection. In addition, this table provides the results for the correlation between the
private reflection aspects derived from the PCA and Peltier's et al. (2005) item scale on
(self-)reflection.
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Table 4.12 Correlation between Private reflection components and (Self-)reflection

SR PRl PR2 PR3
Self-reflection                                1

Private reflection, component 1    .430**    1
(items 7 3 6 4 5 8)
Private reflection, component 2 .086 .264**  1

(items 2 10)
Private reflection, component 3    .259**    .429**    .218**     1
(items 11 12 9)
**  Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)

Source: Individual level study using the revised scale on private reflection

Table 4.13 displays correlations between the items on three aspects of reflection derived
from the PCA and the items from Peltier's et al. (2005) scale on intensive reflection.

Table 4.13  Correlation  between  Private reflection components and Intensive  reflection

IR PRl PR2 PR3
Intensive Rellection                     1

Private retlection, component 1    .265**    1
(items736458)
Private reflection, component 2 .093 .264**  1

(items 210)
Private retlection, component 3 .130 .429** .218**  1

(items 11 12 9)
**  Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

Source: Individual level study using the revised scale on private reflection

Both tables display significant correlations between the three private reflection
components and the external criteria of self-reflection and intensive reflection. Small
positive correlations are found between private reflection component 2 (provocation of
cognition) and self-reflection (r = .430, p < .01), private reflection component 3
(heuristics) and self-reflection (r = .259, p < .01) and between private reflection
component  1  (logic) and intensive reflection (r = .265, p < .01).

Based on the distinction we made between reflection as trait or process versus
reflection outcome, we also tested for correlations between individual questionnaire items
on private reflection and cognitive complexity. Here we found one significant
relationship. Item Pl_3 correlates positively with item 101 (r = . 359, p < .01). The
strength of this correlation between one of the items of the aspect of logic (Pl_3:  Did you
consider different theoretical perspectives in the literature when constructing your
theoretical framework?) and cognitive complexity supports the distinction between
reflection and reflection outcomes.
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Lastly, we examined correlations between need for cognition and personality
factors (openness to experience, conscientiousness and extraversion). We expected that
need for cognition would be positively correlated with personality factors based on
previous studies (e.g., Cacioppo et al. 1996, Sadowski and Cogburn 1997). Table 4.14
presents the correlation coefficients.

Table 4.14 Correlation between the Need of cognition and Personality factors

NC OE CS EX
Need for cognition                          1
Openness to experience .431**      1
Conscientiousness .288** -.016               1

Extraversion .287** .323** .164*       1

**  Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
*  Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

Source: Individual level study using the revised scale on private reflection

In  line with previous empirical studies (e.g., Berzonsky and Sullivan 1992, Petty  and
Jarvis 1996, Sadowski and Cogburn   1997),  need for cognition positively correlates  with
personality factors. The highest correlation involves need for cognition and openness to
experience. This is most likely due to the fact that people with a high need for cognition
enjoy serious thinking (Sadowski and Cogburn 1997). Furthermore, the personality factors
correlate with one another which, like most studies including this variable (e.g., McCrae
et al. 2005), confirms the factor structure underlying the personality construct.

Internal consistency reliability
Reliability says something about the consistency, precision and repeatability of
measuring. Internal-consistency procedures estimate errors belonging to a particular set of
items; high errors (and thus low internal consistency) implies item heterogeneity and lack
of content saturation (Reis and Judd 2000). To check whether the private reflection scale
developed sufficiently represents the construct it is measuring, we used Cronbach's alpha
test. This alpha represents both the interrelatedness of the items in the scale as well as the
length of the test (Murphy and Davidshofer  1998; John and Benet-Martinez 2000). When
testing for Cronbach's alpha on the numerical control variables we found low estimates.
These values are logical given that these variables lack unidimensionality. The private
reflection scale focuses on thinking content. To measure this broad construct synonymous
scale items are absent. Addressing several aspects of reflection is facilitated by referring
to  a single subject. The subject  of reflection  in this study  is the process of writing a thesis.
Aspects of reflection refer to subsequent activities in the process of writing a thesis.  For
this reason, scale multi-dimensionality can easily be explained. PCA revealed three

components: logic, provocation of cognition and heuristics. First, we examined corrected
item total correlations and found that some were below .3 (Pl_1: .128; Pl_2: .195; Pl  11:
.276 and Pl_12: .293). This means internal consistency is insufficient for this scale.
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Performing the test for the three components separately reveals this is due to insufficient
reliability on components two (Pl_2 and Pl_10; a = .401) and three (Pl_11, Pl_12 and
Pl_9;  a =  .488).  The low Cronbach's alpha on component one (a =  .684) is likely due to
the  diversity  of the psychological construct measured (Kline 1998). However, since  the
scale consists of only 12 items (out of a total of 173 items in the questionnaire) measuring
private reflection, we also tested Cronbach's alpha assuming unidimensionality. Here,
Cronbach's alpha (a = .718) is satisfactory as a reliability estimate around .7 is considered
appropriate for rating scales (Murphy and Davidshofer 1998). Table 4.15 presents  the
inter-item correlations for the items on private reflection.

Table 4.15 Inter-item correlations

Items 1      2     3     4      5      6      7     8     9      10     11     12
Private
Reflection
Pl_1 .727

Heuristics
Pl  2 Prov. of 193 .721

cognition
Pl  3 Level of .069 .119 .696

cognition
Pl_4 Logic .172 .126 .298 .704

PI_5 .052 .090 .268 .361 .686

Epistemology
Pl_6 Logic .072 .085 .260 .183 .333 .676

Pl_7 Level of .063 -.011 .266 .267 .208 .365 .689

cognition
Pl_8 .010 .197 .226 .100 .226 .304 .320 .691

Epistemology
Pl_9 .073 .076 .215 .121 .337 .401 .277 .354 .680

Heuristics
Pl_10 Prov. -.072 .252 .123 .048 .225 .283 .111 .205 .345 .701

of cognition
Pl_11 -.029 -.031 .071 -.006 .131 .221 .248 .165 .251 .164 .710

Heuristics
Pl_12 .132 .056 .127 .062 .223 .141 .134 .084 .167 .189 .315 .707

Heuristics
Main diagonals are alpha values if the item were deleted.

Source: Individual level study using the revised scale on private reflection

We concluded that most inter-item correlations are not above .3. The same holds for the
corrected item-total correlations (not shown in the table) of Pl_1, Pl_2, Pl_11 and Pl_12
which indicates bad internal consistency. Furthermore, items Pl_1 and Pl_2 increase
Cronbach's alpha were the items to be deleted. For this reason we are considering
removing these items from the scale. Because of the relative small sample (n = 178)
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compared to the high number of variable items (173) composing the questionnaire of
which this scale is part we have not yet removed them, however.

Scale usability
Scale and measurement validity involves issues of representativeness regarding
questionnaire design  as well  as the timing and order of testing. Inferences and conclusions
are validated based    on test scores (Murphy and Davidshofer    1998). To ensure
measurement accuracy we obtained self-perceived thinking behavior after the theses had
been completed, but before they were graded. At a later stage we collected thesis grades
and the grading criteria used by supervisors to compare whether students' self-perceptions
matched their supervisors' perception of them.  Thus we measured those student traits and
cognitive processes that precede their assessment. Scale relevance indicates the limits of
generalization. Since this questionnaire focused on reflection about working on the thesis,
findings are generalized to learning contexts in which individual assessment takes place.
For other subjects of reflection, such as dramatic events or self-images other scales are
necessary.

4.7 Measurement instrument on public reflection
Based on observation and interview data in the previous exploratory study, we found six
aspects of reflection. The questionnaire consists of two parts; the first part involves
thought processes taking place when working on the thesis; the second part refers to
working in thesis groups or thesis circles and sharing thoughts with other students and
supervisors in thesis circle meetings (see Appendix 3, questions 92 to 100). Based on this
partition, items in the first part involve private thoughts, whereas items in the second part
refer to shared thoughts. In other words, items on public reflection (part two) do not
include all six aspects of reflection. Only those aspects of reflection that are relevant in
social interaction (public reflection) were addressed in this part ofthe questionnaire. Table
4.16 presents these (sub)aspect(s), which refer to locus of reflection. Definitions and
corresponding items in the scale on public reflection are also shown.
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Table 4.16 Scale on public reflection

Public Description Items/questions Student Expert
refection (06)    (%)
aspects
Locus (LO.S) person who is 93 Did you discuss logical flaws in (draft) 43.33 100

thinking: self texts written by peers?
94 Did you try to figure out when you 20.00 100

consider comments factual, and when
interpretative? 36.67 100

96 Did you express counterarguments for
comments by peers?

Locus (LO.P) person who is 92 After explaining thesis related issues in the 26.67 50.00
thinking: peers thesis group, did you change your mind about

them?
98 Did peers question representativeness of 20.00 100.00
indicators in your measurement instrument?
100 Did peers point out biases in your results? 43.33 100.00

Locus (LO.SU) person who is 95 Did you question comments by 36.67 50.00
thinking: supervisors?
supervisors 97 Did supervisors question basic ideas in 33.33 100.00

your theoretical framework or in hypotheses?
99 Did supervisors suggest alternative ways 33.33 100.00
of data analysis?

Source: Group level study using the revised scale on public reflection (see also chapter 6)

Sample
We mentioned earlier that the tested population consisted of 585 Dutch university students
from two universities and eight departments who graduated in thesis groups. From this
sample 178 students responded, resulting in a response rate of 30.43 percent. Based on the
standard population of Dutch university students illustrated by the student monitor 2004
we  consider the sample representative. Table 4.5 provides an overview  of the respondents
with regard to personal characteristics and learning context. Table 4.6 contains descriptive
statistics and correlations with public reflection.

Content-related validity
As discussed in the section on the private reflection scale, we found that the sample of
items directly derived  from the six cognitive aspects of reflection is representative.  This  is
due to the fact that item heterogeneity is focused on observations and interviews by using
dimensional sampling. Together the six aspects of reflection represent a tendency to
question argumentation.

In section 4.6 we noted that we checked the content-related validity of the scales.
The ratings demonstrate that students did not completely confirm our predictions, whereas
the experts did. The percentages of items confirmed by the students and experts are
presented in the last two columns of table 4.16.
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Construct-related validity
Here we focus on the public reflection scale, involving items that refer to sharing thoughts
in discussions with peers and supervisors. To reduce the number of scale items on public
reflection we performed exploratory factor analysis. More specifically, we used principal
component analysis (PCA) to test our theory on cognitive aspects of reflection. Principal
component analysis with direct oblimin rotation was performed on a sample of 178 Dutch
university students through  SPSS 14.0 Factor analysis  on 9 public reflection items  from
the revised questionnaire. Outliers were listwise deleted from the analysis. No items
needed to be removed from the extraction as all anti-image correlation diagonals were
above .5. KMO for test adequacy is .738 and Bartlett's sphericity test is significant. With
only 9 variables and an average of the communalities that did not exceed .7 (.598),
Kaiser's criterion is less accurate. Supported by the scree plot, three components were
extracted which together explain 49.13 percent of the variance. Communalities show that
67.7 percent of the variance associated with question Pl_93 is shared. Furthermore, these
values indicate that 59.81 percent of the variance can be explained by three components.
Table 4.17 present the pattern matrix.

Table 4.17 Pattern matrix

Aspects of Questions Rescaled
reflection component

1 2 3
Pl_100 Locus Did peers point out biases in your results? .925

peers

Pl_98 Locus peers Did peers question representativeness of indicators in your .775

measurement instrument?
Pl_92 Locus peers After explaining thesis related issues in the thesis circle, did you .433

change your mind about them?
Pl_96 Locus self Did you express counterarguments for comments by peers? .728

Pl_93 Locus self Did you discuss logical flaws in (draft) texts written by peers? .711

Pl_94 Locus seIf Did you try to figure out when you consider comments factual, .697

and when interpretative?
Pl_97 Locus Did supervisors question basic ideas in your theoretical .722

supervisors framework or in hypotheses?
Pl_95 Locus Did you question comments by supervisors? .721

supervisors
Pl_99 Locus Did supervisors suggest alternative ways of data analysis? .493 .571

supervisors
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. Rotation Method: Oblimin with Kaiser Normalization.
Pattern matrix rotation converged in 12 iterations.

Source: Group level study using the revised scale on public reflection

From the pattern matrix the same three components emerge: one sub-component on the
locus of reflection referring to the role of peers and the exchange of thought with them
(Pl_100, Pl_98, Pl_92), one sub-component on the locus of reflection referring to the
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role of self (Pl_96, Pl_93, Pl_94), and one sub-component on the locus of reflection
referring to the role of supervisors (P 1_97, Pl_95, Pl_99). Here locus involves the source
of knowing. With a cut-off point of.4 for inclusion of a variable (read: question) in the
interpretation of a component, every question loaded on (at least) one of the components.
Table 4.18 shows the component correlation matrix, which indicates correlations between
the components are rather low.

Table 4.18 Component correlation matrix

Component         1                   2                   3
1 1.000 .284 .238

2 .284 1.000 .189

3 .238 .189 1.000

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. Rotation Method: Oblimin with Kaiser Normalization.

Source: Group level study using the revised scale on public reflection

In addition to principal component analysis, we tested our theory on the cognitive aspects
on reflection by performing principal axis factoring (PAF). All 9 items of public reflection
were included in the principal factor extraction with oblique rotation. Again, the sample
size was  178 and outliers were excluded listwise. The determinant is .131, which means
no multicollinearity exists. KMO for test adequacy is .738, and Bartlett's test for
sphericity is significant. Most communality values exceed .45, leaving some room for
improvement. After consulting the scree plot and factor loadings which exceed .400 and
do not load double, three factors are found. The three factors point at three different loci
of cognition. The first factor involves  the role of peers (Pl_100.  Pl_98,  Pl_92.  Pl_99),
factor two refers to the role of the self 91_96, Pl_93, Pl_94), and the last factor
addresses the role of supervisors (Pl_97, Pl_95). These three factors account for 43.60
percent of the variance. Furthermore, communalities are below .45, some reproduced
correlations exceed the value of.3 and 25.00 percent of nonredundant residuals are above
.05. For this reason varimax rotation was recommended. Table 4.19 presents the rotated
factor matrix with varimax rotation.
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Table  4.19 Rotated factor matrix

Aspects of Questions Factor

reflection 1 2 3
Pl_100 Locus Did peers point out biases in your results? .704

peers

Pl_98 Locus peers Did peers question representativeness of indicators in your .707

measurement instrument?
Pl_92 Locus peers After explaining thesis related issues in the thesis circle, did

you change your mind about them? .472

Pl_96 Locus seIf Did you express counterarguments for comments by peers? .734

Pl_93 Locus seIf Did you discuss logical flaws in (draft) texts written by .517

peers?

Pl_94 Locus self Did you try to figure out when you consider comments .480

factual. and when interpretative?
Pl  97 Locus Did supervisors question basic ideas in your theoretical .525

supervisors framework or in hypotheses?
Pl_95 Locus Did you question comments by supervisors? .688

supervisors
Pl_99 Locus Did supervisors suggest alternative ways of data analysis? .467

supervisors
Extraction Method: Principal Axis Factoring. Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.
Pattern matrix rotation converged in 6 iterations.

Source: Group level study using the revised scale on public reflection

The rotated factor matrix reveals that varimax rotation confirms the three factors on locus.
Compared with the PCA results,  item Pl_99 was recategorized from factor 3 to factor  1,
although same factors on peers, self and supervisors are found in this model. For this
reason we concluded that the three factors on locus-peers, locus-self, and locus-
supervisors satisfactorily represent the 9 items on public reflection.

Furthermore, we assessed construct-related validity for the scale on cognitive
complexity. This includes one pre-existing item based on the study by CurAeu (2003). The
other four items are based on items from the pilot test. For this reason, the scale on
cognitive complexity was also subjected to principal component analysis with direct
oblimin rotation. The sample consists  of 178 Dutch university students. Outliers  were
deleted listwise from the dataset. Analysis reveals that the anti-image correlation
diagonals exceed .5, that KMO for test adequacy is .789 and that Bartlett's test of
sphericity is significant. The component matrix and scree plot (not included) indicate that
five items on cognitive complexity are represented by one component, which accounts for
47.97 percent of the total variance explained.  From the communalities we concluded that,
for instance, 42.70 percent of the variance associated with question Pl_101 is shared.
Based on the facts that all reproduced covariance diagonals are above .05 and no residuals
have absolute values greater than .05, we concluded that the model satisfactorily reduces
the data. Principal axis factoring produces similar results. The one-factor structure is
confirmed and explains 36.34 percent of the variance. It should be noted that
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communalities and reproduced communalities do not all exceed .45 which indicates some
heterogeneity among the items.

In addition to examining criterion-related validity of our scales on public
reflection and cognitive complexity, we tested the factor structures of other scales used at
the group level. Since public reflection involves questioning the coherence of
argumentation in discussion, other group processes and emergent states are likely to effect
social interaction also. To address these group phenomena we included scales on group
processes and emergent states in the questionnaire. Scales on coordination and
communication provide information on the frequency and effectiveness of social
interaction. In addition, trust and conflict scales illuminate perceived ways of co-
operation. Together with group cognitive complexity, satisfaction with the group
represents group outcome. For this reason, we also performed confirmatory factor analysis
(CFA) on the scales on coordination (Fleishman and Zaccaro 1992), communication (Eby
et  al. 1999), trust (Chatman   1991), task conflict and relationship conflict  (Jehn   1994,
1995; Jehn and Mannix 2001), student interaction (Peltier et al. 2005), and satisfaction
with the group (Carron et al. 1985; Curfeu 2003). For reasons of consistency we looked
up the originally derived number of factors as well as the parameters used in previous
(confirmatory) factor analyses. Table 4.20 presents the CFA coefficients, including the
standardized regression coefficients and the squared multiple correlations for the
respective variables.

Table 4.20 CFA coeflicients

Coordination 0 Multiple Communication 0 Multiple Trust B Multiple
R'                                 R'                          R'

CR1_110 .715 .511 Col ]15 .665 .442 TR 1 125 .844  .712

CR1 111 .741 .549 COl 116 .709 .502 TR 1 126 .583  .340

CR1 112 .909 .826 COl 117 .810 .656 TR1 127 .638  .407

CR1_113 .560 .314 COl_118 .628 .394

CR1 114 .215 .046 COl 119 .419 .175

Task conflict B Multiple Relationship B Multiple
R                     conflict                     Rl

TC 1 143 .682 .465 RC1_150 .739 .546

TCt_144 .779 .607 RCI 151 .764 .583

TC 1 145 .812 .659 RC1 153 .795 .632

TC 1_146 .800 .639 RC1_155 .428 .183

TC 1 147 .678 .460 RC 1 154 .839 .704

TC 1_148 .653 .427

TC 1_149 .466 .218

Student B Multiple Satisfaction B Multiple
interaction W group                    R'
SIl_161 .803 .645 SAl 167 .916 .840

SIl 162 .890 .792 SAl 168 .659 .435

SIl 163 .558 .311 SAl 169 .809 .655

SIl 164 .535 .286 SA 1 170 .634 .402

SIl 165 .752 .565 SAl 171 .405 .164

SII 166 .806 .650 SA 1 172 .590 .348

Source: Group level study using the revised scale on public reflection
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Drawing on variance-covariance matrices of the respective variables, we examined
parameters for model fit. Table 4.21 shows the CFA model fit results.

Table 4.21  CFA model ft results

Model                         X2 df   1 df (Fl         DZ TLI RASEA
Group processes (CR, CO) 52.176 34 1.535 .967 .968 .946 .055

Coordination (CR) 17.479 5 3.496 .953 .954 .858 .119

Communication (CO) 3.184 5 .637 1.000 1.008 1.026 .000

Trust (TR) 198.857    74 2.687 .870 .874 .816 .098

Conflict (TC, RC) 91.382        53 1.724 .955 .957 .934 .064

Task conjlict (TC) 35.756        14 2.554 .955 .956 .909 .094

Relationship conjlict (RC) 4.282 5 .856 1.000 1.002 1.007 .000

Student interaction (SI) 28.600 9 3.178 .959 .960 .904 .111

Emergent states (TRSA) 138.372 35 3.953 .864 .867 .786 .129

Satisfaction group (SA) 49.441        14 3.531 .935 .936 .870 .120

X  = Chi-square, df= degrees of freedom, 12Idf= relative Chi-square or minimum discrepancy,
CFI = comparative fit index, D2 = incremental fit index, TLI = Tucker-Lewis index, RMSEA = root mean square
error of proximation (residual)

Source: Group level study using the revised scale on public reflection

CFA reveals that the scales on group processes and conflict confirm the underlyilig two-
factor structure, whereas it is rejected for emergent states. One-factor structures have not
been confirmed. Confirmation or rejection is based on Blanchard's et al. (2000) criteria
for rejection: chi-square indices are significant, the )01df ratio is not above .2 (Carmines
and McIver 1981), the comparative and incremental fit indices are below .90 (Bollen
1989), the Tucker-Lewis index is not .95, or the root mean square residuals are not
between .05 and .10 (Hayduck 1996). The rejected scales do not possess sufficient
discriminant validity, meaning that in these cases the theorized factor model does not
perfectly fit the data.

When using less conservative fit indices for CFI, 02 and TLI, that is equal to or
above .8, more theoretical models have been confirmed by the data. Drawing on the
incremental fit indices CFI, 02 and TLI, we concluded that the scales on coordination,
communication, trust, task conflict, student interaction and satisfaction with the group are

represented by one factor. In this case the one-factor models also show sufficient model
fit.

Earlier we mentioned that construct-related validity is also established by the
formulation and testing of hypotheses. The hypotheses presented in chapter 6 consider
both antecedents as well as the effects of public reflection. By addressing the mediating
role of public reflection between group processes and outcomes as well as paying
attention to the mediating role of emergent state variables in the hypotheses we intend to
unravel the position of reflection as cognitive processing in groups. Thus, reflection is
related to other group processes involving (group) cognition, such as coordination.
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Criterion-related validity
Criterion-related validity is tested by relating the public reflection scale to another scale
measuring open discussion. This relationship is assumed based on the fact that both scales
intend to measure interaction behavior in a group. Testing for a relationship between
public reflection and student interaction (Peltier et al. 2005) shows a significant, positive
correlation (r = .405, p < .01). Table 4.22 shows the extent to which the separate
components of public reflection correlate with Peltier's et al. (2005) scale on student
interaction.

Table 4.22 Correlation between Public reflection components and Student interaction

SI PUl PU2 PU3

Student interaction                    1

Public reflection, component 1    .471**    1
(items 100 98 92)
Public reflection, component 2    .329**    .404**    1
(items 96 93 94)
Public reflection, component 3 .129* .460** .284**  1

(items 97 95 99)
**  Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level ( 1-tailed).
*  Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (1-tailed).

Source: Group level study using the revised scale on public reflection

Table 4.22 shows that all components of public reflection significantly correlate with
student interaction. As expected, positive correlations are found between public reflection
component 1 (locus; peers) and student interaction (r = .471, p < .01), public reflection
component 2 (locus; self) and student interaction (r = .329, p < .01) as well as between
public reflection component 3 (locus; supervisors) and intensive reflection (r = .129, p <
.05).

Correlations with variables that might predict the three components of public
reflection were tested also. Since public reflection involves thinking expressed in group
discussions, the use of different loci of cognition (different people who think out loud)
could be related to group processes and emergent states. Perceived trust, task conflict,
relationship conflict, and satisfaction with the group could influence the extent to which
group participants serve as locus of cognition. In other words, group processes and
emergent states could impact participants' willingness and opportunity to express their
views in group discussion. Table 4.23 presents the correlation matrix including public
reflection and group process as well as emergent state variables measured as perceived by
individual group participants.
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Table 4.23 Correlations between group processes, emergent states and public reflection at the
individual level

1 2 3 4 5 6
1 Public reflection                      1
2 Coordination .355**      1

3 Communication .233.. .563 **            1

4 Trust .272** .489.* .486**       1
5 Task conflict .371 ./ .198* .057 -.001          1

6 Relationship conflict .306** -.166* -381** -341** .407"      1
**  Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). * Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

Source: Group level study using the revised scale on public reflection

We found high positive correlations between coordination and communication (r = .563, p
< .01), trust and coordination (r = .489, p < .01) and trust and communication (r = .486, p
< .01), as well as between task conflict and relationship conflict (r = .407, p < .01).
Medium positive correlations are found between public reflection and coordination (r =
.233, p < .01) and between public reflection and relationship conflict (r = .306, p < .01)
Negative medium correlations exist between relationship conflict and communication (r =
:381. p < .01) as well as between relationship conflict and trust (r = -.341, p < .01).

When controlling for the separate components of public reflection we found
small positive correlations between public reflection  1 (locus; peers) and trust (r = .323, p
<.01),and between public reflection  1 and relationship conflict (r = .220, p < .01). Public
reflection 2 (locus; self) is positively correlated with trust (r = .227, p < .01) and
relationship conflict (r = .162, p < .05). Public reflection 3 (locus; supervisors) only
correlates significantly with relationship conflict (r = .328, p < .01). From the above it
follows that the extent to which peers contribute when sharing thoughts with the group is
related to the amount of trust in those peers and the amount of relationship conflict
perceived. The same holds, though to a lesser extent, for sharing thoughts and coming to
conclusions oneself. Perceived contributions of supervisors when sharing thoughts with
the group is related to perceived relationship conflict.

To take account of the distinction we made between reflection as trait or process
and reflection outcome, we also checked for correlations between individual questionnaire
items on public reflection and cognitive complexity. The scale on cognitive complexity
includes 5 questions (see Appendix 3, questions  101  to  105).  Here, we found that question
Pl_8 'Did you come up with counterintuitive explanations that cast doubt on your
results?'   is  seen to correlate significantly with question   103   'Did your thesis discuss
alternative explanations for thesis results?' (r = .420, p < .01). Since respondents who
claimed to think about counterintuitive explanations confirmed 95 questions later their
thinking was indeed followed by action, this supports the relevance of distinguishing
between reflection as process and reflection as outcome.

In addition to individual level correlation analysis, we examined correlations at
the level of the group by using the aggregated scores of the respective variables. Thus, we
can compare differences in relationships between public reflection, group processes and
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emergent states across groups. The aggregated scores represent the average score of group
members on the respective variables. Table 4.24 presents the correlation matrix and
includes only the significant correlations between the aggregated variables: public
reflection, trust, task conflict, and relationship conflict.

Table 4.24 Correlations between group processes, emergent states and public reflection at the
group level

1 2 3 4 5 6
1 Group Public Reflection                    1
2 Group Coordination .362**     1

3 Group Communication .337.* .559**    1

4 Group Trust .235* .423** .423**     1

5 Group Task Conflict .460** .347** .249* .291*       1

6 Group Relationship conflict .278* -.140 -349** -.429** .336**     1

**  Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). * Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

Source: Group level study using the revised scale on public reflection

We learned that public reflection at the level of the group correlates positively with all
group process and emergent state variables. The highest positive correlation exists
between group public reflection and group task conflict. High positive correlations are
also found between group coordination and group communication, between group
coordination and group trust, and between group communication and group trust. One
explanation for this is that these variables refer to group processes or emergent states that
influence or are influenced by group processes. Furthermore, high negative correlations
are evident between group communication and group relationship conflict, as well as
between group trust and group relationship conflict. Based on the fact that task conflict
and relationship conflict are dimensions of the same construct, a correlation is found here
also. Another explanation for the high and significant correlations is that the variables are
aggregated to provide measures at group level. Aggregation was achieved by calculating
scale means for individual respondents and also calculating mean scores per group. This
aggregation procedure assigned same weights to the perceptions of each group member.
Since weighting was the same, answers are treated equally.

Internal consistency reliability
To determine internal consistency and the precision of the public reflection scale, we
followed the same procedures as we did for the private reflection scale. To check whether
our scale on public reflection sufficiently represents the construct it is meant to measure,
we used Cronbach's alpha test. Since the scale consists of 9 variables we did not initially
perform the tests on the separate components. Cronbach's alpha is satisfactory (a = .759).
Based on the fact that the corrected item total correlations were all above .3, we found
internal consistency to be sufficient for this scale. Performing the test for the three

components separately, however, reveals lower reliability on all components (1: Pl_100,
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Pl_98, Pl_92, 2: Pl_96, Pl_93, Pl_94, and 3: Pl_97, Pl_95, Pl_99). Reliability
estimates of the separate components on the Cronbach's are not sufficient (a = .700, a =
.614, a = .584). The lowest values can be attributed to the bandwidth-fidelity trade off
(Cronbach and Gleser    1957    in   John and Benet-Martinez 2000). Broad-bandwidth
measures can predict more heterogeneous behaviors, though with less fidelity. This
phenomenon is seen more often in studies on personality traits and attitudes, which are
characterized by heterogeneous item content. Since reflection involves a cognitive
behavior tendency and the scale needs to measure cognitive content, this might also help
explain these results. Table 4.25 presents the inter-item correlations for the items on
public reflection.

Table 4.25 Inter-item correlations

Items   92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100
Public Reflection
Pl_92 Locus.p .743

Pl  93 Locus.s .336 .744

Pl_94 Epistemology   .201 .352 .736

Pl_95 Locus.s .139 -.001 .167 .752

Pl_96 Locus. sup .025 .338 .370 .289 .750

Pl_97 Locus.sup .294 .114 .176 .395 .171 .737

Pl_98 Locus.p .304 .295 .356 .208 .238 .330 .705

Pl  99 Locus.sup .225 .164 .254 .242 .088 .351 .416 .736

Pl_100 Locus.p .346 .293 .226 .167 .145 .236 .634 .348 .722

Main diagonals are alpha values if the item were deleted.

Source: Group level study using the revised scale on public reflection

We see that many inter-item correlations are not above .3. In contrast, the corrected item-
total correlations (not shown   in the table)   are all above .3, which indicates sufficient
internal consistency. Furthermore, none of the items increases Cronbach's alpha after
removal. For this reason consistency is considered sufficient and no items were deleted.

Similarly, we tested the cognitive complexity scale (see Appendix 3, questions
101   to   105). Two items were derived  from the public reflection  item  scale  in the pilot
study. By reworking these items into the cognitive complexity scale we were able to make
a distinction between reflection as trait and as cognitive process versus the outcome of this
trait or process. Cronbach's alpha test demonstrates a reliability estimate which is
satisfactory (a = .725) since the inter-item correlation spread is marginal. Table 4.26
shows the inter-item correlations for the cognitive complexity items.
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Table 4.26 Inter-item correlations

Items Cognitive Complexity 101 102 103 104 105

Pl_101 Cognitive complexity .681

Pl_102 Cognitive complexity .313 .700

Pl_103 Cognitive complexity .387 .453 .645

Pl_104 Cognitive complexity .389 .328 .452 .662

Pl_105 Cognitive complexity .306 .223 .348 .354 .708

Main diagonals are alpha values ifthe item were deleted.

Source: Group level study using the revised scale on public reflection

Most correlations exceed .3. Based on the observation that the scale is internally
consistent, and since removing any of the items does not improve Cronbach's alpha, we
decide to retain all items in the scale.

Scale usability
Earlier we discussed the validity of inferences drawn from private reflection scores. For
the scale on public reflection these same remarks are valid regarding questionnaire design,
the timing and order of testing. Nevertheless, validity related to both scales differs with
regard to level ofmeasurement.

As argued above, private reflection involves a trait measured at the level of the
individual student. Although the scale on public reflection is also distributed among
individual students, data aggregation is sought by calculating average group scores. This
means findings refer to both the individual as well as the group level. Thus, findings can
be generalized to learning contexts and group work situations in which participants have
similar tasks.

4.8 Conclusions
In this chapter we discussed validity and reliability issues concerning the private and
public reflection scales used in the pilot study; we also discussed the revised versions of
both scales. Based on validity and reliability assessments we found the private and public
reflection scales to be relevant for measuring the cognitive content of reflection.

In sum, the pilot study results show that the validity of the first scale on private
and public reflection could be improved. Checking for content-related validity revealed
that students recognized question emphasis, but experienced difficulties with the scales by

Swift and West (1998) and Schippers (2003) as adapted to the context of thesis circles.
Construct-related validity has been assessed on the basis of reliability estimates. The
results from factor analysis for the (pilot) private and public reflection scales, and the
scales by Swift and West (1998) and Schippers (2003) have been interpreted with caution
given the small sample size. Subsequently, items were selected for the revised
questionnaire on the basis of sufficient inter-item correlations. Criterion-related validity
was derived from correlations between private reflection and public reflection on one
hand and the Swift and West (1998) and Schippers (2003) scales on the other. High
positive correlations were found between public reflection items and those from
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Schippers' (2003) scale. Because of low inter-item correlations characterizing the Swift
and West (1998) and Schippers (2003) scales and some misunderstandings by students
revealed in the pre-test, we decided to replace the latter scales with Peltier's et al. (2005)
scale. In addition, four items on public reflection were reworked into the cognitive
complexity scale which was included in the revised questionnaire. Furthermore, this scale
on private and public reflection lacks internal consistency.  Part of this insufficient internal
consistency could be due to the small sample size in this study. Therefore items with high
alphas were retained in the revised version of the scale. Some final remarks involve
measurement instrument accuracy and relevance. Measurement accuracy recommends
measuring student perceptions after thesis completion. Nevertheless, accuracy is
hampered by the fact that the scale is a self-report measure. Scale relevance is confined to
the educational department from which the students come because item content specificity
limits generalization.

We improved the pilot study scales on private and public reflection by revising
them. After analyzing the scale on private reflection, validity is found satisfactory. To
realize appropriate content-related validity, items were based on interview data, items
were pre-tested and experts were invited to categorize the items according to the six
cognitive aspects identified in the interviews. Factor analysis was used to assess construct-
related validity. Analysis revealed that the data could be reduced to the three underlying
factors of logic, provocation of cognition, and heuristics. When testing the scales obtained
from previous studies, such as need for cognition, confirmatory factor analysis was
conducted. Drawing on absolute fit indices representing the data model as well as on
incremental fit indices indicating room for improvement for the theoretical model, we
confirmed model fit. Correlations between private reflection and Peltier's et al. (2005)
scales on (self-)refection and intensive reflection, and between need for cognition and
personality were calculated to check for criterion-related validity. The high positive
correlations found confirm those relationships predicted by our reflection theory and
previous studies on need for cognition and personality factors. Analysis further revealed a
lack of internal consistency. Based on the fact that removal of two items increased the
alpha and since sample size was rather low, all items were retained for further analysis.
Measurement accuracy is improved by measuring after thesis completion and before
grading. Though this excludes negative influences from stress and assessment by
supervisors, subjective influences from self-report measures could not be avoided. In a
similar vein scale relevance is limited to thesis supervision in university programs.

The last scale tested for validity and reliability concerns public reflection. As was
the case for the scale on private reflection, content-related validity for the public reflection
scale was optimized using interviews with students and experts. Factor analysis illustrated
construct-related validity. Here too three factors were found. in contrast to the factors
found for private reflection, the factors for public reflection include the three subfactors
locus-self, locus-peers, and locus-supervisors. In a similar vein, we found the scale on
cognitive complexity is represented by one factor. After controlling for multiple factor-
structures for the scales on need for cognition, conscientiousness, openness to experience,
coordination, communication, trust, task conflict and relationship conflict, student
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interaction and satisfaction with the group, we concluded that these scales met predicted
factor structure. Although model fit could still be improved, the scales satisfactorily
represent the concept they were designed to measure. Criterion-related validity, to
conclude, was examined by calculating correlations between public reflection and
Peltier's et al. (2005) scale on student interaction, between the group processes variables
coordination and communication, and the emergent state variables trust, task conflict and
relationship conflict, and between the aggregated values for group processes and emergent
states. Positive correlations were found between most of the variables, with the exception
of relationship conflict which was seen to correlate negatively with the other variables.
Furthermore, reliability analysis demonstrated sufficient internal consistency for public
reflection based on the corrected item-total correlations. Furthermore, the inter-item
correlations showed that the scale on cognitive complexity is internally consistent.
Measurement accuracy and relevance is similar to the scale on private reflection, since
both scales were distributed simultaneously. In addition, aggregated scores were
calculated assigning the same weight to the perceptions of each group member to arrive at
group values. Consequently, generalizations are confined to university programs working
with thesis groups for thesis supervision.

To conclude, confirmation was not found for all six cognitive aspects on
reflection. Nevertheless, private reflection and public reflection involve three cognitive
aspects of reflection. Private reflection consists of logic, provocation of cognition and
heuristics. Public reflection is characterized by the three subcomponents of locus of
cognition (role of peers, role of self, and role of supervisors) in discussion. Given the
validity and reliability estimates for both the initial scale and the revised scales on private
and public reflection, we argue that the latter scales appropriately measure the degree of
private and public reflection. Two empirical studies, presented in chapters 5 and 6, use
these scales to obtain data. Thus, we test antecedents and outcomes for private and public
reflection. To avoid confusing analysis levels, the first study centers on reflection at the
level of the individual whereas the second focuses on the group level.

4.9 Limitations
The last section of this chapter discusses the pitfalls of constructing scales on private and
public reflection. The first limitation is that the theory we presented in chapter 3 has not
been completely confirmed as four out of six aspects of reflection emerged from the data
while two did not appear. A related issue is that inter-item correlations indicating the
relationship between aspects (components) of reflection could be further improved.  In this
respect sample  size also plays  a role. Since sample  size was limited  to 178 respondents,
results from factor analysis must be interpreted with caution. This leaves us with the
decision to either revisit our theory or collect additional data on larger samples in the
future. To improve scale development future adaptations should take the aspects level of

cognition and epistemology into account. When adding these items, however, existing
scales on, for instance, intelligence and critical thinking should be used to assess
concurrent validity. In this case correlations above .6 indicate a mixing up of concepts.
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Second, scale development is limited by common rater effects due to method
bias. Method biases refer to variance related to measurement method (Podsakoff et al.
2003). Examples are response biases such as social desirability, response sets, leniency
effects, fatigue and consistency. Some variance is related to simultaneous measurement of
predictor and outcome variables, as well as the use of self-report scales. Since traits are
not always expressed and since our respondents could only be contacted once, some
covariance between personality traits and private reflection is allowed. Another issue here
is memory bias, since we asked respondents to recall past thinking behavior which took
place between a week and eight months earlier (in an exceptional case even longer). By
ensuring anonymity and additionally collecting data such as grades and group
performance from supervisors, we sought to provide a double check for variables such as
cognitive complexity, coordination, communication, and group cognitive complexity.

A final limitation involves item effects caused by respondents' interpretations.
Influences include item order, item relatedness, item positioning, item ambiguity, item
confidentiality, item tone of voice, and scale length. We tried to guide interpretation by
referring to a learning context known to all respondents and by splitting up the
questionnaire into an individual and a group part. Nevertheless, we think scale length
could still  have  had a severe impact on response rates since we included scales  on   13
variables. We tried to reduce exhaustion effects by providing both a print as well as a
web-based version ofthe questionnaire for respondents. We also sent an email reminder to
increase response levels. Related to item effects are scale formats and scale anchors.
Podsakoff et al. wrote about this: "although it may be argued that the use of similar scale
formats and anchors makes it easier for the respondent to complete the questionnaire
because it provides a standardized format and therefore requires less cognitive processing,
this may also increase the possibility that some of the covariation observed between the
constructs examined may be the result of the consistency in the scale properties rather
than the content of the items" (2003: 884). Given the length of the questionnaire we  used
five-point scale formats for all variables, with one exception where the respondents had to
grade the complexity of their thesis. The argument by Podsakoff et al. (2003) holds, but
has been considered  in the view of scale length. To make completion of the questionnaire
more convenient, similar five-point scale formats have been used. Nevertheless a mix of
five-point formats was used and some items were worded negatively to maintain attention.
The empirical studies discussed in chapters 5 and 6 take into account these limitations
regarding the (revised) scales on private reflection, public reflection and cognitive
complexity.
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5 PRIVATE REFLECTION: A MULTIFACETED TOOL FOR DEALING WITH COGNITIVE
CHALLENGES

5.1 Introduction
The qualitative study in chapter 3 explored the meaning of reflection in terms of cognition
content. As described in chapter 4, this study put forward six cognitive aspects on
reflection, which have been used to develop a measurement instrument for reflection. The
explanatory study in this chapter elaborates on reflection at the individual level. By
focusing on personality traits and cognition, this study aims to identify antecedents and
outcomes of private reflection.

Private reflection refers to effortful private thinking and has been defined as
questioning the coherence of argumentation in silence. The term 'private' focuses on the
individual level. Since reflection is perceived to occur over time, reflection in silence does
not exclude subsequent shared reflection in a discussion. Private reflection can take place
while participating in a meeting. In this case, the person who is reflecting in private does
not express his/her questions regarding argumentation. Furthermore, private reflection can
be induced externally, that is by listening to others participating in a discussion. When
questioning of the argument at hand is induced by the reflecting person him- or herself,
this is called internal inducement. In chapters 3 and 4 we discussed reflection as a trait, by
considering it as cognitive behavior innate though not expressed any place or any time. To
explain reflection conceptualized as a trait, this study examines which individual traits
influence private reflection and the extent to which private reflection has cognitive and
affective  outcomes.

This chapter further describes the conceptual background of private reflection.
The following sections address hypotheses and methods of analysis. Furthermore the
results are presented and complemented with the results from an additional analysis. The
subsequent section discusses the effects found and those not found. The chapter closes
with some primary conclusions and limitations of this study.

5.2 Conceptual model
Private reflection involves a tendency in cognitive processing which is illustrated by
means of questioning the coherence of argumentation in silence. Previously we
emphasized that private reflection occurs in silence, that is in absence of discussion with
other persons. In general, reflection involves questioning the coherence of argumentation
by distinguishing subjective realities, such as personal assumptions from objective
realities, such as empirically demonstrated facts. This implies that reflection maps
cognition content and reveals how cognition has been developed. Understanding the
procedural origins of one's own cognition is called metacognition (Flavell 1967; Von
Wright 1992; Metcalfe and Shimamura 1994; Schraw and Moshman 1995; Hinsz  2004).
Based on its experimental nature, e.g., checking assumptions by drawing on empirical
facts, Millar and Tesser (1986) argue that reflection helps an individual adopt multiple
frames of reference. Reflection identifies personal pathways to cognition. By means of
questioning, different pathways for cognition are illuminated. In other words, reflection
facilitates looking at a problem from different angles.
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In the exploratory study (see chapter 3) we found three different approaches on
reflection. One of the approaches, the trait approach, holds that people vary in how and
the degree to which they question the coherence of argumentation. Given provocation of
cognition (e.g., intellectual tasks or new experiences), questioning occurs in silence
(private) or is shared with others (public).In addition, people are motivated to work on
their cognition by particular provocations. This motivation is represented by personality
traits related to cognition, which direct the exploration of boundaries of knowledge. The
latter occurs through questioning the coherence of argumentation in silence, that is, in
private reflection. This means private reflection is effectuated by these traits. This
effectuation helps to extend current cognition and self-actualization. In other words,
particular personalities tend to question argumentation more often and more extensively,
thus producing particular cognitive outcomes. The trait model is illustrated by the creative
or innovative practice of artists, painters, photographers, composers, architects and
designers. Previous studies (e.g., Kirton 1976; Kirton 1994; Csikszentmihalyi   1996;
Barrett 1998; Barrett 2000) examined the practice of creativity. They found  that  by
questioning ordinary life and being sensitive to the extraordinary in the ordinary, creative
or innovative people continuously exceed their own boundaries of knowledge and that of
their public or principals. These boundaries of knowledge, together with for instance
beliefs, indicate the frame of reference  in use.  When a frame of reference is changed, the
object or problem that is made sense of is redefined (Boland et al. 2001). Using another
frame of reference to make sense of something is considered 'out of the box thinking'
(Weick 2004). Exceeding current frames of reference produces unique designs and
applications (e.g., Csikszentmihalyi    1996;    Muller   et   al.    2005)    or   increased   self-
actualization (e.g., Harris 2004; Runco 2004).

Figure 5.1 depicts the hypothesized relationships between personality traits  and
private reflection, and between private reflection and cognitive and affective outcomes.
The mediation effect of private reflection on the relationships between personality traits
and cognitive and affective outcomes is denoted as the trait approach on reflection.

Figure 5.1 Trait model ofrejlection
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An objective in this study is to examine whether reflection is a trait or not.
Personality traits refer to "the set of characteristics of a person or of people that account
for consistent patterns of response to situations" (Pervin  1980 in Murphy and Davidshofer
1998: 40). Personality traits describe individual differences in human nature that are found
across cultures (McCrae and Costa Jr 1997). Traits are personal characteristics, but do not
show up any time. Moreover, persons show multiple traits. We therefore assume that traits
could be related to one another. Several studies on personality demonstrate trait

 
relatedness, for instance the  'big five' factors in personality (Costa Jr and McCrae  1995;
Saucier and Goldberg 2002; Duff et al. 2004; Grant and Langan-Fox 2006). In addition to
the five-factor structure underlying personality, relationships have been found between
factor elements derived from alternative personality measures, such as intellect and
reflection (Goldberg et al. 2006). This provides an argument to test for reflection
conceptualized as a trait.

As a tendency in cognitive processing, reflection aims to distinguish between

subjective and objective realities. Furthermore, it stimulates exploring and possibly
exceeding one's own frame of reference. Taking the demonstration of these qualities into
account suggests other traits may influence private reflection. A review by De Raad and
Schouwenburg (1996) suggests that the personality factors 'openness to experience',
'conscientiousness' and 'extraversion' are particularly relevant for educational contexts.
The argument is that openness to experience, conscientiousness and extraversion

explicitly refer to cognition, in contrast to neuroticism and agreeableness, which refer to
feelings. In the previous, exploratory study on reflection we found that the need for
cognition is an antecedent of reflection. The argument is that those who claim to enjoy
effortful thinking are likely to satisfy their curiosity. This curiosity represents an inner
motivation to strive for cognitive achievement and self-satisfaction (Levine et al. 1993,
Cacioppo et al. 1996). Since the latter represent behavior which is not provoked by
instincts or needs (White   1959 in Cacioppo  1996  et  al.), but rather has cognitive origins,
need for cognition is considered a cognitive motivation. Second, we expect a relationship
between openness to experience and private reflection. This is based on the assumption
that those who explore their own frame of reference are able to take distance because they
are open to new experiences. In a similar vein, we assume that those who distinguish
between subjective and objective observations do this accurately since otherwise the
distinction would be in vain. This accuracy in sensemaking indicates the involvement of
conscientiousness. Furthermore, we expect need for cognition, openness to experience and
conscientiousness to correlate with one another based on previous studies (e.g., Berzonsky
and  Sullivan 1992; Sadowski and Cogburn 1997; Parkinson and Taggar 2006).  For this
reason these traits are allowed to covariate in our model.

In the previous, exploratory study (chapter 3) we found a cognitive outcome of
reflection. This outcome has been termed cognitive complexity. Cognitive complexity
demonstrates the use of multiple frames of reference. We hypothesized that reflection or
questioning the coherence of argumentation with the aim of distinguishing between

subjective and objective realities and exceeding one's own frame of reference, may
stimulate the use of multiple frames of reference. Apart from a cognitive outcome, the
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previous study also revealed an affective outcome. When explaining how they explored
the boundaries of their own cognition, respondents in the exploratory study recalled
feelings of uncertainty and being challenged. In other words, private reflection on work-
related matters simultaneously creates consciousness. For this reason, we argue that
private reflection may influence (private) self-consciousness.

Furthermore, we argue that the aforementioned direct effects could hold
simultaneously. This assumes a (partial) mediation effect for private reflection. This
mediation effect is based on the argument that private reflection is about illuminating
cognition content. As a certain type of cognitive processing, thus, private reflection
explains how a personality trait produces cognitive or affective outcomes. In other words,
if an individual does not reflect, cognitive traits such as need for cognition, openness to
experience and conscientiousness do not materialize in particular cognition effects.
Private reflection, seen as questioning the coherence of argumentation, provides the
opportunity to transform cognitive intentions and routines into complex cognition and
awareness.

5.3 Hypotheses
The relationships depicted in figure    5.1    will be further explained. First, the predictor
variables are introduced, followed by the hypotheses based on them. Hypotheses 1 to 3
consider private reflection as an outcome variable. Hypotheses 4 and 5 assume private
reflection to be a predictor. Hypothesis 6 integrates both roles of private reflection by
testing for the mediation effect ofprivate reflection.

Need for  cognition
Cacioppo and Petty describe the need for cognition as "stable individual difference in
people's tendency to engage in and enjoy effortful cognitive activity" (Cacioppo and Petty
1982, Cacioppo et al. 1986 in Cacioppo et al. 1996: 198). As implied by the composition
of terms, need for cognition indicates a variation in both motivation for and efforts in
cognitive processing among human beings (Sadowski and Cogburn 1997). Given  that
students' ruminations are related to their thesis, which is a final examination, they are
considered as effortful cognitive activities. Individuals display different levels of interest
in effortful cognitive processing: "Individuals high in need for cognition were proposed to
naturally tend to seek, acquire, think about, and reflect back on information to make sense
of stimuli, relationships and events in their world. Individuals low in need for cognition,
in contrast, were characterized as more likely to rely on others (e.g., celebrities and
experts), cognitive heuristics, or social comparison processes to provide this structure."
(Cacioppo et al. 1996: 198-199). Differences in the need for cognition indicate variance in
the nature of cognition, logic and problem solving strategies (Cacioppo et al. 1996;
Coutinho et al. 2005). Because the need for cognition represents the enjoyment of
cognitive activity, high need for cognition is considered an antecedent for intense
cognitive processing (Leone and Dalton 1988; Sadowski and GulgOz   1996). In other
words, intrinsic cognitive needs are fulfilled with more cognitive effort. The argument
here is that those who enjoy effortful thinking use deep and comprehensive learning
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strategies to acquire better understanding (Coutinho 2006). Based on this we postulate that
reflection, or questioning the coherence of argumentation, represents a way of learning
used by people who engage in effortful cognitive activity. In other words, questioning the
coherence of argumentation demonstrates actual effort in cognitive processing taken by
those intrinsically motivated to think. Therefore, we hypothesize:

HI Need for cognition has a positive impact on private reflection.

Openness to experience
Openness to experience is considered one of the five universal personality traits, together
with neuroticism, conscientiousness, extraversion and agreeableness (McCrae and Costa
Jr 1997). Openness to experience describes a person's intellectual curiosity, imagination
and a wide range of interests (Mount et al. 1998; Harris 2004). As a personality trait it
indicates the tendency toward emotional and intellectual exploration (McCrae and Costa
1985, 1997). In exploring the boundaries of current cognition, open-minded people seek
hiatus in their current cognition (Harris 2004). In other words, the boundaries of current
cognitive representations, also called frames of reference (Tindale et al. 1993), are
explored to determine their limit. This process of exploration is referred to as discovering
(Daft and Weick 1984) or double-loop learning (Argyris et al. 1985; Argyris and Schun
1996;    Argyris 1999). Argyris describes double-loop leamingl, as questioning   and
challenging standards before redirection takes place (1999: 68). This type of learning
includes casting doubt on a current frame of reference and introducing an alternative one.
Those open to experience are likely to demonstrate double-loop learning (Duff et at.
2004). They push the boundaries of their current frame of reference in order to increase
current cognition (Marton and Saljo 1976). The exploration of boundaries involves
questioning and taking distance from the current frame of reference (Gavelek and Raphael
1985;  Kuhn  and  Lao   1998). This cognitive practice is nicely illustrated (though  with
regard to less complicated topics) by infants who keep asking 'why?'. Curiosity and a
wide  range of interests provoke questioning  (Kuhn  and  Lao   1998). Thus, based  on  the
imagination involved, openness to experience is considered an antecedent for intense
cognitive processing. Curious and open-minded people use intense cognitive processing
as a way of learning to satisfy their cognitive needs (Moutafi et al. 2006). Thus, we
hypothesize:

H2 Openness to experience positively influences private reflection.

29  In contrast to double-loop learning, single-loop learning means defining both the initial and the desired
situation in terms of the initial frame of reference (Argyris et al. 1985, Argyris and Schon 1996, Argyris  1999).
When deviations are detected, based on the current frame of reference, redirection produces the desired situation.
(See also chapter 3).
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Conscientiousness
Conscientiousness refers to a personality trait indicating precision in achievements and
accuracy in social relationships (Mount et al. 1998; Roberts et al. 2005). Based on the
cognitive need to be in control, which underlies conscientiousness (Roberts et al. 2005), it
is considered an antecedent for intense cognitive processing. This means that
conscientious people display intense cognitive processing as a means to reduce cognitive
gaps and uncertainty (Moutafi et al. 2004; Moutafi et al. 2006). This is based on the
observation that questioning the coherence of argumentation provides a tool for
achievement and responsibility. Thus, we formulate our hypothesis as follows:

H3 Conscientiousness has a positive impact on private reflection.

Cognitive complexity
Cognitive complexity represents the outcome of differentiating and integrating multiple
perspectives in cognitive processing (Suedfeld et al. 1992; Cur$eu and Rus 2005). To
arrive at a complex cognitive outcome, cognitive processing should involve making
"distinctions and comparisons among attributes and perceived dynamic relationships and
complex connections between attributes" (Woike and Aronoff 1992:  98). Thus, cognitive
processing is defined in terms of the complexity of relations that underlie the problem or
issue at hand (Andrews and Halford 2002). Some studies indicate that solving ill-
structured problems requires more intense cognitive processing than well-structured
problems (e.g., Kitchener 1983; Woike and Aronoff 1992). The reason  for this  is  that
problem complexity often does not allow one to draw on problem solving routines (Smith
1988), such as conceptual chunking (simplification of relationships involved) or
segmentation. These routines do not reduce complexity in case of interactions between
relationships that characterize the problem or task at hand (Andrews and Halford 2002).
Problems are often considered complex or ill-structured because they touch upon the
boundaries of current frames of reference. Given the uncertainties and lack of problem
solving routines that surround ill-structured problems, Smith (1988) sees a special role for
reflection. Since reflection involves signaling and pushing the boundaries of knowledge,
this type of cognitive processing produces a cognitively complex outcome, which
incorporates multiple frames of reference. Thus, we hypothesize:

H4 Private reflection positively influences cognitive complexity.

Private self-consciousness
Private self-consciousness involves the tendency to direct attention inward or outward
(Fenigstein  et  al. 1975; Fenigstein 1979). Public self-consciousness indicates a person's
image (that is, in the eyes of others) based on his/her sense of identity (through their own
eyes). Private self-consciousness has been defined as a sense of identity or introspective
account: "consciousness of one's inner feelings, thoughts, and physical sensations"
(Trapnell and Campbell 1999: 284). Focusing on mental states and processing, awareness
is a state (Fenigstein et al. 1975), which is seen to include both externally and internally
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oriented subjects, e.g., actions, perceptions, beliefs, and emotions. Being central to
emotion, feelings and imagination activates parts of the brain such as the precuneus,

angular gyrus, and anterior cingulated (Niebauer 2004; Travis et al. 2004; Eisenberger et
al. 2005). Taking place in specific parts of the brain, developing awareness reveals both
internal and external points of reference in cognitive processing (Trapnell and Campbell
1999; Travis et al. 2004). Based on a distinction between positive or voluntary and a
negative or determinist affectivity, private self-consciousness has been divided into the
factors of self-reflectiveness and internal state awareness (Trapnell and Campbell 1999)
Being induced by either uncertainty or curiosity (Gurnakova 2004) people self-examine in
order to recognize thoughts, motives and defenses (Fenigstein et al. 1975). To address
unconscious thoughts, self-examination requires questioning. This means self-
consciousness has been referred to as an outcome (Silvia et al. 2005). For this reason, we
hypothesize:

H5 Private reflection has a positive impact on (private) self-consciousness.

Covariation and mediation
Private reflection illuminates cognition content by means of questioning the coherence of
argumentation. Since private reflection is considered a trait in this study, this personality
trait does not operate in isolation. Previous studies have already indicated relationships
between need for cognition and openness to experience (e.g., Berzonsky and Sullivan
1992;  Sadowski and Cogburn 1997), between  need for cognition and conscientiousness

(e.g.,  Sadowski and Cogburn   1997), and between openness to experience and (private)
self-consciousness (e.g., Trapnell and Campbell 1999). For this reason, traits like need for
cognition, openness to experience, and conscientious were allowed to covariate in the
model.

Although relationships with other personality traits can be explained, private
reflection is not displayed at all times. For this reason we expect a mediating influence by
private reflection, which depends on the outspokenness of these particular personality
traits. More specifically, we expect private reflection to mediate the relationship between
need for cognition, openness to experience and conscientiousness on the one hand and
cognitive complexity on the other. Need for cognition, openness to experience and
conscientiousness are expected to increase the likelihood of private reflection. This is
based on the argument that reflection here serves as a tool for thinking to arrive at
complex solutions. Thus, private reflection transforms cognitive intentions and routines
into complex cognition and awareness. Studies by Leone and Dalton (1988) and Coutinho
et al. (2005) already indicate that the relationship between the need for cognition and
cognitive performance is mediated by efforts displayed in cognitive processing. More
specifically, we argue (1) that need for cognition stimulates the act of questioning, (2) that
openness to experience helps to identify one's own frame of reference and to relate it to
other frames of reference,  and (3) that conscientiousness influences the  act of demarcating
subjective and objective observations. As a tool for thinking, private reflection builds on
these tendencies to question, identify and demarcate. For this reason we argue that
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cognitive complexity is positively influenced by personality traits such as need for
cognition, openness to experience, and conscientiousness. Since these traits stimulate
thinking they are expected to increase current cognition. Thus, private reflection
positively influences cognitive complexity.

In addition, we expect private reflection to mediate the relationship between need
for cognition, openness to experience and conscientiousness on the one hand and (private)
self-consciousness on the other. Studies by Mueller and Grove (1991) and Petty and Jarvis
(1996) already found a direct positive relationship between need for cognition and
(private) self-consciousness. They also found indications of the existence of an indirect
effect between both variables. Here, private reflection serves as a tool for categorizing
inner feelings which results in increased self-knowledge. The personality trait of openness
to experience is displayed by the act of exploration. As such it stimulates experiencing
and categorization of own feelings. Here, reflection resembles the act of comparison,
which helps to make sense of personal feelings. Furthermore, we expect an indirect effect
between conscientiousness and (private) self-consciousness based on the accurateness
needed to acquire valid self-knowledge. If the self-image is based on inaccurate efforts at
introspection, biases such as under- or overestimation are likely. This means to have
impact conscientiousness is not confined to intentions, but needs to be demonstrated in
corresponding behavior (Conard 2006). Thus we expect that private reflection positively
influences (private) self-consciousness when information about oneself is collected
accurately, honestly and frequently. For this reason, we hypothesize:

H6 Private reflection mediates the relationship between need for cognition, openness to
experience, and conscientiousness on one hand and cognitive complexity and (private)
self-consciousness on the other.

5.4 Methods
To observe individual reflection we constructed a scale on private reflection. The original
45-item scale has been tested in a pilot study and, as a result of this, has been revised into
a 9-item scale. As part of a questionnaire about the process of writing a final project or
thesis, the scale was distributed among university students. The first part of the
questionnaire concerns the individual process of thinking while working on the thesis.  The
second part refers to the thesis circle meetings, in which one's own and the work of others
is discussed. (See chapter 4 for more details about questionnaire development). In addition
to the twelve items on private reflection, the questionnaire includes eighteen items on
need for cognition (Cacioppo et al. 1984; Cacioppo et al. 1996), eleven items on openness
to experience, twelve items on conscientiousness, and nine items on extraversion
(personality scale Costa Jr and McCrae 1995; McCrae and Costa Jr 2004; McCrae et al.
2005), five items on cognitive complexity (Cuqeu 2003) and ten items on (private) self-
consciousness (Fenigstein et al. 1975; Fenigstein 1979; Ben-Artzi 2003). Items have been
measured on a five-point scale including scale categories such as 'completely disagree' to
'completely agree' and 'never' to 'always'. An exception is one item on cognitive
complexity which is graded on a ten-point scale.
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Sample
The sample includes Dutch university students (Bachelor and Master students), who made
use of thesis groups also called thesis circles. A thesis circle consists of a number of
students and one or more supervisors who share supervision responsibility. Students are
guided in their thesis writing process, although writing the thesis itself is done outside the
thesis circle. Thesis circles include maximum ten students. The supervisors monitor
processes and progress in the background and often participate in circle meetings'°. Circle
meetings take place once every three or four weeks on average. Survey participants are
from two universities: Tilburg University (departments of Organization Studies, Human
Resource Studies, Leisure Studies, and Organization & Strategy) and Utrecht University
(departments of Theology and Pedagogy). Students discuss their work in thesis group or
thesis circle meetings. Participation in thesis groups means students receive feedback from
both supervisors and peer students. The thesis groups consist of students who signed up
for a specific thesis topic.

Control variables
To isolate the influences of gender, thesis type and duration on private reflection, these
variables are controlled for. Gender may reveal differences in all variables. Since we have
no clear expectations on this variable, gender, together with age, describes the sample of
respondents. Age is difficult to control for since students represent a young population and
the sample generally includes students aged between 20 and 28. As higher education
intends to prepare students to develop a critical mind, students may develop and enhance
critical thinking skills through experience and over time. Nevertheless, we argue that there
could be a ceiling effect; after the nominal time set for finishing the thesis, which is
between six and eight months, we do not expect displays of private reflection to increase
thereafter, but instead to remain stable. In other words, thesis completion after eight
months may not increase the degree of private reflection. Hence, thesis duration may
influence the degree of private reflection up to eight months, or the time set for writing the
thesis.

5.5 Results
From the population  of 585 Dutch university students graduating in thesis groups  178
students from two universities and six departments responded. This resulted in a response
rate of 30.43 percent. The sample is considered representative on personal characteristics
(e.g., age, gender and previous education) for the Dutch student population described by
the student monitor 2004 (Dutch Ministry of Education, Culture and Science).

30  In one university program supervisors did not participate in the thesis group meetings. Here, students
received individual feedback from their supervisors, and in addition met with peer students to provide and
receive feedback.
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Some descriptive statistics are provided in table   5.1. This table presents   the
correlation matrix with all the variables in this study (n = 145 after listwise deletion). The
table also includes means, standard deviations, and alphas (if the item was deleted) for
scaled variables.

Table 5.1 Descriptives and intercorrelations

Mean SD  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
1 Gender 1.660 .474

2 Thesis 2.220 .689 .186*

type
3 Thesis 7.020 3.097 -.006 -.220**
duration

4 Private 3.363 .451 .097 .076 .110 622
renection

5 Need for 3.619 .470 -.102 -.016 .049 .367** .616

cognition
6 Openness 3.497 .486 -.109 .054 .176* .404** .443** .633

to Exp.
7 Conscien- 3.557 .477 .201* .255** -.094 .089 .281** -.002 .697

tiousness

8 Cognitive 3.900 .746 .152 .318** .080 .419** .325** .313** .315** .645

Complex.
9 SeIf- 3.506 .439 .094 .030 .107 .315** .275** .072 .387** .191* .664

consciousn.
**  Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). * Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
Main diagonals are coefficient alphas for scaled variables.
Gender: 1 = male, 2 - female, Thesis type: 1 = Doctoral student, 2 = Bachelor student, 3 = Master student,
Thesis duration: in months

Source: Individual level study on private reflection

Table 5.1 shows several high positive correlations. First, type of thesis is seen to correlate
positively with cognitive complexity. This makes sense since requirements for a Master
thesis are higher than for a Bachelor thesis. Second, correlation coefficients demonstrate
that increasing degrees of private reflection correspond with an increasing need for
cognition, openness to experience, cognitive complexity and (private) self-consciousness.
Furthermore, need for cognition correlates positively with openness to experience as well
as with cognitive complexity, openness to experience influences cognitive complexity in a
positive way, and both cognitive complexity and (private) self-consciousness are
positively effected by conscientiousness.

Another observation from the table is that alphas if item deleted have low values.
One reason for the relative low internal consistency could be that the psychological
constructs have been measured with a rating scale (see chapter 4 for more details about
internal consistency reliability). Cronbach's alpha is satisfactory since for rating scales a
reliability estimate around .7 is considered appropriate (Murphy and Davidshofer  1998).
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Hypotheses  1,  2 and 3
To test the relationships between need for cognition and private reflection,
conscientiousness and private reflection, and openness to experience and private reflection
we performed a hierarchical regression analysis. The control variables gender, thesis type
and thesis duration were addressed in step  1  of the regression equation. Step 2 includes
need for cognition. In subsequent steps conscientiousness and openness to experience
were entered into the regression equation. The predictors have been entered separately to
reveal whether any one of the cognitive traits alone"  is more prominent than others. Since
previous studies did not measure reflection content-wise, the predictors have not been
considered and tested as antecedents. Table 5.2 presents standardized regression
coefficients, (adjusted) R square and F (change) values.

Table 5.2 Hierarchical regression analysis predicting private reflection
Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4

Gender .084 .109 .133 .136

Thesis type .084 .090 .064 .067

Thesis duration .114 .086 .034 .034

Need for cognition .373*** .247** .253**

Openness to exp. .289*** .287***

Conscientiousness -.015
F 1.289 7.007 8.451 7.001

F change 1.289 23.837*** 11.833*** 0.340

W .026 .163 .227 .227

Adj. R' .006 .140 .200 .195

n = 150,***p <.001, **p <.01, *p <.05

Table 5.2 illustrates that standardized regression coefficients are significant  for  need  for
cognition and openness to experience. The difference between R square values indicates
whether an increase is significant taking into account both sample size and number of
variables in the model. The R square differences indicate that an additional 13.70 percent
of the variability in private reflection is accounted for by model 2, including need for
cognition, whereas an additional 6.40 percent is explained by model 3, including openness
to experience. Another indication for model fit is to test for heteroskedasticity. To test
whether residuals at each level of the predictor have unequal variances we plotted the
Studentized Residual against the standardized predicted values of private reflection based
on the model (Field  2005). The absence of a funnel  in the plot indicates homoskedasticity.

31 Two of the traits are part of the 'big five' personality traits (openness to experience and conscientiousness).
Nevertheless. a similar correlation could be found with need for cognition, since all traits refer to cognition. For
this reason, need for cognition could relate more with openness to experience or conscientiousness, than the
latter variables do with each other.
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Since the F ratio values exceed the maximum values expected by chance alone (Fcv =
1.24, p =.05; Fe. =  1.35, p = .01) model predictors contribute to the prediction of private
reflection. Multicollinearity is not present between the predictors. Table 5.3 demonstrates
that tolerance values  are not below  . 10. Furthermore, VIF values  do not equal or exceed
10.

Table 5.3 Multicollinearity statistics

Variables Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4
Tolerance Gender .968 .964 .955 .920

Thesis type .919 .918 .909 .850

Thesis duration .945 .940 .904 .903

Need for cognition .989 .794 .697

Openness to exp. .761 .742

Conscientiousness .790

VIF Gender 1.034 1.038 1.047 1.087

Thesis type 1.089 1.089 1.100 1.177

Thesis duration 1.058 1.064 1.106 1.108

Need for cognition 1.011 1.259 1.436

Openness to exp. 1.315 1.348

Conscientiousness 1.267

The results provide support for hypotheses 1 and 2, arguing that need for cognition and
openness to experience stimulate private reflection. More specifically, the amounts of
additional variance explained by need for cognition alone, and for need for cognition and
openness,  were  13.80  and 6.40 percent respectively. Both relationships were significant
after controlling for gender, thesis type and thesis duration. This means that the higher a
person's need for cognition and the more open a person is to experience, the higher the
degree of private reflection. In contrast, the degree of private reflection did not
significantly relate to conscientiousness. The additional variance explained was nil.
Therefore, hypothesis 3, which predicts that conscientiousness positively influences
private reflection, has not been confirmed.

Hypotheses 4 and 5
To test the relationships between private reflection and cognitive complexity, and, private
reflection and (private) self-consciousness, two hierarchical regression analyses have been
performed. The control variables gender, thesis type and thesis duration were entered also
to double check whether any of these variables could solely explain a change in cognitive
complexity or (private) self-consciousness. First we will address hypothesis 4, which
predicts the positive influence of private reflection on  cognitive complexity.  Step  1  in the
regression equation includes the control variables, whereas step 2 includes private
reflection. Table 5.4 shows the standardized regression coefficients, squared correlations
and F values.
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Table 5.4 Hierarchical regression analysis predicting cognitive complexity
Modell Model 2

Gender .099 .076

Thesis type .315*** .285***

Thesis duration 172* .119

Private reflection .370***

F 7.584 13.677
F change 7.584*** 28.040***
R2 .127 .260

Adj. R  .110 .241

n =161,***p<.001,**p<.01,*p<.05

Table 5.4 demonstrates that the control variables thesis type and thesis duration, as well as
private reflection significantly contribute to model prediction. This means that thesis type
and thesis duration could increase the effect of private reflection on cognitive complexity.
Based on the difference between R square values, indicating that an additional 13.30
percent of the variability in cognitive complexity is explained by private reflection, model
2 provides the most accurate prediction. Plotting the Studentized Residual against the
standardized predicted values of cognitive complexity demonstrates homoskedasticity.
Furthermore, F values exceed the maximum values expected by chance alone (Fev =  1.24,
p = .05; Fcv = 1.35, p = .01), which implies that the model predictors contribute more to
the prediction of cognitive complexity than would be expected from the means. In
addition, tolerance and VIF values indicate that the predictors are not characterized by
multicollinearity. Table 5.5 illustrates that tolerance values are above .10. and VIF values
are below  10.

Table 5.5 Multicollinearity statistics

Variables  lodel l Model 2
Tolerance Gender .956 .953

Thesis type .908 .902

Thesis duration .948 .929

Private reflection .973

VIF Gender 1.046 1.050

Thesis type 1.102 1.108

Thesis duration 1.055 1.077
Private reflection 1.028

From these two tables we conclude that hypothesis 4 is confirmed. After controlling for
spurious factors we found that both type of thesis and thesis duration positively influence
cognitive complexity. For this reason, part of the influence of private reflection on
cognitive complexity is due to thesis type. In other words, thesis type as well as private
reflection stimulate cognitive complexity in a similar vein. This could be explained by the
fact that private reflection does not occur in all circumstances.
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Apart from examining whether or not private reflection results in a cognitive
outcome, subsequently, we tested whether or not it relates to an affective outcome.
Hypothesis 5 states that private reflection will have a positive influence on (private) self-
consciousness. In this case, again step 1  of the regression analysis includes the control
variables gender, thesis type and thesis duration, whereas in step 2 private reflection has
been entered. Table 5.6 shows the standardized regression coefficients,

(adjusted) R      I
square and F (change) values.

Table 5.6 Hierarchical regression analysis predicting (private) self-consciousness

Modell Model 2

Gender .087 .067

Thesis type .025 .003

Thesis duration .101 .063

Private reflection .248**

F .973 3.360

F change .973 10.353**

Ri .018 077

Adj. W -001 .054

n = 165,***p <.001,** p <.01, *p <.05

Table 5.6 shows  that only private reflection significantly contributes  to the prediction  of
(private) self-consciousness. The difference in R square values demonstrates that model 2
has   the best model   fit. An additional 5.90 percent   of the variability in (private)   self-
consciousness is explained by private reflection. The plot depicting the Studentized
Residual against the standardized predicted values of (private) self-consciousness
illustrates the absence of heteroskedasticity. Nevertheless,  the F value of model 2 is lower
than the maximum value of (private) self-consciousness that would have been expected by
chance alone, which implies that private reflection does not necessarily provide a better
prediction of (private) self-consciousness than do mean values. There is no indication for
multicollinearity between the predictors. Table 5.7 demonstrates tolerance values above
.10, and VIF values below 10.

Table 5.7 Multicollinearity statistics

Variables Model 1  lodel 2
Tolerance Gender .964 .958

Thesis type .894 .887

Thesis duration .924 .904

Private reflection .967

VIF Gender 1.038 1.044

Thesis type 1.119 1.127

Thesis duration 1.082 1.106

Private reflection 1.034
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The   R square coefficient   in   table 5.6 demonstrates the relative small contribution   of
private reflection to predicting (private) self-consciousness. Furthermore, the F value of
model 2 did not improve the prediction of (private) self-consciousness compared with the
mean. The standardized regression coefficient is significant, however. For this reason we
decided to do some additional analysis on the relationship between private reflection and
(private) self-consciousness, analysis that also considers the role of the other dependent
variable, cognitive complexity (see additional analysis, section 5.6).

In sum, we found significant differences between the groups on both cognitive
complexity and (private) self-consciousness. Therefore, we conclude that hypotheses 4
and 5 are confirmed: the degree of private reflection does have a significant, positive
effect on cognitive complexity and (private) self-consciousness.

Hypothesis 6
Path  analysis  has been performed  to  test  for the mediation effect of private reflection  on
cognitive complexity and (private) self-consciousness. Sample   size   is 178. Model   1
represents hypothesis 6. This model emphasizes a mediation effect of private reflection
and excludes all the direct effects of personality traits on cognitive complexity and
(private) self-consciousness. In model 2 partial mediation is hypothesized. This model
includes all the direct effects on cognitive complexity and (private) self-consciousness.
Figure 5.2 depicts the standardized direct regression effects of personality traits on private
reflection on the one hand and the direct effects of private reflection on cognitive
complexity and (private) self-consciousness   on the other hand. Figure 5.3 presents   the
direct effects of personality traits on private reflection, on cognitive complexity and on
(private) self-consciousness. Additionally, the indirect effects of personality traits on
cognitive complexity and (private) self-consciousness are shown.

Figure 5.2 Path model 1

Need for cognition Err C >16
Cognitive complexity

i

42                                                              -16                                                                               W
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Figure 5.3 Path model 2
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Path   model    1 in figure 5.2 demonstrates that private reflection largely effects cognitive
complexity with a standardized direct regression effect of .403 and (private) self-
consciousness with a standardized effect of .256. In addition, the model illustrates that
private reflection is mostly influenced by need for cognition with a standardized direct
effect of.264 and by openness to experience with a standardized direct effect of.242.

Path model 2 shows that openness to experience has the greatest influence. This
influence consists of (1) a standardized total effect of .335 (direct B = .307, indirect B =
.028) on (private) self-consciousness, (2) a standardized total effect of .239 on private
reflection (direct B = .239, indirect B = 0), and (3) a standardized total effect of.233 on
cognitive complexity (direct B = .164, indirect B = .069). Need for cognition has a
standardized total effect of .262 on private reflection (direct B = .262, indirect B = 0).
Furthermore, cognitive complexity is influenced by private reflection (total B = .289,
direct B = .289, indirect B = 0), and by conscientiousness (total B = .271, direct B = .256,
indirect B = .015). Since we found hardly any effect of private reflection on (private) self-
consciousness, we tested whether the relationship could be reversed. We found a
standardized effect of.113 (direct B = .113, indirect B = .000) and, thus, conclude that the
relationship between private reflection and (private) self-consciousness could be bi-
directional. The latter will be elaborated on in the discussion.

Table 5.8 presents the parameters for model fit. Model 1 represents hypothesis 6.
This model includes full mediation in which need for cognition, openness to experience
and conscientiousness impact cognitive complexity and (private) self-consciousness
through private reflection. Model 2 represents partial mediation. This model takes into
account all direct effects of personality traits on both cognitive complexity and (private)
self-consciousness. Bold values indicate good model fit.
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Table 5.8 Path analysis results
F it          X1 df Deldf p NFI CFI TL/ £WSEA
indices
Model 1 40.619 7 5.803 .000 .758 .771 .314 .000

Model 2 .215       1 .215 .643 .999 1.000 1.112 000

X-cv = 3.84. df=  1, p = .05:  Afcv = 6.63. df=  1. p = .01
X-'cv = 14.07, df= 7, p = .05: «rcv =  18.48, df= 7. p =.01
X- = Chi-square. df= degrees of freedom. Y/df- relative Chi-square or minimum discrepancy. p = probability
value, NFI = Normed Fit Index. CFI = comparative fit index, TLI = Tucker-Lewis coefficient, RMSEA = root
mean square error ofproximation (residual)

Based on the sample size-parameter ratio ( 1 78/27), which exceeds the value of 5 (Kline
1998), the statistical stability of the path analysis results is assumed. Drawing on
Blanchard et al. (2000) rejection occurs when chi-square indices are significant, the f /df

ratio  is not above .2 (Carmines and McIver  1981),  the  NFI.  and  CFI  do not equal  .90

(Bollen  1989),  the Tucker-Lewis coefficient  is  not at least  .95,  or  the  root mean square
error of proximation (residuals) is not between .05 and .10.

From the fit indices we conclude model 1, the model in hypothesis 6, does not
have sufficient fit. This model excludes the direct effects of personality traits on cognitive
complexity and (private) self-consciousness. In contrast, model 2 which includes all direct
effects of personality traits and private reflection on cognitive complexity and (private)
self-consciousness provides the best model fit.

In sum, we found that openness to experience has a considerable direct effect on
both (private) self-consciousness and cognitive complexity. Therefore, hypothesis 6 is not
completely confirmed. Since private reflection has a medium effect on cognitive
complexity, the hypothesized mediation has not been rejected however. Since model 2 fits
the data, this partial mediation has been confirmed. For this reason we conclude that
private reflection mediates the relationships between personality traits and cognitive and
affective outcomes of thinking. Based on the medium effects of personality trails on
private reflection and the medium and low effects of private reflection on cognitive
complexity, the mediating effect is accompanied by direct effects also. Furthermore, we
found indications for a bi-directional relationship between private reflection and (private)
self-consciousness.

5.6 Results from additional analysis
To further explore how direct effects, together with (or without) private reflection, could
improve the prediction of cognitive complexity and (private) self-consciousness, we
performed additional path analysis. Table 5.9 shows the fit indices for models 2 to 7.
Model 2, the model with best fit, includes all the direct effects of personality traits on
cognitive complexity and (private) self-consciousness. Model 3 includes all the direct
effects and excludes private reflection. Model 4 only includes the direct effects of need for
cognition, openness to experience and conscientiousness on cognitive complexity, and the
direct effect of openness to experience on (private) self-consciousness. Here, the variable
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private reflection again is excluded. Model 5 only includes the direct effects of need for
cognition, openness to experience and conscientiousness on cognitive complexity, and the
direct effect of openness to experience on (private) self-consciousness. Since the variable

private reflection is entered, the direct effects of need for cognition, openness to
experience and conscientiousness on private reflection are also included. Model 6
resembles model 5, though this model does not include the variable of conscientiousness.
The last model, model 7, is different from the others in that another personality trait has
been included. In this model extraversion has been added at the expense of
conscientiousness. Given the size of these effects direct effects for openness to experience
have also been maintained.

Table 5.9 Path analysis results

Fit          X2 df f 4 p NFI CFI TLI RMSEA
indices
 lodel 2 .215       1 .215 .643 .999 1.000 1.112 .000

Alode13 .002        1 .002 .963 1.000 1.148 1.000 .000

 lodel 4 2.563 3 .854 .464 .978 1.000 1.022 .000

Model 5 1.414 3 .471 .702 .992 1.000 1.076 .000

Model 6 1.044 2 .522 .593 .992 1.000 1.078 .000

Model 7 6.299 5 1.260 .278 .961 .991 .961 .038

Afcv = 3.84, df= 1.p = .05;  Ycv = 6.63, df-1, p =.01
Xcv = 5.99, df= 2,p = .05;  X'cv = 9.21, df= 2,p = .01
Xicv= 7.81, df= 3.p=.05: X2cv= 11.34.df= 3, p=.01
X'cv =  11.07, df= 5, p =.05; Jr'cv = 15.09, df= 5,p =.01
Y = Chi-square, df=  degrees  of freedom, f Idf= relative Chi-square or minimum discrepancy, p = probability
value. NFI = Normed Fit Index, CFI = comparative fit index, TLI = Tucker-Lewis coefficient, RMSEA = root
mean square error of proximation (residual)

Given the fit indices, we still find some support for hypothesis 6. This is due to the better
fit of models 6 and 7, which do not include the variable of conscientiousness. Similar
results have been indicated by the regression analysis that rejected hypothesis 3.
Furthermore, we assume that further inclusion of other personality traits not hypothesized
here could increase model fit. An indication for this is the increased model fit in model 7
compared to models 4 and 6. Based on the additional models that also include the direct
effects ofpersonality traits, hypothesis 6 is rejected as insufficiently specific.

5.7 Discussion
Some information about further specification has been provided by path model 2. We
learned from this model that need for cognition correlates positively with openness to
experience and conscientiousness. The relationship with openness to experience makes
sense based on this 'hunger for information' which characterizes people with a high need
for cognition. According to Costa and McCrae, openness to experience is illustrated by
"proactive seeking and appreciation of experience for its own sake", and "toleration for
and exploration of the familiar" (1992: 2). Previous studies also found a positive
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correlation, (e.g., Olson et al. 1984; Berzonsky and Sullivan 1992; Sadowski and Cogburn
1997). The effect of need for cognition on conscientiousness is credible also. Here,
conscientiousness demonstrates those thinking efforts displayed by a person. In other
words, those with a high need for cognition systematically and thoroughly gather
information. Studies by Mueller and Grove (1991), Petty and Jarvis (1996) and Sadowski
and Cogburn (1997) found similar positive relationships between need for cognition and
conscientiousness. A last substantive effect is found between need for cognition and
private reflection. This confirms hypothesis 1, which puts forward that need for cognition
as a tendency of displaying effortful thinking results in effortful thinking. In other words,
those with a high need for cognition demonstrate thinking behavior that questions

argumentation. Studies by Hansell et al. (1986), Berzonsky and Sullivan (1992) and Allen
et al. (1987) found similar effects on actual display of introspective thinking.

In addition, we found that openness to experience has a substantial influence on
(private) self-consciousness and private reflection. The first relationship follows from the
notion that (private) self-consciousness requires frames of reference to develop. In other
words, new experiences feed the self-image by providing a basis for comparison. The
effect on private reflection is based on a similar line of thought. Here, the process of
exploration itself becomes a personal characteristic. Thus, proactively seeking and
appreciating new experiences stimulates questioning of taken-for-granted assumptions.
This supports hypothesis 2, arguing that new experiences facilitate taking distance and
detecting one's own assumptions.

Another significant relationship was observed between conscientiousness and
cognitive complexity. This relationship makes sense when considering systematic

knowledge creation. As explained by Hebb's rule (Stillings  et  al. 1995; Cilliers   1998),
which describes the complex structure of connected nodes in human brains, systematic

processes of combining knowledge result in knowledge structures that are cognitively
more complex. Conscientiousness, in this case, provokes cognitive complexity based on
the ability to connect separate cognition structures. This contrasts with two studies by
Moutafi et al. (2004; 2006) which found a negative correlation between conscientiousness

and intelligence. Here, it was argued that conscientiousness possibly makes up for a lack
of cognition and that conscientiousness diminishes when individuals have increased their
cognition and gain confidence because ofthis.

The last significant relationships found involve the effects of private reflection
on cognitive complexity and (private) self-consciousness. Both effects, central in
hypotheses 4 and 5, make sense for a similar reason. In both cases, questioning the
coherence of argumentation produces outcomes in terms ofknowledge and feelings. Here,
questioning facilitates uncovering 'false' certainties or taken-for-granted assumptions.
The latter, when unraveled, consist of subjective and objective premises. Questioning
provides alternatives for subjective premises and thus results in more complex
understanding, awareness and nuance. Awareness, in turn, could subsequently influence
further private reflection. This could explain the bi-directional relationship found between

private reflection and (private) self-consciousness.
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Apart from the significant effects discussed above, we also noticed the absence
of other predicted effects. In this respect, need for cognition does not appear to correlate
directly with cognitive complexity and (private) self-consciousness. A simple explanation
for the lack of relationships could be that cognitive inclinations first need to be
demonstrated before they yield outcomes. This can be exemplified by the need to pass
exams, herewith demonstrating cognition and skills, before students are able to and feel
that they have graduated. Second, private reflection as mediator may act like a tool to
categorize obtained cognition. In other words, perceptions should be categorized and
compared with previous perceptions to surpass current cognition. A final explanation
could be that in order to arrive at cognitive complexity motivational factors play a role.
This means that those with a high need for cognition do not automatically develop
cognitive complexity. They need to invest time and effort in positioning current cognition.
The decision to spend time and effort demonstrates the motivation involved (Ackermann
and Kanfer 2004). In a similar vein, need for cognition does not straightforwardly produce
(private) self-consciousness. Investments need to be made to develop a self-image. Again,
private reflection could be the motivational tool for those with a high need for cognition to
increase cognition and detail one's self-image. We found some confirmation for this
explanation in the absence ofa relationship between openness to experience and cognitive
complexity. The same argument holds here: those who tend to proactively seek and
appreciate experiences need to invest time and effort before they can benefit from this
personality trait. Motivation is demonstrated by weighting time and efforts: why is it
worth the investment?

Other relationships that have hardly been found in previous studies involve
conscientiousness and (private) self-consciousness, and conscientiousness and private
reflection. The reason conscientiousness does not correlate with both of them could be
that accurateness and perseverance alone are not enough to produce (private) self-
consciousness. In this respect, feelings such as insecurity may effect one's self-image
even more. A similar argument holds for the absent relationship between
conscientiousness and private reflection. An organized person who has developed routines
and prefers certainties, may not feel the need to disturb this equilibrium by means of
questioning.

A final relationship that has not been confirmed concerns openness to experience
and conscientiousness. These personality factors hardly correlate. This has already been
observed in previous studies (e.g., Le Pine et al. 2000; George and Zhou 2001; Parkinson
and Taggar 2006). The absence of this relationship could be explained by the fact that
both personality factors are more or less opposites: those open to new experiences often
like the unknown, whereas conscientious persons prefer certainties. This explanation is
supported by a study on creative behavior (George and Zhou 2001), which found that
openness to experience and conscientiousness had contrasting effects.

5.8 Conclusions
Paramount in this study was the question as to which individual traits influence private
reflection and the extent to which private reflection produces cognitive and affective
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outcomes. Based on our analyses, we found hypotheses 1,2,4 and 5 have been confirmed,
hypothesis 6 is partially confirmed, whereas hypothesis 3 has been rejected. When
revisiting the conceptual model on private reflection we conclude that conscientiousness
hardly influences private reflection or (private) self-consciousness. On the other hand,
need for cognition and openness to experience show up as antecedents of private
reflection. Openness to experience largely influences cognitive complexity and (private)
self-consciousness in a direct way. Furthermore, we found that private reflection
substantively effects cognitive complexity and (private) self-consciousness. In conclusion,
private reflection partially mediates the relationships between need for cognition and
openness to experience on the one hand and cognitive complexity and (private) self-
consciousness on the other. Private reflection is believed to transform cognition-related
traits into metacognitive outcomes, that is to say, effectuated by need for cognition and
openness to experience, public reflection extends current cognition and self-actualization.

5.9 Limitations
To conclude this chapter in a reflective way, we draw attention to some of this study's
limitations (see also chapter 4). One pitfall in this study is related to the small sample size.
This could explain why the path model fit was not perfect. The best models were found
when we also included direct effects. This might indicate that some models could be
overly specified. Another limitation refers to the self-report measures. Since personality
traits, private reflection, cognitive complexity and (private) self-consciousness are based
on self-perceptions over- and under estimations could be present (Podsakoff et al. 2003).
A final limitation of this study concerns the inclusion of three out of five personality
factors in the questionnaire. To avoid ending up with a questionnaire length that
minimizes response, only the three personality factors assumed to be relevant were
included in the questionnaire. Since the affective-oriented factors neuroticism and
agreeableness have been excluded, this could have impacted our understanding of their
effects on (private) self-consciousness.
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6 PUBLIC REFLECTION: A SHARED COGNITIVE PROCESS STIMULATING FRUITFUL CONFLICT

6.1 Introduction
The exploratory study described in chapter 3 served to comprehend reflection in terms of
cognition content. Six cognitive aspects on reflection were derived from this study to
construct a measurement instrument for private and public reflection. Similar to the
explanatory study on private reflection discussed in chapter 5, the next explanatory study
further elaborates on public reflection.

In contrast to private reflection, which involves effortful private thinking, public
reflection refers to effortful thinking expressed in group discussions. This means in this
study our focus is on cognitive processing which is shared with others in interaction.
Previously, we operationalized public reflection as questioning the coherence of
argumentation in discussion with others. This operational definition emphasizes that
reflection is considered an individual tendency in cognitive processing, which can be
subsequently shared with others. The opposite is true also: discussion can influence
individuals to reflect. Since public reflection indicates the effort displayed in cognitive
processing (Hogan    1999), we consider   it a learning strategy among other types   0 f

cognitive processing such as memorizing (see also chapter 3). When shared with others,
reflection is considered a group process.

This conceptual demarcation results in three observations. First, public reflection
is a specific type of cognitive processing, like memorizing. As a form of thinking, public
reflection is expected to have specific stimuli which differentiate it from other types of
cognitive processing.  In  line with the definition of public reflection, these stimuli facilitate
questioning one's own argumentation in interaction. When engaged in interaction, input
for thinking can have both internal as well as external origins (Hinsz et al. 1997). Internal
input can be obtained from listening to discussions. In this case reflection means making
up one's mind about what has been heard. External input refers to ideas introduced into a
discussion by others in the form of suggestions or questions. This brings us to the second
observation, that public reflection requires a social setting in which to take place. As a
social phenomenon, public reflection involves at least two people interacting with one
another. Third, the shared questioning of argumentation produces cognitive outcomes.  As
the product of thinking, outcomes involve (sets of) understandings, opinions, images et
cetera. To explain reflection at the group level, this study examines what group processes
and emergent states injluence or are injluenced by public reflection, and the extent to
which  public  reflection  has  cognitive and  affective  outcomes.

The chapter continues by discussing the conceptual background of public
reflection. Subsequent sections present hypotheses and methods for analysis. This is
followed by sections discussing the results and the effects found and not found. The
chapter ends with our main conclusions and some of the limitations of this study.

6.2 Conceptual model
In the exploratory study (see chapter   3) we found three approaches to reflection.    In
addition    to the trait approach discussed in chapter    5, a second approach considers
reflection as a cognitive process. A cognitive process refers to the specific way in which
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information  is  acquired,  transformed,  stored  and  utilized  (Greene   1988). The cognitive
process approach suggests that public reflection, as an act of shared contemplation, is

stimulated by certain input and completed (temporarily) by the production of certain
output. Stimuli can be located both internally (e.g., personal doubt) or externally (e.g.,
suggestions by another person). The notion of transformation (input and output), the
presence of boundaries (internal and external), and the involvement of more people imply
that reflection takes place in interaction. Considered a specific type of cognitive
processing, reflection produces synergies in the accumulation of cognition. In other
words, public reflection demonstrates the shared activity of defining and taking
responsibilities and developing new frame(s) ofreference. An example of synergies in the
accumulation of cognition are interdisciplinary, innovative partnerships, such as design
and project teams. Previous studies (Brown and Duguid 1991; Larson Jr and Christensen
1993;  Weick and Roberts  1993;  Boland and Tenkasi 1995; Boland  et al. 2001; MOller et
al. 2005) demonstrate how groups dealt with shared responsibilities and constructed new
frame(s) ofreference.

Figure 6.1 depicts the hypothesized relationships between group processes,
public reflection, emergent states and outcomes. The mediating effect of public reflection
on the relationships between group processes, emergent states and outcomes is referred to
as the cognitive process approach.

Figure  6.1  Cognitive  process  model  of reflection
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To test the cognitive approach on reflection this study focuses on groups. Groups
are defined as "an aggregation of two or more people, who are to some degree in dynamic
interrelation  with one another" (McGrath   1984:   8). More specifically, they consist  of
complex, adaptive and dynamic sets of patterned relations (McGrath et al. 2000). Here
groups are considered as distributed cognition systems, which involve "a complex social
environment containing multiple actors, each with his or her own intentions and
interpretations of the situation, who influence one another's knowledge, opinions and
values, and who interact to produce shared cognitive products" (Levine et al. 1993: 587).
Apart from social interaction between group members, a certain commitment from
individual group members is required to constitute a group. Thus, a sense of 'we-ness' is
needed and supplied. Airplane passengers, for instance, do not consider themselves a
group before an emergency forces them to adopt a common goal.

Group processes consist of interdependent and organized group activities (Marks
et al. 2001; Mathieu et al. 2006). These activities involve socially induced patterns of
interaction between group members and others (McGrath 1984; Hackman 1987; Cohen
and   Bailey 1997). Considering groups as distributed cognition systems implies   that
interaction provides a means to share information, opinions and cognition (Hinsz et al.
1997). Marks et al. (2001) further explain these patterns of interaction by referring to
"interdependent acts that convert inputs to outcomes through cognitive, verbal, and
behavioral activities directed toward organizing task work to achieve collective goals.

(Marks et al. 2001: 357). Furthermore, they point to the function of group processes being
the means for interdependent group members to benefit from resources such as expertise.
Different types of group processes have been distinguished, e.g., planning, coordination,
communication and conflict management (Guzzo and Shea 1992; Cur$eu 2003). Each of
these process types exerts a different amount and direction of influence. By noticing
analogies with ebb and flow, MeGrath et al. (2000) indicate that group processes vary
over time. Furthermore, group processes interact with one another. Referred to as
feedback loops, group processes reinforce or balance each other (Ilgen et al. 2005).

Although group processes influence emergent states, they are not similar (Ilgen
et al. 2005). Emergent states are defined as "cognitive, motivational, and affective states
of teams [groups], as opposed to the nature of their member interaction... constructs that
characterize properties of the team that are typically dynamic in nature and vary as a
function of team context, inputs, processes, and outcomes" (Marks et al. 2001: 357). As
such, states represent periods in group existence marked by awareness of trust or conflict,
for example. They are considered as temporary realities (Marks et al. 2001) and indicate
experiences or results that have a special status in group members' memories.

As implied by the notion of transformation, which is inherent to cognitive
processes, output is also of interest when examining reflection. Since reflection is
assumed to result in understanding or persuasion (see chapter 2), we focused on cognitive
complexity in the previous study on private reflection (see chapter 5). To determine the
influence of distributed cognition systems, in this study we focus on group cognitive
complexity. In a similar vein, the affective outcome of increased (private) self-
consciousness produced by private reflection (see chapter 5) inspired  us  to  test  for  an
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affective outcome. Given the focus on interaction content in this study, satisfaction with
the group could reveal interaction quality as perceived by its group members. These
outcomes help identify interaction content that distinguishes public reflection from other
cognitive processes in groups.

Apart from examining whether group processes, emergent states and cognitive
and affective outcomes relate to public reflection, this study tests for a mediation effect of
public reflection. This mediation effect is based on the argument that public reflection is
about joining forces by sharing thoughts and addressing underlying

differences.  As a type                   of cognitive processing, thus, public reflection explains how group dynamics provoke
cognitive and affective outcomes. In other words, if people do not reflect in public, group
processes (e.g., coordination and communication) do not affect emergent states (e.g., task
and relationship conflict) or produce outcomes (e.g., group cognitive complexity and
satisfaction with the group). Earlier we stated that public reflection involves questioning
the coherence of argumentation in discussion with others. In this situation public
reflection establishes a link between group processes and emergent states by
differentiating interaction content. The latter could explain complex group cognition and
satisfaction with the group.

6.3 Hypotheses
We will next elaborate on the relationships depicted in figure 6.1. First the predictor
variables are introduced, followed by the hypotheses based on them. Hypotheses 1 and 2
assume public reflection to be the outcome variable. In hypotheses 4,5 and 6 public
reflection is used as a predictor. Hypotheses 3 and 7 integrate both roles of public
reflection by testing for mediation effects.

Coordination
Coordination refers to mutual adjustment between two or more persons with regard to task
performance and responsibilities. Coordination facilitates collective task accomplishments
by establishing intra-group linkages  (Van  de  Ven  et  al.  1976;  Cray 1984; Gittell  2002)
These linkages manage dependencies between interdependent actors (Malone and
Crowston   1994). More specifically, coordination involves the synchronization of group
members' actions and the progressive evaluation of the way in which these specific
integrative activities are done (Fleishman and Zaccaro  1992; Eby et al.  1999; Cugeu et al.
submitted). When considering groups as distributed cognition systems, identifying the
locus of cognition becomes part of coordination activities (Faraj and Sproull 2000). To
achieve coordinated action among group members, structuring is needed (Gittell 2000).
Structure is represented by norms, roles, and interaction patterns developed (Goodman et
al. 1987; Ilgen et al. 2005). If group members do not feel the need to coordinate their
individual actions, interaction patterns will dissolve. This means a coordination structure
derived from consensus is most likely to work well. In other words, establishing intra-
group linkages requires accepted norms, roles and interaction patterns. To arrive at
consensus implicit assumptions and routines should be made explicit. Thus, coordination
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as a way of synchronizing activities results in publicly questioning the coherence of
argumentation regarding current and future practices. For this reason our hypothesis is:

HI  The more coordination efforts made in the group, the higher the degree of public
reflection.

Communication
As one of the central activities of human life, communication is considered omnipresent.
There are several different approaches to studies on communication (Fiske   1990).  The
first approach sees communication as the transmission of messages and focuses on the
technological aspects of encoding and decoding messages by senders and receivers. The
second approach emphasizes the production and exchange of meanings and pays attention
to cultural origins. Given the focus on group behavior in this study, communication is
considered as reciprocal behavioral influences between communicators (Snyder and
Stukas 1999) aimed at filtering, informing and influencing (Ancona and Caldwell  1992).
Communication in groups is often initiated for the purpose of knowledge sharing (Eby et
al. 1999; De Vries et al. 2006; CurBeu et al. submitted). Message characteristics such as
orientation, congruence, validation, conjunction and ownership determine communication
effectiveness (Stevens and Campion 1994; Kirkman et al. 2004). In other words, to ensure
effective communication messages should make sense. Information should be transformed
into accurate messages (coding) and messages should be translated into information
accordingly (decoding). This means effective communication is demonstrated by the
opportunity to give and receive feedback (Stevens and Campion 1994; Eby et al. 1999).
Given that the opportunity for feedback represents communication effectiveness, we
assume an effect of communication on public reflection. This relationship is based on
accumulation effects in questioning each others' argumentation (Edmondson 1999). In
other words, effective communication, which implies that feedback is listened to and
reacted upon, facilitates effortful cognitive processing because it combines the best parts
and anticipates pitfalls in argumentation which are expressed by various discussants.
Therefore, we argue effective communication can positively impact public reflection. This
is hypothesized as follows:

HZ  The more  effective  communication  is  in the group,  the higher  the degree of public
reflection.

Task and Relationship conflict
Conflict involves discrepant views or group incompatibilities   (Jehn   1995;  Jehn  and
Mannix 2001). Tracing the origins of conflict has revealed two main types: task and
relationship conflict  (Jehn   1995).   Task conflict refers to task-related differences   in
personal viewpoints (Jehn and Mannix 2001). This type of conflict is seen to positively
influence performance by producing synthesis and understanding (Jehn and Mannix
2001). Apart from producing synthesis and understanding, task conflict is also seen to
provoke certain discussion. Studies by Schweiger et al. (1985) and Amason and
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Schweiger (1994) indicate that solving task conflict ensures high-quality decisions. Task
conflict is constructive when it provides for problem identification and solution
development (Stevens and Campion 1994). Given that conflict represents disagreement,
the latter will be expressed when tracing and discussing discrepant assumptions. For this
reason, we argue that public reflection effects task conflict. Relationship conflict involves
a decrease in group affection (Jehn and Mannix 2001). As a conflict provoked by feelings
and frustrations, it can disturb social interaction. People in conflict may minimize contact
to spare their feelings or act defensively as a result of hurt feelings (Argyris 1957; Argyris
1960; Argyris et al. 1985). Most likely, personal interests are fulfilled at the expense of
group interests in terms of group efficiency and effectiveness (Gersick 1988). Following
this line of reasoning means that public reflection influences relationship conflict by
revealing personal beliefs and taken-for-granted assumptions. Since conflict has its origin
in different beliefs, this emergent state could originate from public reflection. Although
previous studies mainly evaluated the accomplishment of predefined tasks or project goals
(e.g., Gevers et al. 2001; Schippers et al. 2003) they also document the mediating effects
of reflection. Similar to the impact on conflict, we expect that public reflection is effected
by coordination and communication (see also hypotheses 1 and 2). Taking into account
the influences on and from public reflection, we hypothesize:

H3 Public re.flection in the group mediates the relationship between coordination and
communication on one hand and task and relationship conflict on the other.

Group cognitive complexity
Previous studies have found that sharing ideas with group members extends group
cognition (Walsh and Charalambides 1990; Edmondson 2002; Akgon et al. 2003). Group
cognition concerns "the group processes involved in the acquisition, storage, transmission,
manipulation, and use of information" (Gibson 2001: 123). To exchange information,
ideas and cognition between group members means cognitive processing occurs with the
support of others (Hinsz et al.  1997).  This is based on the old adage 'two brains are better
than one'. Klimoski and Mohammed (1994), however, warn against the fallacy of
qualitatively aggregating individual group member cognition into group cognition. Rather
than 'stored' in a collection of individuals, group cognition is located in the relationships
between group members (Weick and Roberts 1993; Gibson 2001; Lewis 2003). This
means group cognition is dynamic and exceeds the sum of individual contributions. When
combined, individual cognitive contributions can interact by means of empathy or mutual
perspective-taking (Boland and Tenkasi 1995; Gibson  2001).  In  this  way new frames  of
reference (which are also called perspectives or interpretative schemes) arise (Bartunek
1984;   Walsh 1995). Several studies (e.g., Boland and Tenkasi 1995; Taggar   2002)
demonstrate that this interaction of individual cognitive contributions produces
innovativeness. The exchange and integration of multiple individual frames of reference
into group cognition is called group cognitive complexity (CurBeu and Rus 2005). For
groups to be able to benefit from individual member cognition, boundaries of knowledge
must be made explicit. The boundaries of knowledge are explored by means of
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questioning taken-for-granted assumptions (Argyris and Schon 1996, Mohrman et al.
2001). In other words, questioning assumptions shared by the group stimulates identifying
and integrating individual cognitive contributions into complex group cognition (Gibson
2001; Mohrman et al. 2001). This means the questioning of individual cognitive
contributions accumulates into higher group cognitive complexity. Therefore, we
hypothesize:

H4 The higher the degree  of public reflection  in the group.  the  higher group cognitive
complexity.

Satisfaction with the group
Communication, earlier has been defined as reciprocal behavioral influences between
communicators. As such, it refers to frequency of contact in group member interaction.  In
contrast to communication, public reflection refers to interaction content. Public reflection
involves questioning of argumentation that indicates effortful thinking (e.g., higher
abstraction levels in problem solving). Since raising questions about argumentation makes
personal thoughts and troubles explicit on one hand, and distinguishes serious
contributions from superficial rhetoric on the other, we expect a relationship between
public reflection and group members' satisfaction with the group. As such, public
reflection uncovers feelings and conflicting interests. In other words, underlying conflicts
are spoken about in public, which can both increase as well as decrease group tensions.
An increase in conflict indicates the explication and defense of diverging interests (Duffy
et al. 2000). Here, public reflection provides a tool for opposition. A decrease in conflict
indicates trust. In this case, public reflection serves as a tool to realize consensus. Trust is
defined as "an expression of confidence between the parties  in an exchange of some kind
based on behavioral expectations" (Jones and George 1998: 531-532). When group
members trust one another, they have developed expectations with which they anticipate
each other's beliefs and behaviors. Strong expectations in terms of beneficial group
member behavior indicates group safety or "a shared belief that the team [group]  is safe
for   interpersonal risk taking" (Edmondson   1999:   354). As illustrated by feelings   of
defense and trust, conflict can both decrease as well as increase, thus influencing
satisfaction with the group. Previous studies tested the effects of group member
personality and atmosphere on group satisfaction. Mount et al. (1998) and Peeters et al.
(2006) found, for instance, that high extraversion, agreeableness and the emotional
stability of a group positively influence group interactions and group satisfaction. Since
questioning the coherence of argumentation can both reveal as well as release tension in
group discussion and since perceived tension impacts satisfaction among group members
we hypothesize:

H5 Task and relationship conflict mediate between public reflection and satisfaction with
the group.
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As illustrated by feelings of indifference and apathy among group members, the absence
of conflict in groups does not necessarily result in satisfaction. For this reason we assume
that public reflection can also influence group satisfaction without conflict as a mediating
effect. This relationship is based on the argument that public reflection stimulates sharing

responsibilities. This could work like a psychological contract. A psychological contract
has been defined as the sum of mutual expectations, originally between an organization
and an employee (Argyris 1957; Argyris 1960; Anderson and Schalk   1998). In other
words, noticing that group members A and B seriously question issues to the benefit of
group member C, whose work deals with these issues, as well as observing that group
member C listens and seriously considers the arguments raised by group members A and
B, may positively impact group members' A, B and C level of satisfaction. Following this
reasoning, we expect public reflection demonstrates the extent to which group member

expectations have been met. This is hypothesized as follows:

H6 The higher the degree of public reflection in the group. the higher the level of
satisfaction with the group.

Hypotheses 1 and 2 already assumed the effect of group processes on public reflection.
Based on the adage ofjoint forces, we also expect a relationship between public reflection
and group cognitive complexity as well as between public reflection and satisfaction with
the group. Explaining or sharing one's thoughts with others can demystify or redefine
problems and integrate multiple insights and explanations. For this reason, public
reflection can mediate the relationship between group processes (e.g., coordination) and
group emergent states (e.g., conflict) as well as between group processes and group
cognitive complexity. Hypothesis 4 suggests the influence of public reflection on group
cognitive complexity. Since fruitful questioning results from emergent states identified as
unproblematic by group members, we expect a mediating influence by public reflection
on the relationship between group processes and group cognitive complexity. Hypotheses
5 and 6 include both the indirect and direct influence of public reflection on satisfaction
with the group. The impact of group processes such as coordination and communication
differs in size and direction. Given the discrepancies between group and personal

interests, frequent coordination and lengthy communication does not result in satisfaction
with the group per se. Since public reflection involves the questioning of arguments,

underlying differences have been addressed openly in the group. Based on this, we expect
a mediating influence by public reflection on the relationship between group processes
and satisfaction with the group. For this reason we hypothesize:

H7 The degree of public reflection mediates (1) the relationship between coordination and
communication on one hand and task and relationship conflict on the other, and (2) the
relationship between coordination and communication on one hand and group cognitive
complexity and satisfaction with the group on the other.
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6.4 Methods
In order to observe reflection in social interaction we constructed a scale on public
reflection. The scale is used in a questionnaire about writing the final project or thesis
distributed to university students. Part one of this questionnaire refers to thoughts that
occurred while working on their thesis. Part two addresses thoughts shared when
discussing their own work and that of peer students in thesis circle meetings (see also

chapter 4). To determine whether group processes account for differences in public
reflection, individual perception scores are aggregated to the level of the group. The items
refer to individual activities taking place within the group (Campion et al. 1993). Apart
from the nine items on public reflection, the questionnaire includes five items on
coordination (Fleishman and Zaccaro   1992), five items on communication  (Eby  et  at.
1999), seven items on task conflict and six on relationship conflict (Jehn  1994; Jehn  1995;
Jehn and Mannix 2001), five items on group cognitive complexity and ten items on
satisfaction with the group (Carron et al. 1985; Cuqeu 2003). All items have been
measured using five-point scales with scale categories such as 'completely disagree' to
'completely agree' and 'never' to 'always'. An exception  is  one  item on group cognitive
complexity which employed a ten-point scale.

Sample
The sample includes Dutch university students (Bachelor and Master students), who are
graduating in thesis groups also called thesis circles. A thesis circle consists of a number
of students and one or more supervisors who share the responsibility for the supervision
process. Students are guided in their thesis writing process, although writing the thesis
itself is done outside the thesis circle. Thesis circles include maximum ten students.
Supervisors monitor processes and progress in the background and often (with the
exception of one university program) participate in circle meetings. Circle meetings take
place once every three to four weeks on average. Survey participants are from two
universities: Tilburg University (departments of Organization Studies, Human Resource
Studies, Leisure Studies, and Organization & Strategy) and Utrecht University
(departments of Theology and Pedagogy). Students are writing their theses and discuss
their work in thesis group or thesis circle meetings. Participation in thesis groups means
students receive feedback from both supervisors and their peers. The thesis groups consist
of students who signed up for a specific thesis topic.

Control variables
To test for factors which intensify or suppress the relationship between group processes
and public reflection, between public reflection and group cognitive complexity, and
between public reflection and satisfaction with the group, we controlled for several
variables. The variables concern the number of thesis circle members, number of thesis
circle meetings, thesis circle meeting duration (meeting length), thesis duration (time
spend on completing the thesis), and amount of extraversion displayed by thesis circle
members in a particular group.
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The number of thesis circle members could impact public reflection. Groups can
vary in size and the duration of group meetings. Different dynamics are apparent in large
(e.g., 6 people or more) as opposed to small groups (e.g., 2 to 5 people). Previous studies
on group size influence have produced contrasting results (Stewart 1996). One study
found for instance that larger groups can more easily acquire support (e.g., Bottger and
Yetton 1988). Another study indicates that larger groups hamper group interaction and
coordination (e.g., Gooding and Wagner  III   1985).  In a similar  vein, we tested  for  the
effects of the number of meetings (twelve or more), meeting length (120 minutes or
more), and thesis duration (eight months or more) to determine whether the degree of
group cognitive complexity and satisfaction with the group differ significantly"-. The final
variable for which we controlled is the personality trait extraversion. Extraversion refers
to the tendency to connect with other people (Mount et al. 1998). As a personality trait
extraversion has a specifically external orientation as regards attention and memory
(Eisenberger et al. 2005). Extraverts are outgoing, sociable and talkative (Forsyth 2006).
Where introverts tend to remain silent, extraverts tend to give voice to their thoughts.
Extravert group members may influence more shy group members to share their ideas by
lowering the entry threshold. Thus, the latter group members get used to speak out.
Previous studies (Barrick and Mount 1991; Mount  et   al.   1998)   did   not   find  high
correlations between extraversion and performance. Part of this could be explained by a
moderator effect  such as autonomy (Barrick and Mount   1993) and rewards (Stewart
1996). Mount et al. argue "organizational context can moderate relations between
extraversion and performance  in jobs that require social interaction" (1998:  151).  In  a
similar vein, the performance of extraverted group members may be moderated by the
degree of public reflection. A recent study by Barrick et al. (2005) found an influence of
self-monitoring behavior on this relationship. Notwithstanding this, the influence of
extraverted group members in triggering other group members to speak is not so much
about frequency but about content.

6.5 Results
From the population  of 585 Dutch university students graduating in thesis groups  178
students from two universities and six departments responded. The sample contains 77
groups from which at least two representatives responded. All groups consist of three or
more group members and one or more supervisors. Supervisors were not included in the
sample.  77  out of 120 thesis groups  in the population  is a response rate of 64.17 percent.
Given that no previous studies have been done on thesis groups, sample
representativeness is difficult to determine. Nevertheless, group composition is considered

32 The effect of these variables is not tested for public reflection since the number of meetings and meeting
length was not fixed for the groups. This means, for instance. instead of thesis circle meeting length impacting
public reflection. public reflection could impact thesis circle meeting length.
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representative as regards personal characteristics (e.g., age, gender and previous
education) for the Dutch student population as described by the 2004 student monitor
(Dutch Ministry of Education. Culture and Science).

Descriptive statistics
Before discussing our additional analyses, some descriptive statistics are provided. Table
6.1 shows the descriptive statistics and correlation coefficients characteristic for the group

i
data obtained. The table presents the correlation matrix with all the variables in this study
(n = 70 after pairwise deletion). The table also includes means, standard deviations, and
alphas (i f item deleted) for scaled variables.

Table 6.1 shows several correlations to be significant and meaningful (r above
.300). The significant positive influences from thesis circle members, thesis circle
meetings, and thesis circle meeting length can be explained by the passage of time. For
instance. an increase in thesis circle meeting length seems to provide time for discussion.
This is also illustrated by the positive relationship between extraversion and meeting
length. Positive correlations between public reflection on one hand and group processes
(e.g., coordination and communication), emergent states (e.g., task conflict) and outcomes
(e.g., group cognitive complexity, satisfaction with the group) on the other make sense
when taking discussion content into account. Thus public reflection appears to provide
room for sharing and discussing interests. Given that group processes direct social
relationships, strong positive correlations involving either coordination or communication
are also not illogical. This is further demonstrated by the attenuating influence of
communication on relationship conflict and by the large positive influence of
communication on satisfaction with the group. Coordination and communication also
correlate positively with group cognitive complexity. An explanation for these
relationships could be that both processes facilitate and push individual cognitive
processing. Furthermore, task conflict and relationship conflict relate in a positive way,
which illustrates that disagreement has both a professional as well as an affective
dimension. Based on the origins of the conflicts involved, contrasting effects were
expected for task conflict and relationship conflict. In line with this, task conflict is seen
to correlate positively with group cognitive complexity which could be a demonstration of
fruitful disagreement stimulating cognitive processing. A negative correlation is found
between relationship conflict and satisfaction with the group. This could be explained by
the affective dimension of disagreement. Lastly, group cognitive complexity positively
influences satisfaction with the group. This makes sense when considering the integration
of multiple frames of reference an achievement in itself, a fact which often motivates
group construction. Another observation is that Cronbach's alphas have low to medium
values. This could be related to the relative small sample size of 77 groups. Furthermore,
alpha values (if the item was deleted) indicate that personality traits (e.g., extraversion)
and negative connotated variables (e.g., relationship conflict) diminish alpha values
considerably. The same holds for the thesis grade earned. In this case, the diminishing
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Table 6.1 Descriptives and intercorrelations

Mean SD 1 2       3       4       5      6       7       8        9        10       11       12     13

1 Thesis circle members (number) 5.174 1.803

2 Thesis circle meetings (number) 9.726 6 666 .178

3 Thesis circle meeting length (minutes) 101.521 35.892    .308**    .307**

4 Thesis duration (month) 6 840 2.574 .183 .500** .413**

5 Extraversion 3.284 .247 .226* .277* .080 .324** .708

6 Public reflection 2.940 .448 -.118 .258* .365** .131 .008 .660

7 Coordination 3.229 .699 -.269* .122 .290* .067 -.045 .362** .590

8 Communication 3.596 .505 -.166 -.017 .269* .152 .123 .337** .559** .639

9 Task conflict 2.452 .518 -.121 .134 .300** .122 -.138 .460** .347** .249* .650

10 Relationship conflict 1.656 .589 .158 ,299** .251* .288* -.052 .278* -.140 -.349** .336** .761

11 Group Cognitive complexity 3 240 .647 -.113 .134 .318** .210 .099 .419** .390** .424** .314** -.021 627

12 Satisfaction with the group 3.514 .554 -.092 .113 .183 .018 .055 .282* .639** .620** .347** -383** .366** .628

13 Thesis grade 7.356 .690 -.084 .121 -.021 .058 .100 -.144 .378** .163 .090 -.123 .158 .278* .708

**  Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). * Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
Main diagonals are coefficient alphas for scaled variables.

Source: Group level study on public reflection



effect could be based on the fact that the grading scale has not been used completely.
Insufficient grades (below 6 or C) have not been reported. This could produce a positive
bias as regards student performance.

Group level statistics
As demonstrated by the cognitive process model, theoretically this study focuses on the
group. In considering reflection a type of cognitive processing, it is not a characteristic of
the group, but of its members. This distinction indicates the presence of different layers in

group dynamics as argued by McGrath et al. (2000). By focusing on system boundaries
and interactions within and between these systems, they identified local, global and
contextual dynamics. Whereas local and global dynamics refer to sub-system (group
member level) and system qualities (group level) respectively, contextual dynamics
involve extrinsic forces (supra-system or meta-level). To avoid ecological fallacies, the
level of theorizing and level of analysis need to correspond (Van Mierlo et al. 2004).
Corresponding levels in theorizing and analysis (denoted as group level analysis) assumes

homogeneity or 'greater than chance similarity' on variable measures (Bliese 2000). To
test the assumption that group members are homogeneous in their perception of
coordination, communication, public reflection, task conflict, relationship conflict,
cognitive complexity and satisfaction with the group, the within-group agreement index is
informative. The within-group agreement index (rWG) compares the observed within-group

variances to an expected variance from random responding (Cohen et al. 2001). This
index is calculated by comparing the obtained variance among responding group members
and the variance expected under a theoretical distribution where there is no true agreement

among group members (Bliese 2000; Mason 2006). For a multi-item scale with parallel
items (James et al. 1984) the formula is:

-                                   J [l-(sixi/G Euz)]rWG(A-
- -

J [l-(S2*j/a El-12)] + J (stj/GEU2)

J is the number of parallel items, s2rj refers to the mean of item variance (observed
vanance on 3&·), and GEU2 represents the expected variance on * (based on a uniform

distribution) exclusively due to random measurement error (James et al. 1984; Cuqeu

2006). Within-group agreement indices vary between   0   and   1, and values above   .7

indicate sufficient within-group agreement (Cohen et al. 2001; Cugeu 2006) The rwG
indices calculated for the 70 groups vary between .86 and 1. Table 6.2 reports the group
mean r#G indices for the respective variables, derived from the individual group rwG

indices. The rwG indices vary between .95 and 1.
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Table 6.2 Within-group agreement index

Group level variables rwG
Coordination .951

Communication .954

Public reflection .980

Task conflict .967

Relationship conflict .959

Group cognitive complexity 1.000
Satisfaction with group .978

Source: Group level study on public reflection

The rwG indices in table 6.2 demonstrate that the assumption of homogeneity among group
members' perceptions is valid. Next, we present the results from analyzing the group level
data for each hypothesis.

Hypotheses 1 and 2
Regression analysis was used to test whether coordination and communication impact on
public reflection. We performed hierarchical regression analysis to test the control
variables and hypothesized antecedents for reflection. Step 1 of the regression equation
included the following control variables: number of thesis circle members, number of
thesis circle meetings and degree of extraversion in the group. Step 2 included the
following group process variables: coordination and communication. Table 6.3 presents
standardized regression coefficients, (adjusted) R square and F (change) values.

Table 6.3 Hierarchical regression analysis predicting public reflection
Model 1 Model 2

Thesis circle members -.132 -.028
Thesis circle meetings .235 .212

Extraversion -.015 -.042
Coordination .175

Communication .250

F 1.484 3.216
F change 1.484 5.522**
R  .061 .194

Adj. R2 .020 .133

n = 72,***p <.001,**p <.01. *p <.05

Table 6.3 illustrates that none of the standardized regression coefficients are significant.
Drawing on the differences between R squares, and taking into account both the sample
size and the number of variables in the model, 6.10 percent of the variability in public
reflection is due to coordination. An additional 13.30 percent of the variability in public
reflection is explained by communication. Yet the lack of significance makes a model fit
problematic. Heteroskedasticity provides another indication of model fit. To test for
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Studentized Residual against the standardized predicted values of public reflection based

unequal variances between residuals at each level of the predictor, we plotted the

on the model (Field 2005). The plot demonstrates homoskedasticity given the absence of a
funnel shape. Since the F ratio values (F:, = 1.94, p = .05; Fe, = 1.35, p = .01) exceed the
maximum values that would have been expected by chance alone, model predictors

I contribute to the prediction of public reflection. Multicollinearity is not present between
the predictors. Tolerance values are above  .10 and VIF values do not equal or exceed  10.

1

Based on the insignificance of the standardized regression coefficients for coordination
and communication, hypotheses 1 and 2 cannot be confirmed. As indicated by the absence
of significant standardized regression coefficients, an increase in the degree of public
reflection is accounted for neither by coordination or communication nor by the control
variables. In other words, coordination and communication do not contribute to the
prediction of public reflection.

Hypothesis 3
To examine the extent to which public reflection mediates the relationship between
coordination and communication on one hand and task and relationship conflict on the
other, we calculated different path models using structural equation modeling in Amos 6.
Model  1  includes all the direct effects of coordination and communication on task conflict
and relationship conflict. Furthermore, it includes all the indirect effects of coordination
and communication via public reflection. Apart from the indirect effects, model 2 takes
into account the direct effects of coordination on task conflict as well as those of
communication on relationship conflict. Model 3 incorporates all indirect effects, but
excludes the direct effects on group cognitive complexity and satisfaction with the group,
which do not run via public reflection. Figures 6.2,6.3 and 6.4 depict the path models.

Figure 6.2 Path model 1
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Figure 6.3 Path model 2
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Figure 6.4 Path model 3
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The path models illustrate that the highest standardized regression coefficients involve the
effects of public reflection on task conflict (11 = .391:11 = .391; p = .463), public reflection
on relationship conflict (11 = .465;  11 = .460; 11 = .282), and communication on relationship
conflict (11 = ...390; 11 = -.51 ). These regression coefficients demonstrate that the influence
of public reflection on task conflict increases when the direct effects of coordination and
communication are absent. In contrast, the influence of public reflection on relationship
conflict diminishes when direct effects are excluded. In other words, since the effect of
public reflection changes when taking account of direct effects, there is no full mediation.

Table 6.4 presents the parameters for model fit. Bold values indicate good model
fit. Model 3 represents hypothesis 3, which assumes the mediation effect of public
reflection on the relationship between coordination and communication on one hand and
task and relationship conflict on the other.

Table 6.4 Path analysis restilts

Fit          xi df  2 d  p NFI CFI TL/ RMSEA
indices
Model 1 9.944 1 9.944 .002 .898 .892 ..620 .200

Model 2 9.999 3 3.333 .019 .898 .915 577 .102

Model 3 34.415 5 6.883 .000 .648 .645 -.066 .162

X'cv = 3.84, df=  1. p = .05;  icv = 6.63. df=  1, p =.01
xm= 7.81, df= 3. p =.05;  X-'cv=11.34. dj-3. p=.01
Xecv = 11.07, df= 5, p -.05: X"'cv = 15.09, df= 5, p =.01
Ae =  Chi-square.  df= degrees of freedom, x  Idf- relative Chi-square or minimum discrepancy, p = probability
value, Nfl = Normed Fit Index, CFI = comparative fit index, TLI = Tucker-Lewis coefficient, RMSEA = root
mean square error of proximation (residual)

To assess model fit absolute as well as incremental fit indices are used. Absolute fit
indices such as chi-square and root mean square residuals (RMSEA) represent the model
based on the data. Incremental fit indices such as the comparative fit index (CFI) and the
Tucker-Lewis coefficient (TLI) explain the extent to which the theoretical model can be
improved. Chi-square significance indicates that other theoretical models fit the data
equally well. Good model fit assumes chi-squares are insignificant (Blanchard et al.
2000), the ,¥2/dfratio is above .2 (Carmines and Mclver  1981), the incremental  fit indices
are  .90 or higher (Bollen  1989), the Tucker-Lewis coefficient  is  .95  or more,  or the  root
mean square residuals are between .05 and .10 (Hayduk  1996).

From these estimates we concluded that only model 2 satisfactorily lives up to
the aforementioned constraints. The RMSEA value, which is slightly above .100 for this
model,  is most likely  to  be  due to small sample  size  (Hu and Bentler 1995). Although
model  1 resembles model 2 in taking account of direct effects, model 2 best represents the
data. Based on the fit indices we conclude that model 3, the model we proposed in
hypothesis 3, has unsatisfactory model fit. Low or absence of model fit could be explained
by the fact that in these models the impact of task conflict on relationship conflict is not
considered. Given bad model fit in case of excluding direct effects, this analysis reveals
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that public reflection at least partially mediates the relationship between the group       
processes coordination and communication and the emergent states task and relationship
conflict.

Hypothesis 4
Hypothesis 4 assumes an effect of public reflection on group cognitive complexity. To test
this relationship we used stepwise hierarchical regression analysis. To ensure that
relationships cannot be attributed to group structure again we controlled for the number of
thesis circle members, number of thesis circle meetings, thesis circle meeting length,
thesis duration and degree of extraversion in the group. Step  1  in the regression equation
includes the control variables. 1n step 2 we entered public reflection. Table 6.5 presents
the standardized regression coefficients, (adjusted) R square and F (change) values.

Table 6.5 Hierarchical regression analysis predicting group cognitive complexity

Model 1 Model 2
Thesis circle members -.217 ..125
Thesis circle meetings .076 015

Thesis circle meeting length .322* 180

Thesis duration .075 .109

Extraversion .136 .133

Public reflection .330**

F 2.889 3.892
F change 2.889* 7.506**

R  .177 .261

Adj. R  .116 194

n=73, ***p<.001,**p<.01,*p<.05

Table 6.5 makes clear that the standardized regression coefficients for thesis circle
meeting length and public reflection are significant. The former coefficient indicates a
positive influence from thesis circle meeting length on group cognitive complexity,
whereas the latter implies a similar effect for public reflection. Model 2 demonstrates that
the standardized regression coefficient for thesis circle meeting length lacks significance.
The difference between R square values indicates that 8.40 percent of the variability in
group cognitive complexity is explained by public reflection. The plot depicting the
Studentized Residual against the standardized predicted values of group cognitive
complexity demonstrates that heteroskedasticity is absent. Since the F ratio values exceed
the maximum values that would have been expected based on chance (F„ = 1.94, p = .05.
FC, = 1.35, p = .01), model predictors contribute to the prediction of cognitive complexity.
Furthermore, there is no indication of multicollinearity given that tolerance values are
above .10 and VIF values are below  10.

We thus conclude that hypothesis 4 has been confirmed. Controlling for thesis
circle members, meetings, meeting length and thesis duration reveals that thesis circle
meeting length positively influences group cognitive complexity via public reflection.
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Hypothesis 5
Hypothesis 3 claims that public reflection partially mediates between coordination and
communication on one hand and task and relationship conflict on the other. Previous
analysis effects (see path models  1,2 and 3 in figures 6.2,6.3 and 6.4) revealed that when
including direct effects relationship conflict has been influenced most by public reflection,
whereas exclusion of these effects shows the opposite result. Hypothesis 5 further
investigates the relationship between task and relationship conflict. To test whether task
conflict and relationship conflict mediate between public reflection and satisfaction with
the group we performed path analysis. Model 1 includes the indirect effects of public
reflection on satisfaction with the group via task conflict and relationship conflict. Model
2 presents the indirect effect of public reflection on satisfaction with the group via task
conflict. The latter has both a direct effect on satisfaction as well as an indirect effect via
relationship conflict. Model 3 combines model 1 and 2. In this model both the direct effect
of public reflection on relationship conflict as well as the effect of task conflict on
relationship conflict are taken into account. Figures 6.5,6.6 and 6.7 present the path
models.

Figure 6.5 Path model I
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Figure 6.6 Path model 2
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Figure 6.7 Path model 3
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As illustrated by the path models, both task conflict and relationship conflict largely effect
satisfaction with the group. Standardized regression coefficients range from .481 to .511
for task conflict and from -.515 to -.545 for relationship conflict. Given that all the
standardized direct effects of public reflection on satisfaction with the group are zero, the
former has no direct influence on relationship conflict. Given path model 2, which
excludes the direct effect of public reflection on relationship conflict, task conflict has a
positive effect of.340 on relationship conflict.
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Table 6.6 shows the parameters for model fit. Bold values indicate good model
fit. Model 1 and model 3 represent mediation by task and relationship conflict
simultaneously. Model 2 depicts the mediation effect of relationship conflict through task
conflict.

Table 6.6 Path analysis results

Fit           X' df X2/df P NFI CFI TLI RMSEA
indices
Model 1 10.010 2 5.005 .007 .847 .856 .278 .134

Model 2 6.644 2 3.472 .031 .894 .911 554 .105

Model 3 5.253 1 5.253 .022 .920 .923 .234 .138

Xecv = 3.84, df= 1, p = .05: fcv = 6.63, df= 1, p =.01
xeci,=5.99. df= 2. p=.05.  Xzcv= 9.21. of= 2.p=.01
X  = Chi-square. df= degrees of freedom, xf Idf- relative Chi-square or minimum discrepancy, p = probability
value, NFI = Normed Fit Index, CFI = comparative fit index, TLl = Tucker-Lewis coefficient, RMSEA = root
mean square error of proximation (residual)

Model fit was assessed
usinf

the following criteria: chi-squares are insignificant
(Blanchard  et  al.  2000),  the  X /df ratio is above .2 (Carmines and McIver   1981),  the
incremental fit indices are .90 or higher (Bollen  1989), the Tucker-Lewis coefficient is .95
or more, or the root mean square residuals are between  .05  and .10 (Hayduk  1996).

Based on the fit indices we conclude that model 2 has the best model fit. Path
analysis results for model 3 more or less resemble those for model 2. Nevertheless the
RMSEA value above .10 indicates that the model does not satisfactorily fit the data given
a high error of approximation. Given that model 2 has the best model fit, we conclude that
hypothesis 5 is confirmed. Task conflict, and relationship through task conflict, mediate
between public reflection and satisfaction with the group.

Hypothesis 6
To test the relationship between public reflection and satisfaction with the group
hierarchical regression analysis has been performed. To check whether thesis circle
members, meetings, meeting length, thesis duration or degree of extraversion could solely
explain a change in satisfaction with the group, these variables were entered in the model
first. Step 2 in the regression equation includes public reflection. Table 6.7 shows the
standardized regression coefficients, squared correlations and F values.
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Table 6.7 Hierarchical regression analyses predicting satisfaction with the group

Model 1  lodel 2
Thesis circle members -.187 -.127
Thesis circle meetings .131 .092

Thesis circle meeting length .259 .167

Thesis duration -.154 -.132
Extraversion .083 .076

Public reFiection .215

F 1.151 1.421

F change 1.151 2.625

Rz .081 .118

Adj. R2 .Oil .035

n=71,***p<.001,**p<.01,*p<.05

Table 6.7 demonstrates that the standardized regression coefficients are insignificant. This
is an indication of bad model fit. The difference between R square values supports this
claim by revealing that 3.70 percent of the variability in satisfaction with the group is
accounted for by public reflection. Plotting the Studentized Residual against the
standardized predicted values of satisfaction with the group illustrates homoskedasticity.
Furthermore, the F ratio value for the model including public reflection does not exceed
the maximum value that would have been expected based on change alone (Fe, =  1.94, p =
.05; Fcv = 1.35, p = .01). This again is an indication that public reflection does not
contribute to the prediction of satisfaction with the group. In addition, tolerance values are
above .10 and VIF values are below 10 which indicates multicollinearity is not present.

Based on table 6.7 we conclude that hypothesis 6 cannot be confirmed. Both
model 1, including the control variables, and model 2, considering public reflection as
predictor for satisfaction with the group, show bad fit. In other words, we did not find any
indication of an effect of public reflection on satisfaction with the group.

Hypothesis 7
We performed path analysis in order to test  for the mediation effect of public reflection on
the relationship between coordination and communication versus task and relationship
conflict, and on the relationship between coordination and communication versus group
cognitive complexity and satisfaction with the group. Sample size is 77. Model 1 includes
no direct effects of coordination and communication on group cognitive complexity or
satisfaction with the group. Here, the direct effect from public reflection on satisfaction
with the group is also absent. Model 2 excludes all the direct effects of coordination and
communication as well as from task conflict on group cognitive complexity and
satisfaction with group. Nevertheless, the effect of public reflection on satisfaction with
the group is included. Model 3 excludes the direct effects of communication and task
conflict on relationship conflict and satisfaction with the group. Model 4 includes all the
direct effects of group processes and emergent states on group cognitive complexity and
satisfaction with the group. Similar to the other models, the indirect effects via public
reflection are also accounted for. Model 5, the final model, is similar to model 4 but also
assumes the direct effect of public reflection on relationship conflict. Figure 6.8 presents
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path model 1 and assumes full mediation of public reflection. Figure 6.9 depicts path
model 5, the model including partial mediation of public reflection, which has the best
model fit.

Figure 6.8 Path model 1
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Path model 5 in figure 6.9 shows that communication negatively influences relationship
conflict (B = -.524), that public reflection has a positive effect on both task conflict (B =
.456) and on group cognitive complexity (8 = .267), that task conflict influences
relationship conflict in a positive way (B = .324), that relationship conflict in turn
negatively influences satisfaction with the group (B = -.330), and that coordination
positively effects satisfaction with the group (B = .369).
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Figure 6.9 Path model 5
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When taking hypothesis 7 into account, this path model demonstrates a standardized total
effect  of.138  for task conflict on satisfaction  with the group, which includes a direct
effect of.245 and an indirect effect of -.107. Furthermore, we found an influence of.324
(direct B = .324, indirect B = 0) for task conflict on relationship conflict. and for
relationship conflict on satisfaction with the group a total effect of -.330 (direct B = -.330,
indirect B = 0). The final relationship of interest is that between public reflection and
relationship conflict. The total standardized effect of .455 consists of a direct effect of
.307 and an indirect effect of.148.
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Table 6.8 presents the parameters for model fit. Bold values indicate good model fit.

Table 6.8 Path analysis results

Fit X2 df X2/df p NFI CFI TLI RAISEA
indices
Model 1 93.420         14 6.673 .000 .494 .493 -.013 .159

 lodel 2 80.886         13 6.222 .000 .562 .567 .067 .153

Model 3 38.022 9 4.225 .000 .794 .815 .424 .120

Model 4 13.567 7 1.929 .061 .927 .958 .834 .065

Model 5 5.575 6 .929 .472 .970 1.000 1.013 .000

1/CV = 12.59, df= 6,p=.05; Ycv = 16.81, df= 6, p = .01
X60 =  14.07, df= 7, p = .05;  fcv -  18.48, df- 7, p = .01
3/CV= 16.92. df= 9,p =.05;  Ycv = 21.67, cf= 9, p=.01
X-cv -22.36. df-  13. p=.05: Azcv= 27.69, dj= 13,p=.01
XRCV = 23.68, df= 14, p = .05; Ycv = 29.14, df=  14, p =.01
f = Chi-square, df= degrees of freedom, X4df= relative Chi-square or minimum discrepancy, p = probability
value, NFI = Normed Fit Index, CFI = comparative fit index, TLI = Tucker-Lewis coefficient, RMSEA = root
mean square error of proximation (residual)

Based on the sample size-parameter ratio 07/df), which exceeds 5, statistical stability of

the path analysis results is assumed (Kline  1998). This means interpreting model  fit does
not require special cautiousness. Drawing on Blanchard et al. (2000) rejection occurs

when chi-square indices are significant, the fldf ratio is not above .2 (Carmines and
McIver  1981),  the  NFI  and  CFI  do not equal or exceed .90 (Bollen  1989), the Tucker-
Lewis coefficient is not at least .95, or the root mean square error of proximation
(residuals) is not between .05 and .10 (Hayduk 1996).

From the fit indices we conclude that models  1,2 and 3 do not fit the data. Model
4 has sufficient fit. As indicated by the RMSEA value model 5 best represents the data.
This model incorporates all the direct effects of group processes and emergent states on

group cognitive complexity and satisfaction with the group, as well as the mediating effect
of public reflection. Furthermore, it includes the direct effect of public reflection on
relationship conflict. Path model 5 supports hypothesis 7. Task conflict mediates the
relationship between public reflection and relationship conflict. Relationship conflict, in
turn, mediates the relationship between task conflict and satisfaction with the group.
Furthermore, the results demonstrate that public reflection partially mediates the
relationships between group processes, emergent states and cognitive and affective group
outcomes.

6.6 Discussion
The path model in figure 6.9 supports relationships between group processes and public
reflection, between public reflection and emergent states, and between public reflection
and cognitive and affective outcomes. We shall now explain whether or not the effects
found and those not found make sense.
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First, we allowed for and actually found a high significant correlation between
coordination and communication in the path models. This is in line with previous studies
(e.g., Campion et al. 1993: Gittell 2002), which explained this relationship as the result of
the fact that both types of group processes are essential for effective work groups. In
addition, coordination largely effects satisfaction with the group. Given that coordination
indicates the extent to which group members support one another in task fulfillment, the
effect on satisfaction with the group does not come as a surprise. A previous study by
Gittell (2002) also supports this finding. In contrast to what has been found in earlier
studies (e.g., Kirkman et al. 2004) communication has less influence. Neither group
cognitive complexity nor satisfaction with the group have been effected significantly.
Nevertheless, a large negative effect on relationship conflict is found. An earlier study by
Stewart and Barrick (2000) also demonstrated the impact of communication on
(relationship) conflict. An explanation for this effect is that frequent communication does
not necessarily involve satisfactory messaging.

Second, this study found support for a relationship between task conflict and
relationship conflict. In line with the findings by Jehn (1994) and De Dreu and Weingart
(2003), task conflict highly influences relationship conflict. This means that disagreement
about the way tasks are dealt with escalates into hostile feelings between those involved
(Pelled  et al. 1999). Following this  line of reasoning  it does not come as a surprise  that
relationship conflict negatively influences satisfaction with the group, whereas task
conflict has a positive, if minor, influence. Previous studies (e.g.,  Jehn 1995; Duffy et al.
2000; Jehn and Mannix 2001; De Dreu and Weingart 2003) also found a negative
relationship between relationship conflict and satisfaction with the group.

The last significant effects found in this study involve public reflection.
Notwithstanding small effects on and by public reflection, two effects deserve special
attention. The first of these concerns the positive influence of public reflection on task
conflict. Since a task can both be functional and dysfunctional in terms of task
performance   (Jehn and Mannix   2001:   Yang and Mossholder  2004) we argue   that   the
degree of public reflection indicates whether disagreement is functional and serves a
purpose. Since public reflection involves shared effortful cognitive processing it brings to
light task-related contradictions. A study by Amason and Schweiger (1994) earlier found
a relationship between task conflict and high quality decisions, which supports this
explanation. Second, public reflection is seen to positively effect relationship conflict.
Here, the degree of public reflection demonstrates the likelihood of conflict escalation.
This means that public reflection has revealed conflicting beliefs which are so
fundamentally different that they cannot be easily united. Studies by Mohammed and
Angell (2004) and De Dreu and Weingart (2003) provide some support for this
explanation by illustrating the negative influence of relationship conflict on perceived
team performance. The presence of a relationship between public reflection and both
types of conflict, as well  as the influence of task conflict on relationship conflict supports
our argument that public reflection is about interaction content.

In contrast to the effects mentioned above, we did not find significant direct
effects between coordination and public reflection or between communication and public
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reflection. Although our initial thought was that public reflection actualizes through
coordination and communication, the results indicate otherwise. As coordination and
communication are operationalized in terms of interdependent actions and opportunities
for contact, these group processes indicate what group members do in interaction. Public
reflection, in contrast, is about how they interact. In other words, it is not about type or
frequency of actions, it is about interaction content: the effort put into stimulating one's
own and other group members' cognitive processing.

Another effect for which we did not find support in this study involves public
reflection and satisfaction with the group. As demonstrated by the standardized regression
effects in figures 6.5,6.6,6.7 and 6.9, this could be explained by the fact that relationship
conflict mediates between public reflection and satisfaction with the group. In other
words, public reflection only has an impact when different frames of reference are not
allowed. Another possibility is that interaction content is mainly focused on cognitive
matters and less on affective ones. This could be due to the fact that group members had
prevailing personal objectives, i.e., completing their thesis. In this case personal objectives
downplay the importance of shared objectives like group performance.

6.7 Conclusions
In this study we focused on which group processes and emergent states influence and are
influenced by public reflection and the extent to which public reflection has cognitive and
affective outcomes. Based on our analyses we found no support for hypotheses  1,2 and 6.
Partial support has been found for hypothesis 3, whereas hypotheses 4,5 and 7 have been
completely confirmed. When revisiting our conceptual model on public reflection, we
conclude that public reflection positively influences group cognitive complexity.
Furthermore, public reflection mediates the relationship between  (1)  both the group
processes coordination and communication versus the emergent states task and
relationship conflict, as well as between (2) the group processes coordination and
communication versus the cognitive and affective outcomes group cognitive complexity
and satisfaction with the group.

Based on the aforementioned results, public reflection as the tendency to share
effortful cognitive processing is considered another group process that influences (and
will possibly also be influenced by) the emergent states of the group. Earlier we argued
that group processes such as coordination and communication concern interaction
structure, such as type and frequency of actions. whereas public reflection refers to
interaction content. Public reflection differs from other group processes in that it directs
interaction quality. Interaction quality is based on the extent to which comments and
suggestions by group members are considered as well thought-out eye-openers. By
identifying interaction content, public reflection is associated with beneficial task conflict.
Public reflection explicates the nature of both types of conflict and, as such, provides
support for the hypothesis that task conflict and relationship conflict could also arise
independently from one another.

In sum, the results indicate that public reflection stimulates group cognitive
complexity directly, and via task and relationship conflict. The latter are also responsible
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for an effect on satisfaction with the group. Therefore, we conclude that public reflection
is a shared cognitive process that contributes directly to the development of cognitively
complex group cognition and indirectly to satisfaction with the group. Based on these
outcomes public reflection is seen to direct interaction quality.

6.8 Limitations
In line with our topic we conclude this study by discussing its limitations (see also chapter

4).  One drawback of this study  is its relative small sample size of 77 student groups.  The
sample size impacts significance values and could explain why model fit indices like
RMSEA are less robust than expected. For this reason, models could be overly specified.

Another limitation involves variances in group size. Since the number of group
members is between three and eleven, the development and impact of group processes and
emergent states may vary. This could also explain the effect of thesis circle meeting
length.

A third pitfall concerns the attenuating effect of aggregated values. This means
outliers can be less easily identified when groups consist of many group members. On the
other hand, since responses have not been negotiated and given the high values for within-
group agreement, the views of dominant group members do not carry extra weight.
Nevertheless, the sample could be biased if dominant members are overrepresented. This

is something we could not test.
Related to the aforementioned limitation of bias in response, is the use of self-

report measures. A disadvantage of these type of measures is their proneness to social
desirability and perceptual biases. Furthermore, the passage of time could distort
recollections of thoughts referred to in the questionnaire items. Notwithstanding its impact
this is a limitation that characterizes most measurement scales on personality traits,
attributes and related measures, since most of them cannot be observed directly.

In the final chapter, we readdress the limitations and further implications of this
study as well as those of the previous studies (see chapters 2,3,4 and 5) and suggest
directions for future research.
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7 REFLECTION ON REFLECTION

7.1 Introduction
The four studies in this research project together explored the meaning of reflection in
terms of cognition and interaction content. This final chapter recapitulates our findings by
reviewing the main conclusions of each study. Furthermore, the findings feed back upon

the literature. The concluding part of this chapter presents the author's reflection on this
research project.

7.2  Recapitulation of the four studies
Paramount in this research project was the question what cognitive effort does reflection
involve and how does it manifest itself in (grozip) learning settings? To address this
question we conducted a literature review which resulted in a sensitizing concept of
reflection that focuses on questioning. Second, we performed an exploratory study to find
indicators for constructing a measurement instrument on reflection. This resulted in the
operational definition that reflection  involves  a  tendency to distinguish between subjective
and objective realities and exceed one's own frame of reference by questioning the
coherence   of argumentation. In this study we found that this type of questioning is based
on the willingness to engage in effortful thinking (need for cognition), is provoked by a

challenging event or task (provocation of cognition), touches upon the nature of
knowledge and the act of knowing (epistemology), examines the combination of premises
that constitute argumentation (logic), addresses strategies for exploration and problem
solving (heuristics), and differentiates between types of cognitive processing on the basis
of the effort needed (level of cognition). Furthermore, questioning can both be internally
as well as externally induced (locus) and can produce cognitively complex outcomes
(cognitive complexity). Based on the six cognitive aspects that characterize reflection, the
third and fourth studies examined reflection both at the individual as well as at the group
level. As demonstrated by these studies, reflection has antecedents and cognitive and
affective outcomes. In the third study we found that private reflection partially mediates
the relationships between personality traits and cognitive complexity. Thus, private
reflection can be used to reach complex solutions and contribute to self-knowledge on job
performance. In this way, private reflection provides a tool for taking distance. By
explicitly including the role of self, it creates a mirror-image of a mirror-image. In the
fourth study we found public reflection partially mediates the relationships between group

processes on one hand and group cognitive complexity and satisfaction with the group on
the other. This mediating effect is remarkable in that it occurs through task and
relationship conflict. In other words, public reflection can be used to help the group
produce cognitively complex solutions and raise satisfaction with the group by virtue of
its impact on task and relationship conflict. Here, public reflection serves to provoke
fruitful discussion and release steam.

Figure 7.1 recapitulates the findings of the four studies. The figure presents the

process of reflection in learning. The grey box shows the aspects of reflection at the
individual level (private reflection) as well as the group level (public reflection).
Reflection is considered another type of cognitive processing that constitutes learning.
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The figure further specifies antecedents for private reflection, e.g., traits, and for public
reflection, e.g., group processes. These antecedents distinguish reflection from other types
of cognitive processing such as memorizing. Furthermore, the figure depicts outcomes of
private and public reflection that are classified as cognitive and affective products of
learning.

Figure 7.1 Reflection in learning
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Logic
Need fur Cognition Cognitive Complexity

>     Provocation of Cogn.                                                             )
Openness to Experience             - Private Self-consciousness

Heuristics

Locus Self
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>    Locus Peers                >                                  )
Communication Relationship Conflict Satisfaction w/t Group

Locus Supervisors

Public Reflection

Figure 7.1 demonstrates the connection between reflection, its antecedents and outcomes.
First, the antecedents explain which traits or group processes facilitate reflection. Second,
the three cognitive aspects for private reflection unfold the practice of questioning in
terms of situations, questions and purposes. The three cognitive aspects for public
reflection reveal the locus of questioning, classifying who raises questions and elaborates
on them. In discussing different frames of reference in terms of boundaries and biases
avoided, public reflection identifies productive conflict. Lastly, cognitive and affective
outcomes of private reflection illustrate metacognitive awareness. In case of public
reflection cognitive and affective outcomes demonstrate group member synergies.

7.3 Revisiting the literature
In Figure 7.1 reflection in learning is composed of data gathered in the empirical studies.
As illustrated by chapter 3, to understand reflection the concept had to be taken to a higher
level of abstraction by recognizing aspects of cognitive processing. After testing for
antecedents and outcomes, reflection as type of cognitive processing was positioned
among learning strategies and patterns of social interaction. Given the concept's abstract
nature and embeddedness in cognitive and social psychology, Argyris' theory of action
(1976, 1999) deserves review.

The link between Argyris' concept of double-loop learning (Argyris et al.  1985;
Argyris and Schon 1996; Argyris  1999) and reflection was addressed in chapter 3. Argyris
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describes double-loop learning as questioning and challenging taken-for-granted
assumptions or governing variables (1999). Double-loop learning is a learning
consequence that is part of what he calls Model II theory-in-use. More specifically, model
II refers to implicit action programs people use to achieve effective interaction. In chapter
3 we discussed the distinction Argyris made between espoused theories (what people say
they strive for in interaction) and theories-in-use (how people actually behave in
interaction) (Argyris 1976; Argyris  et  al. 1985; Argyris 1999). Double-loop learning  is
one ofthe learning consequences identified in model II interaction behavior, in addition to
behavioral consequences and quality of life consequences, for example. The model starts,
however, by describing the governing variables: valid information, free and informed
choice, internal commitment to the choice and constant monitoring. Together with action
strategies and considerations of effectiveness, the aforementioned governing variables and
consequences represent Model Il interaction behavior. Model II interaction behavior is
aimed at overcoming defensive routines and blindness caused by strictly adhering to the
current frame of reference, which characterizes model  I (Argyris  1999,2004).

Comparing our findings in figure 7.1 with model Il interaction behavior
(including double-loop learning) reveals similarities. Argyris' Model 11 explains how non-
defensive behavior contributes to learning and collaborative effectiveness. Figure 7.2
explains reflection in learning by drawing on the elements that characterize model 11
behavior. The grey box emphasizes the learning consequences which resemble the aspects
of reflection found in this research project.

Figure 7.2 Model II theory-in-use
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(Public) testing              ,7
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> Disconfirni processes                                              )
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Source: Based on Argyris 1999: 182

The metaphor of the mirror demonstrates that private reflection stimulates metacognitive
awareness. A mirror-image not only provides distance by using an opposite frame of
reference, it also reveals cognitive blind spots. By feeding back upon the image of self.
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authenticity and freedom is achieved via metacognitive awareness. This is exemplified by
Copernicus who questioned the taken-for-granted Ptolemaic geocentric cosmology.
Copernicus found that in contrast to the Ptolemaic theory a rotating Earth revolving with
the other planets about a stationary, central Sun could also explain the rotation of the
heavens, the annual movement of the Sun through the ecliptic, and the periodic retrograde
motion of the planets". In addition, public reflection produces group member synergies.
As illustrated by the metaphor of 'bridging mountain tops', pushing others to jump from
one mountain top to another results in defensive behavior. Public reflection gains more
support by first leading them down the valley to subsequently climb the mountain top, that
is, traveling the same road the proponent took earlier (cf. exploring boundaries of
knowledge to exceed one's current frame of reference). Or, as Argyris explains:
"Productive reasoning means that the premises are explicit, the inferences from the
premises are also made explicit, and finally conclusions are crafted in ways that can be
tested by a logic that is independent of the actor" (1999: 60). Similarly, reflection
improves problem solving and decision making effectiveness via group member
synergies. An example of this is multinationals hiring external experts to team up to
stimulate and manage change. Given the similarities between private and public reflection
and Argyris' model II theory-in-use reflection is considered as another demonstration of
double-loop learning.

Furthermore, in their review on group learning Edmondson et al. (2007)
distinguish three foci in empirical studies: (1) outcome improvement, (2) task mastery and
(3) group process. The first category of empirical studies addresses outcome improvement
by focusing on learning curves in routine tasks. In contrast to these studies, this research
project on reflection examines learning in innovation and knowledge work (non-repetitive
tasks). Second, studies on task mastery hold that learning involves the accomplishment of
interdependent tasks. Edmondson et al. (2007) state that studies in this category would
benefit from a process approach to learning. Our research project meets this suggestion in
considering public reflection as a group process and groups as cognitive systems. As such,
this project elaborates on shared or social cognition. Examining cognition and interaction
content demonstrates metacognition (developing cognition about cognition) and taken-for-
granted socialized perceptions. These aspects, Edmondson et al. (2007) argue, contribute
to the prediction of task performance. The third category of empirical studies focuses on
learning behavior in real groups. Our research project fits under this category in that we
used real student groups that gathered for the purpose of thesis supervision, rather than
laboratory groups arranged solely for the purpose of research. As recommended by
Edmondson et al. (2007), the project integrated qualitative and quantitative methods. The
review and exploratory study aimed to capture the meaning of reflection as perceived by

33 Source: http://www-gap.dcs.st-nd.ac.uk/-history/Mathematicians/ Copernicus.html.
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group members. The subsequent survey measured the cognitive aspects of reflection in
learning, identified in the interviews and observations. Survey sample size allowed us to
relate the measures on reflection to measures on antecedents (e.g., traits and group

processes) and outcomes (e.g., cognitive complexity, private self-consciousness and
satisfaction with the group). In this way learning conditions, strategies and outcomes were
related. As suggested by Edmondson et al. (2007), groups with minimum power
differences were observed. In contrast to most groups in business environments, the

I observed groups made decisions on the basis of consent (no argued objection). Power
differences between group members, such as students and supervisors, were de-
emphasized by effectuating the rule of equivalence. Group autonomy was optimized given
that groups members decided on the basis of consent how to organize the group. In group

meetings students and supervisors could ask questions, give suggestions, anticipate
actions and offer feedback. Students were instructed to provide feedback before

supervisors commented. This created feelings of responsibility among group members (cf
psychological contract) and an atmosphere in which every member felt it safe to speak.

Furthermore, Edmondson et al. (2007) predicted that when considered a form of collective
discussion, reflection produces valuable team behaviors by helping to discuss different
frames of reference. Given the indicators found for reflection this research project
supports these predictions on team learning.

7.4 Conclusions
Three main conclusions are drawn from the studies described above. The literature review
revealed that reflection actually includes questioning the coherence of argumentation.  The
exploratory study on the meaning of reflection produced the operational definition of
reflection as a tendency in cognitive processing. This particular type of cognitive

processing involves distinguishing between subjective and objective realities and
exceeding one's own frame of reference. We found eight cognitive aspects that served as
indicators for reflection: (1) provocation of cognition, (2) need for cognition, (3)
epistemology, (4) locus of cognition, (5) logic, (6) heuristics, (7) level of cognition and (8)
cognitive complexity. Testing the scale on reflection, consisting of 12 items on private
reflection and 9 items on public reflection, reconfirmed the aspects provocation of
cognition, heuristics, logic and locus of cognition to be central to reflection. In the
subsequent explanatory studies at the individual and group level we used this scale to
measure private and public reflection. Thus, we determined the degree of reflection
among students, based on their own perception.

This, however, does not provide an estimation of the 'minimum', 'ideal', or
'perfect' degree of reflection, e.g., reflection should at least take place 'usually'. To
determine the required degree of reflection in a particular situation (e.g., product design)
or context (e.g., apprenticeship) the tool's input or output should be specified. One
possibility is to examine the outcomes of private and public reflection, e.g., cognitive

complexity. Innovativeness, for instance, implies high cognitive complexity, that is,
integration of multiple individual frames of reference. Optimizing private and public
reflection could increase cognitive complexity. Another possibility is to look for
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antecedents of private and public reflection.  In the study on private reflection (chapter 5),
personality traits have been included as antecedents, e.g., need for cognition, openness to
experience and conscientiousness. The study on public reflection (chapter 6) focused on
group dynamics, e.g., coordination, task conflict and group cognitive complexity to test
the cognitive process approach on reflection. Results showed a significant, positive
relationship between need for cognition and private reflection as well as between
openness to experience and private reflection. Public reflection, however, is not effected
substantially by coordination and communication. This is due to the fact that coordination
is measured in terms of task interdependence, whereas communication is measured in
terms of opportunities for contact. Interaction content is likely to have more influence,
given that discussion benefits from serious contributions as opposed to superficial
rhetoric. In short, the results demonstrate private reflection to be highest among those with
a high need for cognition and those open to new experiences. Public reflection is expected
to be highest when the composition of argumentation (e.g., the combination of premises)
is made explicit among group members. The importance of interaction content for public
reflection makes sense given that the former also explains the influence of public
reflection on task and relationship conflict.

Pinpointing reflection, its antecedents and outcomes holds implications for the
future. Based on need for cognition and openness to experience as antecedents, private
reflection could be probed by challenging tasks and new experiences. Public reflection
could be induced by implementing constructive modes of feedback, e.g., no accusations or
defensiveness, and stimulating commitment, e.g., providing valuable feedback generates
valuable feedback. Furthermore, public reflection could be stimulated by making sure
groups include people with these personality traits. Based on the evidence found for the
mediating effects of private and public reflection, the empirical studies demonstrate
reflection could impact metacognitive awareness and group member synergies in two
ways: first, via cognitive complexity and (private) self-consciousness, and second, in
terms of group cognitive complexity and satisfaction.  For this reason we suggest groups
be composed of (1) group members who can work on challenging tasks that have not yet
been decided upon, but are granted their domain of decision making, (2) group members
who cooperate with each other based on personal curiosity, commitment and the ability to
take responsibility for a certain decision domain, (3) group members who are open
minded with respect to new experiences, other frames of reference and change, (4) group
members who scrutinize shared arguments to reach consensus and increase group
cognition, (5) group members who are granted leeway for experimentation (e.g., mistakes
are allowed) to deal with questions, and (6) group members who put effort into taking
distance towards and reconsidering unstructured, complex problems.

7.5 Reflection
In line with our topic, we conclude this dissertation with reflection. Reflection is
considered as questioning the coherence of argumentation. Questions pinpoint current
cognition and identify lack of cognition. For this reason, we raise here four questions.
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What premises made us consider reflection as questioning the coherence of
argumentation?
One premise involves the mechanism of symmetrical thinking: elaborating on the future
takes places by analyzing the past; in turn, analyzing the future occurs by elaborating on
the past. Another premise indicates the subject-object discussion: subject and object
merge as well as diverge. When combined, the premises on symmetrical heuristics and
subject-object (dis)conformity indicate different argumentative paths. In other words,
questioning reveals that using one frame ofreference results in the conclusion that another
frame of reference produces untrue conclusions. Thus, boundaries of knowledge are
identified.

How do we know we  have explored our own  boundaries  of knowledge?
Innovative thinkers, such as Copernicus. are controversial because they challenge
common cognition and beliefs. In a similar though broader sense, reflection is
demonstrated by the uniqueness of its outcome. Reflection does not produce conventional
understanding or solutions, that is, in line with a current frame of reference. It makes
metacognition possible by challenging current cognition and the way this cognition has
been developed. In other words, boundaries of knowledge have been explored i f we know
how we arrived at this cognition in the first place. This opens the opportunity for new
argumentative possibilities.

What is the relevance  of reflection?
The concept of reflection is relevant from a theoretical as well as from a pragmatic point
of view. To start with the theoretical relevance, reflection represents the connection
between individual learning and group or team learning. Learning at the individual level is
represented by the trait model of reflection, in which private reflection is paramount. This
model demonstrates the individual ability to explore boundaries of knowledge. Private
reflection describes cognition content and is considered a trait, which is stimulated by
personality characteristics such as need for cognition and openness to experience. It
explains how cognition related personality characteristics stimulate cognitive
performance, and as such describes how persons are challenged to excel (cf creativity).
Group learning is denoted by the cognitive process model of reflection, in which public
reflection has a central role. This model reveals the group ability to identifj·
responsibilities and consensually develop new frame(s) of reference. Public reflection
refers to a cognitive process, which develops in interaction and which makes the
difference between fruitful and harmful conflict. It illuminates group interaction without
harmful conflict and impasses, which produces cognitively complex performance and
satisfaction among group members. As such, our cognitive perspective on reflection in
learning (see figure 7.1) integrates learning conditions, strategies and outcomes (see
chapter 1).

In addition to the theoretical relevance of reflection in learning, pragmatic
relevance is also important. Reflection explicates quality of thinking and interaction. and
as such illuminates how knowledge is accumulated. By questioning the coherence in
argumentation reflection helps to identify boundaries of knowledge. As discussed in
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chapter 2, questioning the coherence of argumentation reveals paradoxes. Identification of
paradoxes prevents relying on false certainties, such as circular logic. It thus serves as a
tool for taking distance (chapter 5) or as a tool for opposition and consensus (chapter 6).
Distance stems from distinguishing between subjective and objective realities. Here
reflection acts as an accelerator of thinking. It helps to make sense of current insights and
exceeds these for the benefit of new applications, thus demonstrating the advantage of
group member diversity. As a tool for opposition and consensus reflection provokes
fruitful discussion and releases steam. It gives room to express disagreement, allows for
mistakes and helps to exchange knowledge. It demonstrates the social origins and
dynamics of knowledge. If persons only reflect in private, ideas are not shared and idea

marginalization or isolation results. This means newly developed and current frames of
reference will collide, analogous to Copernicus' ideas and the -in his time- prevailing
Ptolemaic theory. If persons only reflect in public, ideas are not integrated and no
ownership or commitment is expressed. When persons reflect in private as well as in
public, ideas are shared and polished. This refers to the quality of interaction: Group
members openly discuss frames of reference and construct a new frame of reference out of
this discussion without falling prey to group think or defensive behavior. As reflection
involves (distributed) cognition, it helps organizations raise innovative performance.
Taking account of private reflection in group design and considering public reflection in
task design yields synergies in organizational learning. As such, reflection indicates to
what extent and with what effort organizations could deliver innovative performance.

To what extent did we rejlect ourselves while working on this research project?
In line with our theory, we draw on the cognitive aspects on reflection identified in the
previous studies. One by one we address the cognitive aspects of private reflection
(provocation of cognition, heuristics and logic) and public reflection (locus). Though not
conventional in dissertations, we explain the way in which we explored our own
boundaries of knowledge. Subsequently, we discuss methodological considerations and
the relevance of this research project. The chapter concludes with recommendations for
further research.

The first cognitive aspect of reflection, provocation of cognition, addresses the
fusion of subject and object in this research project. The project is characterized by
various challenges that provoked thinking. It was initiated because the scientific and
management literature frequently mention reflection as essential for success. Intrigued by
this status, we sought to learn what reflection involves within the literature. While
analyzing many theoretical approaches from various disciplines new questions came up.
These deal with the source of the concept's ambiguity, synonyms for reflection,
operational definitions, for example. This inspired us to search for empirical indicators.
Confronted with various measurement instruments, we were puzzled by the variety of
meanings and the operationalization of reflection. This made us examine the difference
between what measurement instruments intended to measure and what they actually
measured. For this reason, we decided to consult the 'subjects' themselves: people who
have demonstrated this kind of thinking. In observations and interviews students
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explained their thinking out loud and were asked to be instantly introspective and
retrospective. After collecting these 'aspects of thinking', we had to find out how to
translate these into understandable questions. In other words, we asked ourselves how we
could address the process of questioning in a questionnaire. The result raised questions
about the questions raised! Subsequently, these questions about questions were questioned
by potential respondents to assess validity. The final version of the questionnaire was
distributed among students working on their thesis and who shared their thoughts with
supervisors and peers. Given that students are no tabula rasa and do not lead isolated lives,
we wondered what individual traits and group dynamics could influence their questioning
behavior. For this reason we included additional scales on traits and group dynamics in
the questionnaire on reflection. The next step involved how to analyze the data. Here, we
intended to reduce the data while not losing any relevant information. We questioned the
data by searching for outliers, missing values, and negative scores, for example.
Furthermore, we tested relationships in the data by using different techniques for analysis.
By combining different analytic techniques we tried to avoid type A and type B errors in
hypothesis testing. The questioning process has been suspended... temporarily.

The second cognitive aspect of reflection, heuristics,   refers to methodological
considerations in the research project. Since various uses and benefits were attributed to
reflection, we decided to explore its content in terms of cognition and interaction. First,
we explored the literature from various disciplines to find similarities and differences
between those phenomena indicated by the terms reflexivity, reflection and synonyms.
Thus, we were able to pinpoint questioning as observable behavior that could indicate
reflection. Observing and interviewing students who cooperated in thesis circles provided
rich information about situations, questions and the purposes behind questioning. In
appendix 1 we mentioned the role of etnomethodology for observation and interviewing.
Etnomethodology involves studying the construction as well as the application of
common-sense knowledge. According to etnomethodologists, reflection is used to
demarcate and negotiate common-sense knowledge. Thus, in studying reflection we
focused on the process of constructing common-sense knowledge about the process of
constructing common-sense knowledge. This means that both the purpose as well as the
object of sense making was reflection. Nevertheless, they differ in that in the first type of
reflection the subject is of interest (the subject resembles the object), whereas in the latter
type of reflection the subject is artificially removed from the object (the object of
reflection is emphasized). This categorization provides distance, which facilitates the
evolution ofpersonal insights into common-sense knowledge.

After identifying indicators for reflection, we tested them via survey. By means
of this survey we were able to find traces of private and public reflection. In this way
reflection could be distinguished from related concepts such as evaluation and critical
thinking. Furthermore, we were interested in the nature of reflection at the individual and
group levels. For this reason, we examined whether either traits, private reflection and
reflection outcomes, or group dynamics, public reflection and reflection outcomes relate
to one another. By testing the extent to which changes in the degree of reflection were
effected by other variables and the extent to which such changes produced cognitive and
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affective outcomes, we could demonstrate reflection's contribution. In sum, we used
qualitative data to learn about reflection content and quantitative data to position
reflection and demonstrate its embeddedness. In this way we combined explorative
insights with explanatory power.

The third cognitive aspect of reflection, logic, involves the scientific relevance of
this research project. As with all projects, we have experienced a few pitfalls. First,
reflection has been studied in a learning context which demands the most of its students.
The measurement instrument has been designed to measure reflection on the process of
writing a thesis. This could hamper generalization to contexts less oriented towards
education, exploration and excellence. Furthermore, thesis circles have been set up for the
purpose of shared supervision. This emphasis on interaction could have stimulated the
degree of public reflection. Therefore, this research project takes the measurement of
reflection a step further. By unraveling the thinking behind reflection and what
distinguishes this cognitive process from other cognitive processes that characterize
learning, we point out that reflection contributes to metacognitive awareness and group
member synergies. In chapter 1 we stated that reflection is often used to indicate whether
self-managing teams work effectively. Proponents of self-managing teams favor team
autonomy, whereas opponents point to the possible lack of capabilities needed to deal
with responsibilities. Despite different frames of reference in human nature, both
proponents and opponents of self-managing teams value the need to anticipate. Our
measurement instrument on reflection can be used to determine the degree to which
people distinguish between subjective and objective realities and exceed their own frame
of reference. On the basis of this we suggest that self-managing teams work effectively
(cf. anticipate) when the degree of public reflection (group level) equals or exceeds the
degree of private reflection (individual level).

The fourth and final cognitive aspect of reflection, locus, indicates the limitations

of this research project and future avenues for exploration. Given the limitations
addressed in chapters 4,5 and 6, the measurement instrument on reflection could be
further improved. Improvements could be made regarding the specification of the
different cognitive aspects on reflection. Thus, unexpected outcomes of reflection could
be traced and possible outcomes like decision-making could be tested. Second, we took
into account only a small selection of personality traits in the individual level study. This
means more nuanced traits as well as other antecedents such as interests and emotions
could be tested for their impact on private reflection. In this way, questions could be
posed such as: 'what if people are not interested in intense cognitive processing, despite
their capabilities?', 'can we stimulate these people to reflect?'. 'how can we probe
reflection?'.  In a similar vein, only a small number of group dynamics are addressed in the
group level study. Again, other group dynamics, such as credibility, respect, group safety
and group development stages could be examined for their influence. A final direction for
further research involves the exploration of individual and collaborative professional
working contexts. Given the emphasis on effectiveness in professional work life, the
effect of personal achievement (e.g., task accomplishment, flexibility) as well as
collaborative success (e.g., group safety, innovative capacity) could be addressed.
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SUMMARY

This research project was inspired by the observation that self-managing teams are often
said to succeed because of reflection practices. Notwithstanding some prejudice regarding
the merits of reflection, the literature did not provide much insight into those ways of
thinking central to reflection. Merits attributed to reflection, such as demonstrating the
ability to take responsibility and providing legitimacy, stimulated us to further explore
reflection's content and the extent to which it is related to certain personality traits and
group dynamics. This produced the research question: '1*'hat cognitive effort does
reflection involve and how does  it manifest  itself in (group) learning settings? '

To examine meaning and the manifestations of reflection, the research project
was subdivided into four studies. The four studies together explored the meaning of
reflection in terms of cognition and interaction content. First, we conducted a literature
review (chapter 2), hereby focusing on the manifestations of reflexivity and reflection as
described in organization literature. This resulted in a sensitizing concept of reflection
that focuses on questioning. It became clear that although most approaches did describe

organizational manifestations, they did not demonstrate what reflexivity and reflection
involve in organizational practice. No approach emphasized organizational relevance.
Nevertheless, they all envisioned contexts in which social interaction takes place. This
means reflexivity and reflection do not occur in isolation. Studying the literature has
produced images of reflexivity as an historical label on changed collective consciousness,
and reflection as an act of learning by posing epistemological questions. Theoretical

approaches towards reflexivity. e.g., Lynch (2000), Holland (1999), Cunliffe & Jun
(2002), and Sandywell (1996) considered reflexivity as a means for change, though failed
to describe the use of reflexivity. Crucial issues, such as why social transformation is
necessary, how transformation could be accomplished, and what social actions are
required, were left unaddressed. In a similar vein, approaches to reflection, e.g., Cunliffe
& Jun (2002), Swift & West (1998), and Davis & Klaes (2003) did not discuss the what
and how of reflection, such as 'who is involved?', 'for what reasons?', and 'at what point
in time?'. Furthermore, these approaches did not consider the change of individual
awareness as precursors of social transformation.

Since the implications of reflexivity and reflection for organizational change,
work design, daily organizational practice et cetera were largely ignored, we decided to
study the pragmatic concept of reflection in organizational contexts. Comparison of
theoretical concepts revealed that reflection involves questioning. Epistemological
questions trace back the type of logic in use, hereby explicitly taking into account the role
of the self. In the effort to understand the concept's ambiguity, the role of paradox became

prevalent. Because paradox involves formal logic based on self-contradicting premises.
the combination ofpremises should be examined on generality and particularity. Although
paradoxes are di fficult to solve (if solvable at all) they can be dealt with by examining the
conditions which give rise to the premises. Focusing on conditions differentiates 'true'
from 'untrue' conclusions given the frame of reference in use. Thus, reflection is
operationalized as questioning to disclose paradoxes, such as circular logic.
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Second, we performed an exploratory study (chapter  3)  to find indicators  for
constructing a measurement instrument on reflection. This study was led by the question
'What  type  of questioning  constitutes  reflection?'. We used a sensitizing concept for
reflection to begin observations. This sensitizing concept was defined as questioning the
coherence of argumentation. 'Questioning' points at the reduction of uncertainties.
'Argumentation' refers to the chain of premises that constitute (assumed) uncertainties.  A
synonym for 'coherence' is consistency. This term indicates the interest in the origins and
logical construction of an argument. Starting from this concept made us sensitive to
events, actions et cetera that could contribute to our understanding of the meaning of
reflection. This exploration of reflection revealed six cognitive aspects inherent to
questioning. More specifically, questioning the coherence of argumentation: (1) is based
on the willingness to do effortful thinking (need for cognition), (2) is provoked by a
challenging event or task (provocation of cognition), (3) touches upon the nature of
knowledge and the act of knowing (epistemology), (4) examines the combination of
premises that constitute argumentation (logic), (5) addresses strategies for exploration and
problem solving (heuristics), and (6) differentiates between types of cognitive processing
on the basis of the effort needed (level of cognition). Furthermore, questioning is induced
both internally as well as externally (locus) and produces cognitively complex outcomes
(cognitive complexity).

Based on these six aspects of reflection as well as an antecedent and an outcome,
the sensitizing concept has grown into an operational definition for reflection. Drawing on
these aspects, reflection is defined as a tendency to distinguish between subjective and
objective  realities  and  exceed  one's  oivn frame  of reference  by  questioning  the  coherence
of argumentation. The term 'tendency' indicates reflection is not demonstrated at all times
or in any situation. Since cognitive learning refers to sensemaking in cognitive systems,
reflection is not confined to the individual level. In considering groups or organizations as
cognitive systems (e.g., Weick and Roberts 1993), reflection also takes place in social
interaction. Individual reflection is denoted as private reflection, whereas reflection in
social interaction is called public reflection.

In order to address reflection as both a trait and a cognitive process we developed
a new measurement instrument for private and public reflection (chapter 4). The cognitive
aspects serve as indicators for reflection. By means of our six cognitive aspects we
measured reflection in terms of cognition and interaction content. The number of aspects
involved and their interrelatedness determines the degree of reflection. The measurement
instrument took the form of a questionnaire about writing a thesis. Part one of this
questionnaire dealt with thoughts that occurred while working on the thesis. Part two
addressed thoughts shared when discussing one's own work and the work of peer students

in thesis circle meetings. Based on validity and reliability assessments we found that
measuring cognition and interaction content in questioning the coherence of
argumentation determines the degree of reflection. Although confirmation was not found
for all six cognitive aspects on reflection, three cognitive aspects were found for private
and for public reflection. Private reflection consists of logic, provocation of cognition and
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heuristics. Public reflection is characterized by three subcomponents of locus of cognition,
that is the role of peers, the role ofthe self and the role of supervisors in discussion.

The subsequent two studies on private and public reflection investigated
reflection at the individual as well as the group level. The study on private reflection
(chapter 5) focused on personality traits and cognition. The trait approach on reflection,
holds that people vary in their inclination to question argumentation The trait model
includes the variables need for cognition, openness to experience, conscientiousness,
private reflection, cognitive complexity and (private) self-consciousness. Here, private
reflection was defined as questioning the coherence of argumentation in silence. To
explain reflection conceptualized as a trait, this study sought to identify which individual
traits influence private reflection and the extent to which private reflection has cognitive
and affective outcomes. The questionnaire used in this study included items on reflection
as well as on need for cognition, openness to experience, conscientiousness, (private) self-
consciousness and cognitive complexity. The questionnaire was distributed among Dutch

university students (Bachelor and Master students) who were making use of thesis circles
which consisted of ten students (maximum) and one or more supervisors who shared the
responsibility for supervision. Although writing the thesis itself is done outside the thesis
circle, students discuss their work and progress in thesis circle meetings. To test whether
traits effect private reflection and whether private reflection produces cognitive and
affective outcomes at the individual level, we performed hierarchical regression analysis.
In addition, structural equation modeling was used to test for the mediation effects of
private reflection. Based on these analyses we concluded that conscientiousness hardly
influences private reflection or (private) self-consciousness. On the other hand, need for
cognition and openness to experience show up as antecedents for private reflection.
Openness to experience also largely directly influences cognitive complexity and (private)
self-consciousness. Furthermore, we found that private reflection substantively effects

cognitive complexity and (private) self-consciousness. Thus, we concluded that private
reflection partially mediates the relationships between need for cognition and openness to

experience on one hand and cognitive complexity and (private) self-consciousness on the
other. Private reflection is considered to transform cognition-related traits into
metacognitive outcomes. Effectuated by the traits of need for cognition and openness to

experience, public reflection extends current cognition and self-actualization.
The explanatory study on public reflection (chapter 6) focused on the group level

by including group dynamics. The cognitive process approach on reflection suggests it to
be an act of shared contemplation, which is stimulated by certain input and completed
(temporarily) by the production of certain output. Stimuli can be located both internally
(e.g., personal doubt), or externally, (e.g., suggestions by another person). To test the
cognitive approach on reflection this study focuses on groups as distributed cognition
systems. The cognitive process model includes the variables coordination,
communication, public reflection, task conflict, relationship conflict, group cognitive
complexity and satisfaction with the group. Here, public reflection was defined as
questioning the coherence of argumentation in discussion with others. To explain

reflection as cognitive processing, this study examined what group processes and
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emergent states influence (and are influenced by) public reflection and the extent to which
public  reflection   has  cognitive  and  affective   outcomes. As with the previous study, we
collected data among Dutch university students working in thesis circles. By means of
hierarchical regression analysis we tested whether group dynamics impact public
reflection and whether public reflection brings forth cognitive and affective outcomes. In
addition, we applied structural equation modeling to test for mediation effects of public
reflection. The analyses revealed that public reflection positively influences group
cognitive complexity. Furthermore. public reflection mediates the relationship between
(1) the group processes coordination and communication on one hand and the emergent
states task and relationship conflict on the other, as well as between (2) the group
processes coordination and communication on one hand and the cognitive and affective
outcomes group cognitive complexity and satisfaction with the group on the other. This
means  that  as a tendency to share effortful cognitive processing, public reflection  is
considered another group process that influences (and will possibly also be influenced by)
group emergent states. Given the importance of interaction content, public reflection
differs from other group processes in that it provides higher expectations as regards
outcomes. The results indicate that public reflection stimulates group cognitive
complexity directly, and satisfaction with the group indirectly, via task and relationship
conflict. Public reflection explicates the nature of both types of conflict and, as such,
provides support for the hypothesis that task conflict and relationship conflict could also
arise independently from one another. Task and relationship conflict are also responsible
for an effect on satisfaction with the group. Therefore, we conclude that public reflection
is a shared cognitive process that contributes directly to the development of cognitively
complex group cognition and indirectly to satisfaction with the group. Based on these
outcomes public reflection is seen to direct interaction quality.

To recapitulate (chapter 7), the aforementioned studies revealed the thinking
behind reflection and what distinguishes this cognitive process from other cognitive
processes that characterize learning. Private reflection is found to be highest among
people with a high need for cognition and who are open to new experiences. Public
reflection is highest when the composition of argumentation (e.g., the combination of
premises) is made explicit among group members. Furthermore, reflection contributes to
metacognitive awareness and group member synergies for two reasons. First, we found
private reflection partially mediates the relationships between personality traits and
cognitive complexity. Thus, private reflection can be used to reach complex solutions and
contribute to self-knowledge on job performance.  In this way private reflection provides a
tool for taking distance. By explicitly including the role of self, it creates a mirror-image
of a mirror-image. Second, we found public reflection partially mediates the relationships
between group processes on one hand and group cognitive complexity and satisfaction
with the group on the other. It is remarkable that this mediating effect occurs through task
and relationship conflict. That is to say, public reflection can be used to produce
cognitively complex solutions found by the group and satisfaction with the group via its
impact on task and relationship conflict. Here, public reflection serves to provoke fruitful
discussion and release steam. In this sense, reflection resembles Argyris' (1999) concept
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of double-loop learning. Furthermore, this research project contributes to current studies
on group learning, due to its focus on innovation and knowledge work and cognitive
systems, as well due to the use of qualitative and quantitative methods and real groups
with a minimum of power differences among group members. As such, the project
confirmed the predictions of Edmondson et al. (2007) that reflection could produce
valuable team behaviors by helping discuss different frames of reference.
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DUTCH SUMMARY - SAMENVATTING

Dit onderzoeksproject is geYnspireerd door een veelgehoorde aanname dat
zelforganiserende teams succesvol zijn wanneer zij reflecteren. Uitgezonderd enkele
vooroordelen over de verdiensten van rellectie geeft de literatuur in het algemeen weinig
inzicht in gedachten of cognitieve inspanningen welke typerend zijn voor reflectie.
Verdiensten toegeschreven aan reflectie, zoals het demonstreren van het vermogen om
verantwoordelijkheid te nemen en het verschaffen van legitimiteit, stimuleerde tot het
verder onderzoeken wat reflectie inhoudt, en in welke mate het gerelateerd is aan bepaalde
persoonlijkheidskenmerken en groepsdynamica. Dit heeft de vraag doen rijzen 'welke
cognitieve inspanningen typerend zijn voor reflectie, en op welke wijze reflectie zich
manifesteert  in  (groeps)leeromgevingen?'.

Om de betekenis en manifestaties van reflectie te onderzoeken is het
onderzoeksproject onderverdeeld in vier separate studies. De vier studies tezamen
verkenden de betekenis van reflectie in termen van cognitie en interactie. Ten eerste werd
een literatuuronderzoek uitgevoerd (hoofdstuk 2), welke gericht was op de vraag welke

manifestaties van reflexiviteit en reflectie beschreven worden in de organisatieliteratuur.
Dit mondde uit in een observeerbaar concept van reflectie dat de aandacht focuste op het
'zich afvragen' of 'in twijfel trekken'. Het literatuuronderzoek maakte duidelijk dat,
hoewel theoretische benaderingen over reflectie veelal manifestaties van reflectie in
organisaties beschreven, deze niet verduidelijkten wat reflexiviteit en reflectie inhouden in
de praktijk van alledag. De theoretische benaderingen gingen niet in op de relevantie van
reflectie voor organisaties. Niettegenstaande deze bevinding schetsten alle benaderingen
contexten waarbinnen sociale interactie plaatsvindt. Dit betekent dat reflexiviteit en
reflectie niet gedijen in isolatie. Het bestuderen van de literatuur resulteerde in de
beeldvorming dat reflexiviteit verwijst naar een historisch label dat een transformatie in
het collectief bewustzijn aanduidt, en dat reflectie wordt gezien als een leerhandeling
gestoeld op epistemologische (kenleer) vragen. De theoretische benaderingen van
reflexiviteit, waaronder die van Lynch (2000), Holland (1999), Cunliffe & Jun (2002) en
Sandywell (1996) beschouwen reflexiviteit als een middel tot verandering, hoewel zij niet
trachtten te beschrijven wat het nut is van reflexiviteit. Cruciale vragen zoals waarom
sociale transformatie noodzakelijk is, op welke wijze sociale transformatie gerealiseerd
kan worden, en welke sociale handelingen hiervoor benodigd zijn werden achterwege
gelaten. Op vergelijkbare wijze bespraken de theoretische benaderingen over reflectie,
waaronder die van Cunliffe & Jun (2002), Swift & West (1998) en Davis & Klaes (2003)
niet het 'hoe' en het 'waarom' van reflectie, zoals 'wie is erbij betrokken?', 'om welke
redenen?' en 'op welk moment?'. Daarnaast beschouwden deze benaderingen
veranderingen in individueel bewustzijn niet als voortekenen voor sociale transformatie.

Vanwege het feit dat de implicaties van reflexiviteit en reflectie voor
organisatieverandering, taakontwerp, dagelijkse werkpraktijk en dergelijke grotendeels
buiten beschouwing zijn gebleven is er verder onderzoek gedaan naar het pragmatische
concept van reflectie in de context van organisaties. Vergeluking van de theoretische
concepten leert dat reflectie het 'zich afvragen' of in 'twijfel trekken' van zaken omvat.
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Epistemologische vragen leggen de logica bloot, waarbij het gehanteerde perspectief (de
rol van het 'zelf) expliciet onder de aandacht wordt gebracht. In het streven om de
dubbelzinnigheid van het concept te doorgronden kwam de rol van paradox naar voren.
Omdat paradox de formele logica gebaseerd op in tegenspraak met elkaar zijnde
premissen omvat, dient de combinatie van premissen te worden onderzocht op
generaliseerbaarheid en verbijzondering. Hoewel paradoxen moeilijk zijn op te lossen (als
deze al oplosbaar zijn) kan ermee worden omgegaan door de condities voor premissen op
te sporen. Door deze condities te specificeren kunnen 'ware' conclusies onderscheiden
worden van 'onware' conclusies binnen het gehanteerde referentiekader. Dit betekent dat
reflectie geoperationaliseerd is als het 'zich afvragen' met het doel om paradoxen zoals
cirkelredenaties te onthullen.

Het tweede onderdeel van het onderzoeksproject omvat een exploratieve studie
(hoofdstuk 3) naar indicatoren om een meetinstrument te ontwikkelen voor retlectie.
Centraal in deze studie stond de vraag wat voor wijze van doorvragen kenmerkend is voor
rejlectie. Tijdens het observeren is gebruik gemaakt van het eerder genoemde zoekconcept
voor reflectie. gedefinieerd als het zich afvragen of in twij fel trekken van de samenhang in
argumentatie. 'Zich afvragen' of 'in twijfel trekken' wijst in dit verband naar het
reduceren van onzekerheden. 'Argumentatie' vestigt de aandacht op de keten van
premissen achter (veronderstelde) zekerheden. Een synoniem voor 'samenhang' is
consistentie. Deze term verwijst naar de focus op origine en logica die ten grondslag ligt
aan argumentatie. Het zoekconcept maakt gevoelig voor gebeurtenissen, handelingen et
cetera die zouden kunnen bijdragen aan het begrijpen van de betekenis van reflectie. Deze
verkenning van reflectie heeft een zestal cognitieve aspecten aan het licht gebracht die
inherent zijn aan het 'zich afvragen'. Meer specifiek betekent dit, dat het in twijfel trekken
van de samenhang in argumentatie: (1) gebaseerd is op de bereidheid tot vergaande
cognitieve inspanning, ofwel diep nadenken (behoefte aan kennis), (2) opgewekt wordt
door een uitdagende gebeurtenis of taak (opwekking van kennis), (3) stuit op de aard van
en het vergaren en omgaan met kennis (epistemologie), (4) de combinatie van premissen
onderzoekt die ten grondslag liggen aan argumentatie (logica), (5) zoekstrategieEn en
strategieen voor het oplossen van problemen voor het voetlicht brengt (heuristiek), en (6)
onderscheid maakt tussen typen van cognitief verwerken op grond van de vereiste
inspanning (niveau van kennis). Daarnaast wordt het zich afvragen of in twijfel trekken
zowel door de persoon zelf als door anderen opgewekt (locus) en resulteert het in
cognitief complexe resultaten of uitkomsten (cognitieve complexiteit).

De zes aspecten van reflectie, het genoemde antecedent en het resultaat hebben
samen het zoekconcept uit laten groeien tot een operationele definitie voor reflectie.
Uitgaande van deze aspecten is reflectie gedefinieerd als de neiging om onderscheid te
maken tussen subjectieve en objectieve realiteiten en het eigen referentiekader te
overstijgen door het in twijfel trekken van de samenhang in argumentatie. De term
'neiging geeft aan dat reflectie niet altijd en in iedere situatie aangewend wordt. Omdat
cognitief leren verwijst naar het ordenen van gedachten (betekenisgeving) in cognitieve
systemen is reflectie niet beperkt tot individuen. Door bovendien groepen en organisaties
als gedistribueerde cognitieve systemen te beschouwen (vb. Weick en Roberts 1993) vindt
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reflectie evenzeer plaats in sociale interactie. Reflectie op individueel niveau wordt
aangeduid als private reflectie, terwijl reflectie in sociale interactie publieke reflectie
wordt genoemd.

Om reflectie zowel als persoonlijkheidskenmerk evenals als cognitief proces in
ogenschouw te nemen is een meetinstrument ontwikkeld voor private en publieke reflectie

(hoofdstuk 4). De cognitieve aspecten fungeren als indicatoren voor reflectie. Door
middel van de zes aspecten is reflectie gemeten in termen van kennis- en interactie-
inhoud. Het aantal betrokken aspecten en hun onderlinge relatie bepaalt de mate van
reflectie. Het meetinstrument is gebruikt in een vragenlijst over het schrijven van een
scriptie of thesis. Decl 66n van de vragenlijst verwijst naar gedachten die opborrelden
tijdens het werken aan de thesis. Deel twee haalt gedachten aan die zijn gedeeld met
anderen terwijl men over eigen werk en werk van medestudenten discussieerde tijdens
vergaderingen van de thesis groep. Uitgaande van beoordelingen van de validiteit en de
betrouwbaarheid van het meetinstrument blijkt dat kennis- en interactie-inhoud, welke het
in twijfel trekken van de samenhang in argumentatie kenmerken, de mate van reflectie
vaststellen. Hoewel niet alle zes cognitieve aspecten van reflectie bevestigd werden, zijn
er drie aspecten gevonden voor zowel private als voor publieke reflectie. Private reflectie
omvat in dit verband logica, opwekking van kennis en heuristiek. Publieke reflectie is
gekarakteriseerd door drie subaspecten van locus, te weten de rol van medestudenten, de
rol van de persoon zelf en de rol van begeleiders in de thesis groep discussies.

De twee hierop volgende studies naar private en publieke reflectie onderzochten
reflectie zowel op individueel als op groepsniveau. De studie naar private reflectie

(hoofdstuk 5) was gericht op persoonlijkheidskenmerken en kennis. Private rellectie was
hier gedefinieerd als het stilzwijgend in twijfel trekken van de samenhang in
argumentatie. Om reflectie, geconceptualiseerd als persoonlijkheidskenmerk, te verklaren
had deze studie tot doel te identificeren welke individitele persoon/(ikheidskenmerken

private reflectie beinvioeden, en in welke mate private reflectie cognitieve en affectieve
resultaten voortbrengt. De vragenlijst gebruikt in deze studie omvatte items over reflectie
en over behoefte aan kennis, openheid voor ervaringen, nauwgezetheid, privaat
zelfbewustzijn en cognitieve complexiteit. De vragenlijst was verspreid onder
Nederlandse universitaire Bachelor en Master studenten die afstuderen in thesis groepen.
Een thesis groep bestaat uit maximaal tien studenten en 66n of meerdere begeleiders die
samen de verantwoordelijkheid delen voor het supervisieproces. Hoewel het schrijven van
de thesis zelf buiten de thesis groepen wordt gedaan, bediscussieren de groepsleden

elkaars werk en voortgang tijdens de groepsvergaderingen. Om te testen of
persoonlijkheidskenmerken private reflectie beYnvloeden en of private reflectie cognitieve
en affectieve uitkomsten genereert is hierarchische regressie-analyse toegepast. Daarnaast
is padanalyse gehanteerd om te toetsen voor medierende effecten van private reflectie. Op

grond van de analyses is geconcludeerd dat de variabele nauwgezetheid nauwelijks van
invloed is op private reflectie of op privaat zelfbewustzijn. Daarentegen blijken behoefte
aan kennis en openheid voor ervaringen antecedenten te zijn voor private reflectie.
Openheid voor ervaringen bernvloedt in grote mate en op directe wijze cognitieve

complexiteit en privaat zelfbewustzijn. Daarnaast kwam naar voren dat private reflectie
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een substantiele invloed uitoefent op cognitieve complexiteit en privaat zelfbewustzijn.
Om deze reden is dan ook geconcludeerd dat private reflectie gedeeltelijk het verband
tussen behoefte aan kennis en openheid voor ervaringen aan de ene kant, en cognitieve
complexiteit en privaat zelfbewustzijn aan de andere kant medieert.

De verklarende studie naar publieke reflectie (hoofdstuk 6) focust op
groepsniveau door groepsdynamiek erbij te betrekken. Publieke reflectie is hier
gedefinieerd als het in twijfel trekken van de samenhang in argumentatie tijdens discussies
met anderen. Om reflectie, geconceptualiseerd als cognitief verwerken, te verklaren
onderzocht deze studie welke groepsprocessen en stemmingen van invloed zijn op (en
beinvioed worden door) publieke reflectie en in welke mate publieke reflectie cognitieve
en   affectieve   resultaten voortbrengt. Zoals in de vorige studie werd ook hier data
verzameld onder Nederlandse universitaire studenten die deelnamen aan thesis groepen.
In dit geval testten we of groepsdynamiek invloed heeft op publieke reflectie en of
publieke reflectie cognitieve en affectieve uitkomsten genereert. Naast hierarchische
regressie om te testen voor lineaire effecten werd ook in deze studie padanalyse toegepast
om te toetsen voor medierende effecten. De analyses onthullen dat publieke rellectie een
positieve invloed heeft op cognitieve complexiteit. Daarnaast medieert publieke reflectie
in de verbanden tussen (1) de groepsprocessen coordinatie en communicatie aan de ene
kant en de stemmingen taak- en relatieconflict aan de andere kant, als ook tussen (2) de
groepsprocessen coOrdinatie en communicatie aan de ene kant en de cognitieve en
affectieve uitkomsten groep cognitieve complexiteit en tevredenheid met de groep aan de
andere kant. Dit betekent dat publieke reflectie, beschouwd als een neiging om vergaande
cognitieve inspanning te delen, een groepsproces is dat stemmingen in de groep
bernvloedt (en waarschijnlijk ook hierdoor beYnvloed wordt). Gegeven de importantie van
interactie-inhoud verschilt publieke reflectie dan ook van andere groepprocessen, omdat
het meer richting verschaft in te verwachten resultaten hiervan. Publieke reflectie maakt
de verschillen in de aard van het conflict duidelijk en bevestigt als zodanig dan ook de
hypothesis dat taak- en relatieconflict onafhankelijk van elkaar kunnen ontstaan. Dit heeft
geleid tot de conclusie dat publieke reflectie een groepsproces is dat bijdraagt aan de
ontwikkeling van cognitief complexe groepskennis en via taak- en relatieconflict aan de
tevredenheid met de groep. Uitgaande van deze uitkomsten stuurt publieke reflectie dan
ook de kwaliteit van interactie.

Samenvattend blijkt dat de voornoemde studies ontrafeld hebben wat voor
gedachten ten grondslag liggen aan reflectie, en wat reflectie als cognitief proces
onderscheid van andere cognitieve groepsprocessen die vallen onder de noemen 'leren'.
Reflectie draagt om twee redenen bij aan meta-cognitief bewustzijn. Ten eerste vonden
we dat private reflectie gedeeltelijk de relatie tussen persoonlijkheidskenmerken en
cognitieve complexiteit medieert. Dit betekent dat private reflectie gebruikt kan worden
om complexe oplossingen te realiseren en om zelfkennis en prestaties te vergroten. Op
deze manier vormt private reflectie een hulpmiddel voor het nemen van afstand. Door
expliciet aandacht te vestigen op de rol van het 'zelf wordt een spiegelbeeld van een
spiegelbeeld geschapen. Ten tweede bleek dat publieke reflectie de verbanden tussen
groepsprocessen aan de ene kant en groep cognitieve complexiteit en tevredenheid met de
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groep aan de andere kant medieert. Het bijzondere aan dit medierende effect is dat het
plaatsvindt via taak- en relatieconflict. Met andere woorden, publieke reflectie produceert

cognitief complexe oplossingen  in de groep alsmede tevredenheid  met de groep,  door haar
invloed op taak- en relatieconflict. In deze hoedanigheid fungeert publieke reflectie als
hulpmiddel om vruchtbare discussies uit te lokken, en in aanvulling hierop om 'de druk
van de ketel te halen'. In dit opzicht wordt de gelijkenis met Argyris' (1999) concept

double-loop learning duidelijk. Daarnaast draagt dit onderzoeksproject bij aan huidige
studies naar groepsleren door de focus op innovatie- en kenniswerk en cognitieve
systemen, alsook door het gebruik maken van kwalitatieve en kwantitatieve
onderzoeksmethoden en bestaande groepen met een minimum aan machtsverschillen
onder groepsleden. Als zodanig ondersteunt het onderzoeksproject de propositie van
Edmondson et at. (2007) dat reflectie kan bijdragen aan waardevol teamgedrag door
verschillen in referentiekaders te identificeren en te bespreken.
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Appendix 1: Etnomethodological approach
Studying learning in social interaction requires an etnomethodological approach. Inspired
by Durkheim's 'lived immortal. ordinary society', etnomethodology aims to "find, collect,
specify, and make instructably observable the local endogeneous production and natural
accountability of immortal familiar society's most ordinary organizational things in the
world" (Garfinkel 1996: 6). 'Etno' refers to the interest in universal mechanisms of
constructing common-sense knowledge, whereas 'methodology' represents examination
of strategies to construct, justify, internalize and apply common-sense practices (Garfinkel
1967). Reflection is the object in this particular study. Etnomethodologists consider
reflexivity as the explanation for constructing and sharing common-sense knowledge
(Garfinkel, 1967). In other words, etnomethodology is interested in the way social
systems regulate socialization processes  and, thus. construct reality  (Maso   1984:   23).
Etnomethodologists try to understand "how people see, describe, and jointly develop a
definition of the situation" (Zimmerman and Wieder 1970 in Coulon 1995: 9). Attention is
drawn on the way in which different reality constructions emerge, and the way in which
common-sense knowledge gets shared and normalized (Garfinkel 1996). Ordinary
routines in living together are subject of interest (Lynch 1993; Coulon 1995; Feldman
1995). As a study on methods of ordinary action, emomethodology focuses on reflexivity
and  indexicality in ordinary practice (Lynch 1993, Coulon 1995). According to Garfinkel
normalization is constituted by reflection (1967) and shared sense making. He explicates
this by the following example in social interaction: "A: 'Where have you been?', B:
'Well, I have not been away that long, have I?' With the reflective question of B, B on the
one hand describes what A implicitly meant, and on the other hand also answers the
question of A. Uncovering the indexicality of question of A - being a complaint -, B's
reaction is justified." The position by Garfinkel illustrates the double-edged character of
reflection in social interaction. Explained by Giddens' (1984) observation that social
agents both influence and are influenced by patterns of social interaction, reflection is
both object of study as well as a method for sense making about this object of study. As
object of research, reflection is studied in a learning context for students. In line with
Garfinkel's focus on socialization, in being part of sense-making reflection is used by
students to make sense of their tasks, as well as to socialize themselves with the learning
context they are confronted with. Studying reflection in this learning context implies two
objects of reflection: the first is the process of writing a thesis, the second involves
making sense of thesis circles. This means the emomethodological approach enables us to
explore reflection for the purpose of writing a thesis, and reflection for the purpose of
making sense of the thesis circles. In this study emphasis is on reflection on the thesis.
e.g., what constitutes my argumentation? Reflection on interaction can occur both in
private as well as in public. An example of private reflection on interaction is
reconsidering the status of peer comments received in terms of expectations (cf.
psychological contract). Public reflection on interaction is not expressed in words per se.
It can also involve copying 'scientific' routines demonstrated by supervisors, e.g., posing
why-questions. For this reason reflection on interaction is considered complementary to
reflection on the thesis.
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Appendix 2: Code frequencies and variances

Codes Interviewee 1 2 3 4 5 6 78 9     10
0.0 thesis circle
0*msos01 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
0.0*msos02 0000000000
0.0*msos03 0000000000
0.0*msos04 0 0 1 1 100000
0.0*msos05 0000000000
0.0*msos06 1000000001
0.0*msos07 0000000000
0.0*msos08 0 0 0 0000000
0.0*msos09                                             0         0         0         0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0.0*msos 10 0000000000
0.1)*msosl 1 00000 10010
0.1)*msos12                                             0         0         0         0         0         0 0 0 0 0
0.  graduation date
0. faugust 2004/2005 0000000010
0. *june 2004/2005 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0
0. *october 2005/2006                                0          0          0          0          0          0 0 0 0 1

. thought steps
. 1 research phases

1 *analysis strategy 0 4 1 0 0 20443
1*analysis findings 0 0 0 1 0 3 0 1 1 6

. 1 *conclusions 1 1 0 4 0 3 1 1 2 1

.1*data collection 220105 0533

.1*data processing 2000020033

.1*design 0 3 1 0 0 0 1 730

.1*discussion 0003 0 2 1 0 1 3

.1*method 0 1 0 2 1 00344

.1*research question/iov 14222 11 2 9 6 3

.1*theory 2213466 8    6    11
1 *topic 0 0 2 1 1 3 1 4 3 1

.2 period/research time

.24april 2005 0010000024

.2*august 2005 0 0 0 0 0 0 0004
. .2*december 2004 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 002

.2*february 2005 0020000012

.2*januarv 2005 0 0 0 0 000001.2*July 2005 0000000014

.2*June 2005 0000 000004
. .2*march 2005 00'0000022

2*may 2005 0010000002
. .2*november 2004 0 0 1 1 0 00001

.2*october 2005 0 0 0 00000 -      2

.2*september 2005 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 1
3  order of thoughts

. .3*emergent 0 0 0 1001010

. .3*planned 0 0 010000 1       0

. .3*simultaneous 1 1 0 0 000000
.3 *step-by-step                                                      1              2              0              2              2              1              2              0              1              0..4 nature thinking process

. .4*chaotic 1000000111
.4*circular 0101002000
.4*linear                   0    0    0    1    1    0 1 0 0 0

. .5 perspective of thinking
.5*descriptive 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
.5 *explanatory 0001000100
.5*exoloratory 0 1 00 004 0 0 0
.6 feeling
.6*certain 3 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1
.6*dissatisfied                                     1         0         0 3 0 0 1 5 3 9
.6*relaxed 0000003 1 0 0
.6*satisfied 2030 7 2 3 1 1 9
.6*stressed 3 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 8
.6*uncertain 7 1 1 0002 722
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Irodes Interviewee 1 2 3 4 5 6 78 9    10
.1.7 quest
.1.7*confirmation 00242 02601
.1.7*knowledge acquisition 0003100211
.1.7*recognition 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1         0

.2 critical incidents

.2.1 type of incidents

.2.1 *design/methodology 0 1 50232 10    5     1

.2.1 *practice 1 0 5 2 341050

.2.1*theory 2 0 322 1 3 1 2 3

.2.2 problem solving strategy

.2.24avoidance 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0

.2.2*distance 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 0 1 1

.2.2*expert advice 0 2 1 1 0 1 0     11    4    0

.2.2*peer advice 0 2 1 3420022

.2.2*supervisor advice 02325 1 4 1 2 0

.2.2*trial-and-error 2 1 1 1 3 3 60 0     1

.2.3 problem identification

.2.3*context 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0

.2.3*interaction effects 0010)00000

.2.3*nature 2 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1

.2.3*social cognition 0 0 00 1 1 1 0 1       0

.2.4 problem decomposition

.2.4*alternative generation 0000201 002

.2.4*description 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

.2.4*design 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0

.2.4*diagnosis 1100000 0 1 1

.2.4*evaluation 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0

.2.4*goal-setting 0001001121

.2.4*persuasion 1 0 0 0 1 00000

.2.4*prediction 0000000100

.2.4*research 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 2     0

.2.5 subp.roblem analysis

.2.5*falsification 0210000011

.2.5*inductive analysis 0000 0 0 1 1 0 0

.2.5*integrative analysis 200000 0 0 1 0

.2.5*optimum solutions 0000101100

.2.5*progress 0 0 0 2 1 0 1 1 0     1

.2.6 problem (re)modeling

.2.6*knowledge/experience 40202152 3     5

.2.6*laws
0 1 0 4 1 3     2

1000 000000
.2.6*literature/theories 1 0 1
.3 int. thought steps
.3.1 nature ofrelationship
.3.1*random 0 0 0 0 0 00000
.3.1*sequence 1 1 01 0 1 2 1 0 0
.3.2 cause of interaction
.3.2*accidental 0000001 000
.3.2*purposeful 030 11 1 2 1 1        2

.3.3 process of logic

.3.34hypothesizing 000000 15 5 3     1

.3.3*intellectualizing 1 4 0 0 0 1 12 10    8     1

.3.3*reasoning 0     10    1     0 0 2     22    1     10    13

.3.3*suggesting 0 2 0 1 0 1 3410

.3.3*testing 0 2 0    0     1     0     16 4 4     6

.4 thought outcomes

.4.1  type of outcomes

.4.1 *definitions/concepts 0500102021

.4.1 *doubts 0401000623

.4.1 *experiments/experiences 04001 0 4 020

.4.1 *interred relationships 030 0 1 0 2 1 8 2

.4.1 *judgments 0 3 0 1 1 2 1 2 3 1

.4.2  locus of outcomes

.4.2*experts/authors 0000000100

.4.2*peers 0011160010

.4.2*self 0 2 1 1 1 4 3 1 8 3

.4.2*supervisors 0 0 1 1 2 9 3 1 5 4
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Ccdes Inteniewee 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0
1.z.3  nature of abstraction
1.L.3*epistemology related 00000100201. ..3*laws/universal law related 0000000000
1...3 *research related 0201120030
1.z_.3*society/discourse related 0002010020
1.4.3 *subject related 12020121202.   int. induced thoughts
2.  .1 subject of emerged thoughts
2. .1*thesis (concept) peers 21010203112..1*own thesis (concept) 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 02..2 context of emerged thoughts
2..2*loud contemplation 11002200022..2*silent contemplation 00010000012..2*written correspondence 00000000002..3 tvDe ofemerged questions
2..3*how? 111514141413812172..3*what? 087192518221710242..3*which? 0 0 1 1 6 7 2 1 6 0
2..3*why? 01023000002..4 level of abstraction
2..4*interpretant/mental concept          0        0       0        0        0        0        0        0        2         1
2..4*OkJect 0 2 1 1 1 1 0 0 2 0
2..4*relationship 0-s-i 0000000040
2..4*sign 0020010010
2..4*sim.interpretant 20120000202..4*similar object 0 1 1 3 2 3 1 2 3 0
2..4*similar relationship o-s-i 00100010102..4*similar sifn 11001002002.2 ext. induced thoughts
2.2.1  subject of sugg thoughts
2.2.1*thesis (concept) peers 30000101112.1.1*own thesis (concept) 11010030022.2.1*studies by experts 00000000012.2.2 relevance of sugg. thoughts
2.2.2*best practice 2 0 1 2 1 0 1 0 1 12.2.2*confirmation 00002020152.2.2*no use 0000000101
2.2.2*rejection 0000000010
2.2.2*warning 32022211032.2.3 tvpe of sugg. questions
2.2.3*how? 11000201202.2.3*what? 0404200323
2.2.3*why? 0003!00000
2.2.4 level of abstraction
2.2.4*interpretant/mental

concept         2       0       1        0       0       4       0                2       02.2.4*object 0 0 0 1 0 0 1   0 0
2.2.4*relationship i-s-o 0000013000
2.2.4*sign 30110310422.2.4*sim interpretant 01011020022.2.4*similar obiect 110100202I2.2.4*similar refationship i-s-0 000000101 02.2.4*similar sign 11000000002.3  type of in ferences
2.3.1  level  of in ferences
2.3.1*assumption 3 4 1 1 1 3 2 1 4 1
2.3.1*fact 0 3 2 1 1 1 1 2 3 02.3.1 *opinion 2201221492
2.3.1*theory 0010010010
2.3.2 nature of feedback
2.3.2*constructive 02340032222.3.2*destructive 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12.3.2*ineffective 2100001220
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Codes Inten'iewee 1 2345678 9     10
2.4 discussion value
2.4.1 Fractice

of sharing
2.4.1  out of interest 2 1 1 1 2 1 2 0 2 0
2.4.1*out of kindness 0001000010
2.4.1*out of obligation 1000010013
2.4.2 contributors
2.4.2*experts 0010000100
2.4.2*peers 2 2 1 1 1 7 1 2 4 3
2.4.2*self 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 2 0
2.4.2*supervisors 3 3 1 1 1 3 3 1 2 5
3.1 critical thinking
3.1.1 source of cntique
3.1.1*group convention 1011000522
3.1.1*institutionalized criteria 4206120224
3.1.1*personal beliefs 10    3     4    4 0 324 16    8
3.1.1*previous experiences 0 0 1 3 0 0 1 1 1 0
3.1.2 expression of critical attitude
3.1.2*accountability 0000000202
3.1.2*conformism 0000100401
3.1.2*consistency 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 3 8
3.1.2*overview 4 1 1 1 1 0 2 0 1 0
3.1.2*readability/fluency 2010001000
3.1.2*inferences 3 5 3 4 5 1 1 1 4 3
3.1.2*wording/style 0020120330
3.2 meaning of reflection
3.2.1 level of reflection
3.2.1*critical thinking 0000011120
3.2.1*evaluation 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 2
3.2.1*reframing/discovery/invention 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0
3.2.2 object of consideration
3.2.2*personal feelings/experiences       0       1       0       0       0       1       0       1       1       1
3.2.2*process of production 0100221220
3.2.2*process of thinking 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 2 4 2
3.2.2*product 1200000021
3.2.3 purpose of reflection
3.2.3*legitimacy/ethics 0001000000
3.2.3*persuasion/cognition 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1
3.2.3*sense-making 1000001212
3.3 reflection practice
3.3.1 moment of reflection
3.3.1*afterwards 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 2 0 0
3.3.1*during 0001010010
3.3.1*during & afterwards 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1
3.3.1*never 0200010000
3.3.2 expression of reflection
3.3.2*both 1000000000
3.3.2*in private 0000010111
3.3.2*in public 0001000200
3.3.2*neither 0110000001
3.3.3 reflection outcomes
3.3.3*diary/logbook 0000010000
3.3.3*discussion/reflection passage        0       0       2        1        2       1        0       0        1        1
3.3.3*enhanced logic through. thesis      0       0       0       0       0       1        0       2       0        1
3.3.3*none 0101000000
4.2 context
4.2.1 satisfaction
4.2.1 *thesis 1000101011
4.2.1 *thesis circle 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 2 3 3
4.2.1*thesis writing process 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1
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Appendix 3: Questionnaire items

Administration number
Age
Gender o Male o Female
Nationality

Thesis circle/group nr. ortopic                                                      ..                                        ....
Number of thesis circle/group members
Total number of thesis circle/group meetings
Average length ofthesis circle/group meetings . minutes

Have you been involved in other work groups before entering this o Yes o No
university program?
Start thesis - Finish thesis (Month, Year) 2005 - .. 2006
Years of education after high school (excl. university)

Please choose only one option.
Highest level of education completed before entering this OVWO o HBO O WO o Other

university program
Years of education at university level
Preferred job area after graduation o Practice o Research

Part 1: Writing on the Thesis

Private reflection
How often. 1 - Never. 2 = Rarely, 3 - Sometimes, 4 = Usually, 5 - Always
1.    Did you draw on examples to formulate your research question? 01 02 03 04 05
2.    Did you cast doubt on your research question after your first efforts to 01 02 03 04 05
operational,ze key concepts?
3.    Did you consider different theoretical perspectives in the literature when 01 02 03 04 05
constructing your theoretical framework?
4.      Did you disentangle argumentation of theories into the basic ideas they 01 02 03 04 05
consist of'?
5.    Did you question the basic ideas that make up your own argumentation        0 1 02 03 04 05
for a hypothesis?
6.     Did you question the effect your method of analysis could have on your 01 02 03 04 05
conclusions?
7.      Did you question your method of analysis by searching for contradictory 01 02 03 04 05
findings in the literature?
8.   Did you come up with counterintuitive explanations that cast doubt on 01 02 03 04 05
your results?
9.    Did you consider the limitations of your thesis by revisiting the basic 01 02 33 04 05
ideas you took for granted?
10.  Did you revisit your thought process, your writing process or the 01 02 03 04 05
resulting thesis, while working on it'?
11.  Did you reason backwards (from end to start) to solve thesis 01 02 03 04 05
inconsistencies?
12.  Did you simplify complicated thesis issues into less complicated ones?        0 1 02 03 04 05

Private self-consciousness (Fenigstein 1975.1979)
1 = Extremely uncharacteristic, 2 - Somewhat uncharacteristic, 3 = Uncertain,

4 = Somewhat characteristic, 5 = Extremely characteristic
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(Self-)Reflection and intensive reflection (Peltier et al. 2005)
1 = Strongly disagree, 2 = Disagree, 3 = Neutral, 4 = Agree. 5 = Strongly agree

23.  1 often reappraised my experiences so I could learn from them. 01 02 03 04 05
24.  I often reflected on my actions to see whether I could improve them. 01 02 03 04 05
25.  I often tried to think about how I could do something better next time. 01 02 03 04 05
26.   I liked to think about my actions to find alternative ways of doing them. 01 02 03 04 05

27.   I explored my past experiences as a way of understanding new ideas. 01 02 03 04 05
28.  I spent considerable time exploring alternative solutions to problems. 01 02 03 04 05
29.  I often thought of wider implications of what 1 was learning. 01 02 03 04 05
30.  I often related thesis course material to my own experiences. 01 02 03 04 05

31.  What 1 learned made me rethink my assumptions about business. 01 02 03 04 05
| 32.  I learned many new things about myself. 01 02 03 04 05

33.  As a result of writing the thesis, 1 have changed the way I normally do 01 02 03 04 05

things.
34.  As a result of writing the thesis, I have changed the way I look at myself. 01 02 03 04 05
35.  What 1 learned forced me to rethink how I view the world. 01 02 03 04 05
36.  1 discovered faults in what I previously believed to be right. 01 02 03 04 05
37.  Writing the thesis changed many of my firmly held ideas. 01 02 03 04 05
38.  I learned more about my own learning process. 01 02 03 04 05

Need for cognition (Cacioppo and Petty  1992)
1

= Extremely uncharacteristic, 2 = Somewhat uncharacteristic, 3 = Uncertain,
4 = Somewhat characteristic, 5 = Extremely characteristic

Personality (Costa and McCrae 1996)
1 = Strongly disagree, 2 = Disagree, 3 = Neutral, 4 = Agree, 5 = Strongly agree

Part 2: Thesis Circle Meetings
Thesis circle/group  members  consist  of supervisors  and peers.  Peers  are  other students  in your  thesis circle/
group.

Public reflection
How often. 1 = Never, 2 - Rarely, 3 = Sometimes, 4 = Usually. 5 - Always
92. After explaining thesis related issues in the thesis circle, did you change 01 02 03 04 05
your mind about them?
93.   Did you discuss logical flaws in (draft) texts written by peers? 01 02 03 04 05
94.  Did you try to figure out when you consider comments factual, and when 01 02 03 04 05

interpretative?
95.  Did you question comments by supervisors? 01 02 03 04 05
96.  Did you express counterarguments for comments by peers? 01 02 03 04 05
97. Did supervisors question basic ideas in your theoretical framework or in 01 02 03 04 05

hypotheses?
98. Did peers question representativeness of indicators in your measurement 01 02 03 04 05
instrument?
99. Did supervisors suggest alternative ways of data analysis? 01 02 03 04 05
100. Did peers point out biases in your results? 01 02 03 04 05
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Cognitive complexity
How often... 1 = Never, 2 = Rarely, 3 = Sometimes, 4 - Usually, 5 - Always
101. Did your thesis include a critical review on several theoretical 01 32 03 04 05
perspectives?
102. Did your thesis combine several methods for data analysis? 01 02 03 04 05
103. Did your thesis discuss alternative explanations for research results? 01 02 03 04 05
104. Did your study produce unique findings considering the state-of-the-art 01 02 03 04 05
literature in the field?
105.  lf you have to appreciate the complexity of your thesis, what grade 0102030405 06070809010
would you gave on a scale of 1 to  10?

Coordination (Fleishman and Zaccarro  1992)
1

= Strongly disagree, 2 = Disagree, 3 = Neutral, 4 = Agree, 5 = Strongly agree

Communication (Eby et al. 1999)
1

= Strongly disagree, 2 = Disagree, 3 = Neutral, 4 = Agree, 5 = Strongly agree

Trust (Chatman 1991)
1 = Not at all, 2 = Little. 3 = Some, 4 = Much, 5 = Very much

Conflict (Jehn 1994,1995)
1 - Never, 2 = Rarely, 3 = Sometimes, 4 = Usually, 5 = Always

Student interaction (Peltier et al. 2005)
1 = Strongly disagree. 2 = Disagree, 3 = Neutral, 4 = Agree, 5 = Strongly agree

161. My peers challenged me to think. 01 02 03 04 05
162.  I enjoyed learning new ways of thinking from other students. 01 02 03 04 05
163. I sought feedback from others about the decisions I made. 01 02 03 04 05
164. Other students helped me learn about solving real-world problems. 01 02 03 04 05
165. My peers valued my opinions. 01 02 03 04 05
166. There was an open exchange of new ideas between students. 01 02 03 04 05

Satisfaction with the group (Carron et al. 1985, Cur*eu 2003)
1 = Strongly disagree, 2 = Disagree, 3 = Neutral. 4 = Agree, 5 = Strongly agree
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